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ABSTRACT 
The liminal is a condition of human existence which has been the concern of 
Japanese literature throughout its history, since it is an essential ingredient in the 
experience of crisis. This thesis examines Furui's contribution to this literature of 
the liminal (my term) - his careful and detailed psycho-socio-analytical studies of 
the late twentieth century mind in the liminal state. 
The introductory chapter begins with a brief overview of Furui 's writing and its 
place in contemporary Japanese literature, especially the literature of the liminal. I 
go on to outline the general theoretical approaches of the thesis. I base my 
argument on Turner's socio-anthropological interpretation of the tripartite 
structure of rites of passage, and focus on his view of the liminal as a threshold 
period or state in which normal social structures and hierarchies are replaced by 
the relatively unstructured egalitarianism of community (communitas). 
Extrapolating the link Turner makes with the philosopher Martin Buber' s view of 
community in relation to the duality I/thou, I suggest that liminality is common to 
and representative of the experience ofFurui's characters, and is an extremely 
effective concept for the analysis of the ambiguities and continually shifting 
perspectives of his characters' condition. 
In chapters two to five I look closely at examples ofFurui's writing and 
investigate his exploration of the liminal states which surround social ostracism, 
illness and mental disturbance, death, and stress in the workplace and as a result 
of ageing. The intellectual rigour and detail with which he deals with these issues 
is evidence of his debt to German and Austrian writers of the mid-twentieth 
century, his field of specialization as a professor of German literature. I also 
develop the concept of spatial and temporal liminality as important interpretative 
tools. I explore Furui's style and his debt to the traditional literature of the liminal 
in Japan, particularly the Noh drama. I account for Furui's portrayal of the 
mystery and poetry of the liminal condition, which distinguishes his work from 
medical or sociological treatises. 
I conclude that Furui' s rigorous and detailed psycho-socio-analytical approach to 
the critical states of his protagonists, enhanced by his imaginative sensitivity to 
language and to the philosophical issues involved, serves to distil his characters' 
predicaments to their essence, allowing the reader a better understanding of their 
experience ofliving in the late twentieth century. 
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Literature of the Liminal 
The liminal is a condition of human existence which has always been a concern of 
Japanese literature, since transition is an essential factor in the experience of crisis. 
The link between liminality as a transitional stage in the ritual process, and the 
marginal world provides an important interpretative perspective on Japanese 
literature throughout its history. 
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In this investigation of Furui Yosbikichi' s work, I will show just how important 
this aspect is to his output, in both content and sty le. I base my interpretation on the 
socio-anthropological analysis of the structure of rites of passage, as defined by van 
Gennep. Victor Turner's further detailed investigation of the transitional state of 
liminality, where subjects are relatively unbound by usual social norms and 
expectations, provides a useful interpretive perspective which can be effectively 
applied to a literary study. 
However, my approach is aimed at understanding more about Furui' s use of liminal 
features in style and content, which in tum contribute to the reader's understanding 
of the psychological states of Furui's protagonists. My use of the term liminality in 
this investigation concentrates on its "betwixt-and-betweenness", its ambiguity 
which allows liminars to move freely in the transitional regions, crossing and 
recrossing the border zone between states or social position. I also extend this 
concept of liminality to encompass the ambiguity of literary sty le which has been a 
feature of Furui' s writing from the very beginning. 
For the sake of convenience, I have divided Furui' s liminal concerns into four 
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broad thematic areas (marginal existences, illness, death and stress as a result of 
workplace pressures or the ageing process), reflecting his major concerns, and 
devoted a chapter to each. Of course, the works are not restricted in their thematic 
content to just one of these areas, but I have attempted to choose works that have 
that particular theme as their main focus and which provide a good illustration of the 
multiplicity and complexity of liminal aspects contained in them Although my 
classification is made on the basis of the type of liminal state being experienced by 
the protagonists, my discussion also includes other perspectives, such as the 
liminality of style and technique, and spatial and temporal liminalities. My 
interpretation is to be applied to the literary field, so its validity is restricted to a 
literary analysis. 
I begin my discussion with an overview of the socio-anthropological view of rites 
of passage and the theoretical background of liminality upon which I base my own 
psycho-socio-analytical approach. I also briefly look at Turner's concept of 
communitas and its connection with Buber's Gemeinschaft (community), as well as 
the link between mysticism and liminality, which provides an additional 
interpretative tool for an improved understanding of Furui' s view of the ecstatic 
marginal. 
A short biographical sketch of Fun.ri Y oshikichi is followed by a limited selection of 
examples of liminal literature in Japan as a prelude to an overview of Furui' s 
position in the post-war literature of Japan. I introduce the liminal features of 
Furui' s sty le and content and examine Irmela Hijiya-K.irschnereit' s theoretical 
model of the shishosetsu genre in order to better understand the similar features 
contained in Furui's work. 
Rites of Passage 
Important events in an individual's life, such as illness, death, funerals and the 
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rituals that surround them frequently feature in Furui' s writing. These are examples 
of rites of passage, first given a theoretical base by the social anthropologist Arnold 
van Gennep in 1909. Rites of passage are defined by van Gennep as "rites which 
accompany every change of place, state, social position and age."1 In the modem 
social context, the passage between one social status and another is evident in 
ceremonies such as marriage or graduation. The passage between one place and 
another could be relocation or moving home, while a move to a new job or school 
represents a passage between situations. In the passage of time, the social group 
moves from one period to another, for example into a new millenium or at New 
Year. 
The notion of liminality has its foundations in Van Gennep' s study of the structure 
of such rites in various cultures around the world, from which he concluded that 
"all rituals involving passage from one state to another share in a single tripartite 
structure defined by the necessary function of separation from one status and 
reincorporation into the new one, with a marginal or liminal period in between."2 
He termed these discrete phases rites of separation or preliminal rites; rites of 
transition or liminal rites; and rites of reincorporation or postliminal rites. 
Later studies have shown that the importance placed on each of these phases is not 
equal in every rite of passage, and that they are not equally visible, but the general 
tripartite structure is characteristic of rites of passage everywhere. 
According to Muratake, the tripartite structure also applies to other rites, for 
example: rites of intensification, such as agricultural, fishing and hunting rites, 
which unify the group in times of danger, and including seasonal and annual-
calendrical rites; and rites of circumstance, to protect individuals or the society 
1 Victor Turner, The Ritual Process. Structure and Anti-structure. (New York: Aldme de Gruyter, 
1995): 94. 
2 R. Huntmgton and P. Metcalf, Celebrations of Death. The Anthropology of Mortuary Ritual. 
against such threats as illness and natural disasters. 3 It is the transitional, liminal 
phase which is fundamental to my discussion of Furui' s work. 
Usually more visible in traditional cultures, but still prevalent in modem society, 
rites of passage are ritualisations of the psychic reorganisation necessary when 
individuals confront transitions in their lives. In traditional cultures, 
where things stayed more or less the same from generation to generation on the level of the 
collecuvity, the changed identity was clearly staked out...In the sethngs of modernity, by 
contrast, the altered self has to be explored and constructed as part of a reflexive process of 
connecting personal and social change.4 
Among the major challenges to the individual brought about by modernity are the 
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growing inability to adapt to the increased pace of change brought about by 
globalisation, the feelings of powerlessness which result, and the difficulty of 
redefining the self without the benefit of static parameters. In addition, a prolonged 
period of liminality is symptomatic of the often open-ended process of achieving a 
new sense of self. These factors are all relevant to the experiences ofFurui's 
protagonists. 
Rosenberger notes behaviours showing "increasingly alienated people searching for 
meaning.as relationships and institutions that undergird relational selves are 
threatened": school phobias and high school failures, the alienation of the factory 
worker and the part-time worker and artisan, the search for meaning among 
salarymen and housewives, the threat of anomie in city living and in the loneliness 
of the elderly.5 
One way of countering such alienation and the undermining in the modem world of 
the traditions and rituals which have previously served to provide a coping 
(London: Cambndge University Press, 1979): 8. 
3 Muratake Seiichi and Sasaki Kokan, eds. Bunkajinruigaku. (Tokyo: Yfibikaku, 1991): 157-158. 
4 Anthony Giddens, Modernity and Seif-Identity. Self and Society in the Late Modem Age. 
(Cambridge: Polity Press, 1991): 33. 
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mechanism in times of trauma is the establishment of "new" traditions to fill the 
void. In Hakuhatsu no uta, 6 Furui reflects on the "tradition" of serving sushi at 
funeral wakes and concludes that what most people assume to be a long standing 
habit is actually of relatively recent origin. The serving of food in this way has 
become a ritual of commensality, allowing sharing of food, reminiscences and 
experience, and providing an anchoring framework of pre-programmed behaviour. 
This represents a rite of incorporation - the fmal, postliminal phase of the rite of 
passage - when the trials of transition have been successfully negotiated. 
Liminality 
Victor Turner focussed on van Gennep' s central phase of transition and investigated 
its characteristics further. He concluded that those who find themselves in such a 
state of crossing the threshold, or limen, are outside the usual system of social 
categorisation in that they occupy a position of ambiguity straddling the border 
between two social categories. As Muratake and Sasaki explain, those in a liminal 
condition are located on the border between two social categories, and in the sense 
that they belong to neither of those categories, they possess characteristics ofboth.7 
In describing their liminality, Turner writes that: 
The attributes of liminality or of hminal personae (''threshold people") are necessarily 
ambiguous, smce tlns conchtion and these persons elude or slip through the network of 
classifications that normally locate states and positions m cultural space. Limmal entities are 
neither here nor there; they are betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed by 
law, custom, convention, and ceremomal. As such therr ambiguous and indeterminate 
attributes are expressed by a nch vanety of symbols in the many societies that ntualize 
social and cultural transitions. Thus, lirmnality is frequently likened to death, to being m the 
womb, to lilV!Slbility, to darkness, to bisexuality, to the wilderness, and to an eclipse of the 
5Nancy Rosenberger, ed. Japanese Sense of Self. (Cambndge: Cambndge Umv. Press, 1992): 12. 
6 FurUl Yoshlkichl, Hakuhatsu no uta. (Tokyo: Shmch6sha, 1996). 
7 Muratake and Sasaki (1991): 176. 
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sun or moon.8 
Liminal entities are "neither here nor there", and yet their ambiguous position means 
that they are, paradoxically, here and there. Matsuoka Etsuko points out that in their 
l:intinal state they are unrecognised by the usual social structures, and in this respect 
their liminality can be compared with (social) death. She goes on to say that the 
process of destroying their previous identity is simultaneous to the beginning of 
their (social) rebirth.9 
Turner has identified three common characteristics of liminal entities: ''they are 
persons of principles that (1) fall in the interstices of social structure, (2) are on its 
margins, or (3) occupy its lowest rungs".10 He has further differentiated between 
those in a marginal, betwixt and between liminality and those permanently in a 
"state of outsiderhood''. 1bis refers to "the condition of being either permanently 
and by ascription set outside the structural arrangements of a given social system, or 
being situ.ationally or temporarily set apart, or voluntarily setting oneself apart from 
the behavior of status-occupying, role-playing members of that system" .11 
Examples of outsiders include itinerant beggars, wandering monks, and mediums. 
Marginals, on the other hand, straddle the border, as it were, and exist 
simultaneously as part of two different groups, as is the case with those who have 
migrated from the country to the city. 
Marginals are the focus of Furui' s work, and the ambiguity of their fluid position 
on the border region offers a wide range of perspectives from which to investigate 
the human condition. Even those protagonists which may initially appear to be 
8 Turner (1995): 95. 
9 Matsuoka Etsuko, "Tekunorojii sbakai no byomshussan. Gendai no tsfilcagirei." In Aoki 
Tamotsu, Uchibori Motoimtsu, Komatsu Kazuhiko et al., eds. Girei to pafomansu. (Tokyo: 
Iwanam shoten, 1997): 32. 
10 Turner (1995): 125. 
11 Victor Turner, Dramas, Fields, and Metaphors. (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1974): 233. 
permanent outsiders are, in fact, marginals. An example of this is the student cast 
involuntarily into the role of an itinerant in Hijiri. His outsider position is not a 
permanent one, as he is able to return to bis normal student life at any time. He 
remains a student who has temporarily entered the world of the village outsider. 
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In their discussion of liminality, Huntington and Metcalf note that "the transitional 
phase sometimes acquires a certain autonomy from the rest of the ritual."12 In 
focusing on the border area and the often prolonged liminal periods in bis 
protagonists' lives, Furui also assumes the autonomous existence of these states. 
Furui' s borderline depictions show not only an ambiguous area of separation 
between two states, but illustrate well van Gennep' s theory of preliminal, liminal, 
and postliminal stages. Furui's characters are usually experiencing a liminal phase 
of their lives, whether that be the case of a young woman on the threshold between 
childhood and adulthood, whose liminality is characterised by mental disturbance, 
or of older characters who are in the liminal stages of illness and death - the 
confrontation with cancer being the most common representation of this condition. 
Another example is the transition between middle and old age, as manifested in the 
loss of orientation in work, the loss of peers to death, and the beginnings of 
unreliable memory. 
Turner's Communitas 
Turner's research into the liminal phase of rites of passage led him to the 
identification of 
two maJor "models" for human interrelatedness, JUXtaposed and alternating. The first is of 
society as a structured, differentiated, and often hierarchical system of politico-legal-economic 
posiuons with many types of evaluation, separating men m terms of "more" or "less." The 
second, which emerges recognizably in the liminal penod, is of society as an unstructured or 
rudimentanly structured and relatively undifferentiated comitatus, community, or even 
communion of equal mdividuals who submit together to the general authority of the ritual 
elders.13 
In contemporary, post-industrial society, those ritual elders are not confined to the 
traditional familial or tribal elders, but may be represented by doctors, professional 
superiors and the like. By using the term communitas to denote this egalitarian 
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condition and provide a diametric to "structure", Turner has inferred the coincidence 
of liminality with "anti-structure". The liminar's preliminal and postliminal states are 
governed by social hierarchy, law, obligations and other social strictures. By its 
very nature, such structure is unconducive to any spontaneous and free interaction 
between society members. Each is playing the social role assigned to him in 
accordance to the norms associated with that role. Matsuoka draws attention to the 
fact that Tum.er' s interpretation of the condition of liminality, or communitas can be 
seen in rites and social phenomena of all kinds, in both traditional and modem 
societies. i 4 
Tum.er infers, in what he terms the dialectic of the developmental cycle 
that, for individuals and groups, social life is a type of dialectical process that involves 
successive experience of high and low, communitas and structure, homogeneity and 
dlfferenuation, equality and inequality. The passage from lower to higher status is through a 
limbo of statuslessness. In such a process, the opposites, as it were, consutute one another 
and are mutually indispensable. Furthermore, smce any concrete tnbal society is made up of 
multiple personae, groups, and categories, each of which has its own developmental cycle, at 
a given moment many incumbencies of fixed positions coexist with many passages between 
positions. In other words, each individual's life experience contains altematmg exposure to 
structure and communitas, and to states and transiuons. 15 
Yamashita and Funabiki point out that Tum.er further distinguishes between three 
types of communitas. They provide the following examples to illustrate Tum.er' s 
12 Huntington and Metcalf (1979): 11. 
13 Turner (1995): 96. 
14 Matsuoka (1997): 28. 
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classification: naturally occurring communitas, such as the hippy "happenings" of 
the 1960's; exemplary communitas, as experienced in religious pilgrimages; and 
ideological communitas, as exemplified in utopic communities .16 The focus of this 
investigation is on the first - naturally occurring communitas - which is the link 
between Turner's communitas and Buber's Gemeinschaft (community). 
Communitas and Martin Buber's "essential We" 
In explaining his concept of communitas, Turner refers to the philosopher Martin 
Buber' s concept of the spontaneous and immediate instant of communication 
between two persons. One of Buber's central concepts is the dialogical principle of 
the direct relationship of the individual I with the object, Thou. Buber sees this 
''primary word'' I-Thou as being present in all relationships, whether between man 
and nature, man and man, or man and the divine or spiritual world. In his view an 
individual exists only in the context of "a living relation with other individuals".17 
For Buber, the "something" that rakes place between man and man is unique and 
undefinable. He describes this process as one being communicating with another in 
a sphere common to both but which extends beyond the special sphere of each. 
Buber calls this common sphere, "which is conceptually still uncomprehended, the 
sphere of 'between"', and recognises it as a "primal category of human reality".18 
He uses the example of the momentary shared glances of two strangers in an air-
raid shelter, or the shared elemental experience of two opera-goers as they listen to 
Mozart, to illustrate the nature of such a happening. Both parties are imperceptibly 
changed by the fleeting moment of communication, even though it may be 
15 Turner (1995): 97. 
16 Yamashita Sbmji & Funabtld Takeo, eds. Bunkajinruigaku kiiwado. (Tokyo: YUbikaku, 1997): 
124-125. 
17 Martin Buber, Between Man and Man. (New York: Macmillan, 1965): 203. 
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immediately forgotten. The realm of the ''between" is to be found on "the far side of 
the subjective, on this side of the objective, on the narrow ridge, where I and Thou 
meet''.19 
Buber uses the term "community" (Gemeinschaft) to convey the dynamic nature of 
the I-Thou relationship. Buber emphasises the spontaneity, immediacy and 
concreteness of community: 
But commumty, growing commumty ... 1s the bemg no longer side by side but with one 
another of a multitude of persons. And this multitude, though it also moves towards one 
goal, yet expenences everywhere a turning to, a dynamic facmg of, the other, a flowing from 
Ito Thou. 20 
Thus, Buber' s community is not limited to dyadic relationships, but expands to 
become an "essential We", a community of independent individuals who are able to 
experience the mutuality of the I-Thou relationship with one another. Such an 
"essential We" is seen by Turner as having a liminal character because such' 
spontaneous communitas is antithetic to structure, although it may erupt 
momentarily and unpredictably between individuals who are bound by their 
respective social structures. This "essential We" is "a transient, if highly potent, 
mode of relationship between integral persons."21 
Mysticism and Liminality 
Both van Gennep and Turner have noted the close connection between the liminal 
and the spiritual and mystic powers of folklore and religion. Turn.er comments thus: 
One may well ask why it is that hminal situations and roles are almost everywhere attnbuted 
with magico-religious properties, or why these should so often be regarded as dangerous, 
mauspic10us, or polluting to persons, objects, events, and relationships that have not been 
18 ibid. 203. 
19 ibid. 204. 
20 ibid. 31. 
21 Turner (1995)· 137. 
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ritually mcorporated mto the liminal context. My view is that from the perspectival 
viewpoint of those concerned with the maintenance of "structure," all sustained 
manifestations of commumtas must appear as dangerous and anarchical, and have to be 
hedged around with prescnptions, prohibitions, and conditions. And ... that which cannot be 
clearly classified in terms of traditional cntena of classification, or falls between 
classificatory boundaries, is almost everywhere regarded as "polluting" and "dangerous". 22 
Traditionally, only the spiritual beings on the "other" side have been able to cross 
the divide between the familiar human world and the "other'' ambivalent, mysterious 
and strange world. Ordinary humans do not have the power to step into the other at 
will. According to Carmen Blacker, there are, however, those who have acquired 
a power which enables them to transcend the barrier between the two worlds. This power 
bears no relation to the physical strength or mental agility with which we are normally 
endowed It is of a chfferent order altogether, acqurred by means which often weakens a man's 
bodily health and strength ... [and] is a special power to effect a rupture of a plane, to reach 
over the bridge and mfluence the bemgs on 'the other side. 23 
Turner observes that the characteristics of religious life can be likened to those 
expected in a liminal state. He further suggests that the original ''betwixt and 
between" transitional state "has here become a permanent condition. Nowhere has 
this institutionalisation of liminality been more clearly marked and defined than in 
the monastic and mendicant states in the great world religions. "24 Huntington and 
Metcalf go on to say that the inhabitants of the transitional state are " 'betwixt and 
between' normal social roles, and close to some transcendent and sacred core of 
social and moral value."25 For Aoki Tamotsu, "existences on the borderline are 
thought to be closely connected with the gods or superhuman natural existences".26 
Buber' s interest in mysticism, and his search for a better understanding of human 
22 ibid. 108-109. 
23 Carmen Blacker, The Catalpa Bow. A Study of Shamanistic Practices in Japan. (London: Allen 
and Unwin, 1975): 21. 
24 Turner (1995): 107. 
25 Huntmgton and Metcalf: 11. 
self-awareness in the literature of other cultures led him to publish a collection of 
personal accounts of religious ecstasy, Ekstatische Konfessionen. 27 Buber saw 
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such accounts as an attempt to describe an experience which essentially defies 
verbal expression - das Unaussprechbare. The state of religious ecstasy as 
described in these accounts is analogous to a liminal experience - the region between 
life as a secular individual, in a state of communion/union with the divine. 
In examining a further border region and its ambiguity, Furui looks at the 
experience of religious and spiritual ecstasy of mediaeval European mystics in bis 
book Shinpi no hitobito' .28 He refers to Buber's anthology among bis sources. 
Buber' s Ekstatische Konfessionen has also been identified as the source of many of 
Robert Musil's references to spirituality and mysticism in his novel, Der Mann ohne 
Eigenscha.ften, (The Man without Qualities). Given Furui's background as a 
Gennanist whose academic research centred on the early twentieth century Austrian 
and German writers Hermann Broch, Robert Musil and Franz Kafka, and as a 
translator of several works by these authors, it is impossible to imagine that he was 
unaware of this connection. 
Ecstasy, from the Greek ekstasis, meaning to go out, is a state outside the normal 
everyday human experience. As noted earlier, many ofFurui's protagonists find 
themselves in a state outside their hitherto ''normal" existences. Again, this is in the 
transitional realm, the implication being that eventually, the process of 
reincorporation will begin and the individual will find himself in a new stage of life. 
Whether the separation and entry into the liminal stage be as a result of illness, 
either physical or psychological, social isolation or pressures, or stress, the 
individuals concerned seem to somehow achieve fleeting moments of self-unity, 
26 Aoki Tamotsu, Girei no sh8ch6sei. (Tokyo: Iwanami, 1984): 271. 
27 Martin Buber, Ekstatische Konfessionen. (Heidelberg: Verlag Lambert Schneider, 1984) 
28 Furui Yoslukichi, Shinpi no hitobito. (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1996) 
perhaps just because they are in such extreme situations, unfettered by the usual 
social conventions or restraints. 
Furui Yoshikichi - Representative of the Japanese Post-war 
Experience 
14 
Furui Yoshikichi was born in Tokyo on 19November1937. The defining 
experience of his childhood was without doubt the effects of wartime bombing 
raids, culminating in the loss of the family home which was destroyed by fire in one 
of the incendiary raids on Tokyo in late May, 1945. Furui, his mother and sister 
then moved to his father's family home in Ogaki, Gifu prefecture, arriving in mid-
J une. However, shortly after, that refuge was damaged in a bombing raid on Ogaki 
, and subsequent raids forced the family to move once again, this time to the 
maternal home in Mino, Gifu prefecture, when they were reunited with Furui's two 
elder brothers, who had been evacuated earlier. The motifs of wartime firestorms, 
destruction and human suffering appear frequently as dream-like sequences or as 
memories recalled by his protagonists, especially those which bear a resemblance 
with the author himself. However, these are not used as themes to explore the 
protagonist's thoughts, but as fragments appearing out of nowhere to demonstrate 
the unpredictable and capricious nature of the human mind and memory. He also 
touches on these experiences in a number of essays, commentaries and discussions. 
However, he is careful to point out that his writing is not based on these 
experiences, but that they serve only as a means to an end: to try to mirror the way 
human memory functions. 
I was not an author who took tracmg lus cluldhood and youth m great detail as lus starting 
pomt. Even now, I'm not an author who draws on lus memories of the past. Rather, as far as 
memory goes, I have a tendency to select discontinuous aspects as scenes in my works. My 
pen moves of its own accord, losmg the flow of memory and startmg to become disjointed. 
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Again, at that point, the pen recalls the tens10n. This is a contradiction. I'm someone who 
thmks that the purpose of a story is the pomt where, even for an instant, the reader is made 
to feel that the hours and years are brought to a stop and at least revived in the work. I'm 
hoping for this in my own work. Because my pen picks up disconnected aspects, the 
contradiction arising from this wish is extreme. The desrre for reflection which goes as far as 
being convmced of the stagnation, and the wish for being earned peacefully in the flow are 
somewhere bound up as one. 29 
The family eventually returned to Tokyo in October 1945, and Furui continued his 
education through junior high and high school. He began learning German as a first 
year high-school student He was an avid reader and after reading his way through 
modem Japanese literature, he made the acquaintance of the classics of world 
literature, such as Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Stendhal, Balzac and Baudelaire, by 
acquiring volumes of collected works in translation at book sales. His reading of 
works by Thomas Mann and especially Franz Kafka' s Die Verwandlung (The 
Metamorphosis, 1916) left a deep and lasting impression.30 This interest eventually 
led him to specialize in German at Tokyo University, from which he graduated in 
1960, with a thesis on Franz Kafka' s Das Urteil (The Judgement, 1916). 
He proceeded to postgraduate studies in German at the University of Tokyo 
Graduate School, and graduated with an MA in German language and literature in 
1962, after completing a master's thesis focussing on Hermann Broch entitled "Die 
Schuld des Dichters in der Gegenwart: Eine Phase des gegenwartigen 
Dichterproblems bei Broch".31 
29 Funn Yoshlklchi, "Funn Yosbiklchi. Hito to sakuhin. Kaisetsu ni kaete>" In: Inoue, 
Yamamoto and Nakamura, eds., ShOwa bungaku zenshU 23. (Tokyo: Shogakkan, 1987): 1016. 
30 Furui Yosbiklchl, "Purosesu no yume." In Hi ya tsuki ya (Tokyo: Fukutake shoten, 1988): 
133. 
31 Wada Tsutomu, Furui Yoshikichi ron. (Tokyo: Oufu, 1999): 279. ['The Guilt of the Poet in the 
Present: A Phase of the Current Poetic Problem in Broch."] 
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He continued his academic career by taking up a teaching position at Kanazawa 
University and later returned to Tokyo to teach at Rikkyo University. His research 
interests included Novalis, Nietzsche, and the Austrian authors Hermann Broch 
(1886 - 1951) and Robert Musil (1880 - 1942). In addition to publishing several 
papers on his research, Furui was also occupied with the translation of works by 
Nietzsche, Broch and Musil into Japanese, a challenging three-year task that had a 
profound influence on his career. 
The ongin of starting to wnte novels was, in my case, in my translation work. Nietzsche's 
Geburt der Tragodie, Hermann Broch' s novel Der Versucher, and two of Musil' s novellas 
[Die Vollendung der Liebe and Die Versuchung der stillen Veronika,] - each of them was a 
difficult work, and if you put them all together, they come to more than 2,000 pages. It took 
about three years, from age 28 to 31, alongside my teachmg, but anyway, I finished it. If I 
think about it now, it was qmte an undertaking of devotion.32 
He goes on to explain that he began to play around with the words he'd been 
grappling with in his translations as a way of relaxing. 
When my translation came to a complete stop, I put down my pen and m order to allow 
myself a little enjoyment, I randomly thought about this and that as I stared at the origmal 
text.33 
Furui' s writing style continues to show the results of this practice, in the seemingly 
unconnected set of images and scenes presented. This is particularly true of the 
short stories, which due to their brevity do not allow the fuller development 
possible in a novel or even a novella. However, Furui' s longer works are also 
coloured by this technique and it is not an exaggeration to say that Furui' s 
In addition to an analysis of Furui's wnting, Wada provides a very detailed chronological overview 
of Funu's life and publications. 
32 Furu.i Yoshlla.chl, ''Furui Yoshiklchl. Hito to sakubm. Kaisetsu m kaete>" In: Inoue, 
Yamamoto and Nakamura, eds., Sh6wa bungaku zenshU 23. (Tokyo: Shogakkan, 1987): 1016. 
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experience as a translator of such demanding authors as Nietzsche, Broch and Musil 
has had a lasting and marked influence on his own writing style. 
In between the translat10ns, I wrote two short stories - my first. It didn't seem that there was 
such a distance in stance between having a story in front of me, or an essay. When I finished 
writing, I wondered whether they were stones, or whether I should call them essays. In 
partJ.cular, the work "SentoJfi no hanasln" was origmally conceived as an essay, but at the 
end, without realising it, my direction strayed and when I handed it to the editor of the 
literary magazme and he expressly said that it was a story, it didn't sink in and my reaction 
was as if to say "What! I'm wntlng stories?" Of course I never dreamed that two years later 
I'd leave teaching to become a writer.34 
The two first works Furui refers to are ''Mokuyobi ni", published in the first issue 
of the coterie magazine Hakubyo in January 1969, and "Sent6ju no hanashi", which 
appeared in the same magazine in November of the same year. At the same time his 
academic interests were focussed on the Jewish presence in central Europe, 
especially with respect to their activities since the middle ages as fahrendes Volk 
(travelling people), who neither lived in the cities nor were peasants, but who 
existed as travelling entertainers and peddlers. 35 
In 1970, Furui resigned from his position at Rikky6 University to embark on the 
life of a full time writer. His novella Yoko, which first appeared in August 1970, 
was awarded the sixty-fourth Akutagawa Prize for new, up-and-coming authors in 
January 1971, and this established Furui' s reputation and signified his emergence 
into the Japanese literary mainstream. Several of Pura.i's later works have also been 
recognised with literary awards: Sumika was awarded the Great Japan Literature 
Prize (Nihon bungaku taishO, 1980); Asagao, the Tanizaki Jun'ichir6 Prize (1983) 
33 ibid. 1016. 
34 ibid. 1017-1018. 
35 Wada (1999): 294. 
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and "Nakayamasaka", the Kawabata Yasunari Prize (1987). He has also published 
several volumes of short stories and collected essays. He is currently a member of 
the panel which selects the winners of the Akutagawa Prize. 
The deaths of close family members had a profound influence. His mother's death 
in 1971 coincided with the award of the Akutagawa Prize for Yoko. He heard the 
news of his father's passing in 1982, after a long period of illness, while visiting a 
horse stud in Hokkaido. 1bis was followed by his sister's death in 1987, and the 
sudden death of his elder brother in 1991. 
However, perhaps the most defining experience of Furui's adult life followed the 
sudden loss of control over the movement of his limbs in early 1991. He was 
hospitalised in mid-February and underwent an operation to correct a spinal hernia 
on March 7. The events and impressions of this period frequently appear in his 
writing, particularly those works which were written soon after his recovery.36 
The experience of death and illness in close proximity, and the resulting 
uncertainty and sense of mortality served to intensify the self-reflexivity of his 
work. 
He underwent surgery on his left eye in May 1998, shortly before my second 
meeting with him in Tokyo. At that time, he had made a complete recovery, but 
told me that a further operation on his right eye was planned for later in the year. 
This took place in November, with the successful insertion of an artificial lens. 
Furui began tnountain climbing and hiking in his student days, and the resulting 
experiences of the mountains and travel to remoter parts of Japan find their 
reflection in his writing. He has also travelled extensively, including visits to 
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Europe and China, and the echoes of these journeys, too, find their place in bis 
work. He is extremely well informed over a wide range of issues and maintains a 
lively interest in the arts, including regular visits to the Noh theatre, as well as bis 
numerous responsibilities in the literary world. His great interest in horse racing is 
another feature which makes its appearance in stories, such as "Nakayamasaka''. 37 
He has visited horse studs throughout the country on numerous occasions, has been 
a guest commentator on radio, and contributes articles and stories to specialist 
racing publications. 
Furui Yoshikichi lives with bis family in a quiet residential area near Tokyo's Baji 
Koen park - surroundings which are recognisable as the backdrop for a number of 
bis stories. 
Japanese Literature of the Liminal 
Furui's use of liminal subjects and styles is by no means a new characteristic of 
Japanese literature. On the contrary, the liminal has been a concern of Japanese 
literature from earliest times. The following brief selection is intended to illustrate 
the wide variety of facets of the "literature of the liminal" in Japan over the ages. 
The account of the journey to the capital in the Tosa nikki (TosaDiary)38 represents 
a spatial transition which parallels the transition in the returning Governor's 
grieving process following the death of bis young daughter. During this journey, he 
is a high-ranking bureaucrat in name only. He is no longer responsible for the 
administration of the province of Tosa, returning to the capital in order to take up 
bis next position. Tb.us, in a professional sense as well as a personal one, he is 
36 For example: Rakutenki, Tamashii no hi, Shinpi no hitobito, Hakuhatsu no uta. 
37 Furui Yosbikl.cln, "Nakayamasaka." In Biu,(Tokyo: Fukutake shoten, 1986). 
38 Kl no Tsurayula., The Tosa Diary. Wilham N. Porter, trans. (Rutland, Tokyo: Tuttle, 1981). 
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experiencing a classic "betwixt and between" situation. His sense of loss and 
sadness is also a journey to be undertaken. On the voyage, his status is equal to that 
of the other passengers and crew - neither his social position nor his erudition are of 
great value in facing the perils of a journey by sea He is reduced to the level of all 
others on board - that of vulnerable human facing unknown perils. 1bis experience 
is analogous to a rite of passage. All those on board are equal in the face of the 
unknown dangers and experiences which affect everyone regardless of status or 
wealth, yet each will emerge from this phase into the next with their own individual 
lessons. On a stylistic level, the Tosa Diary is just that, a diary and not a story with 
a carefully structured plot or detailed psychological musings over the characters 
states of mind. The entries are simple, even mundane at times - such as during their 
enforced stay at Ominato due to inclement weather, when the brevity and 
repetitiveness of the entries reflect the tedium and inaction of successive days spent 
waiting for a break in the weather. The author is concerned with the day-to-day 
events of the journey, and his writing sty le is natural and unstructured. 
The Tosa Diary is generally accepted as being the work of Ki no Tsurayuki, yet the 
impression given is that the author is a woman. This, and the fact that it was written 
in kana script rather than kanji, places the work outside the mainstream literary field 
inspired and highly influenced by the Chinese classics. The author has thus 
intentionally placed the diary in a marginal position within the less intellectually 
esteemed literary stream of the so-called "women's hand". However, this was 
actually the more accessible, popular literature of the day and although not officially 
rated highly by (male) intellectuals, the work would have had a resonance with a 
large number of those who read it Interestingly, by placing himself outside the 
accepted mainstream, the author has entered a secondary, more popular stream 
where by nature of his gender, he remains an outsider. 
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The Noh tradition also provides many interesting examples of liminal states. In its 
infancy, the members of the Noh troupes were regarded as social outcastes on the 
margins of society. Performances themselves were often held in dry river beds 
(kawara), areas which have strong folkloric and religious symbolism as liminal 
spaces. The aim of Noh is to try to recreate the mood of the moment rather than an 
emphasis on strong dramatic action. Usually, the key moment of crisis or trauma is 
related at second hand, and such distancing has the effect of transforming the 
character's situation and suffering to that of an archetype of human experience. The 
'use of masks enhances this by inserting an additional layer into the communication 
between the actor and the audience. No longer is it an identifiable single actor who 
conveys the emotion of the character. The mask transforms the individual actor into 
an archetype, representative of all human experience. 
Noh is thus well suited to the portrayal of the ambiguous state of liminality, and 
especially in showing the crossing and recrossing of borders. The roots of Noh 
performance lie in the rituals of Dengaku (field performance), evolving from ancient 
agricultural festivals. Hence Noh has seasonal and mystical, quasi-religious 
associations, all originating from the perception of the great spiritual power of 
nature in governing the regularity of the harvest and planting cycles. Komparu 
Kunio describes the significance of the ritual Noh play, Okina, which precedes 
traditional formal Noh programmes performed on special occasions. Consisting of 
three dances, the performance "corresponds to the three stages of Shinto ritual: a 
god is invoked, who comes forth, dances, and is sent off."39 Comparing this 
tripartite structure to van GeDD.ep's interpretation, the actor who becomes the deity 
finds himself in a liminal state, interspersed between his normal secular human 
existence. 
39 Komparu Kumo, The Noh Theater. Principles and Perspectives. (New York: 
Weatherhill/Tankosha, 1983): 4. 
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In describing the potential of Noh to convey the essence oflirninality, Komparu 
Kunio writes: 
No is not concerned solely with life as it is hved on earth by normal humans limited to 
worldly tune and space; rather it portrays reality from a wider perspective, from a universal 
trmelessness. It attempts to transcend this world's boundaries in its presentation, thereby to 
enable the performers and the audience to transcend them through their experience of the 
performance. The simultaneity of multiple perspectives at all levels of performance crates a 
complex yet unified impression, though not one tangible image.40 
Carmen Blacker also draws attention to the spiritual and irrational aspects of Noh, 
and the ritual elements contained in it, believing that many of the Noh plays, 
particularly those in wmch a supernatural being is marufested, are in themselves concealed 
shamanic rituals. They contain sounds and symbols which in former times were used to call 
up a ghost and cause it to speak, or to cajole a divinity to descend, to dance and to deliver 
blessings. In these plays we may still hear the flutes and drums whose sounds were believed 
capable of resonance m another world, and the mantle howls and wails wmch were once calls 
to the dead and the local divinity.41 
Thus, Noh is both drama and ritual, corresponding to Turner's concept of public 
liminality, where, in addition to the liminal status of the actors, time itself becomes 
liminal. 
The liminal condition continues to be prominent in the work of modem Japanese 
writers, as is to be expected of those seeking to reflect the issues confronting the 
individual in a nation which has had to deal with the destruction and rebuilding of 
the immediate post-war years, with the rapid economic growth of the sixties and 
seventies, and with the dominance of consumerism in an advanced post-industrial 
society. 
40 M. Bethe and K. Brazell, No as Performance: An Analysis of the Kuse Scene of Yamamba. 
(Ithaca: Cornell East Asia Papers,Cornell Ch1na-Japan Program, 1978): 18-19. 
41 Blacker (1975): 31. 
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Kawabata Y asunari is the master of the liminal theme, and his work contains 
examples of protagonists caught between two worlds, experiencing a sense of 
nostalgia for a past that no longer exists. In The Sound of the Mountain (Yama no 
oto ), 42 he concentrates on the liminal states of aging and death. The protagonist 
Shingo finds himself more and more distant from the mainstream of life. Although 
he still goes to the office of his company, he must be "prompted" by his son and his 
secretary. His memory and body are failing, and he is constantly troubled by 
dreams of the dead and omens of approaching death. The mountain from which the 
title is taken, symbolizes another spatial liminality commonly found in folklore and 
religion. Mountains represent a point where heaven and earth, in other words, this 
world and the next, are at their closest. In a reflection of Kawabata' s own feelings 
of nostalgia, Shingo yearns for the past, specifically for his wife, Yasuko' s, sister. 
Oe Kenzabur6 is distinguished by his stead.fast refusal to enter the mainstream -
whether that of the bundan, or establishment literary circle, or of political thought. 
Although concerned with those at the margins of society from the outset of his 
literary career, a pivotal point in his literary and personal life came with the birth of 
his first son with severe brain damage. Already an outsider, 6e became preoccupied 
with the examination of marginal positions, whether it be that of Okinawa, spatially 
and politically on the periphery of the Japanese mainland, or that of his own family. 
Born in 1935, he is almost exactly Furui's contemporary. 
Oe's A Personal Matter (Kojintekina taiken)43 is intimately bound with family 
crisis, and examines the shock and social disruption experienced by the protagonist, 
Bird, on the birth of a brain-damaged son. Oe makes the connection between private 
42 Kawabata Yasunan, The Sound of the Mountain. Edward G. Se1denst1cker, trans. 
(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1974). 
43 6e Kenzaburo, A Personal Matter. John Nathan, trans. (Tokyo: Tuttle, 1969) 
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suffering and public political issues. His works offer a possibility of transcendence 
for bis subjects. 
Nakagami Kenji's work is informed by his experiences on the margins of Japanese 
society, as a member of the Burakumin, or outcaste communities traditionally 
beyond the pale of mainstream society because of their historical association with 
'low' or taboo occupations. Rather than focusing on one or more life crises 
experienced by his characters, he conveys the permanent liminality of the outsider, 
the ongoing crisis of life outside the mainstream. The extremities of bis characters' 
behaviour, manifested variously in acts of violence, aggressive sex, breaking the 
bounds of taboos, as well as death, reflect the extremes of the situations in which 
they find themselves. In writing from his own perspective as an outsider, Nakagami 
depicts the reality of a group which has become liminal due to its marginalisation by 
a dominant culture. 
Clearly, there are similarities in the concerns of the authors discussed and those of 
Furui. While liminalities are a feature common to all, Furui's writing seems to 
contain a complex layering of liminalities of theme and style. If Oe' s marginality lies 
in his maintaining a position outside the literary and political establishment, and 
Kawabata' s in his nostalgia for the past, Furui is fumly rooted in the moment, with 
no overt nostalgia, no offer of transcendence, and practically no mention of his 
characters' emotional states. His is a one-by-one set of infinite moments, through 
which the characters' states of mind are intimated to the reader by the author's 
attention to the minute details of everyday surroundings and actions. 
The "Introverted Generation" 
Furui is usually included in the group of writers known as the "introverted 
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generation" (naiko no sedaz). The concerns taken up by these writers stern from the 
new and altered parameters of the society in which they were living. They were 
more concerned with an examination of the inner self and the nature of its 
relationship to others, than with making clear social or political statements. This is 
in stark contrast to the preceding group of politically engaged authors who emerged 
in the 1950's and came to be known as the "third newcomers" (dai-san no 
shinjin).44 These authors included Endo Shusaku, Yasuoka Shotar6, Yoshiyuki 
Junnosuke, Shimao Toshia, Kojima Nobuo, Shona Junz6, Onuma Tan, Sano 
Ayako and Miura Shiimon. The term dai san no shinjin was coined by Yamamoto 
Kenkichi in a 1953 article as an analogy to the two groupings of writers to make 
their names in the period immediately and shortly after the war, known as the dai-
ichi no shinjin (first newcomers, including Noma Hiroshi, andMishima Yukio), 
and dai-ni no shinjin (second newcomers, including Ooka Sh6hei and Takeda 
Taijun) respectively. These terms are no longer used, having been replaced by the 
expression sengo bungaku (post-war literature), but the dai-san no shinjin 
terminology remains current. 
The period from the 1950's to the early 1960's was one of rapid change and 
political upheaval in Japan, with the establishment of political and economic order, 
the beginning of the post-war economic boom, the controversy of the AMPO Treaty 
and widespread and violent student unrest. 
With the retreat of violence and political conflict in the mid-sixties, with the Tokyo 
Olympics of 1964 as a symbolic turning point, the position of power within society 
was less clearly visible. As the hitherto governing social structures and hierarchies 
grew weaker, the accepted paths of human existence also became less well defined. 
Under these conditions, the authors of the introverted generation focussed inward 
44 A detailed account of the authors and era concerned is to be found m: Kawanisb.J. Masaaki, Showa 
bungaku shi. Vol 3. (Tokyo: KOdansha, 2001): 57-138. 
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and away from the turmoil and uncertainty of the outside political climate. 
Furui Yoshildchi' s prolific literary output is strewn with examples of the 
extraordinary and non-rational which are to be found in the seemingly mundane 
routine and details of daily life. Contained within his dense and detailed accounts of 
aspects of superficial ordinariness are glimpses of the out-of-the-ordinary and 
fantastic which give an insight into his characters' minds and the lives they lead. 
It was probably this feature of his work which led to his inclusion in the group of 
"introverted generation" (naiko no sedai) writers emerging in the late 1960' sand 
early 1970' s. 45 The term was coined by the literary critic Odagiri Hideo to denote 
those authors who, in his opinion, had turned their backs on the overt political 
messages of the immediate post-war era in favour of a more self-absorbed 
examination of life. Odagiri felt that the social realities of the day should continue to 
be the focus for writers, rather than what he saw as excessive concern with the self 
in situations of everyday banality. 
Others have pointed out the arbitrariness of this grouping, criticising it as little more 
than a convenient category for a diversity of authorial concerns and styles - in a 
literary environment traditionally dominated by the literary establishment, the 
bundan, where categorisation was common practice. Some of the authors so 
categorised had found the epithet difficult to accept, and one, Ogawa Kunio, 
remarked that "At first, I thought - does he mean us? Odagiri must have been 
irritated by our diversity. "46 The arbitrary nature of the term "introverted 
generation" is also touched on by Furui in his afterword to the paperback edition of 
his short story collectionMizu C:Water): 
45 The authors mentioned by Odagm are: Furui Yoslnkicbi, Ogawa Kumo, Kuroi Senji, Goto 
Meisei, Abe Akrra and Kaslnwabara Hyoza. TSUJl Kumo and Sakagami Hiroshi came to be 
included later. 
46 
"Saik.a, naiko no sedai" (Reconsidering the Introverted Generation). Sanyo Shinbun, 6 Apr. 
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For several years previously, authors like Abe Akrra, Kuroi Senj1, Goto Meise1 and 
Sakagarm Hiroslu had been makmg their appearance or reappearance m the literary world, but 
before they were collectively given the name "mtroverted generation", they had been called 
"belated newcomers" or even "second-hand newcomers". 47 
In retrospect, Furui recalls that at the time he wondered why such an old left-wing 
term like 'introverted' was being used, but goes on to say that "although it wasn't 
spot on, it wasn't far from the mark."48 
Liminal Features of Furui's Style and Content 
Furui' s work does in fact centre on the inner lives of his characters, although not 
perhaps conforming to the more conventional methods of conveying psychological 
states directly to the reader as expressed by the comments of an omnipotent 
narrator, or by extensive use of conversation or inner monologue. Furui' s 
introversion is closely bound to his minutely detailed, seemingly objective 
description of the characters' physical surroundings and their actions rather than a 
psychological analysis of the reasons behind those actions. It remains for the reader 
to form his own individual perception of the essence of the psychological condition 
conjured by Furui' s dense prose. His texts set hitherto assumed conventions and 
relations in motion, revealing the possibilities of new, unconventional and often 
non-rational connections. 
He describes his own writing thus: 
That doesn't mean I wanted to depict a feelmg of uneventful calm I've come to realize that 
uneventfulness is a strange thing, a surprismg thmg, sometlung to be feared more than 
eventfulness. It's impossible to depict uneventfulness itself. By expressing eventfulness, 
uneventfulness is expressed. Again, uneventfulness 1s also made up of vanous events in 
1999. 
47 Reported in: "Zadankai: Bungaku no sekinm. Naiko no sedai no genzai." Gunzo, vol. 51, no. 3 
(Mar. 1996): 119 
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detail. At least, the aim of my stones is to communicate eventfulness. To depict things, to 
make the reader feel that particular time and space in a novelistic manner is the ment of a 
story. It tends to become a little synonymous with repetition, but if I put myself m the 
reader's position, I quite simply think that it is so. 
As Gregor Samsa awoke one morning- tlns 1s the begmning of Kafka's Metamorphosis -
and when I frrst read 1t as a youth, I really took the events to heart and it was eye-openmg for 
me that such things could possibly happen. As I awoke one mornmg there was nothing out 
of the ordinary- if tlns were true, wouldn't such a begmnmg be clothed in the same tension, 
the same weird feeling as the beginning of Metamorphosis?49 
A recurring theme in Furui's work is the ambiguity and changing nature of the 
borderline between two states of being or, more literally, between two localities -
which symbolize psychological states. His characters usually find themselves in 
extreme circumstances for one reason or another: the death of someone close; 
diagnosis of their own serious illness, usually cancer; work-related stress; alienation 
from f arnily, familiar surrmmdings or tradition. The border between these states is 
neither static nor impenetrable. 1bis means that, rather than simply a single fixed 
line of demarcation, it is a flexible, ever-changing region between two states and 
can be likened to a state of transition. The changing, ambiguous nature of the 
boundary means that characters in this border region may fmd themselves now on 
one side, now on the other side of the line itself. 
Their position in the border or transitional region puts such characters outside the 
usual social parameters, allowing them a certain freedom, in that if perceived to be 
on the margins, they are no longer subjected so stringently to the normal restraints 
48 ibid. 119. 
49 Furm Yoshiklchi, In: Inoue, Yamamoto and Nakamura, eds. (1987): 1019-1020. 
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governing social acceptance. Thus someone suffering from an illness is permitted to 
exhibit behaviour more appropriate to childhood than to their adult status. For the 
duration of the illness, they are able to give up their responsibility as a member of 
society, as a family member and allow others to assume responsibility for them until 
they are again able to resume the full responsibilities expected of a healthy 
individual. Similarly, mental disturbance places the afflicted individual outside the 
nonns. Other life situations which place the subject outside his usual social 
boundaries include death, aging and work-related stress, all prominent among 
Furui's themes as a writer. 
Furui' s writing is a combination of fictional narrative, autobiographical details and 
essay-like treatises. This is especially true of his later works, but has been a feature 
of his work that he has been aware of right from the outset Writing in 1987, he 
commented: 
In the past, when I tried to wnte an essay, 1t strayed m the direction of a story. Now when I 
write stories, they approach the form of essays .... This is not because I've gotten older and 
my way of looking at things or feelmgs have become simpler, or that my enthusiasm has 
cooled. In truth, I feel that up till now I have never once written a story, and maybe I'm 
fmally trying to write them now, but my works seemed to go in that direction and so I 
feebly went with it. At that time, my pen was drawn more to uneventfulness than to 
events.50 
Furui's prose style also contains liminal characteristics. One of these is a 
defamiliarisation which results from the author's self-reflexivity. Furui's writing 
contains many references based on his own personal experience and lifestyle. 
Especially for readers with some know ledge of the author's own life and a level of 
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familiarity with the shishosetsu, the tendency to assume the equality of the author 
and the protagonist leads to a certam confusion when other characteristics of the 
protagonists are clearly not in keeping with the readers knowledge of the author. It 
is possible to read many of Furui' s later works on two planes: as stand-alone 
stories; or as variations on the shishosetsu genre, with the narrator's voice 
sometimes in the third person, sometimes in the first The latter level is not 
necessary to an appreciation of the work, and only becomes clear to readers who 
have a know ledge of events in the author's own life. 
Furui's writing from the perspective of the shishosetsu 
Wada Tsutomu distinguishes between Furui' s fictional works up to and including 
Asagao (1983) and bis essayistic works after Sansofu (1982).51 He goes on to 
classify those works as follows: Sansofu, a travelogue; Kari-ojOdenshibun (1989), 
an amalgamation of classically influenced text interspersed with diary-like elements; 
Rakutenki (1992), a novel, but with essayistic elements; Tamashii no hi 1993), 
approaching essay form; andNagai machi no nemuri (1989) and Yokina yomawari 
(1994), close to shishosetsu. 
I contend that while Wada identifies only the latter two as shishosetsu, the other 
works mentioned, as well as those later works not mentioned by Wada ( Shinpi no 
hitobito, 1996; Hakuhatsu no uta, 1996; and Yoake no ie, 1998) display a number 
of features which are in accordance with Innela Hijiya-Kirscbnereit' s theoretical 
model for the shishosetsu. 52 While I agree with Wada' s classification that those 
works prior to Asagao are not true shishosetsu, it is interesting to note that these 
J 
50 ibid. 1019. 
51 Wada (1999): 41. 
52 Irmela Hlj1ya-Kirschnere1t, Rituals of Self Revelation: Shishosetsu as Literary Genre and Socio-
cultural Phenomenon. (Cambridge, MA and London: Council on East Asian Studies, Harvard 
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contain hints of details from the author's own life; for example, in cases where the 
protagonist figures are identified as mountain climbers, students, or young 
academics teaching at provincial universities. 
Hijiya-Kirschnereit states that a shishOsetsu "consists of two basic, dialectically 
related elements which I will call factuality and focus figure". 53 These two elements 
are interdependent, and although she goes on to consider them separately, they 
cannot exist independently of each other and in the context of shishosetsu, are 
meaningful only in combination with each other. 
In her discussion of factuality, Hijiya-Kirschnereit points out that the Japanese 
reader tends to make the assumption that, if the narrator happens to be a writer, then 
the "I" (or third-person subject, if the story is narrated in the third person, which 
both she and Edward Fowler consider to have an equivalent function to the first-
person narrator "f'54) refers to the author of the novel. The reader interprets certain 
signals and concludes that the narrator and the author are one and the same. 
She refers to Uno Koji' s list of signals which lead the reader to assume factuality. 
These signals to the reader include the abrupt appearance of the first-person 
character, which Uno describes as part of a lack of information usually thought 
necessary for fiction writing. The narrator appears and goes on to relate some aspect 
of his experience. The reader is left to fend for herself, as it were, to draw her own 
conclusions from the dearth of concrete details supplied. It therefore seems quite a 
natural to assume that the narrator and the author are one and the same, particularly 
if the reader has a basic know ledge of the character and life of the author concerned. 
This is precisely Uno' s point - that since the Japanese reader of such literature most 
likely already has a certain level of know ledge about the author and may already 
University, 1996). 
53 ibid. 173. 
54 Edward Fowler, The Rhetoric of Confession. (Berkeley: Umvers1ty of California Press, 1988): 
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have read other works by that author, the conclusion that the narrator equals the 
author is difficult to avoid. This in turn is made use of by the author, who is able to 
add to the effect by offering hints that coincide with localities, acquaintances or 
colleagues (often using coded names), and references to recent events that the reader 
would already know about, or can easily check. 
Furui makes great use of this feature of the shishOsetsu. Particularly some of his 
later works, such as those highlighted by Wada, include many personal details 
relating to the author himself. An obvious example would be Nagai machi no 
nemuri. The narrator never reveals his name, referring to himself only as the third 
son, so in this case we have a third-person narrator rather than first-person, but as 
Hijiya-Kirscbnereit makes clear, this makes no real difference to the effect A reader 
who knows something ofFurui's own life is easily drawn to the conclusion that the 
figure from whose perspective the story is told can be none other than Furui 
himself. It is an autobiography without being one, a work that straddles the 
boundaries of autobiography and fiction. 
However, even in those works which appear to bear little similarity to shishosetsu, 
a certain level of coding is present For example in the 1985 short story "Kabe no 
kao", 55 which reads as a combination of flow of consciousness, the fantastic, and 
impressions of travel to a distant and unfamiliar location, contains details from 
Furui' s own experience. This is becomes clear only for those readers who have a 
relatively detailed knowledge of the author's activities and interest. In fact the 
scenery described in the travel sequences is based on Furui' sown two-week visit to 
the Central Asian regions of China in October 1984.56 ''We crossed by car from 
4. 
55 Furui Yoshikichl, "Kabe no kao". In Yorn wa ima (Tokyo: Fukutake shoten, 1987): 54-75. 
56 Wada(1999): 317. 
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Uriimchi on the eastern edge of the Tien Shan Mountains to Turfan."57 In the story, 
the narrator recollects a visit to a city museum where several very tall mummies 
were on display in glass cases. This is would have been the Urfunchi museum, 
where several very well preserved mummified human bodies are housed.58 Told 
that it was said that they were the family of a military commander of an outlying 
fort, Furui's narrator speculates on whether those faces had gazed out over the vast 
desert from a high tower rising from the tamped-down soil of the ramparts. It is not 
unreasonable to assume that this fort is also one of those along the SiJk Route in the 
Gobi desert. The subject of the author's trip came up in at least one published 
literary discussion, so the informed reader could easily link the author with the 
persona of the narrator.59 
Such examples show just how pervasive arid sophisticated a genre the shishosetsu 
is. It can be read on a multitude of levels and the reader's interpretation depends not 
only on the literary codes inherent in the work, but differs according to his level of 
knowledge of the author's personal life. 
Fowler draws attention to another feature inherent in the Japanese language which 
aids the blurring of the boundary between the self and other. He concludes that, 
unlike western languages where the single first-person pronoun defines a separate 
presence for the self, the large number of pronouns in Japanese, which are each 
used in accordance with the speaker's relationship to a specific referent, help to 
57 Funn Yoshikicbi, Shinpi no hitobito (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1996): 
58 Detailed mformation about the mummies themselves and the history and culture of the region, 
includmg an account of the chsplay conchtions of the mumnnes as Furui would have seen them m 
1984, can be found in: Elizabeth Wayland Barber, The Mummies of Uriimchi. (London: Pan 
Books, 1999): 19. 
59 Of course there are less subtle ways of s1gnallmg to the reader that he is about to take up a 
shishosetsu. Readers who bought a copy of Funn' s Nagai machi no nemuri were left in no doubt, 
as the publicity blurb folded over the dust jacket announced that the work "surpassed the 
''undermine that sense of separate, autonomous presence, and blur the boundary 
between the self and other". 60 This has the effect of drawing the narrator and the 
reader into a relationship, which Fowler likens to a "we-novel" as much as an "I-
novel". 
The reader's assumption of direct correspondence between the narrator and the 
author, and that what is portrayed is reality leads to a blurring of the distinctions 
between the literary genres of memoir and autobiography. While the reader of a 
shishosetsu may naturally read it as an autobiographical document, it is never 
directly presented as such This is in contrast to an autobiography or a memoir, 
which are openly presented as such and are not coded for the reader. 
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The various forms of coding present in the shishosetsu places it somewhere 
betwixt-and-between fiction and autobiography. The shishosetsu can thus be seen 
as a liminal genre, which purports to be both autobiography and fiction, and is in 
fact neither. The reader is left to sift through the information provided and determine 
what may be fact and what may be fiction. In this respect too, the reader is in 
continual uncertainty with regards to his own interpretation, in a liminal state where 
he is never completely sure of the author's expectations of him. The fictionality of 
the shishosetsu allows the write the freedom to cross the boundaries of literary 
genre while maintaining the "seriousness" associated with non-fiction. 
Hijiya-Kirschnereit uses the term "focus figure" as a combination incorporating the 
various perspectives from which the protagonist of a shishosetsu may be identified: 
the (first- or third-person) narrator, the hero or the author. 
The focus figure appears in the narrative from the perspective "with''. That is, the 
narrator is a character in the narrative, and exposes an interior view of the hero in 
shishOsetsu" (sbishOsetsu o koeta)! 
60 Fowler (1988): 6. 
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contrast to the other characters, who are described "from the outside".61 This ''with" 
perspective is often interrupted by the author's moving behind another character, 
giving rise to the "from behind" perspective. This perspective usually serves to 
communicate the thoughts and feelings of characters who are so close to the hero as 
to give the reader the impression that he is a part of the situation described. Furui's 
writing contains numerous examples of this. The narrator identifies himself as the 
third son, or as a writer, and the informed reader would be in a position to use this 
information to link the narrator with the author. Furui' s "descriptions" of the hero's 
inner feelings are communicated instinctively through the mood and tone of the 
writing rather than any direct display of emotion or soul-searching. He never 
overtly refers to bis protagonists' emotions, nor are bis protagonists' reflections on 
the reasons for their psychological or emotional states a feature of bis stories. 
However, bis narrators do move behind other characters, whether siblings or 
parents, acquaintances or strangers, and through this the reader is drawn into the 
situation presented as reality. 
Furui's prose style owes much to both Broch and Musil, with long, complex 
sentences, full of embedded phrases, which appear to flow naturally, but whose 
structure is often difficult to analyse objectively. His focus is on the seemingly 
unexceptional in everyday life, and although many of bis characters are distressed, 
it is only through the detailed descriptions of their relationships with others and with 
their surroundings, both natural and urban, that the nature and extent of their 
disturbance becomes clear. 
The narrator may interrupt bis expose of the inner hero to consider another 
character, and this change in perspective make it possible for the self-depiction 
made by the hero to be seen "objectively" through the eyes of another character. 
Hijiya-Kirscbnereit maintains that the difference between a first- or third-person 
61 H1J1ya-Kirschnere1t (1996): 179. 
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narrative is not important in relation to this genre, and that it is not the personal 
pronoun that defines the work, but the narrative perspective. The possibility of 
writing without specifying the number, gender or grammatical person of the subject 
in the Japanese language allows a considerable amount of freedom and flexibility in 
syntax which would be impossible in European languages. 
Hijiya-Kirschnereit's second point regarding the focus figure is in connection with 
temporal structure. The subject of the shishosetsu is the focus of the events 
described and his life or an episode from it becomes the temporal axis. She states 
that the episodes from the author's life are relatively short, as anything dealing 
extensively with the author's life would clearly be categorised as autobiography, or 
if disguised in the third-person form, as biography. The events are chronologically 
related and follow the order of occurrence. In this aspect, Furui differs from Hijiya-
Kischnereit' s structural model. The short episodes which make up many of his 
pieces do in fact have a chronological sequence, but are often put together out of 
sequence in a way that almost resembles a pastiche. 
The third focus figure-related element put forward by Hijiya-Kirschnereit relates to 
the plot. There is a strict restriction on the author's field of vision, in other words, 
only what is immediately relevant to that particular episode of the author's life is 
included. The subject matter focuses on the emotional understanding of the 
relationship between the subject and the reality he is experiencing, rather than 
delving into self-observation, self-criticism, or a search for meaning. Furui' s 
writing certainly contains no overt feeling of close self-observation. His is an 
observation of surroundings and the self reflected in those observations. There is no 
self-criticism, self-flagellation, or moral doubts, nor is there an obvious search for 
meaning - this is the sub-text, left to the reader's own interpretation. The events the 
author is dealing with are not intended as entertainment for his readers, and are not 
meant to be representative or symbolic in nature. Of particular interest is Hijiya-
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Kirscbnereit' s comment that the plot of the narrative is relatively unimportant, as 
this is perhaps the most outstanding feature of the vast majority of Furui's works 
and in particular, his short stories. Even his earlier fictional works, such as Yoko, 
which do have something resembling a plot, can hardly be thought of as possessing 
a strongly developed plotline. Hijiya-Kirscbnereit also points out that many 
shishOsetsu have only limited, even inadequate descriptions of real events, and that 
the reader has difficulty in following them Her final remark regarding this aspect of 
the shishosetsu is that it is frequently difficult to separate the statements about reality 
and those which supply information about the speaker. 1bis is certainly true of 
Furui' s writing, where it often seems that there is a deliberate attempt to leave the 
connections between events and characters ambiguous. Furui' s distinction between 
empirical reality and the speaker's reality are also blurred. 
The final aspect ofHijiya-Kirscbnereit's definition of the focus figure in 
shishosetsu is what she terms "philosophy". She explains this as "the system of 
values inherent to the work, the specific relationship to the world, and the resulting 
basic outlook with its corresponding manner of presentation."62 Her statement that 
there are no detailed explanations of the first-person narrator's character, appearance 
or the motives behind his actions applies to Furui' s style. His readers are left to use 
their own imaginations when it comes to how his protagonists look, and they must 
form their own impressions of the character of Furui' s protagonists through the 
atmosphere the author is so adept at creating in subtle ways. Nor does he go into 
detail about the reasons for the actions of the protagonists, preferring to focus on 
the present and attempting to transmit their immediate feelings through their 
perceptions of their surroundings. Hijiya-Kirscbnereit's argument is that providing 
discursive explanations would allow the reader to realise that the author/narrator is 
aware of him, and is deliberately recording and processing experiences which are 
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meant to be read. The attempt to cover such "fictionalisation" in the guise of "truth" 
aims to have the reader identify with the narrator. The reader's awareness of the 
world is as seen through the narrator's eyes, an emotional process relying for the 
most part on irrational elements. This technique 
produces a mutual bond of understandmg, precluding all mtellectual thought processes. This 
manipulation of the reader's response results in his identifying so completely with the 
narrator that, in spite of the proximity between the events descnbed and his own reality and 
in spite of his familianty with the situations described, he never attempts to judge the 
narrator's attitude of behaVlor. The hero does not reflect on his behaviour, nor is the 
sympathetic reader perturbed by this in any way. 63 
She goes on to note that the narrator frequently presents himself as the victim. The 
situation he is in may be of his own creation, but he is dissatisfied with himself and 
frustrated. In this aspect, Furui differs. His narrators may be controlled by their 
environments, but the reader is left with no sense that they are full of frustration or 
anger at their lot. Nor do they react with sentimentality, but rather the feeling Furui 
projects is one of fatal acceptance of their lot. The irrational appears more through 
the disconnected and often surprising recollections or connections which the 
narrators make when speaking of themselves or of others. Wada sums this up in his 
statement that 
Purui Yoshikichi' s shishOsetsu do not depict dangerous circumstances as do other authors, 
but they do clearly depict the appearance of what can be thought of as settings on the 
outsla.rts of this world. We can say that this is the special quality of Furu.i's shish0setsu-1ike 
works.64 
Another feature which Hijiya-Kirschnereit mentions is mono no aware, or beautiful 
62 Hijiya-Kirschnereit (1996): 187. 
63 ibid. 188. 
64 Wada (1999): 52. 
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pathos, to be found in the continual reminders of the ephemeral nature of life, as 
exemplified by references to the change of seasons. In this, Furui is a master, as his 
writing is full of references to the seasons, and other symbols of the passing of 
time, such as seasonal foods, or the phases of the moon and the changes in the 
night sky. Furui observes nature very closely and his word pictures assist the reader 
to feel the mood of his protagonists. Mono no aware is an indefmable feeling, an 
emotional experience similar to that expressed by the Noh term.yugen, usually 
described in terms similar to refined elegance and profound beauty. Both these 
concepts, mono no aware and yugen, rely on the reader's, or viewer's, irrational, 
emotional response to subtle signals. Furui supplies his readers with the signals 
necessary to trigger the reader's intuitive appreciation of a fleeting, subtle beauty in 
the mundane rush of everyday living. 
In particular, the lack of a clear plot, the slow pace and detailed descriptions 
characterstic ofFurui's writing are reminiscent ofZeami's "moments of 'no-
action'". In explanation of the reaction of Noh spectators that "moments of 'no-
action'"are the most enjoyable", Zemni says that: 
It is due to the llilderlying spintual strength of the actor which unremittingly holds the 
attention. He does not relax the tension when the dancing and singing come to an end or at 
intervals between the dialogue and the different types of minnng, but maintains an 
unwavering mner strength. This feeling of mner strength wtll faintly reveal itself and bring 
en1oyment. However, it is undesirable for the actor to penmt this inner strength to become 
obvious to the audience. If it is obv10us, it becomes an act, and is no longer "no-action". 
The actions before and after an interval of "no-action" must be linked by entenng the state of 
rmndlessness in which one conceals even from oneself one's mtent. This, then, is the faculty 
of moving audiences, by lmking all the artistic powers with one rmnd. 65 
65 Zearm Motokiyo, from Nose, Seami JurokubushU Hyoshaku L 375-379. In: Tslliloda, de Bary, 
Keene. Sources of Japanese Tradition. Vol. l. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1964): 
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We can consider Furui's ''moments of 'no-action'" from a similar perspective. The 
true depth of his writing reveals itself most subtly, yet most effectively, in how he 
is able to convey his protagonists' quintessential humanity to the reader through 
those passages of 'no-action'. By reducing his reader's focus on the narrative plot, 
and redirecting it towards often overlooked details of daily life, Furui draws 
attention to the fleeting moments of beauty and worth which are always present, but 
which are usually overlooked in the rush and stresses of modem life. Wada makes 
the following comment: 
In contrast to the so-called shishOsetsu which frankly confesses one's own experiences, 
Furui's essaistic works realistically depict the weirdness of uneventfulness itself, of lives 
where nothing at all happens.66 
An example of this is the observation in the story "Kagekurabe" of one umbrella 
among many in an umbrella stand at a funeral. The umbrella stands out because of 
its colour against the background of sombre coloured umbrellas. This small detail 
very effectively conveys a sense of sadness and of life among the darkness of 
death. It renders a detailed psychological expose of the complex feelings of those 
attending the funeral unnecessary. 
I have already mentioned the chronological fragmentation of Furui's stories, which 
constitutes another linrinal feature in his work. Further levels of fragmentation are 
present when the location of the images he describes changes without warillng, 
usually effecting a sudden change in the protagonists who make their appearance in 
those scenes. 
Furui' s frequent use of montage allows him to effectively combine disparate styles 
within a single work. Thus, an essay-like investigation of Buddhist treatises on 
285. 
66 Wada (1999): 53. 
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rebirth in the Western Paradise is interspersed with diary-like entries recounting 
present-day events. Ambiguity is another of these liminal characteristics. Aided by 
the nature of the Japanese language itself, the identity of the characters can remain 
unclear for most, sometimes all, of the story. Such ambiguity is often heightened by 
the irruption of the non-rational into the protagonist's stream of consciousness. As 
mentioned earlier, Furui's lengthy and complex sentences serve to convey an 
impressionistic and intuitive image to the reader, rather than a reasoned and 
analytical understanding. 
A recurring theme in many of Furui' s works is that of self-perception. 1bis is 
manifested in several variations: the doppelganger, mistaken identity, mirror-like 
effects and illusory images of the self. The borders between reality arid the illusions 
of the mind are ambiguous and images and situations flow one into another without 
clear distinction. Furui endeavours to replicate the natural flow-of-consciousness 
functioning of the mind and long forgotten memories are triggered by apparently 
insignificant and unconnected details. This disjunction challenges the reader to keep 
up with the thoughts of the protagonists, a difficult aim when there are often no 
obvious connections between one scene and another, and a clearly comprehensible 
narrative plot is lacking. 
Furui's position in the Japanese literary world is itself somewhat paradoxical. 
While there is no doubt that he is an important and respected member of the 
literary establishment centred on "pure literature", as exemplified by his 
responsibilities as a member of the Akutagawa Prize selection panel (since 1986), 
his difficult prose and reserved style (frequently described by Japanese readers as 
shibui, austere) locate him outside the mainstream represented by the general 
reading audience. On the other hand, his activities as a horseracing writer give him 
a certain popular appeal. He is simultaneously part of the mainstream and 
marginalised. 
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For the non-Japanese reader, Furui has been an even more peripheral presence. 
Until quite recently, only a very few English translations of his work were 
available. This changed in 1997, with the publication of2 collections of 
translations ofFurui's shorter works: Child of Darkness. Yoko and Other Stories, 
translated by Donna George Storey; and Ravine and Other Stories, translated by 
Meredith McKinney. European readers have access to German translations of 
several short stories and Ekkehard May's translations of the novels Der Heilige 
(Hijiri) and Zufluchtsort (Sumika ), as well as Veronique Perrin' s French 
translations of Yoko and Le Passeur (Hijiri). 
As previously stated, my investigation ofFurui's work is based on theme. In the 
following chapter, I will go on to discuss the theme ofliminal existences and 
marginals in Furui' s writing. Chapter three will focus on the liminal features of 
illness and mental disturbance, while chapter four is concerned with death and 
liminality. Finally, I look at the workplace and the experience of ageing as stress-





In a number of his works, Furui Y osbikichi looks at people whose existences are 
entirely liminal. These characters are not just experiencing liminal situations such a" 
death or illness, which are the subject of later chapters, but they themselves are 
liminal entities. This chapter deals with two ofFurui's works which illustrate the 
nature of these liminal entities, Hijiri (1975)67 and Shinpi no hitobito (1996). 68 The 
publication dates clearly indicate Furui' s ongoing interest in the theme of liminal 
entities over a considerable period of time. 
The two examples I have chosen to discuss in this chapter differ in time place and 
cultural setting. However, their common quality is that they are living liminal 
existences. The hijiri were itinerants who fulfilled a religious function in the 
communities they passed through. As travellers, they were clearly outsiders to be 
tolerated only at the very margins of village society. In addition, their duties in 
connection with the dead were a source of pollution, an additional ground for 
marginalisation. The mediaeval European mystics of Shinpi no hitobito were also 
on the margins of society and the church, both physically and spiritually. Not only 
did they usually live in cloistered religious communities, but they were also at the 
extremes of religious practice, since their ecstatic pursuits enabled them to 
communicate directly with the deity. Tbis could only be perceived as a threat by the 
67 Funn Yoshikicln, Hijiri. In Furui Yoshikichi sakuhin V (Tokyo: Kawade shobo, 1983): 5-96. 
68 Furu1 Yoshiklcln, Shinpi no hitobito (Tokyo: Iwanarm shoten, 1996). 
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established church hierarchy, which was no longer able to control their activities 
and saw itself denied what it considered its rightful place as the sole mediator of 
religious doctrine and knowledge. Additionally marginalised because many of them 
were women, the mystics often relied on extreme physical practices, such as self-
flagellation, a strict code of silence and severe fasting, to assist in achieving 
religious ecstasy. 
However, I will go on to make a further distinction. Both Hijiri and Shinpi no 
hitobito deal with liminars who act as mediators. The liminars in H~jiri provide 
connections between the divine or spiritual world and the world of everyday human 
experience, between the traditional and the modem way of life, and between the 
natural and the man-made worlds. The mediaeval European mystics about whom 
Furui writes in Shinpi no hitobito are also mediators between the divine and the 
\ 
human, offering solace in the possibility of direct communion with God. 
For a better understanding of the liminal in reference to the ecstatic marginal, I will_ 
examine Furui's reading of Martin Buber and Robert Musil. Buber's work on the 
mystic experience is the common source providing inspiration for both Musil' s Der 
Mann ohne Eigenschaften (The Man without Qualities) and Furui' s Shinpi no 
hitobito. 
This chapter will also examine the three types of liminal entities portrayed in the 
novel Hijiri: the men who fulfilled the hijiri (itinerant) role in the past; the local 
youths who substituted when no hijiri was available in the village; and the student, 
who is the present hijiri. Despite differing backgrounds and times, all of these men 
have in common that none of them has made a conscious decision to take on this 
role and lifestyle. They do, however, all leave the village eventually, although the 
factors governing their departure from the community differ in each case. 
The theme of the hijiri or wandering monk is by no means unique to Furui. In fact it 
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has been a constant feature in literature over the centuries, and a look at some of the 
literary pre-texts to Hijiri will provide further insight into Furui' s thoughts. He 
includes many elements from the Noh drama, a rich source not only of wandering 
monk or priest characters, and liminal states and existences, but also of 
dramaturgical elements which enhance the audience's appreciation of the emotions 
the author seeks to convey. Furui's Hijiri contains both similarities and contrasts to 
two well-known modem examples of hijiri literature, Izumi Ky6ka's Koya hijiri,69 
written in 1900, and Nakagami Kenji's "Fushi",70 which first appeared in 1980. A 
brief look at both these works will provide a basis for comparison with Furui. 
The hijiri were men of lowly status who travelled from village to village raising 
funds for temples and other such projects. Their activities often included religious 
services such as preaching, divination and exorcism These itinerants ranged from 
men who took the religious life seriously and may even have lived ascetic lives as 
hermits, to those who were in reality no more than charlatans and criminals. 
According to Gorai Shigeru, in medieval times, most hijiri were worldly ascetics 
(zokuhijiri) whose lives differed little from their sedentary counterparts in that 
marriage and family, property ownership or the pursuit of a trade or profession 
were not considered to be in conflict with the religious nature of their activities. 71 
There are many literary examples of the less than scrupulous behaviour of such 
itinerants to be found in texts of the period, such as Konjaku monogatari, Yamato 
monogatari and Kojidan.. 
The figure of the wandering monk is also common in the Noh repertoire. The 
69 Izurm Kyoka, "Kaya hiJiri." Izumi Kyoka shit (Tokyo: Kadokawa shoten, 1970): 378-439. 
70 Nakagann KenJi, ''Fusbi." In Kumano shit [1984] Paperback edition: (Tokyo: KOdansha bungei 
bunko, 1988): 9-27. 
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priest, whether of high rank or low, is one of the three main types of waki 
(supporting) characters. An itinerant priest is an ideal representation for the waki as 
this role provides a credible reason for the sudden appearance of someone through 
whose eyes the story is introduced and subsequently unfolds. The wandering monk 
appears without announcement and proce.eds to recount a story which often 
involves supernatural occurrences, extraordinary human suffering or experience. 
The waki, in the role of the itinerant monk, is the mediator between the character 
portrayed by the shite (protagonist) and bis or her experience of another world, be it 
a supernatural world or one of extreme spiritual suffering, and the audience who are 
of this world. As a priest, the waki is able to "communicate with ghosts and 
perform rites to help the anguished spirits he encounters achieve repose or 
enlightenment, a typical way of ending a play".72 In several Noh plays the waki, 
usually the lesser of the two main roles, is as important to the progression of the 
story as the shite, or protagonist. 
Hijiri 
As previously mentioned, two modem works which revolve around the figure of 
the holy man are Izumi Kyoka's Koya Hijiri (The Holy Man of Mt. Koya) and 
Nakagami Kenji's "Fusbi" (The hnmortal). 
Kyoka' s Koya Hijiri takes the form of a narration within a story, in which a monk, 
Shficho, tells a young friend of his experience. The monk has braved a flood to 
enter the world of the mountains, a region of wilderness and mystery, in order to 
aid a lost soul. He meets a woman, at once seductive and maternal, who offers food 
and shelter. The woman appears to take her role as carer of her imbecile husband 
71 Gonu Slngeru, Koya hijiri (Tokyo: Kadokawa shoten, 1975): 41-47. 
72 Komparu Kunio, The Noh Theater. Principles and Perspectives. (New York: Weatherhill, 
1983): 159. 
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seriously. Nevertheless, the monk senses that all is not as it seems, and unsettled by 
her presence, he spends a disturbing night in her hut, kept awake by the sounds of 
lovemaking next door. The following morning he leaves, stopping only when he 
reaches a large waterfall. Gazing at the rushing water, he is tempted to return to the 
woman, renouncing his responsibilities as a monk. At this point, he meets an old 
man who tells him of the woman's story. She was one of three survivors of a 
tenible flood which destroyed the entire village. The other survivors were the idiot, 
and the old man. The woman's darker powers seem to originate from her close 
encounter with death. The monk flees, and it is this story that he ends up telling the 
young man. 
In Nakagami Kenji's ''Fushi", the ominous and threatening presence is that of the 
hijiri himself. Unlike Kyoka's serious-minded monk, Nakagami's monk is at the 
other end of the scale of hijiri existences, a worldly man whose life is now 
practically unconstrained by religious considerations. He himself is well aware of 
his shortcomings as a religious practitioner. This was not always the case, 
however. Initially he had "fasted often, abstaining from both food and drink, and 
besides a devotion to scholarship equal to others, he had been singled out by the 
person he revered as his master, who had praised him for his speed in learning the 
sutras". 73 He prefers a chant of his own invention - jaarajaara, the sound of the 
grass - to the conventional sutras. He is acutely sensitive to being addressed as 
''holy man"; knowing his own shortcomings only too well, he feels thathe is the 
one who should beg for salvation, rather than the villagers. For this reason he had 
ended up killing a woman in another village who continually implored him as a holy 
73 Nakagami Kenji, (1988): 10. [English translation: "The Immortal." The Showa Anthology. 
Modem Japanese Short Stories. (M. Harbison, tr.) Gessel, Matsumoto, eds. (Tokyo: Kodansha, 
1985): 429] 
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man to save her. 
Once again on the road, he too, encounters a woman at a swollen waterfall. She is 
somehow otherworldly, and he notices that she has tiny hands. His sexual urges 
talce control over him and he rapes brutally her several times. Later, at dusk, he 
hears the voices of other people, but is reassured when the woman tells him t~at 
they are "the noble ones".74 In a dream-like sequence, the woman leads him to a 
dimly-lit mansion where people have gathered to bewail the death of a princess and 
their subsequent life in exile in the mountains. The pair leave in time to return to the 
waterfall at daybreak. After the mysterious woman refuses his request to live with 
him, he again forces himself on her, his hands at her throat as they had been when 
he killed the village woman ten days earlier. He contemplates killing her, but does 
not. Afterwards, as he washes in the waterfall, he realises that the woman has 
disappeared Stephen Dodd notes that "there are clear links here with traditional 
Noh drama in the way the secondary character (waki) falls into a dream state, and 
figures from another world (shite) emerge to tell their stories".75 He points out that 
the conclusion of Nalcagami' s story is also a typical Noh conclusion in that the waki 
walces from the dream state to find himself again in the real world. 
K y6ka' s hijiri is able to resist the temptation of proffered sex and remain true to his 
religious tenets. Nalcagami' s hijiri is himself the aggressor, fully aware that his 
actions are incompatible with his pretensions to religious life, but unable to control 
his urges. 
As we shall see, Furui' s studentlhijirilsaemon figure has no pretensions whatsoever 
to a religious lifestyle, nor is he an aggressive sexual predator or murderer. Yet, 
74 Nakagami (1988): 16 [English translation (1985): 433.] 
75 Stephen Dodd, "Japan's pnvate parts: place as a metaphor in Nakagami KenJi' s works." Japan 
Forum (vol. 8, no. 1. March 1996): 7. 
paradoxically, Furui' s young man is at once all of these and none, since he has 
allowed himself to slip into a role associated with layer upon layer of age-old 
tradition, and perform it perfectly, however brief the performance. 
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Another difference is that, whereas Kyoka's and Nakagami's works are located 
either in an unidentified past (Kyoka's) or in an almost timeless, mythical landscape 
(Nakagami's), Furui's Hijiri is firmly located in the present, in a modem, post-
industrial society. What is fascinating is the inuption of the past, mythical and 
mysterious world of Japanese folklore into the protagonist's life and experience. 
In contrast to Kyoka's hijiri, who is sorely tempted by the seductive and inviting 
behaviour of the woman, but does not succumb, Furui' s protagonist has few or no 
qualms about having a physical relationship with Sae. Also unlike Nakagami's 
hijiri, who brutally overpowers the woman he encmmters, the physical relationship 
between Sae and the student seems rather to be one of mutual consent. Sae' s 
character is quite different from that of Kyoka's or Nakagami's women. Sae uses 
her sexual power as a means to get the student to stay on in the hut for at least a few 
days longer, in order that her grandmother may die peacefully and according to the 
old local customs she'd grown up with. The student, until this moment a totally 
secular and unconnected being, is suddenly cast into the role of the hijiri, or holy 
man. 
It is possible to speculate that at least some of the inspiration for Hijiri resulted from 
a visit Furui paid to the Sai-no-kawara (dry riverbed) on the Gaikaifu Coast of the 
island of Sado in August 1973.76 This followed a trip to Nara the preceding March, 
when the author's attention was drawn to the appearance of the Buddhist images, 
seen afresh after an interval of many years. Two years later, in January 1975, the 
first instalment of Hijiri appeared in themagazineNami (Waves). During this 
76 Wada Tsutomu, Furui Yoshikichi ron (Tokyo: Oufu, 1999): 303. 
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period, Furui was in contact with the anthropologist, Hara Toshiaki, from whom he 
learned more about traditional Japanese burial practices, notably the double 'grave 
system He had seen photographs of a burial ground with six Jizo statues nearby, 
and this made a lasting impression. Add to this Furui' s own enjoyment and 
experience of mountain climbing and hiking, and one may sunnise that these 
occurrences provided the impetus, at least in part, and contributed to the basis for 
the novel. The final segment of Hijiri appeared in the December 1975 issue of the 
, magazine and it was published as a single volume in 1976. 
Jn Hijiri, Furui covers a range of issues relating to traditional views of death and 
mediation of the passage to the afterlife, all of which benefit from investigation in 
relation to their liminal characteristics. He transposes the traditional figure of the 
hijiri or holy man into a modem setting, but the change does nothing to diminish the 
power and danger inherent in the role of the outsider he portrays. Persons outside 
so-called ''normal" society enjoy a certain freedom and power which originates from 
their peripheral status. They are outside the bounds of expected behaviours, 
therefore anything they may do is dismissed as something "to be expected" of such 
people. Such freedom from societal constraints gives rise to society's perception of 
inherent danger and impurity, from which its members must be protected. 
However, marginals cannot themselves do anything about their situation, as those 
within define them as outsiders, and therefore those within must act to negate the 
perception. 
The Hijiri of Tradition 
The term. hijiri itself means sage or holy man and refers originally to men who, from 
late Nara or early Heian times (late eighth or early ninth century) had, on religious 
grounds, turned their backs on society and rejected "the demands and 
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responsibilities of their secular life as citizens".77 Some lived solitary, ascetic lives 
in simple dwellings in the mountains, devoting themselves to the constant recitation 
of a holy text, usually the Lotus Sutra. For others, devotion consisted of a constant 
pilgrimage from one holy place to another on foot. These itinerants were attributed 
with such manifestations of their holy powers as healing the sick, solving problems 
of disharmony with the spiritual world and allaying ghosts. Originally, the term 
implied the presence of great wisdom and virtue, but social upheaval and 
opportunism brought on by prolonged and re-occurring conflicts between the 
imperial government and the powerful and militaristic Buddhist sects reduced the 
reputations of such men quite considerably. Their power was derived not only from 
their religious spirituality, but also from their outsider status. Jn its most general 
sense, the term applies to an itinerant monk without a priestly rank. Such holy men 
constitute just one section of what Ohnuki-Tiemey labels "special status people", 
who had resided at the marginal areas of a settlement became clearly marked by impunty. 
Those who were IDigrants - itmerant priests, entertainers, and so forth - were forced to settle 
and become unwelcome marginals. While these people were migrants, they were thought to 
bring in the supernatural power of the deities fo rejuvenate the community llfe, and thus 
they were treated well ... However, once they became permanent settlers, they were subjected 
to mtense prejudice and assigned to permanently margmal status.78 
The saemon' s "career'' in the village parallels this process. As the special status 
person responsible for the safe transition of the dead from this world into the next, 
it is appropriate that the saemon lives in the spatial liminality of the hut between the 
edge of the village and the bridge which leads to the "other side". 
Other marginals include itinerant entertainers and craftsmen, mediums, and those 
involved with the slaughter of animals. The various saemon figures who end up in 
the village over the generations are obviously such people. The function of the 
77 Emiko Ohnuki-Tiemey, The Monkey as Mirror. Symbolzc Transformations in Japanese History 
and Ritual (Pnnceton: Princeton University Press, 1987). 86. 
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saemon in the village, to carry out the actual work of burial, is clearly a special 
status occupation which Obnuki-Tierney explains is "associated with culturally 
defined impurity, mostly due to religious perceptions of impurity: the strongest of 
these taboos was human death and illness, and 'dirt' ."79 In the course of his 
occupation, the saemon, in his alternate role as hijiri, literally and figuratively 
becomes covered in dirt. 
He is simultaneously a source of pollution and a sacred stranger who provides a 
service to the community. The hijiri is necessary for the safe passage of the dead on 
their journey to the other world. However, once this task is complete, he is again no 
more than the feared saemon, to be kept on the margin of community life. 
Iwatake Mikako describes the role of the marginal and his or her position in relation 
to "mainstream'' society thus: 
Those mysterious beings that are supernatural, unknown, sacred, polluted, or dead are 
imagmed to reside in the other world. These figures provide images of a Stranger or 
Outsider (mare-bito or if in) who pays a visit to the commumty at liminal times, withm 
such frameworks of limmality as New Year's and other festive occasions of the year. Lowly 
figures like beggars, itinerant entertainers, rnagico-religious practitioners, outcasts, or the 
ostracized, transform mto sacred beings of the umverse of liminal time and are received with 
feasting. Their visit is thought to bring rebirth and renewal to the commumty. At the close 
of such framework, however, the Stranger is driven out of the community together with all 
the pollution. 80 
The successive saemon figures are clearly the equivalent of beggars and itinerants, 
whose transformation into a sacred being is governed by community needs for 
burial services. As soon as the tasks expected of him are completed, he is again 
78 ibid. 148. 
79 ibid. 90. 
80 I watake Mikako, "Boundary, the Other World and the Stranger: Lnrunality and Space in Japanese 
Folklore Study." Temenos: Studies in Comparative Religion Presented by Scolars in Denmark, 
Finland, Norway and Sweden, no. 28 (1992): 88-89. 
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shunned by the community. The young man, "I", is also a modem day equivalent 
of such an outcaste. He is welcomed with sex, alcohol and food with the object of 
wooing him to stay long enough to fulfil the role of the holy man who will carry the 
grandmother's body "across the river'', although the whole process is no more than 
a pretence to enable the old woman to give in to the inevitability of death earlier and 
in the belief that her soul will undergo due process. 
Mary Douglas explains the significance of people on the margins. "These are people 
who are somehow left out in the patterning of society, who are placeless. They may 
be doing nothing morally wrong, but their status is indefinable."81 The young man 
is clearly a convenient outsider, who can easily slip into the traditional outsider role 
in this particular village - that of the saemon-hijiri. Neither the young man nor the 
saemon-hijiri are morally in the wrong. They have merely found themselves in a set 
of circumstances which contrive to place them in a role, actually a dual role. Their 
indefinable status does not fit in with the order of village society, investing them 
with a danger and power which have their origins in disorder, that which is outside 
order. They represent "the venture beyond the confines of society"82, their power 
represents something outside the experience of those who are bound by the 
conventions and traditions of the narrow village society. 
In Hijiri, it can be seen through the stories told by Sae' s grandmother that 
traditionally, the saemon-hijiri frequently and freely traverses the boundary between 
his two roles, the itinerant and the holy man. He is constantly in a state of 
liminality, even doubly so, firstly as an outsider, enabling his occupation of these 
roles at all, and then in this outsider position, constantly moving from one to 
81 Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger. An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo (London: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1966): 95. 
82 ibid. 95. 
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another within an ambiguous area on shifting borders. 
The role of the wandering monk in Noh has already been mentioned. Royall Tyler 
points out the dual nature of the wandering monk, who is simultaneously an 
enlightened being, "seeing all lands in one glance", and a quite ordinary figure, just 
one of thousands of religious wanderers. 83 Tyler's interpretation is based on the 
teaching of Mahayana Buddhism that human nature is twofold. We have already 
seen that the student's role in Hijiri has similarities with the role of the waki in Noh, 
and the concept of such a dual nature can also be applied to the dual roles of saemon 
and hijiri. In bis ordinary, everyday role, the saemon is "limited by bis body and bis 
senses ... [and] inevitably deluded by the passions".84 On the other hand, his alter 
ego, in fulfilling his role as hijiri who facilitate the passing of the spirit from this 
world to the next, is already enlightened. According to the teachings contained in 
many Buddhist texts, "all sentient beings are fundamentally buddhas", 85 so that 
even an ordinary man should be able to transcend all passions. The saemon figure is 
clearly a man who succumbs to the temptations around him, including alcohol and 
women. However, he is able to transcend this worldliness and function at a higher, 
more holy level at those times when the presence of the hijiri is required. 
The transition from saemon to holy man inevitably follows a time-honoured pattern, 
triggered by the ritual of drinking. Instigated by the villagers providing sake in 
abundance, the behaviour of the drunk.en man is predictable, predestined. In effect, 
this transition constitutes a performance, expected and deliberately provoked by the 
villagers. Copious sake consumption facilitates the effect of taking him out of bis 
usual self, into another, ecstatic state. It is from this position that he is able to 
83 Royall Tyler, "The Waki-Shite Relationship mNo." James R. Brandon, ed. No andKyogen in 
the Contemporary World (Honolulu: Uruversity of Hawru'1 Press, 1997)· 72. 
84 1b1d. 72. 
85 Tada Koryuu, ed. Tendai hongaku ron (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1973) quoted in Tyler (1997): 
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function as a mediator between two worlds, between the gods and men. The 
recitation of sutras could be likened to a process of entering a trance. All in all, the 
holy man is now outside himself, ready to perform the duties, both physical and 
spiritual, required of him. 
In her analysis of performance, Susan Broadhurst notes that "[a ]n important trait of 
the liminal is the centrality of non-linguistic modes of signification. In much of the 
liminal, significatory modes are visual, kinetic, gravitational, proximic, aural and so 
on."86 An example of such non-linguistic modes is what at first appears to be a 
linguistic performance - the holy man's chanting of sutras. In fact, his chanting is 
unintelligible to both himself and the villagers. He has been provided with a scroll 
containing sutras, but the language is archaic and transfers no meaning to its 
listeners beyond the comfort of the purely aural. The holy man's drunken spectacle 
is also an aspect of liminality, which Broadhurst points out corresponds to such 
Dionysian features as "immediacy, disruption and excess". 87 
Marilyn Ivy points out the strong historical associations of itinerants with 
performance, whether religious or secular. 
72. 
Wanderers and refugees from the numerous famines and disorders that plagued premodem 
Japan (as well as artisans and craftspeople from the continent) are said to have formed 
groups which survived by performing both polluted tasks (handling corpses, tannmg 
leather) and theatrico-ntual ones. Some groups and mdividuals wandered as traveling artistes 
(tabi geinin), peddlers, prostitutes, religious specialists, or craftspeople; these people were 
often viewed ambivalently, as welcome strangers or as little more than beggars, by the 
villagers they V1Slted. Others settled on land outside already established communities or on 
the fnnges of temple lands, perforrnmg designated duties for residents. There is thus a 
strong mterconnection in Japanese lnstory between outcaste status, charismatic relig10us 
86 Susan Broadhurst, Liminal Acts: a critical overview of contemporary performance and theory 
(London: Cassell, 1999): 12-13. 
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power, and the perforrnmg arts.88 
In Furui's Hijiri, the student involuntarily becomes a performer, in a complex 
drama involving two interconnected roles, with connections to the mythical past of 
the generations of saemon-hijiri who have preceded him. 
Furui's Hijiri. 
A young mountain climber from Tok.yo, a 24-year-old student, who as the narrator 
refers to himself only as ''I", is forced by the weather and a sprained ankle to shelter 
overnight in an abandoned hut on the outskirts of a village at the foot of the 
mountains. After discovering that the hut is actually attached to a small temple 
dedicated to the bodhisattva Jizo, he tries to get some rest despite the cold, wet and 
hunger he is feeling. With a beginning fever and plagued by headache and the pain 
in his leg, his sleep is restless and broken, and he wakes several times during the 
night. 
In the middle of the rnght the Jizo faces were lit by a faint light and looked down at me as 
one. As I was still tillnking that, compared with the daytnne, their facial features had 
become livelier, they disappeared again into the darlmess .... 
After a while, I opened my eyes agam. I felt a strong pressure in my groin. Agron the six 
Jiz6 faces hung m the air and looked directly down at me. Then they disappeared, as if they 
had been carried away m the direction of my feet. The same thmg was repeated several 
umes. The dim light was obviously cornmg through the screens. At first there was just a 
hint of light, then enough to suddenly make the six faces clearly VlSlble, and then the rays 
glided diagonally downwards, becoming slowly fainter. It must have been the lights of a car 
in the distance .... The Jiz6 were indeed looking at me. In the daylight it had looked as if 
they had been carelessly erected and had been more or less set up facmg the front In reality, 
however, there seemed to be a very subtle arrangement. One in which the gazes of the six 
statues did not focus on the person worshiping m front of the screens, but on the area of the 
chest to the lower body of the person sleepmg before them Someone had set it up quite 
87 ibid. 9. 
88 Marilyn Ivy, Discourses of the Vanishing: Modernity, Phantasm, Japan (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1995): 172. 
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deliberately in such a way. Some other man had slept here alone from time to time. I felt 
this in a strangely direct physical way.89 
This physicality is symbolised by the fact that he feels sexually aroused, coupled 
with an indeterminate sense of foreboding, of anxiety. The fascination and 
undercurrent of insecurity are epitomised by the ambiguity of the expressions of the 
Jiz6 statues. As with a static Noh mask, the expression of emotion is dependent on 
the angle of vision and light quality in which it is seen. The scene is reminiscent of 
Furui's own comments when, in March 1973, aged 36, he visited Nara for the first 
time in many years. He was particularly drawn to the Buddhist statues. 
I looked at their faces. It goes without saying that, in front of a statue of Buddha, the first 
thing you do is look up at the face - facial express10n, would probably be a better term - I'd 
done that since I was younger, too, but now, without thinking, I searched among those 
individual features wlnch had come from various people's faces at different times for an 
expression which went beyond the individual. 90 
The face is simultaneously a generic, archetypal one, and that of one or more actual 
individuals. 
Waking again late the next morning with the sun already high, the student crosses 
the suspension bridge over the nearby stream to fetch water, where his impression 
of the previous day that a skull is lying in the water is confirmed. Catching sight of 
a beautiful young woman coming towar_ds him, he tries to avoid her by doubling 
back through the long grass to the bridge and rushing to the hut to bide. His jacket, 
left forgotten at the entrance to the hut, gives him away and he is questioned by the 
woman, Sae, herself recently returned to the village from several years spent in 
Tokyo. 
She asks him to stay on a couple of days longer. 
"In this village, why?" 
89 Funn (1983): 10-11. 
90 Furui Yoshikichi, "Chosha noto." Furui Yoshikichi sakuhin III (Tokyo: Kawade shobO, 1982): 
356. 
''No, here in the hut. My grandmother is dying." 
"I'm not a medical student!" 
"She'll be dead m two or three days." 
"So, what do you want of me?" 
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"You only need to stay m this hut. It's enough if you're seen mornings and evenings from 
the upstairs window of my house. If you're bored, during the day you can climb in the 
mountams or visit the town. I'll give you money, I'll bring you food and sake, too. Look 
at it as rescuing someone. I implore you - it's for the afterlife! " 91 
Sae's impassioned entreaties arouse the young man, and he asks more about the 
reasons for her request. 
"Grandmother saw you from the window of the weaving room upstairs. Sometimes she 
crawls as far as the window." 
"And then what..." 
"She began to shriek 'The holy man has come' and didn't take any notice of us. She can't 
tell the difference between the past and now any more." 
"A 'holy man' - isn't that a monk who follows ascetic practices?" 
"No, just a normal beggar, a tramp. Well, he would have learnt to read one sutra" 
I was shocked at how derogatory the woman's tone had suddenly become, and without 
thinking I assumed a defensive posture. The previous night m the little temple came to 
mind. I'd had the feeling that someone must have hved here in the past. 
"He lived here in the hut, nght?" 
"It was more than ten years ago, the last one." 
"The last one - that means there have been many over the years ... ?" 
"Everyone who settled here disappeared from the village again after about fifteen years. And 
until the next one happened along, the hut was empty for a few years. Thls was the tlme 
when you couldn't die, even if you wanted to - that's what grandmother says." 
"What did he have to do, this beggar?" 
"Usually look after the Jizo and the graves." 
"So he was supphed with food? But why was he called 'holy man'? What else did he have 
to do?" 
"Everyone who died was taken care of." 
"But that's the duty of the priest!" 
''The care after that." 
"After ... ?" 
"Right at the end they came down the lllll, along tllls path, and were earned by the holy 
man past the Jizo, then across the suspension bridge. I saw 1t myself as a child."92 
Although he has strong and indefinable misgivings about staying, and an 
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unmistakable warning from Sae that "Tramps who force themselves on the village 
women are killed", his sexual arousal leads him to attempt to overpower her, which 
she is able to ward off by wielding a stick. In the aftermath of the struggle, they do, 
in fact have sex. Thus, he is persuaded into staying on by Sae, whose aim is to 
enlist him as an ersatz "holy man" or hijiri, so that her ailing grandmother can die 
with peace of mind, knowing that the age-old tradition of the corpse being carried 
across the river to the "other side" can be honoured. 
In the past the task of burying the dead of the village has fallen to a succession of 
men who were generically known as the saemon-hijiri. Referred to as saemon under 
normal circumstances, such a man was simply a beggar who lived in the small hut 
adjoining the small Jizo temple and went around the village begging for food. 
However, whenever a death occurred in the village, he was transformed into the 
hijiri, or ''holy man", who was responsible for carrying the corpse to the burial 
ground on the other side of the river, and burying it. 
The old woman has caught sight of the young man shut up inside the temple and her 
memories of the saemon-hijiri are rekindled. The reader learns of past happenings in 
the village through Sae's recounting of her grandmother's tales. Thus the young 
man remains resident in the hut, with food and alcohol brought to him regularly by 
Sae, and in him, the saemon-hijiri tradition temporarily comes to life once more. Of 
course, this saemon-hijiri is not authentic, but a convenient fiction. While waiting 
for the grandmother to trust in the return of the holy man and allow herself to die, a 
91 Furw. (1983): 16. 
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relationship of sorts begins to develop between the young man, "I", and the young 
woman, Sae. 
The young man has figuratively lost his way in the modem world of Tokyo after the 
disintegration of his relationship with his girlfriend and seeks solace in the 
mountains, literally losing his way and ending up in the hut on the outskirts of the 
village. He has been in the mountains for five days, the last three days spent 
struggling through dangerous landslides caused by continually heavy rain. He had 
not met a soul since he had spent his second night in a mountain hut with another 
climber, who had given him the remains of his supplies, saying that he didn't want 
to rough it in the coming storm and would descend to a spa town. The young man 
later learns that his mountainside companion's body had been found in the snow. 
In earlier times, the recurrent framework of events came to a close when the 
saemon-hijiri overstepped the boundary of what was expected of him Young 
women of the village were often fascinated by his "otherness", and one thing led to 
another. In the short term or the long, pregnancy was the inevitable outcome, and 
thus marked the beginning of the end of that particular saemon' s presence in the 
village. When the young woman gave birth, she and the child, as well as the 
saemon were driven away, considered polluted beings. It seems that the polluting 
presence of the saemon could be tolerated for the sake of the essential services he 
rendered, so long as the potential for defilement was not blatantly manifested. The 
birth of a child, physical evidence of pollution from outside, necessitated the 
removal of the sources of pollution - the saemon, the mother and the child - in order 
for the village community to continue as if nothing had happened to unsettle the 
status quo. 
92 ibid. 16-17. 
Traditionally, when the saemon begins to cultivate his own crops, he comes too 
close to being an insider, and therefore of no use to the villagers, who need an 
outsider to take care of the unclean tasks of burial. 
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The similarity of the names of the young woman, Sae, and the dual personae 
inherent in the role assumed by the young man, saemon and saemon-hijiri, are 
indicative of the ambiguous and symbolic nature of these characters. In particular 
the identities which the young man has taken on in assuming his new role overlap 
and blend apparently seamlessly into one another. This blending of archetypal 
characters and modem day individuals heightens the reader's confusion and sense 
of being a party to something outside the ordinary, with connection to something 
outside the rational world of modernity he is accustomed to. 
The mountain climber-cum-holy man represents the power and uncertainty inherent 
in the outsider. His function is as a mediator between this world and the next, 
represented by the spatial distance of the bridge across the river, linking the village 
and the burial ground. Previous holy men had ambiguous roles, arriving as tramps 
or outcastes, and gradually transformed as the need- the frequency of deaths -
arises, into holy men capable of ensuring the safe transition of the deceased into the 
other world. These men were truly marginal, existing in a liminal state, both 
physically and metaphorically. 
The following excerpt illustrates how differently the saemon-hijiri is treated by the 
villagers as he performs his various roles. 
Saemon - that's what they usually used to call the beggar who lived here in the hut. 
Normally he went around the village every three days, behaving as beggars do - stoppmg in 
front of the gardens, getting pelted with drrt, abused, teased - and hvmg from the nee and 
bean scraps he was left. In particular, he was - regularly, one could say - heckled m qmte an 
earthy way when he approached the older women who stood around in a group. It usually 
began with words to the effect of 'Hey, you! What a fine specimen you are! You must have 
had a lot of luck with the ladies in your youth! How many did you make cluldren with?' 
The men shouted at him once at most, otherwise they took no notice. Sometimes they 
called out to mm "Sae-no-kami", and exchanged strange furtive looks as they laughed. 
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He was only called hijiri at those times when someone lay seriously ill in the village, 
awaitmg death. If the situation was so bad that that person's life might be at an end that day 
or the next, a young woman from the affected house went m the evening to the Jizo temple 
and left rice and sake. She also brought old clothing and such like. From noon the next day, 
the saemon, who had spruced himself up a bit and was by then blind drunk, staggered about 
near ms hut or lay spread-eagled in front of the small temple. He talked to himself in a loud 
terrifymg vmce wmch could be heard as far away as m the village. They had only just heard 
h1m chanting sutras in a deep, dark voice from inside the httle temple, when without 
warning, he began to smg bawdy songs m a sbnll tone. He also charged wildly about. The 
women and children simply called him hijiri. The men carefully refrained from using his 
name - when tills couldn't be avmded, they, too, called mm hijiri. 93 
This passage also demonstrates the sexual undertones which accompany the dual 
role of the saemon-hijiri in the village. There is a clear distinction between 
behaviour which is acceptable from the hijiri and forbidden to the saemon, and vice 
versa Spatial limitations are also made. The hijiri was forbidden to enter the village, 
and if he did, he was driven off with sticks. Only the young woman from the 
afflicted home was permitted to supply food and drink to the saemon in a symbolic 
indication that the presence of his alter-ego, the hijiri, was required. Again, no one 
but the hijiri. and of course the deceased, was allowed to cross the suspension 
bridge to the graveyard on the far side of the river. 
The references in Hijiri to the culture of death and the spirituality surrounding it, 
both Buddhist and from earlier animist traditions, are numerous. So too are the 
images which continually appear. As he approaches the river, the young man is 
initially surprised to see a skull, washed into the river by a landslide. When he later 
asks Sae about this, she explains that the tradition of burial rather than cremation 
lingered on in this valley long after it had disappeared in other areas. It was still a 
93 ibid. 22. 
custom within living memory. 
"Why did you run away'!' 
"Beqmse you followed me." 
"I followed you because you ran away." 
"I went to get water." 
"Then you must have seen it." 
"Yes, and downstream too. Cam.ed by the water." 
"The water only needs to rise and it happens." 
Her tone was as if to say it was nothing out of the ordinary. I decided not to ask any 
questions. The woman also was silent for a while. 
"They're graves." 
"Oh, right - from long ago." 
"No, right up to when I was a child." 
"Graves of people without relatives, or those who died on the road, perhaps?" 
"They're the village graves. Everyone from the village goes there." 
"Cremation ... " 
"It was burial." 
"And a temple?" 
"It has nothmg to do with a temple!" 
"Why not?" 
"What do you mean, why not? It's the custom here." 
"But isn't it awful to let them decay like that?" 
"It's been like that here, smce long ago."94 
Furui goes on to describe the reasons behind the young man's macabre find. 
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There had been a temple m the village smce time immemorial, with a priest; and a 
substantial cemetery to go with it. But by no means had the graves on the other side of the 
river been relocated there. The village therefore had two cemeteries. The corpses were buned 
in the cemetery on the other side of the river; it was known simply as "across the nver". 
There were no gravestones over there and apart from the holy man Saemon, no one dared to 
cross the suspension bndge and set foot there. The coffin was first brought from the village 
by the shortest possible route, carried around the village and down a gentle incline near 
Sae's house, and placed in front of the temple. The men called out in loud voices, "Holy 
man, holy man!" and ran away without once lookmg back. After a while the drunken holy 
94 Furm (1983): 15. 
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man appeared, staggenng and chanting a sutra. 95 
The village burial practices correspond with what anthropologists call the "double-
grave system" (ryo-bosei), whereby each individual has two graves: the ''burial 
grave" (umebaka or sutebaka) , where the physical remains are buried, and the 
"ritual grave" (mairihaka or matsurihaka), marked by a gravestone in a different 
location, usually in easily accessible temple environs.96 The author speaks of his 
own interest in this subject in the short story "Minilcu no shiko" contained in the 
1993 collection Tamashii no hi. 
Shortly after moving to my temporary residence, I found Gorai Sbigeru' s recent book 
Senzo klqo to haka (Memorial. services for the ancestors and graves) m a neighbourhood 
bookstore one day - at the time I had thought I might re-read the Revelations of St. John 
the Divme m German - but I bought it without hesitation and took it home. Smee my late 
thirties, I had been deeply interested m the Japanese burial system, especially the double-
grave system with its two graves, the umebaka and the mairihaka, and had often visited the 
Machida home of Y, who was, like Gorai, a great scholar of religion and anthropology. 
During our conversations I had been shown photos of umebaka (burial graves) with six Jiza 
statues nearby.97 
In his comprehensive study, Robert J. Smith draws attention to the fact that the 
ritual grave site has not always been the place of interment. He describes the double 
grave-system and distinguishes between the two types of graves thus. 
The burial grave, usually located in some remote or isolated spot m the mountains, or 
along a steep river bank, often has no markers at all and is sometimes completely untended. 
Only family members go there m some regions, and then only for the funeral. The ntual. 
grave is marked by a single family stone, and is ordmanly either m a cemetery attached to a 
temple or in a small plot near the house. This is the grave visited by friends and 
95 ibid. 22-23. 
96 Matsuda Kazuo, "Kyosei no gensbitsu. Furui Yosbikicln Hijiri ni tsuite." 6mon rons6, vol. 36 
(Feb. 1993): 43. 
97 Furui Yoshikicbi, "Miniku no shlko." Tamashii no hi (Tokyo: Fukutake shoten, 1993): 169. 
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acquamtances and by the farrnly after their first and only VlSlt to the bunal grave. It is the 
ritual grave that is cleaned on ceremonial occasions.98 
In the village in question in Hijiri, the family members do not pay a visit to the 
burial grave at all, preferring to leave everything to the holy man. However, there is 
a clear separation of the ritual and the actual. Some researchers have made the 
distinction between the ritual grave as the location of the spirits of the ancestors, and 
the burial grave as the ceremonial ground for the spirits of the dead. "[T]he 
deceased cannot be allowed to retain his individuality for long; and one effect of 
holding rites at the ritual grave is to merge the spirit of the recently deceased with 
those of the generalized ancestors."99 Such a merging with the ancestors represents 
less of a threat or source of pollution for the family, and the relative safety of the 
physical location of the ritual grave as opposed to the burial grave is symbolic of the 
spiritual safety it represents for the family. 
1bis dual system provides the villagers with the surety that the corpse has been 
correctly disposed of, by a "professional" in a quasi-religious ceremony, and in a 
way that allows them to avoid much of the pollution involved. In addition, they can 
continue to pay their respects in the unthreatening and pure surroundings of the 
Buddhist temple in the heart of the village. The temple and its priest conform with 
the accepted system of religious order, whereas the holy man's behaviour is 
unpredictable and uncontrollable. 
The young man's initial reaction is one of revulsion, reflecting the modem urban 
perception of burial as opposed to cremation. 
A strong sense of outrage, which I hadn't known was m me, began to spread throughout my 
body and soon turned into blind disgust. I had unlmowingly crouched down over the many 
98 Robert J. SIDlth, Ancestor Worship in Contemporary Japan (Stanford: Stanford Umversity 
Press, 1974): 75. 
99 1b1d. 77. 
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dead and dreamed my gloomy dreams. The earth, the grass there, they were the bodies of the 
dead.100 
For the grandmother, on the other hand, the thought of anything other than a 
traditional burial, in particular the idea of cremation, is repulsive. For those who 
have ~ved in this village all their lives, the maintenance of custom is essential, 
despite the difficulties of carrying it out in the present day, in a society which has 
moved on and is generally disapproving towards such practices. "Grandmother 
says she can't die if she's going to be burned to ashes with petrol."101 
Sae also feels revulsion when she first hears of the old practices from her 
grandmother. The juxtaposition of modem and traditional perceptions of death is 
evident when Sae recalls the evening her grandmother first talks about the graves 
over the river and the role of saemon. ''I want to die and I can't'' are the 
grandmother's words.102 Sae's reaction is one of shock and outrage, but she 
eventually acquiesces to her grandmother's wishes. 
That there had been such a custom in her village was sometbmg that Sae found simply 
revolting and shocking. "I won't let you go to such a place, Grandmother!" ... But the old 
woman replied in a angry bitter voice: "A crematorium is awful! When the iron door closes, 
and mside the hissing and spitting rings out - oh no, I don't want that. I want to slowly 
become earth, and when I've become earth, I'll be washed downstream by the river. And the 
holy man will take care of everything."103 
The advent of World War II and the military authorities' disapproval of what is seen 
as the undignified burial of fallen heroes is given as the reason why the custom 
actually changes. 
It had been llke this for a long time. However, the difficulties for the villagers really began 
after the war broke out and on a number of occasions the mortal remains of young men who 
lOO Fu.rut (1983): 15. 
lOl ibid. 17. 
102 ibid. 34. 
I03 ibid. 34-35. 
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had gone to the front had come back. Sake and nee were left for the saemon and he took the 
urns with the ashes to the "other side" and buned them there m the time-honoured way. One 
day, however, the military police arrived in the village, and the village elders were called 
together and given a stem warning. This was a barbaric custom and totally lackmg respect 
towards the souls of the dead heroes. Since then, the urns with the remams of the fallen were 
laid to rest in the cemetery next to the village temple, and those who died of illness were also 
cremated in the municipal crematorium and no longer went "across the river". Despite this, 
the figure of the saemon could still be seen for two or three years after war's end, and there 
were also corpses carried across the bridge. But seven or eight years after the saemon had 
disappeared from the vtllage, the people seemed to have already forgotten that such a custom 
had ever existed.104 
The change is one artificially imposed from outside, ordered by a military hierarchy 
which pretended to know how best to honour the souls of the fallen sons of the 
village. The modem system of efficient, non-contaminating disposal of the remains 
of the dead takes over from the traditional system which guarded against the 
possibility of pollution for those who remained. The rational has triumphed over the 
spiritual and irrational. With this, the services of the hijiri are no longer required, 
except for the occasional death. His disappearance from the village goes unnoticed 
and unregretted. (Later we find out that the first harbingers of change come with an 
act of protest by one family against the seduction of their daughter by the saemon.) 
Smith notes that cremation only became widespread in relatively recent times. io5 
Sae explains why she wants him to stay on for a couple of days. "I want to let her 
die in the belief that the holy man will carry her across the river."i 06 The 
grandmother has already caught a glimpse of the young man and begun to shout: 
"The holy man has come."io7 
l04 ibid. 23-24. 
105 Smlth (1974): 76. 
l06 Purui (1983): 17 
l07 ibid. 16. 
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Both the name of the young woman, Sae, and the persona Saemon are closely 
connected to the Sai-no-kami, or in an alternative pronunciation, Sae-no-kami, the 
Shinto deity of the boundary. According to Maeda Ae, "It is no coincidence that the 
name Sae is connected to the sae of saemon-hijiri. It is a name which is related to 
the Sae-no-kami ( dosojin) which is worshipped at boundaries such as village 
borders, mountain passes, bridges and slopes."108 By its very location on the 
boundary, the concept sae and its various connotations with both the young woman 
and the role of the facilitator for the dead reaching the other side is clearly a liminal 
entity. Ohnuki-Tierney draws attention to further liminal attributes of the deity 
associated with transitional spaces and sexuality. 
This deity, al ways represented by a large rock, is believed to stop evil spmts and devils at a 
crossroad; hence the termsai, whose original meaning is "to block." ... [O]ver time its 
symbolic meaning also has become associated with male and female sexual organs - the 
body parts that form both the boundary line and the meetmg place between the two sexes . 
. .. [T]he deity has become closely associated with matters of reproducuon, having the 
power to oversee mamage, fertility, pregnancy, and childbirth, as well as to heal illnesses 
of the sexual organs. In parucular, 1t has become the guardian deity of children.109 
Marilyn Ivy offers another etymological derivation, originating from the place Saiin 
on the western border of Kyoto. Since dry riverbeds often delineated village 
outskirts, the term Saiin no kawara (dry riverbed on the western outskirts) 
metamo:rphosised into sai, meaning difference. i 1° Whatever its origins, the close 
association of the term sae and its cognate sai with the spatial liminality of the 
boundary is unmistakable. 
108 Maeda Ae, "Kaisetsu." In Furui Yoshikichi, Hijiri. Sumika. Paperback edn (Tokyo: ShinchO 
bunko, 1986): 421. 
109 Emiko Ohnuki-T1erney, Illness and Culture in Contemporary Japan (Cambridge: Cambndge 
University Press, 1984): 163. 
110 Ivy (1995): 156. 
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The identification of the Sae-no-kami as the guardian deity of children leads to a 
further interesting and relevant link which is of importance in Hijiri: that of the 
figure in the Buddhist pantheon most often associated with relieving the suffering of 
dead children, Jizo. 
Originally worshipped as part of the esoteric Shingon belief, Jizo was venerated 
deep in the mountains. He came to be conflated with the fearsome judge of dead 
souls, En.ma, and from this arose the belief that Jiz6 could save one from the 
torments of hell. Further Buddhist connections associated Jiz6 with rebirth. Full of 
compassion, Jizo would emerge from the mountain depths to burial or funeral sites 
to aid in the reincarnation of the dead. Such sites were located outside the settlement 
boundaries, and once again a further association was added to the already 
symbolically laden figure of Jizo - that of a deity of the border, between worlds, as 
a ''mediator who can cross the line between life and death". 111 
In the following discussion of Nagai machi no nemuri , the significance of the 
narrator's remembered image of the dry riverbed, kawara, in the moments 
immediately following his mother's death will be noted.112 This concept plays an 
even more pivotal and complex function in Hijiri. Its symbolic value is not only as 
the border separating this world from the next, but as the locus where the 
bodhisattva Jizo intervenes to alleviate the suffering of those striving to cross into 
the next world. The tradition has a folkloric origin, which lent itself to an 
association with the Buddhist concept of the intervention of the bodhisattvas on 
behalf of those seeking rebirth in the Western Paradise. Ivy describes the resultant 
conflation of the folkloric and Buddhist elements thus: 
In the commonly known Japanese narrative of Samokawara, dead children pile up stones on 
tlns dry riverbed to make memonal stupas (eko no to), but at night demons (om) from hell 
come and knock over their accumulated labors. In tlns scenario dead children are engaged in 
lll ibid. 157. 
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a Sisyphean labor, a cycle of meaningless accumulation and disaccumulation in a liminal 
wasteland, a place which is neither heaven nor hell, but is nevertheless a place for the dead. 
Into this infernal round Jizo intervenes. He walks over the nverbed at mght and gathers the 
sobbing children under his sleeves, saving them from their torments.113 
From the above discussion it can be seen that the figures of Sae-no-kami, Jizo and 
dosojin have themselves over time become conflated and their delineation 
ambiguous and practically impossible to separate. They have accumulated a mass of 
symbolic meanings, both folkloric and religious. According to Marilyn Ivy, 
Jizo's image and powers have a labyrinthine history. In Japanese folklore, the name Jizo 
has referred to the container for the bones of the dead, the stupas that mark graves, and the 
piles of pebbles that can be considered both as offerings at boundaries and as memorial 
stupas for the dead. His connection with Sainokawara, the place name for the distmction 
between the worlds of the living and the dead, is sllililarly complex. In Japanese rural 
society, village boundanes took on symbolic importance as dividing Imes between this 
world and the other. Evil came from the other world and stone deities were erected at village 
boundanes to block (sai or sae) its entry. Representations of this sainokami (guardian deity, 
deity of the crossroads) were often phallic; stone images called dosojin, placed at crossroads 
and mountain passes, were thus appropnately phallic, or else depicted an embracing make 
and female couple. Sainokami came to be conflated with dosoJin, and in time Jizo -
onginally conceived of as a savior of the dead m Cbma - also merged with these phallic and 
fertile deities of boundaries and crossmgs.114 
The role of Jizo developed through such conflation to one of complexity and 
multiplicity, and Ivy goes on to explain that 
Jizo became a deity standing guard between worlds, especially as the savior of dead children . 
. .. Jizo has the ability to intercede in hell; he is a mediator who can cross the line between 
life and death. ... This savior of the dead marks a boundary between presence and absence; as 
a sigrnfler he is the mark of a separation, of a difference ... the presence of Jiza substitutes 
for the absence of death.115 
Ohnuki-Tiemey goes on to define Jizo's place in Buddhist cosmology as 
112 Furui Yoshikichl, Nagai machi no nemuri (Tokyo: Fukutake shoten, 1989): 96. 
113 Ivy, 156. 
114 ibid. 156-157. 
115 ibid. 157. 
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the deity of the boundary between this world and the world after death. He is seen as the 
savior of people who otherwise would be tortured in hell after death. Therefore, as the deity of 
this boundary, Jizo is often placed at other boundanes, especially between villages or on any 
spatial boundary Imes .116 
The figure of the bodhisattva is itself a marginal one. One who attains 
enlightenment, but forgoes entry into Nirvana and the benefits of escape from the 
endless cycle of rebirth, the bodhisattva is caught on the threshold by his own 
volition, arising from his desire to help others who are suffering. 
During one of the many lengthy intervals as he waits for Sae to bring his meals, the 
young man recalls a visit from his girlfriend's mother, who complains of the 
family's recent run of bad luck. 
Because so many rmsfortunes followed one another, she had - although she'd not been 
particularly interested in such things recently- sought out a medium known as "kamisama" 
who'd been recommended by an acquaintance. It appeared that the curse of an ancestor hung 
over them - the most recently deceased relative. That had been her mother-in-law, who had 
died eight years ago. In fact, before her death, there had been many annoyances and 
conflicts, which could hardly be told to others. She herself was also bullied quite a lot and 
had given her mother -m-law a piece of her mind, but the resentment of the deceased was 
something quite terrible. In this situation, she'd spoken with her husband, but although he 
was the eldest son in the family, he hadn't really supported her. So there was nothing left 
to do but to seize the initiative herself, get on the train and go to the provincial city where 
her husband's family lived. She made sure that nothing was left to outsiders - she'd cleaned 
up the grave, and had had sutras read for the dead. Her husband and children were totally 
uninterested, even though they were related by blood, while she, unconnected by blood, 
slaved away - she felt very alone and helpless. And then, after she'd returned home and 
waited longingly for a sign of a result, two or three difficult matters concerning her husband 
had suddenly been solved. So she thought "Oh God, how wonderful!", but nothmg changed 
with respect to the other problems. So she went once more to the kamisama to ask advice, 
and this time a fox spirit came to light.117 
116 Ohnuki-Tiemey (1984): 160. 
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Emiko Obnuk:i-Tiemey states that 
(d)eath expresses most succinctly this notJ.on of betwixt and between. At the time of death, the 
dead are neither living nor dead, in that 'the freshly dead' have not become 'really dead,' or 
ancestors. At the most abstract level of analysis, the recently dead stand between nature and 
culture; they no longer represent human hfe, which sustams culture, but they have not yet 
returned to the soil - that is, nature. 118 
Thus the liminal stage of the dying process may be extended to include the period 
immediately following death itself - the stage of the "freshly dead". Only through 
the rituals associated with the "freshly dead", that is the funeral rituals, can the 
mourners pass on to the next, postliminal, clearly defined stage of their lives. 
Obnuki-Tiemey goes to explain the link between the ''freshly dead'' and the threat of 
pollution. 
'The freshly dead" hover at the margin of culture and nature, the point at which the latter 
threatens the former .... They are at the borderline between culture and nature, between the world 
of the ancestors and the world of the living, just as cultural germs are found at the marginal 
space that marks the borderline between culture and nature. Japanese culture is rich in its 
elaboration of this limmal period of death; there are several stages through which the freshly dead 
become the truly dead ... Once the dead become truly dead, Japanese culture remtroduces themmto 
the cultural universe.119 
However, if the ancestral dead are not afforded the required attention and ritual 
offerings by their descendents, "then with frightening suddenness their nature will 
change. The kindly old grandfather, the sympathetic father, the loving mother will 
tum in an instant into a vicious and capricious tyrant, punishing the neglectful 
family with curses .... From a superior and benignly disposed being, it has become 
less than human, malevolent spiteful, in need of succour and restitution."120 It 
seems that the mother-in-law has become such a discontented spirit, wreaking 
117 Furui (1983): 45. 
n8 Ohnuki-T1emey (1984): 48 
119 ibid. 70. 
12° Carmen Blacker, The Catalpa Bow. A Study of Shamanistic Practices in Japan (London: Allen 
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havoc on the family and so, to appease her, a medium (kamisama) is engaged. 
Realising that family devotions to the deceased' s spirit must have been remiss, the 
wife makes the journey to the graveside in order to ensure it is correctly maintained 
and sufficient and appropriate offerings have been made. This attention seems 
immediately to have the desired effect of pacifying the discontented spirit, who 
ceases to cause trouble for a short while. When it becomes clear that the problem 
remains, the wife returns to the medium for further consultation - this time she is 
told that the problem is due to possession by a fox spirit, capable of entering the 
human body and causing various undesirable complaints. 
These parallel practices are certainly not sanctioned by the Buddhist establishment, 
as represented by the village priest. "[P]ractices and beliefs which are not subsumed 
by official methods for controlling the dead allow the living to contact the dead, 
potentially disrupting the authority of the temple."121 
Marilyn Ivy describes the successive stages in the transition of the dead: 
In conventional Buddlnst thought m Japan, a distinction 1s made between the ''newly" dead 
and the "settled" dead. The newly dead are those that have died, usually, within the last 
forty-rune days and thus are not yet settled. There are many other kinds of unsettled dead, 
but in all cases, memorial services are intended to settle them That is the primary goal of 
many Buddhist rites ... and the domestic household rites connected with so-called ancestor 
worship. Memorialization is really the remembenng of the dead in order to settle them 
When correct memonahzation occurs, the unsettled newly dead (shirei) can become settled 
"ancestral dead'' (sorel), and as ancestors (senza) can benefit and protect the living. Those 
that are not remembered - or who have not been remembered adequately - remain unsettled 
and are thus on the loose, dangerous: if the livmg forget or neglect the dead, then the dead 
can haunt them as ghosts. Ghosts indicate that the structure of remembenng through 
memorialization is not completely efficacious, that the line between life and death that 
remembenng the dead institutes is not secure. 
Memorial practices thus allow the living to work through gnef, to idealize the dead, and to 
substitute images of the person as really "dead" for the memory of the person as he or she 
and Un win, 1975): 47-48. 
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was in life. Through memoriahzallon, memory becomes once-removed from all the images 
that surround the thought of the person and evoke grief. By ''remembering" the dead, by 
carrying out practices that ensure they will settle into buddhahood and become beneficial 
ancestors, the living are able to relinquish mourning. Properly memorialized, the dead also 
become sources of blessmgs in this world (gensei riyaku) and offer protecuon for their 
memonalizers. Memorializmg the dead is intimately connected with the fear of misfortune 
(provoked by the unsettled dead) and the hope for blessings (afforded by the settled dead). 
Both depend on the failure or efficacy of the living' s remembrance.122 
After death memorialisation rites (kuyo) are carried out with an "aim to pacify the 
dead by remembering them through offerings, prayers, and recitations of 
scripture". i 23 
In the days when there was still a saemon, the villagers were careful to follow the 
traditional customs to protect themselves from any possible threat of pollution, 
either from the wrath of the saemon himself, or from the spirits of the dead who 
may have felt themselves neglected and not accorded the proper mourning rites. 
On the twenty-fourth of every month, the day of Jizo, and on the anniversary of the death 
the villagers came to the temple, brought offerings and thus supplied saemon. Apart from 
that, they came when they'd had a dream of the deceased that was too fresh and vivid. For 
the actual graveside visit, the villagers went rather to the normal village temple. They 
believed that this was where the souls of the dead came.124 
Although the villagers perform their major memorialisation rites in the safety of the 
Buddhist temple in the village, they still maintain, in what might even be seen as a 
parody, those same rites for the saemon, at least until the forty-nine day mourning 
period has elapsed. Safe is safe, as Marilyn Ivy concludes: "By correctly 
remembering the dead through these practices, the living hope to console them as 
well as to keep them from troubling this world."125 
121 Ivy (1995):146. 
122 ibid. 149-150. 
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These unsettled spirits return to the world of the living in the form of ghosts, which 
Marilyn Ivy describes as follows. 
Ghosts mhabit that uncertain territory between the seen and the heard, the differential gap 
between the two .... Ghosts reveal an irruption of the other world that is beyond the control 
of the livmg, beyond the reach of memory or the predictability of the senses. They indicate 
a point where the control of the dead is called mto question, and thus are a matter of great 
concern to the temple authonties .... [T]he system of memorialization, which creates a 
boundary between life and death, produces what 1t claims to manage: ghosts. Ghost stories 
reproduce a fear of the dangerous dead, which m turn call for a memonal system to deal 
with them 126 
It is just such a manifestation of an unsettled spirit which the student's girlfriend's 
mother seeks to pacify and control with the help of the intervention of a medium. 
Almost inevitably, the beggar who found himself in the role of saemon settled down 
with time, cleared a patch of ground by the river and began to cultivate sweet 
potatoes and beans. His appearance was no longer so unkempt. He has moved from 
being a complete outsider, a wanderer, to being a member of the community, albeit 
still on the extreme margins of village society, but following an accepted occupation 
as a farmer. 127 Any women who visited him were treated cruelly by the villagers. 
He was no longer so much an outcaste that he was beyond the pale and 
opportunities for sexual attraction to be consummated were more likely to present 
themselves. His relocation closer to the outer boundaries of society has allowed 
those women also considered to be on the outer edges, usually those thought 
men.tally disturbed, to give in to their sexual frustration and live out their attraction 
to the erotic power and exoticism of the outsider. When it was clear that the woman 
was pregnant, the saemon was beaten and driven into the river and away, in 
126 1b1d. 166-167. 
127 Funn (1983): 25. 
retribution for having misjudged the situation and overstepped the boundary of 
danger. 
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The grandmother had told Sae of the girl who became pregnant to the saemon 
before last. Sae' s grandmother had been good friends with her and the incident had 
happened when they were both eighteen. The saemon had been seriously ill but had 
somehow recovered. Since then, however, there'd been a spate of deaths in the 
village - old people, children, even strong healthy men died suddenly. 
The holy man had no more tlID.e to change back into saemon, and the offerings before the 
small temple chdn't decrease. He read sutras in a low voice in the hall mornmg, noon, and 
sometlID.es late into the night, but otherwise didn't behave l.J.ke a real pnest. Nor did he 
give any indication of wanting to make the hall mto a proper Jizo temple. He remained 
modest and lived by tilling ms own field. Nor chd he forget to go begging, back humbly 
bowed, through the village every three days. 128 
The grandmother's friend began to flirt with the saemon. 
That saemon, as befitting a man of just over forty, was certamly clever and cunning, but he 
observed his boundaries as saemon exactly and behaved as one would expect of a poor 
grubby beggar. If one looked at film more closely, he had about him an arr of the quite 
innocent purity of a young monk, as well as facial features which could easily be considered 
those of a "fme man".129 
But the young woman has herself crossed over the boundary of what is acceptable. 
Sae's grandmother is provoked by her friend to tease the saemon. She feels a rage 
that she can't define. 
The saemon-hijiri is simultaneously a figure of danger and fear, and an object of 
fascination and sexual attraction. This is evident from the behaviour of the 
grandmother's friend, who flirts with him and eventually becomes pregnant to him. 
Such fascination is explained by Mary Douglas as follows. 
128 ibid. 61. 
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Danger lies m transitional states, simply because transition is neither one state nor the 
next, it is undefmable. The person who must pass from one to another is himself m danger 
and emanates danger to others. The danger is controlled by ritual which precisely separates 
him from his old status, segregates him for a time and then publicly declares his entry to 
his new status. Not only is the transition itself dangerous, but also the rituals of 
segregation are the most dangerous phase of the rites .130 
Sae tells of an extended period when no saemon was available to carry out the 
polluting duties associated with burial "across the river''. 
That was the time when you couldn't die for the world .... Before, it was at most three 
years. Of course there were deaths in the meantime. No one wants to enter eternity if he 
won't be earned "across the river". So they made a second or third son, in any case a young 
man, be the holy man.131 
The designated young man took on the role of the holy man and carried out the 
duties expected of him "Afterwards, he remained in the hut for three nights in order 
to rid himself of the impurity."i32 As reward or consolation, he was offered a night 
with a young woman from the family of the deceased, but this was for form's sake 
only. The actual compensation was financial, and in addition, he was accompanied 
by an older, more experienced man to a brothel in town. Despite this, a certain 
frisson of scandal remained amid speculation that he had actually slept with the 
young women in accordance with the old custom More recently they had chosen a 
young man of ability from a family lacking financial means, with the promise to 
send him to higher education, distant from the village. Some of these men had even 
reached positions of respect in Tokyo. i33 
129 ibid. 62. 
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Here we can see the complex entwined connections between danger and sexuality 
simultaneously present in the position of the outsider. The above-mentioned practice 
allows for the successful resolution of conflicting premises. It was earlier noted 
that, even before it becomes clear that he will take on the saemon role, Sae warns 
the young man of the danger inherent in any form of sexual relationship between the 
saemon and village women. "Tramps who help themselves to the women of the 
village will be killed."i34 Obviously, it would be difficult to motivate a young 
village man to take on this role if the consequence is death. Yet a night with one of 
the young women of the village is precisely the incentive on offer. In order to 
resolve this apparent paradox, a compromise has evolved. Sexual liaison is still a 
component, but this is one step removed, having become a proxy arrangement 
involving a prostitute. Similarly, the threat of death is no longer that of physical 
death, but of the social death of exile and ostracism, however much more that may 
be made palatable by the prospect of education and attainment of social status 
elsewhere. The chosen young man enjoys the possibility of success in the modem 
urban world at the expense of the connection with bis traditional village roots. 
The children fathered by a saemon were also taken care of. Often very good-looking 
children, there was no problem finding adoptive parents in the city. These children, 
too, seemed to find success and happiness in life. They are also exiled into the 
existence of an outsider, with all ties to their home or furusato having been 
completely severed. 
Sae herself is in a transitional period. 
Sae, who has lost her parents and is staymg with her older brother and ms wife, lived in 
Tokyo for about four years from when she was eighteen. She is, as it were, a stranger 
ignored by the community, and despite the fact that she has experienced life in the city, for 
the traveller "I" who happens to come down from the mountains, she functions as the 
134 ibid. 20. 
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woman who vicariously executes the communal memory and will.135 
She has just broken up with her boyfriend, and had reached the point where she just 
couldn't continue her life in Tokyo. Her health suffered and she was persuaded to 
return to the village to recuperate physically and spiritually. Here she found herself 
forced by circumstances to take over the care of her seriously ill grandmother. She 
realises that once her grandmother dies she must leave again, having no more ties to 
keep her. 
It is from the grandmother's stories that Sae learns the details of the saemon' s 
traditional role in the village. Just as the narrator 'T' is eased into the role of 
mediator between this world and the next for the grandmother, the circumstances 
surrounding the necessity of achieving such an aim see Sae cast in the role of 
mediating the traditional village expectations and the communal history behind those 
traditions. 
Resentment on the part of Sae's brother and sister-in-law grows. They fear Sae's 
influence with the old woman and suspect that she has already persuaded her to 
disinherit them in her own favour. In the heat of an argument, the sister-in-law 
blurts out ''We're the main family, and the eldest son is still the eldest son!" Sae's 
reply points to the sister-in-law's own marginal position as someone who has 
married into the family: "And what about you? You're nothing but a stranger!"136 
When Sae asks why such inhuman burial practices took place, her grandmother 
replies, 
"What's inhuman about that? ... [I]sn't 1t more heartless to render someone to ashes all at 
once?" Those left behind didn't forget the dead until they had completely become earth. That 
had nothing to do with what the monks at the temple say, the "seven times seven days" or 
the such-and-such anniversary of death. Every time they dug the sml in the field, they 
135 Maeda (1986): 421. 
136 Furui (1983): 34. 
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remembered. Every time when they collected water. Every time they went to bed and drew 
up their arms and legs, they remembered. 137 
In order to make the best use of the limited amount of arable land, and for the 
benefit of the community, the cemetery is located on a small patch of land across the 
river. The area is so limited that once it is filled with graves, interment begins all 
over again, beginning with the oldest graves. Thus eventually with the passing of 
time, they earth has become a receptacle for myriad remains, all in different stages 
of decomposition, and none identifiable as individuals. This is communal burial for 
the good of the community. Occasionally, with heavy rain, the cemetery is 
disturbed by landslide and remains are swept into the river. This is what the student 
observed on the day of his arrival at the hut. 
However, on the seventh day, her fnend's grandfather collapsed in the hot street, and lns life 
could be at an end today or tomorrow .... But sometbmg totally unexpected now happened. 
When the old man who was ta.long care of things advised the relatives to leave sake and rice 
as offerings m front of the Jizo temple to demonstrate their reverence to the holy man 
saemon, the head of the afflicted family, in other words, the father of the young grrl, refused 
point blank. He had no intenuon of having the deceased taken across the river, and therefore 
he did not need to rely on the saemon' s help. Those were his words. 
Such a barbaric way of burial was for him completely out of the question. "Certamly, it's 
been a custom of the ancestors for generat10ns, but haven't the people in our own village, 
our own parents, their parents, and therr parents before them always had the thought m the 
bottom of therr hearts that it's unforgivable, it's dreadful ... ? Our poverty-stricken village 
uses considerable sums of money for comforting the souls of the dead, we revere the sbnnes 
of the ancestors and the graves at the Buddhist temple with real devotion. But don't we 
really have the feeling that the souls of the dead wander around in large numbers on the 
other side of the river, and even worse, that they're still confmed tm.der the earth? If you 
think about the dead - can we ever really sleep peacefully, with limbs comfortably 
outstretched? Don't we listen carefully day and night on days of heavy ram for the sounds of 
landslides and beg with outstretched hands to such a beggar? And aren't the women who 
have lost their senses drawn mto lns embraces, nght in front of the other bank? I want to 
137 ibid. 37. 
live next to the deceased. I intend to make a graveyard just for our family on a small area 
behind the house, and to carry out my prayers mormng and evening there."138 
Other villagers argue against his plans. Their reasoning illustrates the reasoning 
behind the original tradition of actual burial of the corpse across the river. 
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One said "Behind the house, he says! But, we live on a steep slope; the fields are directly 
beneath it. Doesn't the water flow down fromhere onto the fields?" "If the deceased is 
buned right behind the house, can the people from this family still take part m the sbnne 
festivals?" asked someone and shook bJ.s head thoughtfully. And another laughed, " If he 
wants to bury him in such a small spot, then he really won't be able to sleep peacefully -
spread-eagled - for the rest of ills hle!" However, now wasn't the time to thmk about such 
thmgs. In the short term, a complicated situation threatened to occur. If the family did 
indeed ignore the generations-old custom, then no one in the village would know how to 
proceed, even if he wanted to help with the bunal. The many prescriptions of etiquette all 
relied on the fact that the corpse was to be taken to the other side of the river, and therefor, 
there were no rules of cooperation for the new situation. Probably - from long years of 
human closeness - each would go indmdually and in their own time to extend condolences, 
but that was of course no longer a bunal which was held by the village as a whole. Even in 
cases of ostracism from the village community, burials and fire emergencies were 
considered exceptions, and so the present situation was indeed something extraordinary. But 
worse still: What was to be done with the holy man saemon? If no-one told him, then at 
the very latest he'd notice when the bell pealed for the escort of the dead. If the cortege 
didn't proceed down to the river, he could surely no longer continue to live in this village. 
As the holy man saemon, one of many in a cham of generations, he could hardly remain 
silent about 1t. Nor could they predict how he would behave in such a situation. There had 
been times when his "rutting" took hold and he acted wildly, because he realised that he 
could soon be thrown out... Here the men were silent as they saw the face of the father of 
the suspected grrl, with meaningful glances as 1f they wanted to shown consideration on 
one hand, while on the other hand not. After a while, the mayor raised ms head: "Now then, 
in this situation we should tell the saemon what there is to tell, without letting the 
relatives know. Th.en it rrnghtn't be too late to change the head of the family's rrnnd. - But 
how on earth did he ever get this idea?" He summed everything up in tills way, and they 
138 1b1d. 68. 
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went away after the tasks had been assigned. 139 
This except illustrates a challenge to the status quo, and follows the process 
whereby that status quo is ultimately maintained. There is a perceived need to pacify 
the saemon, not only because of any acts of revenge a beggar may carryout, but 
with his alternative persona lurking below the surface, who can afford to offend a 
holy man with powers to communicate with the divine? It is necessary to be prudent 
and guard against a possible unleashing of unknown, and by inference, 
uncontrollable threats and consequences. In this case, the forces of the new are not 
yet a match for the strength of tradition, although fundamental change cannot be far 
off. This disagreement among the villagers is a portent of future struggles between 
the traditional communal values and those of modernity. 
The conflict between the traditional and the modem is summed up by a discussion 
between the grandmother's father and his son. Their opinions are divided along the 
lines of demarcation of age versus youth, community versus individualism. 
"You mean" said the father heatedly "that the farrnly is more important than the village. 
But the family is only here because the village exists! Just think of the famines of earlier 
times! In the surrounding villages there were heaps of deaths, but in our village not one 
person died. And what was the reason for it? Wasn't it because the whole village formed 
one big family and defended the remaming rice fields? In the emergency, they weren't the 
fields of this or that family. In the villages where each had bamcade himself mside, house 
for house, they brought about each other's rum. Here, on the other hand, even the saemon 
survived ... "140 
Despite his reluctance and misgivings, the student finds himself entering the 
persona of the saemon. 
However, I suddenly realised that I'd unconsciously begun to play the role. I put the sake 
bottle down carefully to the side, sat down properly, brought my hands together m my lap, 
closed my eyelids to slits and rolled my eyes from time to time. It looked as if at any 
139 ibid. 69. 
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moment I'd reach out for the rosary, bow to the lattice and recite the sutras I'd never learnt 
in a loud voice. My hand had already begun to reach out towards the rosary, but I quickly 
held it tightly pressed against my stomach. I rolled myself up tightly and laughed in a 
sombre voice "It was only a joke, JUSt ajoke!"141 
Now there is nothing to do but wait for the grandmother's life to end. He begins to 
pack his belongings in preparation for leaving as soon as Sae brings him the news. 
His role is limited to his presence only, any further traditional duties of the hijiri 
were out of the question. 
It never entered my head that I could take on further duties that might follow. My decision 
stood firm: as soon as I'd spoken to Sae, I wanted to head off for N right away, marchmg 
through the night along the bus route. 142 
After fulfilling what he sees as his role as holy man, and without waiting for the 
grandmother's death, the student decides to leave. In the temporal lirninality of 
dawn, he sets off through the vivid dawn light. "And so I changed back into the 
mountain climber who had come past the small temple in the evening five days 
ago."i43 But he'd forgotten to leave the grandmother's bankbook for Sae, and 
spurred on by the image of her sitting reading his note in front of the breakfast 
she'd brought him and the remembrance of her breath on his ear, he returns to the 
hut. He is told that the grandmother had spoken of him in her delirium, and still 
recognises his face. Once again he is constrained to extend his stay. 1bis time he 
follows Sae's orders to mow the grass on the approaches to the bridge, in 
accordance with the customary duties of the hijiri. 
Several days later he sets off once more to return home. Again this occurs at a 
liminal time - midnight. But ominous signs are present. "Only as the small stones 
began to roll and clatter did I experience this omen in an immediate physical 
141 ibid. 82. 
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way. "144 The movement of rocks and mud are reminiscent of the imagery of the 
student's struggle to survive the threat of mountain landslides before he reaches the 
relative safety of the hut 
Now, as he leaves the hut, he sees a large landslide which has covered the whole 
graveyard on the far side of the river, and is moving toward the batik on this side, 
causing the water behind to dam up and cover the fields. He runs on into the 
village. Prompted by one of the women, he looks back. 
The cemetery on the other bank lay buried under mud and scree, the suspension bndge hung 
at an angle, slanting and twisted, and only the small temple and the hut were untouched. 
There they stood, with offerings in front of the wooden lattice and opened shutters, in the 
rrnddle of the glittenng surface of the water. 
It seemed to me that I was awake and dreaming a dream that the many saemon who were 
united with the women of the village had over and over agam, and I felt a shudder of horror 
down my spme.145 
The traditions of the village are effectively buried beneath a landslide of modernity. 
The student endeavours to explain the sensation he feels as he looks back, both 
literally and figuratively, on the events of the past few days. His experience defies 
expression and he resorts to the use of paradox, of being simultaneously awake and 
dreaming, and the imagery of union, in this case referring to the sexual union of 
previous intinerants with village girls. He is but the latest in a long line of such 
men. As we shall see in the next section of this chapter, the paradoxical imagery of 
waking dreams and the language of Eros contained in this final paragraph form an 
essential part of the language of mystic ecstasy. 
Shinpi no hitobito 
The essaistic work Shinpi no hitobito146 was first published in serial form in the 
144 ibid. 94. 
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146 Funn Yoshikichl, Shinpi no hitobito (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1996). 
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monthly magazine Sekai, from October 1994 to January 1996. It is largely based on 
the author's reading of the philosopher Martin Buber' s 1909 publication Ekstatische 
Konfessionen (Ecstatic Confessions), 147 and Deutsche Mystik (German 
Mysticism), edited by Louise Gnadinger. 148 Both these works are collections of the 
spiritual experiences of a wide range of mystics (although centered on European 
Christian mystics, Buber' s collection also contains non-European and non-Christian 
examples) as told in their own words. 
In Shinpi no hitobito, Furui looks at the ecstatic experiences of mediaeval European 
mystics. Such men and women were on the periphery of the Christian 
establishment, the women doubly so because of the simple matter of their gender in 
a male-dominated hierarchy. They were seen as a threat to the hierarchy because, 
although their religious piety was demonstrably sincere and exemplary, the actual 
mode of its manifestation was uncontrollable and emanated from within the 
individual self in direct communion with the divine. The official intermediary, in 
this case, the Church and her established power structures, was thus eliminated. 
Such mystics offered an alternative to the usual worship practices, but this was not 
necessarily accessible to the "masses", for whom daily existence was an ongoing 
and difficult struggle. Mystics usually come from within established religious 
communities such as nunneries or monasteries, or from the privileged ranks of the 
higher social echelons, where financial means have eliminated the need for a day-to-
day battle to survive, allowing a concentrated and all-consuming devotion to 
approaching the divine. 
Furui's writing style in Shinpi no hitobito is both expository and personal, as he 
explains not only the problems relating to the differentiation of meaning involved in 
147 Martin Buber, Ekstatische Konfessionen. [1909] Fifth edition (Heidelberg: Verlag Lambert 
Schneider, 1984). 
148 Louise Gnadinger, ed. Deutsche Mystik (Mlinchen: Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag, 1996). 
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translating from the German to Japanese and the nuances of meaning inherent in the 
originals, but also adds personal comments about details from his own life. At first 
glance, the reader could be forgiven for agreeing with Sengoku Hideo's initial 
appraisal of Shinpi no hitobito as "an essay on translation" (honyaku-ron). 149 
However, as Sengoku himself goes on to say, this does not necessarily hold true 
upon further reflection of Furui' s writing and content 
Furui tells his readers about the context in which he first became aware of Martin 
Buber' s anthology of mystic experiences. 
The first I knew of Martin Buber, who collected the accounts of mystic experiences from both 
the East and the West, was when I was a raw German literature scholar in my twenties and my 
reading concentrated a little on the works of Robert Musil. I'd heard 1t said that traces of this 
work of Buber' s were evident m Musil' s great work Der Mann ohne Eigenschajten. The 
assumption of the appearance of a "condition" equal to mystic experience at the disJomted 
border position of those cognisants who went so far as to try to deny what we call qualities, 
was what most attracted my mterest when I was reading Musil' s work So I thought that I'd 
really like to read this work of Buber's; that I had to read it. I didn't consider that I'd touch the 
real state of affairs regarding mystic experiences, but at least I wanted to understand their form 
m general terms, and even if they had no form, I wanted to at least get a glimpse of that 
formless form - such was the level of my desire. In fact, more that tlnrty years would pass 
before I picked up that book and began to read it. 150 
Furui adds that it was not until late January 1994 that he finally got his hands on a 
copy of Ekstatische Konfessionen, and he did not begin reading until that April.isi 
He reports also having re-read Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften (The Man without 
Qualities)152 in the not too distant past 
Furui' s interest in Robert Musil' s work began in his teens, when his German 
149 Sengoku Hideo, "Honyaku no gurotesuku - Shinpi no hitobito danso." In Kokubungaku, vol. 
45, no 6 (May 2000): 95. 
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language studies at high school led to bis discovery of such writers as Thomas 
Mann, Hermann Broch and Robert Musil. 153 This interest was maintained through 
bis university years as a student of German literature, and subsequently as a 
university academic whose research centred on Broch (1886-1951) and Musil 
( 18 80-1951 ). He translated two of Musil' s novellas, ''Die Vollendung der Liebe" 
(The Perfection of Love, Ai no kansei, 1910) and ''Die Versuchung der stillen 
Veronika" (The Temptation of Quiet Veronica, Sbizuka-na Veronika no yuuwaku, 
1911 ), which had first appeared in a single volume, Vereinigungen (Unions, 
Tamashii no wago), in 1911. Furui's translations were first published in 1968 in a 
collection of selected works by Rainer Rilke and Robert Musil. 
The previous year, 1967, had seen the publication of Furui' s translation of Broch' s 
unfinished novel Der Versucher (Yuuwaku-sha), known variously as the 
Bergroman (Mountain Novel) or Die Verzauberung (The Spell) in the author's other 
slightly differing versions of the work.154 Interestingly, Der Versucher deals with 
the phenomenon of mass-psychology by following the events which take place in a 
mountain village after the arrival of a stranger in this remote place. His crazed 
appeals to the villagers about the sacredness of the earth and the subjugation of the 
mountain lead to him initially being treated with disdain and hostility. Gradually, 
however, he gains followers until the entire village succumbs to bis ideas. The 
climax occurs at a village fair which deteriorates into what resembles a pagan rite, 
153 Furui Yosbiklcln. "Hon to no deru" In Furui Yoshikichi Sakuhin VII (Tokyo: Kawade, 1983c): 
32-34. 
154 Der Versucher (Zunch: Rhein Verlag, 1953) was published posthumously as the fourth volume 
of Broch' s Collected Works. It is a compilation of three unpublished versions of Broch' s 
Bergroman carried out by Felix Stassmger. An account of the c01np1lation and its sources m the 
vanous versions can be found in : Llitzeler, "Anmerkung des Herausgebers", pp. 391-407 m: 
Broch. Die Verzauberung. Kommentierte Werkausgabe. (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1976) and Durzak: 
Hennann Broch. (Stuttgart: Metzler, 1967): 63. Lutzeler confirms that the translation undertaken 
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cuhninating in the ritual sacrifice of a young woman. Such an extreme act is only 
possible when the stranger's main opponent, a humane and kind old woman, is also 
overcome by the prevailing madness. Following this, the village begins to recover 
its civilisation, and even the now dominant stranger is absorbed into village life. 
This is another, European, version of the marginal outsider figure, who resembles 
the quasi-religious nature of the hijiri. His advent in the village marks the beginning 
of a liminal period for the village society, during which power and social structures 
are reorganised. This liminal period ends with the submission of his strongest 
antagonist, and the village re-emerges to continue its normal way of life. 
In addition to Ekstatische Konfessionen and Deutsche Mystik, throughout Shinpi 
no hitobito Furui notes other books which have recently engaged his attention. 
These include a German translation of Dante' s Divine Comedy, a book of the 
German poet Holderlin' s poetry from the period before he succumbed to insanity, 
Josef Quint's modem German translation of the sermons of the German mystic 
Meister Eckhardt, and Mori Ogai' s biography Izawa Ranken. 
In an interesting parallel, Shuichi Kat6 writes of Ogai's biographies: 
[f]hey are simultaneously the account of the biographer's process of investigation and a wide-
ranging descript10n of the subject and bis world, with the two threads wound together and 
blended. In them the present in which the b10grapher is writmg is also mvolved with the past 
in which lived bis subject; the present directly overlays the past. The reader is not only 
involved in the art of wnting the biography but is also taken into the mental and physical 
world of a figure of the past.155 
While not a biography in the strictest sense, Shinpi no hitobito is an account of the 
author's process of investigation as well as a wide-ranging description of the world 
of the mystics and their experiences. Details of the author's personal life are 
by Furui is mdeed that of StOssinger' s compilation. 
155 Kato Shmcln, A History of Japanese Literature. Vol. 3 The Modern Years (Tokyo: Kodansha): 
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interspersed with the more abstract subject matter, with the reader having access to 
the unfolding research process involved :in writing the book, as well as a detailed 
analysis of the subject of that research In this respect, the actual narrative style of 
Shinpi no hitobito can be seen to occupy a lim:inal position on the border between a 
non-fictional, academic research treatise and diary-style commentary with 
autobiographical elements. 
Also of note :in connection with Furui' s reading material is Meister Eckhart' s 
enforced marginalisation by the ma:instream hierarchy of the Church. Although he 
had been an active and successful cleric, who had held several positions of 
considerable importance with:in the Church, :in 1326 he was accused of having 
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spread false and misleading teach:ings :in the sermons he had given :in German. In 
1327, he gave a public assurance in German and Latin, denying such charges, and 
retracting anything in his writings or sermons which may have violated Church 
teach:ings. He was dissatisfied with the slow progress made towards an official 
decision and made his way to the then residence of the Pope, A vignon, in 1328. It 
is thought that he died either en route, or in A vignon sometime before April 1328. A 
papal decision was not made until 1329, when a Papal Bull listed seventeen charges 
of heresy, and eleven of suspected heresy. Despite this judgement, Eckhart' s 
sermons remained popular among the people, and they were widely circulated :in 
various editions. Thus, while Eckhart' s teachings were officially marginalised, in 
reality they were part of the religious ma:instream in the minds of the ordinary 
populace. 
Furui also tells of being given a copy of another book by a friend with the words, 
"You're interested:in this kind of thing aren't you?" The book was Dr. Franz Falk's 
Die deutschen Sterbebuechlein (The German Books of Dying). 156 Obviously, 
148. 
156 Funn (1996): 16, 25 
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Furui' s predilection for such subject material was sufficiently well known among 
his associates. Later, he mentions his reading of Jean Charlier Gerson' s (1363-
1408) Ars moriendi (The Art of Dying) and Capranica' s Ars bene moriendi (The Art 
of Dying Well). 
In addition, he had on his desk two dictionaries, and Martin Buber and Franz 
Rosenzweig' s collaborative German translation of the Bible from the Hebrew. His 
reading of that Bible translation had as its focus the books of Moses and the 
prophets. From just these examples, which are by no means an exhaustive list, we 
can see Furui's strong interest in works which look at the human experience of 
liminality in all its forms. The fact that this interest began, as he himself recalls, at 
least thirty years earlier when he was in his twenties and occupied with the study of 
German literature, is further testimony to his sustained and ongoing concern with 
such phenomena. His interest in liminal conditions and in the literature of the liminal 
is not limited solely to the Japanese context, but reaches far beyond to the Bible and 
Western religious and philosophical thought 
As its name suggests, the focal point of Ekstatische Konfessionen is mystic ecstasy. 
The word ecstasy has its origins in the Greek language, and is derived from the 
stem of the verb "to put out of place". According to the Oxford English Dictionary, 
the classical sense of meaning was "insanity" or "bewilderment". In post-classical 
Greek, this meaning received an additional application, that is "withdrawal of the 
soul from the body, mystic or prophetic trance". In addition to this fundamental 
etymological meaning, the current meanings which are most relevant to this 
discussion are, firstly, in the sense of the technical term used by mystic writers to 
denote the state of rapture, when the body loses its capability for sensation amid the 
soul's contemplation of the divine; and secondly, "an exalted state of feeling which 
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engrosses the mind to the exclusion of thought". 157 As we shall see, many accounts 
of mystic rapture draw on the imagery of the soul leaving the body to engage in a 
union with the divine which excludes all other sensations. In its most basic form, 
ecstasy remains grounded in its etymological origin of ''being put out of place", or 
as Furui puts it in his comments regarding Johannes Tauler's experience,jibun 
jishin no soto e deru, "to go out of oneself'.158 
Furui's particular interest in the paradoxical expressions, which are among the 
means by which the mystics seek to put their inherently indescribable spiritual 
experiences into words, is immediately clear to the reader of Shinpi no hitobito. His 
opening paragraphs concern the Franciscan monk, Aegidius of Assisi's (died 1262) 
description of the experience of Unio mystic a, the mystic's longed-for goal of 
mystic uinio with the deity. "Once Aegidius spoke. He said 'I know a man who 
saw God so clearly that he lost all his faith' "159 Later Furui cites from Josef 
Quint's translation of one of Meister Eckhart' s (circa 1260 - 1327 or 1328) 
sermons160, in whichEckhart's starting point is the apostle Paul's (Saul) epiphany 
on the road to Damascus.161 Furui explains the four different interpretations which 
157 Oxford English Dictionary, second edition (1989). 
158 Furui (1996): 137. Furm supplies an English version ("get out of himself') m addition to the 
German ongmal "aus sich selber geraten", quoted from Gnaedinger (1996): 264. 
159 ibid. 1. [cf. Buber (1909): 59.] 
160 Meister Eckehart, Deutsche Predigten und Traktate. Josef Qumt, ed./trans. (Mumch: Carl 
Hanser Verlag, 1963): 328. 
161 Acts, 9: 8. KJV: "And Saul arose from the earth; and when ms eyes were opened, he saw no 
man: but they led him by the hand, and brought him into Damascus." The King James vers10n 
gives the Latm nihil videbat as "he saw no man", whereas the Revised Standard Version, (Saul 
arose from the ground; and when his eyes were opened, he could see nothmg; so they led mm by 
the hand and brought him into Damascus) which gives "he could see nothing", more closely 
appropnates the German whlch is cited in Qumt' s translation of Meister Eckhart' s onginal sermon: 
"Paulus stand auf von der Erde, und IDll offenen Augen sah er nichts" (literally: Paul got up from 
the ground and, with open eyes, he saw nothing). 
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Eckhart includes in his sermon. In relation to Eckhart' s first interpretation, Furui 
gives, in addition to Eckhart' s original German ("sah er mit offenen Augen nichts, 
und dieses Nichts war Gott")162, both a Japanese translation (Kare wa me o 
hirakinagara nanimo mienakatta. Soshite kono mu wa kami deatta.) and an English 
version: ''he saw nothing with open eyes, and this nothing was God."163 Eckhart 
explains the four possibilities for interpreting this verse thus: 
It seems to me that this small verse has a four-fold sense. The first sense is this: when he 
arose from the earth, he saw nothmg with open eyes; that is, when he saw God, he called that 
nothing. The second sense: when he arose, he saw nothing but God. The third: m all things, 
he saw nothing but God. The fourth: when he saw God, he saw all other things as 
nothmgness.164 
The sermon goes on to explain Eckhart' s interpretation in greater detail, including 
an example which Furui also discusses. 165 
When the soul enters into Oneness and therein enters a rejection of itself, 1t fmds God there as 
m Nothingness. It once seemed to a certam man as if in a dream - it was a waking dream -
that he became pregnant from the Nothmgness as a woman becomes pregnant with a child, 
and God was born in this Nothingness; he was the fruit of Nothingness. God was born in 
Nothingness. And so he says ''He arose from the earth, and saw nothmg with open eyes." He 
saw God, where all creatures are nothmg. He saw all creatures as nothing, since he (=God) has 
the Being of all creatures in lmnself. He 1s a Bemg which has all Being in hlm"166 
Furui is also fascinated by Eckhart's words "the divine nothingness" (das gottliche 
Nichts). 167 
In Furui' s view, the ecstatic experiences of some of the mediaeval women who 
lived as nuns in cloistered societies were tinged with a kind of ''holy eros" .168 Such 
162 Meister Eckhart (1963): 328. 
163 Furui (1996): 22. 
164 Meister Eckhart (1963): 329. 
165 Furui (1996): 23. 
166 Meister Eckhart (1963): 332. 
167 Furui (1996): 22. 
168 Funn (1996): 23. 
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ecstatic experiences were included by Buber in Ekstatische Konfessionen, in the 
excerpts of Christina Ebner (1277 - 1355), who dreamed of having a child by the 
Lord, and in the general language employed by many of the women, a language of 
love and endearments directed at Christ, whom they had symbolically wed as part 
of the ritual of entering the service of the Church. 
Angela of Foligno' s (latter half of the thirteenth century) account provides a further 
focus for Furui's interest in the mystic experience. He quotes from her description 
of seeing God: 
I became Notlove.169 And afterwards I saw God in a darkness. Within a darkness because God 
is a greater good than can be thought or understood Nothing that can be thought or 
understood reaches close to God.170 
This is becomes more interesting when we consider Buber' s preceding sentences: 
Once my soul was raised, and I saw God in such great clarity, as I had never before seen Him, 
and in such complete way as never before. And I did not see love in bun, and I lost the love 
which I had hitherto carried, and I became Notlove. 171 
Angela's ecstatic experience is so overwhelming, so defiant to linguistic expression 
that she resorts to the commonly employed attempt at description, the paradox. The 
union with the Lord is such that everything Angela previously was - her feelings, 
her love for God - has been swept away so that she becomes a different entity, 
Notlove. Here too, Angela's ecstasy is shown to be another form of the limin.al 
experience. 
Furui goes on to discuss the technicalities of translation, in particular focussing on 
the nuances of meaning, and the temptation to embellish for clarification or style's 
169 English translation of the German Nichtliebe supplied by Furui. ibid. 40. 
170 ibid. 40. [Onginal source: Buber (1984): 137. " ... und ich wurde Nichthebe. Und danach schaute 
ich ihn in einer Fmsterms, und deswegen m Finsternis, we1l er em grosseres Gut ist, als gedacht 
oder verstanden werden kann, und keines, das gedacht oder verstanden werden kann, reicht an dieses 
heran."] 
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sake. He suggests possible alternatives and explains why he rejected them. He is 
tempted to elaborate on the simplicity and ambiguity of Angela's words in order to 
communicate a sense of chronology, but must admit that 
the expression of mystic expenence - the flow of time and the development parallel with time 
are difficult to grasp. In the first place, it's an experience which transcends time and space, and 
so tins must be considered a matter of course. However, if m the face of an experience which 
will not be put into words, you try to express yourself with words which point at the 
limitations, often the words and phrases which are likely to express the thread of development 
- the conjuctions, the adverbial expressions, the words concerned with the lumtat10ns of time 
- stand here and there amid the great stream Origmally they must have expressed some kind of 
position, but later, like strange poles and posts, most of therr limitations have already been 
abandoned and they stand as express10ns which have themselves become one part of mfinity. 
In translatmg, it's better not to rashly modulate one's vmce for effect.172 
Here Furui touches on one of the most fundamental paradoxes connected with the 
communication of the ecstatic experience: the attempt to speak of what Buber calls 
"das Unsagbare" ("the unspeakable" or ''unsayable") 173 Buber sees the attempt to 
speak of the unspeakable as a chain which brings the mystic back from the infinity 
of ecstatic experience to within the borders of the everyday. 
Ecstasy is on the other side of joint experiences. It is unity, it is loneliness, it is uniqueness, 
which cannot be passed on. It is the abyss which no plumb can measure: the unspeak.able. 174 
Speech is insufficient to do justice to the ecstatic experience. 
Yes, it is true: the ecstatic cannot speak the unspeakable. He speaks of the Other, pictures, 
dreams, faces - not unity. He speaks, he must speak, because the words bum in him 175 
Thus, any description of the ecstatic experience is at least on the very margins of 
what it is possible to communicate using language. The very fact of communication 
is itself a liminal act. 
171 Buber (1984):137. 
172 Funn (1996): 40-41 
173 Buber (1984): xxxi. 
174 ibid. xxxi. 
175 1b1d. xxxv. 
Furui goes on to discuss more of Angela's accounts of her mystic experiences, 
including one in which she, too, draws on the imagery of nothingness, of 
emptiness to express her feelings. 
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And however much I am able to receive the smallest amount of sadness and JOY from outside, 
there is, however, inside my soul a chamber mto which no joy or sadness, no delight at any 
virtue or any nameable thing whatsoever may enter; into this chamber comes that sole 
Good.176 
In answer to the question he poses himself as to why he has so persistently traced 
these accounts, Furui speaks of 
addmg comparison to companson, negation to negation and repeatedly wantmg to reach the 
highest level beyond that parallel. Even if its shape remains empty of contents, whether 1t is 
the urge to think or just the hope for passion, that something 1s buned and latent within me 
too.171 
Another of the female mystics to whom Furui' s attention is drawn is the German, 
Mechthild von Magdeburg (circa 1207 - circa 1282). Her ecstatic experiences began 
when she was twelve years old, and continued daily for over thirty one years. She 
left her home and family to live a life of "ascetic exile in the unfamiliarity and 
displacement'' of a quasi-religious community in Magdeburg.178 Louise Gnadinger 
notes that her status as a Beguine lay sister was not one that was fixed either 
institutionally or in Church law. Members of the community devoted themselves to 
the religious life, but did not bind themselves to the normally strict vows required 
by the Church of its Orders, and were able to leave the community for marriage. 
Mechthild, too, was outside both the normal bounds of society and the 
organisational structures of the Church, in an in-between position which was 
neither full committal to a religious order nor a decision to participate in a secular 
176 1b1d. 143-144, Furui (1996): 53. 
177 Furm (1996): 54. 
178 Gnadmger (1996): 49. 
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life. Her ecstatic experiences were intensive unions with God, in the form of 
visions and inner conversations. She wrote of her experiences in Das fliessende 
Licht der Gottheit (The Flowing Light of Deity, 1260), which was compiled from 
her writings by her confessor, Heinrich von Halle. This led to criticism and 
accusations from within the Church hierarchy, and she retreated to her family home 
for a short period before finding refuge in a Cistercian nunnery where she remained 
until her death. Mechthild makes use of the language of mediaeval courtly love, the 
imagery of the bride and bridegroom, and paradox in her attempts to describe her 
ecstatic experiences. 
Furui takes up one ofMechthild's paradoxes, which is found in Buber's 
Ekstatische Konfessionen. Mechthild speaks of the union of the soul (the bride) 
with Christ, the bridegroom, and the awe with which the soul, referred to here as 
"she", reacts. "In the greatest clarity, she is at the same time dead and alive. The 
longer she (the soul) is dead, the more joyful she lives."179 Furui speaks of the 
border between timelessness and simultaneity, and draws attention to the similarity 
of Mechthild' s paradoxical portrayal of simultaneously being dead and alive, and 
those of the other mystics previously mentioned. 
Perhaps this expression "dead" is the merging of the border between lord and guest in the 
supreme vision of God, the border of supreme life. Again, this is something that is probably 
communicated m Aegidms of Assisi's "lack of faith", Meister Eckhart's "he saw nothing", 
and in Angela of Fohgno's sole Good in the emptiness of the "chamber within the soul". 180 
This is but one further example confirming Furui' s preoccupation with such 
representations of the borderline experience of the unio mystica. 
The ecstatic experiences of many other mystics are included in Shinpi no hitobito n 
addition to those discussed above. Furui' s discussion of the mystic experience 
covers among others Margaretha Ebner (circa 1291-1351 ), Johannes Tauler (circa 
179 Euber (1984): 65, Enghsh translat10n based on Funn (1996): 57-58. 
180 Funn (1996): 58. 
1300-1361), Heinrich Seuse (circa 1295/6-1366), and Anna Vetter (seventeenth 
century). 
There are common elements to be found in the mystics' attempt to communicate 
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what is essentially indescribable. We have already seen that negation is a recurrent 
element. The effect of such negation is to signify the absence of what is normally 
assumed to be present, and this is frequently found in the imagery of nothingness 
and emptiness. As Furui has pointed out, Meister Eckhart speaks of seeing 
Nothing, and Aegidius' faith is negated. The use of paradox has also proven a 
powerful linguistic tool. Mechthild is simultaneously alive and dead; in Meister 
Eckhart's account, Paul experiences God's presence in the Nothingness before him. 
The mystics also use comparisons, such as Mechthild' s image of the ecstatic 
experience as a "flowing lighe. In fact, the imagery of light, and its lack is also 
common in the accounts of many of those who experience ecstasy. The language of 
love is another means of expressing the mystic union with the divine. The 
comparison of the relationship between the soul and God as one between bride and 
bridegroom has already been touched upon. The strong emotions brought forth by 
the ecstatic union with the divine seem to find their most simple expression in the 
language normally associated with romantic or erotic human love. 
Several of these elements are present in one of Mechthild' s accounts of the meeting 
between God (he) and the soul (she), which Furui includes in Shinpi no hitobito. 
Then he showed her, with great desire, ms divine heart. It was like red gold, burning in a great 
frre of coal. Then he took her in his glowing heart, and so the noble pnnce and the lowly girl 
embraced each other and were united like water and wine.181 
This is but one of the experiences found in Buber' s Ekstatische Konfessionen to be 
used by Musil in his novel The Man without Qualities. Musil is describing the 
close, almost ecstatic relationship between the protagonist and his sister in terms of 
a union marked by the dissolution of time and space, "the other condition". 
Musil writes" ... there was nothing, neither right nor left, or earlier or later, but 
when they looked at something together, a unification occurred like water and 
wine."182 A comparison of these two preceding quotes clearly shows their 
similarity. 
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Although in Shinpi no hitobito Furui does not point out the exact correlation 
between elements in Buber' s Ekstatische Konfessionen and Musil' s The Man 
without Qualities, the connection is significant in relation to his demonstrated 
interest in Musil' s work and the borderline experiences of the mystics in Buber' s 
anthology. For those readers interested enough to investigate this path further, 
Furui provides the next link in the chain in the form of literary research on Musil. 
Musil's The Man without Qualities has its philosophical origins in the widespread 
intellectual mood of early twentieth century Europe, which sought to overcome the 
spiritual and aesthetic emptiness of a bourgeois life determined overwheJnllngly by 
the undiscerning worship of rationalism, science and material progress. These 
concerns led to a flowering of mystic expression in the arts, not least in literature. 
The leitmotif of The Man without Qualities is the protagonist, Ulrich's attempts to 
experience "the other condition" ("der andere Zustand"), a mode oflife under the 
influence of mystic experience which is beyond the ''normal condition" of his 
relationship to the outside world and to himself. 
"The other condition" has been the subject of many investigations from a wide 
range of standpoints by scholars of German literature. Wilhelm Bausiger and 
Renate von Hildebrand have shown that ''nearly all of the words of the mystics in 
181 Furui (1996): 57, Buber (1984): 63. 
182 Robert Musil, Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. Adolf Prise, ed. 7th ed1t10n. (Hamburg: 1965): 
1357. cf. Dietmar Goltschmgg, Mystische Tradition in Roman Robert Musils. Martin Bubers 
Ekstatische Konfessionen im Mann ohne Eigenschaften (Heidelberg: Lothar Stiehm Verlag, 1974): 
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The Man without Qualities originate from one source, that is, from Martin Buber' s 
anthology Ekstatische Konfessionen. "183 The source can be traced from notes made 
by Musil entitled "Grenzerlebnisse" ("Border Experiences"), which Bausinger 
discovered among Musil's papers after bis death. Christian Rogowski supplies the 
additional information that Musil had made excerpts not directly from Ekstatische 
Konfessionen, but "from a volume by Karl Girgensohn, who had based bis 
reflections on the psychology of religion on material from Buber's anthology".184 
The four typewritten pages of the Grenzerlebnisse contain 110 citations from the 
mystics, and of these 99 appear in The Man without Qualities. Musil used some of 
these citations a number of times, and according to Goltschnigg' s research, the 
novel contains approximately 300 examples where a connection with Ekstatische 
Konfessionen may be made.185 
Musil' s Grenzerlebnisse are to be found "on the border between the rational and the 
irrational, between the sensory and the supra-sensory".186 As experiences, they are 
clearly of a liminal nature, and the fact that such experiences lie at the very margins 
of effective verbal expression only adds a further layer of liminal complexity. 
Musil' s interest lay in the Unio mystica, the mystic union experienced by the mystic 
in ecstasy, and the essence of the individual experiences in Buber's anthology. 
The mam function of Ekstatische Konfessionen in The Man without Qualities is, of course, 
the description of "the other condition". All the characteristics of the Urno mystlca are 
transferred to the ecstatic society of brother and sister with the help of mystic testimomes. i 87 
90-91. 
183 Goltschmgg (1974): 14. 
184 Christian Rogowski, Distinguished Outsider: Robert Musil and his Critics (Columbia SC: 
Camden House, 1994.): 158. 
185 Goltschnigg (1974): 75. 
186 Ernst Kaiser & Eithne Wilkins, Robert Musil. Eine Einfiihrung in das Werk: 45. Quoted in 
Goltschnigg (1974): 66. 
187 Goltschnigg (1974): 118. 
("Brother and sister" refers to the protagonist, Ulrich, and his sister Agathe.) 
In a lecture aboutMusil's work given on 5December1986, which was 
subsequently included in the volume titled Mujiru kannen no erosu (Musil -
Concepts of Eros) in 1988, Furui explains the concept Unio mystica. 
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In European mysticism, the Unio mystica is the concept or expenence of mystic umon with 
God. Whether it be fortuity, or circumstance, or a kind of reality, such a thmg cannot be 
controlled. There is neither place nor time, neither form.nor events, and in this nothingness, 
one is united with God.i 88 
For Buber, mystic ecstasy makes it possible to experience the union of the self. It is 
a union of the self with the world, in which the self is no longer aware of itself or 
the world. The ecstatic experience is frequently expressed as the union with God, or 
some other higher divine entity, but such a divine entity is only one interpretation, 
culturally determined by religious influences, of the all-embracing concept of union 
of the self and the ''world" or ''universe", which is independent of religious 
connotations and yet encompasses them. 
Musil' s idea of the mystic experience in "the other condition'' is also grounded in 
the experience of union. However, Musil's union is a secular one, the dissolution 
of the feeling of separateness and a becoming one with all things and souls. Ulrich 
and Agathe experience "the other condition" as the disappearance of any 
demarcation between themselves as individuals. Each encompasses the other, and 
are at one with the world. Musil describes an instance of Agathe' s experience of 
"the other condition": 
She was talklng about that peculiar condition of heightened receptivity and sensitivity that 
brings about a rising and falling tide of llilpress10ns and creates the feeling of being connected 
with all things as m the gentle mirror of a sheet of water, giving and receiving without will: 
that rrnraculous feeling of the lifting of all bounds, the boundlessness of the outer and the 
188 Furui Yoshlkichl, Mujiru kannen no erosu (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1988): 58. 
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mner that love and mysticism have in common. 18 9 
The mystic union is here not between God and the human soul, but between Ulrich 
andAgathe. 
However, Musil' s ideas of the mystic tradition were not derived solely from Buber. 
Jochen Schmidt has shown that the concept of Eigenschaftslosigkeit (absence of 
qualities) originates from the Deutsche Predigten (German Sermons) of Meister 
Eckhart. Eckhart "rejects the concept of a personal God in favour of a deity without 
qualities - 'ane eigenschaft' [Eckhart's original Middle High German for the modem 
German ohne Eigenschaft, without qualities]".190 In Schmidt's opinion, Musil's 
Eigenschaftslosigkeit elaborates, on the secular and intellectual levels, Eckhart's 
concept of the transcendence of personhood experienced in the unio mystica. 
Schmidt also points out by contrasting Musil' s work with Franz Kafka' s 
''Description of a Struggle" that while the two authors are responding to the 
disintegration of stable social, spiritual and social orders, Musil sees the "resulting 
existential uprootedness" as a potential source of liberation, while Kafka views it 
with anxiety. 191 
In another lecture given one year later, on 4 December 1987, and dealing 
specifically with The Man without Qualities, Furui expands on the nuances of 
meaning in the word Eigenschaft (quality), and compares the term in three 
languages. He also explains t?-e wider significance of Eigenschaft as it used by 
Musil. 
189 Musil (1995): 830. 
190 Detailed in Rogowski (1994): 158. The reason that this connection was long overlooked by 
Musil scholars was probably due to their use of Quint's translation. Quint does not consistently 
translate the Middle High German eigenschaft mto its modern German equivalent, Eigenschaft. 
Schmidt: n. 48. 
191 ibid. 158. 
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As what kind of person does a single human pass through life? - Quality has to do with this. 
Thus, although they are not synonyms, quality is a word which resonates with occupation, 
social status, world view, fundamentals of conduct, pnnciples of life, or one's career, 
achlevements, or social recogmtlon up to that Ume. For example, it would probably resonate 
with the expression "wife and children". What class of woman is the wife, what kind of 
education do the chlldren receive? Accordmg to such thmgs, we decide the level of that 
person's social profile. This, too, can be considered a quality.192 
It is not that the reader is not told about Ulrich and his lifestyle, but these details are 
exterior characteristics, rather than personal qualities. They are the signals that 
assign Ulrich a social and financial status, to imagine his appearance, to picture his 
family circumstances, to visualise his circle of friends. They say nothing about 
Ulrich as a real person. He is categorised according to the system of social norms. 
The social value system reduces Ulrich's qualities to a series of characteristics. 
Furui explains this phenomenon as follows: 
In reality, we draw conclusions from someone's background. This happens in the novel, too. 
That's fine if it's a case from the novel, or of guessing about people from afar, but when it 
comes close to reality, there are also sure to be quite a few uncertain/unreliable points. Yet, 
it's bound to such things as childhood, class, education, school career, specialty, and 
profession. In other countnes, especially rellgion or race. From such things, one person 
comes to the surface. It's that kmd of law of recognition. In contrast to this, 'no nai'' -
'without', ohne in German - is thrust against it, and negates it. There is probably no man less 
likely to become a novel. If you are talking about a single person, the ordinary way is to give 
the character form from such strands as what kmd of childhood he had, what kind of education 
he received, or what important experiences he had. But the mtention to try and relativise this 
is already seen in the title.193 
According to Klaus Laermann, the reduction of an individual into such component 
pieces allows society to mechanically piece them together again. ''But in the person 
dismembered in such a way, there arises a feeling of being without qualities .... The 
192 Funn (1988): 113. 
193 ibid. 119-120. 
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absence of qualities ... is a reaction against a threatened loss of identity .... 194 
Laermann goes on to explain that characteristics give rise to the impression that the 
individual is dissoluble, that the inseparable individual has become separable. 
Furui expands on the nature of character and qualities: 
In Japanese, there 1s the word "jinbutsu "'(character). I fumk you understand what I mean by 
this word "character". Character is not somethmg which is determmed just from that person's 
interior. Value is imparted from the exterior, and there are many things which are decided by 
their relationship to the exterior. This is probably quite a social concept. Therefore, the 
"qualities" of this novel The Man without Qualities are the various natures, characters, or 
what we commonly call way of life inherent in any particular man which account for that 
man. A man without these is the protagomst of this work.195 
As Furui implies, the personages inMusil's novel are not so much fully rounded 
characters, but composites or mosaics made up of diverse and discrete 
characteristics. The reader does not experience Ulrich as a human being full of 
emotion and passion, but as an entity distanced by Musil' s method of portrayal. 
Furui, like Musil, concentrates his efforts on describing the details of his 
protagonists' environment or their actions and to a lesser extent, their appearance, 
rather than on developing them as living, breathing people full of emotional 
complexity. They are not human beings as such, but constructs composed of 
innumerable discrete and diverse characteristics. 
In this lecture, Furui also discusses his experiences and opinions of his role of 
translator, and even this is a liminal experience. "To put it in a word, I really like 
such in-between spheres where the language is not my mother tongue, but nor is it a 
completely foreign language. There's a feeling of being in a spiritual domain."196 
194 Klaus Laermann, Eigenschaftslosigkeit. Reflexionen zu Musils Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften 
(Stuttgart: Metzler, 1970): 3. 
195 Furui (1988): 113-114. 
196 1b1d. 124 
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Musil' s reader first learns the name of the protagonist, the "man without qualities" 
in the fifth chapter. "The man without qualities whose story is being told here was 
called Ulrich, and Ulrich ... had already given proof of his disposition while still on 
the borderline between childhood and adolescence, in a class paper on a patriotic 
theme."197 Ulrich has made three attempts "to become a great man", to make a name 
for himself in different careers: as a cavalry officer, a civil engineer, and finally, as 
a mathematician. In all three he has, by the social standards and expectations of the 
time, made something of himself. 
His dissatisfaction with the life of a mathematician stems not from a lack of success, 
since "experts judged his achievements in this third profession, in the few years 
since he had taken it up, to have been not inconsiderable."198 Ulrich's decision to 
tum his back on a "promising" career is the result of a random and seemingly trivial 
event. 
And one day Ulrich stopped wantmg to be promising. The time had come when people were 
startmg to speak of genius on the soccer field or in the boxmg ring, although there would still 
be at most only one genius of a halfback or great tennis-court tactician for every ten or so 
explorers, tenors, or writers of geruus who cropped up m the papers. Tue new spirit was not 
yet quite sure of itself. But JUSt then Ulnch suddenly read somewhere, like a premonitory 
breath of npening summer, the expression "the racehorse of genius." It stood in the report of a 
sensational racing success, and the author was probably not aware of the full magnitude of the 
inspiration ms pen owed to the communal spirit. But Ulnch instantly grasped the fateful 
connection between ms entire career and this geruus among racehorses. 199 
He had devoted himself to the pursuit of a scientific career, and lost sight of the 
wider picture in obsession with detail. 
Fmally, Ulnch realized that even in science he was like a man who has climbed one mountain 
range after another without ever seemg a goal. He had now acquired bits and pieces of a new 
197 Musil (1995): 13. 
198 ibid. 38. 
199 ibid. 41. 
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way to think and feel, but the glimpse of the New, so v1v1d at first, had been lost amid the 
ever-proliferatmg details, and if he had once thought that he was dnnking from the fountam of 
hfe, he had now drained almost all ms expectations to the last drop. At tills pomt he qillt, 
right in the middle of an important and promising piece of work. He now saw ms colleagues 
partly as relentless, obsessive public prosecutors and security chiefs of logic, and partly as 
opium eaters, addicts of some strange pale drug that filled their world with VlSlons of numbers 
and abstract relations. "God help me," he thought, "surely I never could have meant to spend 
all my life as a mathematician?" ... all he could say was that he now felt further removed from 
what he had really wanted to be than he had m his youth, if mdeed he had ever known what it 
was. With wonderful clanty he saw in himself all the ab1hties favored by his time - except for 
the ability to earn ms living, wmch was not necessary - but he had lost the capacity to apply 
them And smce, now that genius 1s attributed to soccer players and horses, a man can save 
himself only by the use he makes of genius, he resolved to take a year's leave of absence from 
ms life in order to seek an appropriate application for ms abilities.200 
Ulrich embarks on his year's leave of absence from his life, hoping to eventually 
reach his intellectual, emotional and moral core. in Ulrich's immediate social circle 
are his old friends, Clarisse and Walter. It is in fact Walter who coins the term ''man 
without qualities" in reference to Ulrich. Walter is, in contrast, a man with qualities. 
Although he wants a child, Clarisse refuses, and the complexities of their 
relationship, including Clarisse's attempt to seduce Ulrich, allows Musil to explore 
the opposing elements of normality and madness. In addition, Musil takes up other 
parallel narrative threads. The first centres on the meetings of the "Parallelaktion" 
(Parallel Campaign), an association dedicated to the planning of a commemorative 
event celebrating the seventieth jubilee of the Emperor of "Kak.ania'', a play on the 
initials of the formal title of the then Austro-Hungarian Empire: K&K, kaiserlich 
und koeniglich (imperial and royal). Ulrich becomes the pivotal figure around 
which three groups of people connected with the Parallel Campaign revolve. In one 
of these groupings is Ulrich's cousin, Hermine von Tuzzi, known to Ulrich as 
Diotima. She is active in the planning for the jubilee celebrations, hoping to involve 
200 ibid. 44. 
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all those who frequent her salon. However the idealistic plans are mired down 
under a plethora of suggestions and self-interested ideas. A second group connected 
with the Parallel action is centred on figures from government bureaucracy and 
industry. It is in this group that we find Dr. Paul Arnheim, whose beginning 
relationship and subsequent love affair with Diotima forms a further narrative 
thread. Another strand centres on the murderer Moosbrugger and his relationship 
with the law, in particular the question of whether he can be considered 
psychologically responsible for his actions. Both Ulrich and Clarisse are 
sympathetic towards him, but eventually he becomes an object of gossip for the 
leading echelons of society, thus trivialising his cause and the possibility of his 
integrity. Each of these sub-plots lacks a strong dramatic line, and in fact, they have 
been referred to as a "concatenation of non-events". 20i 
When Ulrich attends his father's funeral, he meets his sister Agathe for the first 
time. This additional, and most important, narrative strand provides Ulrich with the 
conditions necessary for attaining "the other condition''. His yearning for union 
finds satisfaction in the mystic relationship between brother and sister. It is in this 
connection that Musil finds the mystic's accounts he listed in the "Grenzerlebnisse" 
to be of great assistance in conveying the mystical qualities of Ulrich and Agathe' s 
relationship. 
The sibling's relationship grows in closeness, and each complements the other. 
However, this relationship is also liminal in quality: "Agathe's relationship to him, 
which hovered between sister and wife, stranger and friend, without being 
equatable to any one of them. .. " 202 They gradually withdraw into their own world 
in Ulrich's little chateau, an attempt to attain, and sustain, "the other condition". 
201 Philip Payne, Robert Musil's "The Man witlwut Qualities". A Critical Study (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1988): 63. 
202 Musil (1995): 815. 
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Conclusion 
The works Hijiri and Shinpi no hitobito have in common that their protagonists are 
put out of place, or go out of themselves, as in the original meaning of ex-stasis. 
In Hijiri, the student is twice-removed from his normal self, and in neither case has 
it been a decision made of his own volition. He takes on the role of saemon because 
of Sae's influence, lured by the power of sexual desire and eros. He truly takes on 
the role of hijiri through the ritual of excessive alcohol consumption, a method that 
has stood the test of time in proving its effectiveness. The mystics in Shinpi no 
hitobito go outside themselves as a result of conscious decision. Their ascetic 
practices are part of a concentrated effort at achieving an out of body experience, a 
spiritual ideal. In Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften, Ulrich also goes outside himself 
through conscious decision. Only his methods differ - his so-called leave of 
absence and his profound relationship with Agathe. 
The protagonists of all three works occupy a marginal status. In Hijiri, the student 
is outside the confines of village life. Sae, as a returnee from Tokyo, is on the 
margins of her family. The saemon is a marginal itinerant, by definition outside 
society, and his parallel persona, the hijiri, is marginalised because he assumed the 
polluting tasks of disposing of bodies. Because of their place, however insecure, 
within the church organisation, it goes without saying that the mystics who are 
described in Shinpi no hitobito are on the margins of society. Not only this, but 
they are also marginalised within the church hierarchy itself, due to their 
unorthodox views on church dogma and reluctance to submit themselves to the 
control of their religious superiors. Ulrich, the protagonist of Der Mann ohne 
Eigenschaften, is on the margins of bourgeois society by choice, because of the 
f~rtuitous circumstances of his inancial independence, he has no need to earn a 
living. The act of Ulrich and Agathe' s shutting themselves up in the chateau, and 
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their breaking of the incest taboo locates them at the very extremes of society. 
The protagonists also have a mediating function in common. The hijiri' s role is a 
practical one, that of ensuring the safe passage of the soul of the deceased into the 
next world. The mystics role as mediators between God and man is motivated 
mainly by the personal desire for spiritual communion with the deity, but also at 
least partly by a wish to spread their message to others to empower them to achieve 
the ecstatic experience. Ulrich's motivation as a mediator comes entirely from his 
desire for personal spiritual experience, as exemplified by der andere Zustand. 
Their experiences of ecstasy all contain the element of eras. The hijiri' s role in the 
village has always been closely linked with sexual power and attraction, and its 
associated dangers for the village community. For the women mystics in particular, 
the unio mystica is couched in terms oflovemaking and erotic love. For Ulrich, too, 
der andere Zustand is achievable by sexual union, in fact, by breaking the incest 
taboo. 
The position of individuals whose existence is on the margins of society is a 
constant theme in Furui's writing and is a long-held concern. The actual reason for 
marginalisation may vary, but the author's fascination with and questioning of the 
constraints and freedoms such peripheral locations entail is constant. The 
protagonist of perhaps Furui' s most widely known work, Y6ko203 , is marginalised 
because manifestations of mental disturbance differentiate her behaviour from the 
societal ''norm". I will look more closely at Yoko in a subsequent chapter. 
Further themes from the mystics in Ekstatische Konfessionen which attract Furui' s 
attention are the nature of death and suffering, and the ability to endure, and even 
enjoy, extended periods of debilitating and painful illness. As we shall see in 
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following chapters, these concerns are central to Furui' s writing, his initial interest 
in such matters having been strengthened through personal experience of death and 
illness. 
Philip Payne' s previously quoted description of the sub-plots in The Man without 
Qualities as concatenations of non-events can be extended to include Furui's works. 
Even those novels and stories which are more in keeping with the expectations of 
narrative fiction, such as Yoko, Hijiri or Sumika are hardly distinguished by a well-
paced narrative plot. They consist of a collage of often chronologically disjointed 
(non-)events which the reader must then piece together. Particularly in his later, 
more autobiographical works, Fmui uses a technique often employed by Musil in 
The Man without Qualities, that of interspersing essaistic commentaries to convey 
intended meaning. 
Nor are Furui' s characters well-developed in the sense that the reader feels empathy 
for the character as that character's emotions are disclosed The student in Hijiri is a 
case in point. The reader gradually comes to know of the superficial, social 
characteristics which help to shape him, but there is never the feeling of knowing 
him intimately as a person. He remains to the end a character whose only role is to 
fulfil the requirements of a mediator, both in a literary and a social sense. Little of 
Sae's inner life is revealed either, and she, too, is a character composed of any 
number of individual characteristics. 
Furui's writing about mediaeval mysticism is steeped in the traditions of German 
literature and thought, as is clear from a deeper examination of the sources behind 
his writing in Shinpi no hitobito. The mystic is able to achieve freedom from reality, 
according to Bernd-Ruediger Hueppert, because of the nature of his belief. 
"Mystics, whose existence is based solely on the personal intercourse with God, are 
203 Furui Yoshiklchi, Yoko. In Furui Yoshikichi sakuhin Il(Tokyo· Kawade shobO, 1982): 5-86. 
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outsiders amid conventional society."204 Their "individualism'' , destroys the 
structure of the system, because they enter into direct communication with God, 
without need for the mediation of the worldly instance, the Church. The confidence 
of mystic belief does not arise from the religious dogma of the organised Church, 
but from each new and unique experience of God. The mystic exists alone, even in 
the middle of society, because he or she relies totally on communion with God. The 
mystic's aim of total immersion in the Divine results in isolation from others and 
aloneness in the world. This is what attracts Furui's attention, the possibility of a 
personal and direct experience equivalent to Buber' s I and Thou duality. 
This is not applicable to Ulrich and Agathe, however. As already discussed, 
Musil' s variation of mystic ecstasy is almost totally separate from the divine. Ulrich 
and Agathe have isolated themselves from others, but they seek to find communion 
with each other. They are unable to sustain "the other condition" long enough to 
rely upon it, and so are in constant trepidation of the inevitable return to the banality 
of ''normal", everyday life. 
Eros is closely connected with Ulrich and Agathe' s attainment of ''the other 
condition". At the very least, their close relationship comes close to being 
incestuous. The precise nature of their relationship is, of course, not overtly stated, 
but Musil includes sufficient hints to leave the reader with the strong impression that 
the siblings' relationship has indeed been physically consummated. The possibility 
of a physical relationship is, however, not the main point. It is but one more 
example of Ulrich and Agathe' s search for "the other condition", a means to an end: 
the totality of their relationship. Their desire to attain their ideal leads them to 
overstep the boundaries of what is regarded as taboo and forbidden within society. 
As mentioned earlier in relation to the mystics upon whom Furui focusses his 
204 Bernd-Ruediger Hueppauf, Von sozialer Utopie zur Mystik (Munich: Wilhelm Fink Verlag): 
132. 
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attention in Shinpi no hitobito, Eros is also present to a greater or lesser extent in the 
majority of accounts by mystics of their ecstatic experiences. This is particularly 
true of women, who speak to God or Christ as if to a lover, but the language of 
love is also a component of the experiences of men. Eros is present, too, in Hijiri. It 
is an ever-present undercurrent in the relationship between Sae and the student, 
which surfaces on occasion. This is paralleled by the tales of times past told by 
Sae' s grandmother of the sexual tensions between some of the village girls, in 
particular the grandmother's friend, and the saemon. 
Although Eros is common to Hijiri, the mystics of Shinpi no hitobito and The Man 
without Qualities, the nature of that Eros differs in each case. In Hijiri and The Man 
without Qualities, the underlying sexual tension is indeed consummated physically, 
and this is probably the moment which most equates to mystic ecstasy. In the case 
of the mystics, there can be no actual physical relationship, yet the experience seems 
all the richer, perhaps for this very reason. In Hijiri, Eros is present in the 
relationship between a villager and an outsider. For the mystics, God could hardly 
be called an outsider in the sense that they believed him to be a part of everyday life, 
yet in a wider sense, it is impossible to know the deity fully. Mystic ecstasy is the 
union of the soul with those unknowable aspects of the divinity. Ulrich and Agathe 
constitute a fully contained single and independent unit, whose aim to experience 
"the other condition" is at least partially due to their complete separation from other 
people. The Eros in their relationship is enclosed within the limits of the relationship 
by reason of its very nature. 
In Furui's work, that which appears at first glance to be disjointed, devoid of plot 
and difficult to read is far from so simplistic. The use of liminality gives a depth 
which only begins to reveal itself upon deeper consideration and investigation on 
the part of the reader. Furui' s work is, like modem life, never what it first appears. 
One must look below the deceptively calm surface to fmd the bidden currents 
below. 
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Hijiri and Shinpi no hitobito contain an wide range of examples of liminal 
existences; traditional and modem, urban and rural, religious and secular, male and 
female. Furui' s insight into the complexities of life, be that a traditional life or a 
modem urban one, is clearly visible in the skill with which he negotiates the 
changing delineation of traditional, mythical elements which continue to irrupt into 
the present day. 
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Chapter Three 
The Liminality of Illness and Mental Disturbance 
Introduction 
This chapter will investigate the liminal aspects of two of Furui' s major themes, 
those of illness and mental disturbance. The two are closely connected. Often the 
diagnosis of a terminal illness leads to some kind of psychological disturbance, as 
the patient seeks to come to terms with bis mortality at a time when thoughts of 
death are not yet uppermost in bis or her mind. The level of resultant mental 
disturbance varies, of course, from isolated incidents outside the individual's 
normal behaviour patterns, to a more or less prolonged period of psychological 
problems. Irrespective of the duration, such episodes of disturbance, as well as the 
period of the illness itself, are examples of liminal phases in the individuals' lives. 
Sufferers are marginalised both physically and socially, as are those close to them, 
although the nature of the liminal experience of patients and sufferers differs from 
that of their families and friends. 
In this chapter, I will show how an understanding of the liminality of illness 
enriches the reading of several of Furui' s stories, and helps to explain the reader's 
intuitive identification and empathy with the confusion of feelings which lie at the 
core of the trauma of serious illness as portrayed by Furui in bis stories. 
I will begin by looking at the story "Seta no saki" from the 1989 collection Nagai 
machi no nemuri.205 In this work, the narrator tells of the diagnosis and progression 
of bis mother's illness. This will be followed by an examination of Furui' s account 
205 Furui Yoshila.cln, Nagai machi no nemuri (Tokyo: Fukutake shoten, 1989). 
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of his own experience of serious illness, a spinal hernia which resulted in paralysis, 
and which was rectified by surgery. He wrote extensively about this experience in a 
series of stories which appeared monthly from January 1992 until May 1993 in the 
literary magazine Umitsubame (Petrel). They were published as a single volume, 
Tamashii no hi,206 in August 1993. 
The 1976 short story "Aihara" (The Plain of Sorrows)207 illustrates the causal link 
between the diagnosis of a serious illness and mental disturbance, and as such, its 
complex linrinalities are symbolic of the multiple layers of the protagonist's 
emotional experience. As Donna Storey' s commentary on "Aihara'' contains a 
detailed analysis of the story from the perspective of madness and death, I will 
focus here on the liminal aspects contained in the story.208 Similarly, the 1971 
novella Yoko209 has already been the subject of many analyses,210 and here I would 
206 Furui Yosbtldchi, Tamashii no hi (Tokyo: Fukutake shoten, 1993). 
200 Furui Yosbikichi, "Aihara". In Furui Yoshildchi sakuhin V(Tokyo: Kawade shobO, 1983): 
253-
269. 
208 Storey, Donna George, " 'The Plam of Sorrows': The Landscape of Death." Cntical 
commentary in Funn Yoshila.chl, Yoko and Other Stories. (Ann Arbor: Center for Japanese 
Studies, Umversity of Michigan, 1997): 177-190. 
209 Furui Yoshila.chi, Yoko. In Furui Yoshildchi sakuhin ll (Tokyo: Kawade shobO, 1982): 5-86. 
210 Including: Nakaishi Takashi, "Yoko - Funn Yoshiklchl." Kokubungaku: Kaishaku to kanshO, 
vol. 38 (May 1973): 52-85; Toshizawa Yukio, "Yoko." Kokubungaku: Kaishaku to kanshO, vol. 
42 suppl. (Jan. 1977): 154-155; Kono Kensuke, "Yoko ron. - Serapisuto no yfiutsu." 
Kokubungaku. vol. 33, supp. (Aug. 1988): 50-52; Nakamaru Nobuaki, "Yoko. Itameru kokoro ga 
tsumugidasu nichijosei o koeta sekai." In Nihon bungaku kanshO jiten, vol. 21. (Tokyo: Gyose1, 
1988); Taguchi Ritsuo "Yoko ron." Nihon no bungaku, vol. 5, 147-173 (Tokyo: Gyose1, 1988); 
Storey, Donna George, Speaking the Unspeakable: Images of Madwomen in the works of Furui 
Yoshikichi, Murakami Haruki, and Yamamoto Michiko. Dissertation (Stanford Umversity, 1993); 
Storey, Donna George, "Yoko: The Self in Process." Critical commentary m Furu1 Yosbikichl, 
Child of Darkness. Yoko and other Stories. (Ann Arbor: Center for Japanese Studies, University of 
like to concentrate my attention on lirninality and how elements of the Noh to be 
found in Yoko add to the reader's understanding of the title character's liminal 
existence. 
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Finally, I will consider the novel Sumika, 211 which is a loosely connected sequel to 
Hijiri. Sumika follows the two protagonists of Hijiri, Sae and the student, whose 
name we are now told is Iwasaki, after their return to Tokyo. 
Takei Hideo states that "the process which extends from the outbreak of illness to 
recovery contains the three phases of separation, transition and reaggregation".212 
Thus, those suffering from serious illness exist in a liminal state. They have been 
separated from their previous lifestyle, status and routine by the simple fact that they 
are no longer physically able to continue in their normal activities and roles. Illness 
assigns a new status as "patient", which overrides and obscures previous social 
position and personal traits. The patient is now but one anonymous element among 
a disparate group of people whose shared diagnosis of serious illness is the sole 
determinant factor in their random grouping, and who await emergence from illness 
and reassignment into the social hierarchy. 
There are two possible alternative scenarios for such reaggregation, depending on 
the general social perceptions of the illness involved. If the illness is not considered 
life threatening, then the liminal state corresponds to a period between the initial 
state of good health and regaining that good health. If, on the other hand, it is 
Michigan, 1997); Wada Tsutomu, "Yoko ron." In: Wada, Furui Yoshikichi ron. Tokyo: Oufu, 
1999). 
211 Furui Yosbila.chl, Sumika. In Furui Yoshikichi sakuhin V(Tokyo: Kawade shooo, 1983): 97-
252. 
212 Take1 Hideo, "Yamai to girei. Byam no tanken." In Aoki Tamotsu, Ucbibori Motormtsu, 
Ka11mura Kageaki, Komatsu Kazubik.o et. al., Girei to Pafomansu. (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 
1997): 54. 
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thought that the most likely outcome is death, then illness is seen as a liminal state 
between life and death. 
Since death is itself a liminal state, as we shall see in the following chapter, illness 
represents one particular level or phase, prior to death, of what Little et al. see as an 
"enduring and variable state".213 
"Seta no said" - The Patient as Liminar 
The story "Seta no saki" ("Beyond Seta")214, from the 1989 collection Nagai machi 
no nemuri, is narrated by a son who describes the path of his mother's illness. 
Although the narrative is in the tlrird person, and told from the perspective of the 
unnamed youngest son, there are such strong autobiographical elements that the 
story itself is in an ambiguous position between fiction and autobiography. Wada 
correctly classifies this collection of stories as shisMsetsu, and certainly it is a 
collection of works that contains a high degree of self -reflexivity. One needs only 
to compare details from the author's biography and comments in discussions with 
colleagues to ascertain the parity of the literary with the actual. 
Although the narrator's own immediate family has enjoyed good health over the last 
couple of years, his father has attended the funerals of three close relatives. At one 
of these, it was suggested a bed-ridden elderly relative be given sleeping pills so 
that they didn't get overexcited from all the activity and visitors. When the father 
hesitated, his brother became indignant and reproached him. 
Right at the outset, the impression is of clinical medicine, in the form of sedatives, 
being used as a tool to disempower the patient. The convenience of those around 
and the maintenance of social standards are clearly more important than allowing 
213 Little et al., ''L1mmahty: A Major Category of the Expenence of Cancer Illness." Social 
Science and Medicine, vol. 47, no. 10 (1998): 1490. 
214 Furui Yoshila.chi, "Seta no sala.." In Nagai machi no nemuri (Tokyo: Fukutake shoten, 1989): 
things to take their course, or even consulting the old person concerned and 
allowing him or her to make their own decision. 
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The scene jumps to the autumn two years later, when the narrator is waiting with 
the rest of his family for his mother to be wheeled out of surgery for appendicitis. It 
has taken longer than expected and he has to leave without seeing her, in order to 
catch a train to Kyushu. Once again clinical medicine is seen as an agent of 
disempowerment, keeping mother and son separated at such a crucial time. 
Technologically advanced medical care comes at the cost of human connections. 
However, the son himself seems rather blase about the situation, accepting the 
assurances of his sister and the nurses that this is a routine minor operation and 
there is really nothing to worry about. When he finally has a chance to call while 
waiting for his next train connection in Osaka, no one answers. Thinking no more 
of it, he assumes that his father and sister are still at the hospital. He calls the next 
morning and is told that there is no need at all to worry. He tells his sister that he 
won't call again until he gets back from his trip. On bis return he goes straight to the 
hospital to find his mother weak and exhausted, suffering from peritonitis. Her 
condition does improve and shortly afterwards, she is discharged. The son's 
relative lack of concern may originate from the feeling that a problem like peritonitis 
is, while serious, something well within the capabilities of clinical medicine to cure. 
Peritonitis is not a disease surrounded by mythology. 
A little over three years later, on New Year's Eve, the son is sitting at his mother's 
bedside in an unheated hospital room. She is huddled under layers of bedding in an 
attempt to keep warm. It is a tuberculosis ward. Thinking retrospectively about the 
preceding events, the son recalls the doctor saying as he was about to leave family 
home, "I still think it's TB, but even if it's not, the X-ray was very .... "215 The 
165-198. 
215 ibid. 171. 
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doctor had just told her that she would have to be hospitalised for about eighteen 
months. ''Let's get you cured completely."2 i 6 When the narrator returned to his 
mother's room after seeing the doctor off, she was still standing staring at the place 
on the tatami where the doctor had been. 
"What will become of this house if it's left for eighteen months?" she remonstrated, went 
back to bed and closed her eyes.217 
Her concern for the house is a metaphor for her unspoken concern for her family 
and herself. She is obviously in a state of shock, although she recovers her 
composure quickly. 
Then followed daily visits by the doctor to give injections of antibiotics. The 
narrator's father was at work every day and his sister one day in three, and so he 
spent the days when both were working at home with his mother. Ten days after the 
first X-ray, he and his older brother were informed of their mother's diagnosis at 
the hospital. The shadow on the lungs seemed to have become a little lighter, but the 
disease was not progressing as expected. 
"If this were cancer .... "For the first tlme, the doctor uttered that word. The other cut him 
off, ''If it were cancer, it wouldn't be hke that at all" and went on to explain about the 
procedures for getting special treatment for tuberculosis patlents.218 
While the diagnosis of TB was made in the mother's presence, the suspicion that it 
might be cancer means that the patient is not to be informed about the truth of her 
condition. The narrator remarks that his parents' generation experienced the lengthy 
period when tuberculosis raged, but cancer is an unknown enemy outside their 
experience. However, for the moment, the spectre of cancer is held at bay. The 
diagnosis remains tuberculosis. 
The family meet in a cafe in town to discuss the situation and decide to look for a 
hospital which will accept mother. They are refused by a number of hospitals, most 
216 ibid. 171. 
217 ibid. 171. 
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likely on the grounds of the X-rays. The narrator's father continues his search for a 
suitable hospital which is convenient for the family to visit, and eventually finds a 
clinic which looks promising. When he and the narrator visit, the doctor asks about 
the mother's medical history. His question about why she had been in hospital for a 
gynaecological problem revives the narrator's long-forgotten memory of having 
been taken to visit her in hospital as a child. The request for admission is again 
refused, and the father, desperate, makes one last plea The doctor eventually 
relents and agrees to get her admitted to a special TB ward, where the narrator's 
visit on New Year's Eve takes place. 
Especially after her hospitalisation, the mother is increasingly referred to as byonin; 
the sick person, the invalid, the patient. Her relationship to the rest of the family is 
thus negated In a story where no one is referred to by their given name, where 
family relationships form the references, this is significant. The woman is 
transformed from mother to patient, not only in the eyes of the doctor, but also, it 
seems, in the eyes of her family. 
TB was a common cause of death, but such a death was not sudden. The sufferer 
and his family had time to adjust to the disease prognosis. Claudine Herzlich 
concludes that "its very duration made this illness a form of life before becoming a 
form of death". 2 i 9 The possibility of recovery remains, but the traditional (middle-
class) treatment of seclusion and rest in a sanatorium is a spatial representation of 
the patient's liminal state. The sufferer hovers for an extended period between 
health and death, while living in a specialised establishment which was "a world 
unto itself'220 , where sufferers were conceived of as a separate social group. 
218 ibid. 17 4. 
219 Claudine Herzlich, Illness and Self in Society (Baltimore: Johns Hopkms University Press, 
1987): 30. 
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Mother left home with the intention of returning three days later in time for New 
Year's Eve. However, on the road somewhere beyond Seta she'd become carsick 
and vomited some red-stained matter, and so she'd had to return to the hospital. The 
narrator is sitting in the chilly room, trying to make conversation when his mother 
tells him to go home because it's New Year's Eve. As he leaves the hospital, he has 
the feeling that he can't remember the way home through the maze of narrow 
streets. The more he hurried, the more the streets seemed to be out of kilter. It takes 
him an hour to get home instead of the usual thirty minutes. 
Furui' s technique of interrupting the linear chronological flow of the narrative 
contributes to the reader's sense of disjunction and disorientation, which makes for 
a greater empathy with the narrator. The reader is taken back in time, following a 
subsidiary narrative loop which includes several sidetracks, but eventually returns 
to its chronological starting point 
Early in the New Year the mother's diagnosis is changed to that of lung cancer, and 
she is transferred to a sunny private room on the second floor of the internal 
medicine ward. According to the doctors, the cancer had started to develop rapidly 
about a year before. The narrator remembers his sister having told him the previous 
March that their mother was short of breath, but she convinces the family that she's 
now feeling better and that it was just a cold. 
The word cancer is not mentioned to the patient herself. The change in disease 
means a change in the perceptions of how she is to be treated. As a cancer sufferer, 
it is no longer necessary to maintain such strict seclusion as for a TB patient 
However, cancer is mythologised as a sentence of doom, and so the expectations of 
the medical profession and those around her necessarily undergo reassessment. 
The case of the narrator's mother is an interesting one in that in the space of a 
220 ibid. 30. 
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relatively short time, she has in effect been diagnosed three times with three 
different diseases: appendicitis complicated by peritonitis, TB and cancer. Each of 
these three is perceived differently, although each involves uncontrolled malign 
growth: the spread of bacterial infection in the case of peritonitis, the spread of 
tubercules in the lungs in the case of tuberculosis, and the spread of cancerous cells 
in the case of cancer. Susan Sontag draws attention to these differences, using 
cardiac disease as an example equivalent to appendicitis, in contrast with the more 
meaning-laden TB and cancer. 
Cardiac disease UDplies a weakness, trouble, failure that is mechanical; there is no disgrace, 
nothing of the taboo that once surrounded people afflicted with TB and still surrounds those 
who have cancer. The metaphors attached to TB and to cancer imply living processes of a 
particularly resonant and horrid kind. 221 
In mid-January, after hearing the doctor's opinion that her condition might suddenly 
deteriorate, the narrator's maternal aunt and uncle arrive from his mother's 
hometown to visit her in hospital. They are relieved to find that she looks healthy. 
In fact, when she has visitors, she doesn't seem at all ill. She sits up in bed, making 
conversation and playing with her grandchildren. It is only when the narrator 
catches a glimpse of how thin her chest has become that the seriousness of her 
condition is again brought home. He is told that she eats well one day, but when he 
visits the next day, he can see that she's hardly touched a thing. Even when he takes 
sushi at her request, she wasn't able to eat very much. 
The room had a toilet, and she went there by herself no matter what, but before she returned 
to bed, she paused m front of the washbasin and regulated her breathmg with her shoulders. 
He saw the weakness she had kept hidden from the family. 222 
Although great improvements have been made in the effective treatment of cancer, 
221 Susan Sontag, fllness as Metaphor (London: Allen Lane, 1979): 8. 
222 Furm (1989): 181. 
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the perception that cancer equals death continues to persist in the wider community. 
Cancer is a disease which fills people with dread. The mythology of cancer has 
given rise to the notion that the disease is beyond medical control and cannot be 
cured. The words "You've got cancer'' all too frequently become a self-fulfilling 
prophecy, a modem form of culturogenic stress. This can be understood as an 
individual's awareness of doom, one in which bis family and friends share belief, 
and which ultimately leads to a gradual community withdrawal. Jn effect, the 
sufferer is ritually proclaimed dead. 
As in other contemporary post-industrial societies, cancer is regarded by the 
Japanese community as nm disease of the modern age, and gives rise to 
undefinable, archetypical fears of the uncontrollable "Other'', the body's own cells, 
mutant and growing unseen within. Jn Emiko Ohnuki-Tiemey' s view, 
Cancer ... 1s the most dreaded disease in contemporary Japan. [I]t is the pnmary killer of 
Japanese between the ages of thirty and sixty-nine. For the total population, 1t is second only 
to cerebrovascular disease as the cause of death. 223 
Thus it is little wonder that for those in their middle years, this is an issue of 
extreme concern and relevance. Even if not sufferers themselves, it is almost 
impossible to imagine that, in the normal course of everyday life, they can remain 
insulated from its effects, when a close family member, a colleague, or friend is 
stricken with the disease. The fear of cancer is frequently cited as the reason why 
Japanese cancer patients are only rarely informed of their actual diagnosis. Since the 
prognosis for almost all forms of cancer is seen as universally hopeless, doctors 
and the patient's family fear the patient may simply give up the struggle if he or she 
knows the truth. 
223 Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney, Rlness and Culture in Contemporary Japan (Cambridge: Cambridge 
Umversity Press, 1984): 62. 
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While, from an objective medical perspective, cancer falls into the category of social 
acceptability because its symptoms lend themselves to objective diagnosis by the 
medical profession, subjectively, it remains in a peripheral position, in a sub-
category of its own. Fear of cancer's irrevocable and uncontrollable progression 
toward death places this disease in an ambiguous zone between social acceptance 
and rejection. 
The patient is generally not held responsible for the illness, and it is accepted that he 
cannot recover purely by an act of will on his part. This is despite the common 
perception that disease can have its origin in a person's character, or that disclosure 
will adversely affect the prognosis for recovery. In other words, as Obnuki-Tiemey 
states, "death from cancer denies the individual an active role; the central role is 
taken by fate, with little chance for the victim to negotiate."224 
There is an obligation to get well, and the patient is expected to seek help and 
cooperate in treatment, even if that means acting out the role of the "good'' patient, 
consciously or unconsciously. By downplaying the seriousness of the illness, or 
denying its existence, the patient transfers responsibility for his condition and 
treatment to those around him, medical specialists as well as his own family. 
Ohnuki-Tiemey notes that the Japanese "are pragmatically fatalistic in turning away 
from serious illnesses which are beyond their control. These illnesses are eliminated 
from their universe, which admits only ordinary illnesses."225 (My italics) Cancer is 
no ordinary illness. 
When asked how she is, the mother replies that everything is fine. She says that if 
she has problems sleeping at night, she asks for a sedative. During the narrator's 
visits, she doesn't say much so at first he asks a lot of questions to fill the silences. 
224 ibid. 69. 
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Soon they settle into a more peaceful routine requiring few words. He usually sits 
in silence beside her until she falls asleep, and then returns home. When he looks 
back from the door on his way out, the expression on her face is exactly the same as 
it was when he arrived. "It was as if no one had been with her during that time."226 
Only once does she let her guard down. When told that she will have to stay longer 
in hospital, she can't help revealing her anxiety about how the family will cope 
financially. "And then there's moving house."227 
In fact, every Sunday the narrator and his father or sister have been searching for a 
house nearer the hospital. They found an older two-storey house which seemed 
ideal until his sister suddenly realised the stairs weren't suitable for the elderly. 
Another, an apartment on the third floor of a block of flats, proved unsuitable when 
father realised at the last minute that the only was they could get a coffin into the 
elevator was to stand it on its end. This appears to indicate that the mother's 
imminent death was a foregone conclusion, concurring with the perception that 
although there was hope for a cure for TB, there was little or no hope of recovering 
from cancer. 
Shortly after, his mother begins complaining about the number of examinations she 
has to undergo. Doctors seemed reluctant to give the family an explanation, and 
eventually they stopped asking questions. One day, according to the mother, the 
medical chief and a group of young doctors surrounded her bed and had a long and 
heated discussion peppered with foreign words. The chief doctor's words "As far 
as the patient's concerned, there's nothing better," stick in hermind.228 Although 
the discussion talces place in the presence of the patient, she is ignored and given no 
explanation of what is occurring. Telling her that she no longer had cancer is 
226 Funn (1989): 182. 
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impossible, as she has not been informed of that diagnosis in the first place. Her 
marginalisation has (erroneously) reached another level with the diagnosis of 
cancer, and even the realisation that this is not actually the case does not 
immediately lead to any change in her disenfranchisement. 
The following day the narrator gets a call from his sister, who tells him the 
surprising news. "It doesn't look like it's lung cancer after all."229 She happened to 
pass the doctor in the corridor and he told her that much However, he told her to 
bring her brothers to an appointment the next day because, in his opinion, a woman 
wouldn't understand the details. The doctor's clearly stated attitude that women are 
incapable as human beings brings the additional layer of gender to the mother's 
marginalisation. 
The doctor begins that appointment by explaining that the seriousness of their 
mother's condition is unchanged, and that there are many similarities to lung cancer. 
There was a misdiagnosis because, although usually in cases of this disease the 
shadow on the lungs disappears as the strength of the X-rays increases, in this 
patient's case, the shadow had remained even when they'd reached the limit of safe 
X-ray levels. They'd assumed the X-rays showed cancer cells. 
When I asked "So, if it's possibly not cancer, then what is it?" the doctor replied "It's 
possible it nnght be a form of silicosis", not hesitatmg to name the disease. He added 
"Housewives ingest dust m the house over many years". My question followed immediately. 
"If its silicosis, can you do anything?" I asked, my v01ce assunnng a business-like rmg. "It's 
become serious and so I think it will be difficult." the doctor replied frankly.230 
He says they need to reassess the situation and suggests that there is a possibility of 
releasing her from hospital and treating her at home. 
When he arrives at his mother's bedside somewhat later than usual, he tells her that 
the possibility of going home has come up. 
229 ibid. 184. 
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"I was thinking it must be about tune," said the patient, smiling. Firmness of purpose was 
wntten on her face. While they were both pleased, a dark weight once more descended on the 
son, who had only JUSt heard the name of the disease from the doctor's hps - a disease that 
afflicts miners and stonemasons.231 
Visualising bis mother as she does the housework, the narrator says what a relief it 
is that it's not cancer. Once again, we see the difference in perception between 
cancer and other diseases. Even though the seriousness of her condition remains to 
all intents and purposes unchanged except for the altered diagnosis, which is in 
effect no more than a change of name - an allocation of a different signifier - this is 
sufficient to ameliorate the patient's condition in the eyes of others. 
Before there can be any thought of mother coming home, however, they need to 
move to a new house. For the first time in a long while, they are able to think of the 
future. With the prospect of going home looming, mother's condition seems to 
improve. The doctors, too, seem more approachable. Finally the family finds a 
suitable house through one of the narrator's brother's childhood friends. Although 
of recent construction, the house is traditional in style and surrounded by 
f arrnhouses and rice fields. There ~s a small garden space with planter pots. 
Mother is pleased at the news, and apart from asking about such practical things as 
closets and alcove shelves, she doesn't ask any more details. 
The day of the move is decided for Sunday, the twenty-eighth of February. The 
sister will do as much as she can in between hospital visits and work. On the 
Saturday, all three siblings will pack up the contents of the present house ready for 
transport the next day. 
The narrator arrives to visit bis mother later than usual on Thursday the twenty-
fifth. The sky is cloudy and although the curtains are open, the room is quite dark. 
Her eyes seem paler than normal but he attributes this to bis own tiredness. He tells 
231 ibid. 185. 
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his mother he won't be able to visit until Monday, and leaves. On the way home in 
the rain, he again loses his way, even though it should be f arniliar to him by now. 
At home, he can still feel the damp chill on his skin and so he goes to bed early, 
only to be woken in the middle of the night by a phone call from an acquaintance he 
didn't particularly like, an invitation to get together for a drink right away. He 
refuses, giving preparations for moving as his reason. 
On Saturday, he is to attend a meeting at three in the afternoon, but until then he 
assists with moving preparations. There is a phone call from the hospital to say that 
the mother has been having difficulty breathing. There is no doubt it was an urgent 
message, but because the hospital is vague about the degree of danger, only the 
narrator goes. When he arrives he fmds his mother in bed wearing an oxygen mask, 
which she says isn't working. When a nurse replaces the oxygen supply, his 
mother begins to look better. 
Shortly after, her breathing again suddenly becomes agitated, and her chest heaves 
violently up and down. He realises then that her condition has not changed at all, 
and hurries to a public phone down the corridor to call the rest of the family, telling 
them they'd have to call off moving. When he returns to her bedside, her breathing 
is again easy and he settles down to wait until his father arrives an hour or so later. 
Their eyes meet, before the narrator rushes out to catch his brother in the corridor 
and tell him that the crisis will be that night They were almost fmished with the 
moving preparations as the telephone rang, so the sister and other brother stay to 
make sure everything is ready for transport the following day. As they fmally leave 
they take one last look at the room which is silent once more. 
"We could have a wake here," they said , but as soon as the light was switched off, the smell 
of an empty house closed in on them 232 
Van Gennep's original term, liminal, from the Latin limen, threshold, is taken from 
232 ibid. 193. 
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a concrete spatial example (the entrance to a building or space) and extended to the 
social sphere. Thus territorial rites of passage, which van Gennep identifies as 
movements from one space to another (movement between one's own property and 
another's property, inside and outside the village, inside and outside a building etc. 
are just some examples), contain a transitional phase of spatial limIDality.233 
The narrator's family is in a state of spatial liminality, with boxes and furniture 
packed ready to be transported to the new home, with the signs of years of 
residence in the present house revealed; the dust, the marks on the walls, the 
belongings accumulated over many years. As the mother hovers between life and 
death, the family, too, hovers on the point of spatial relocation. 
There is a parallel development between the mother's illness and admission to 
hospital and the family's decision to search for a new home. Both are slowly 
evolving processes full of ups and downs. The family is in transition between one 
home and another, the mother is in transition between life and death The family's 
liminal state is that of the preparations involved with moving, requiring a combined 
effort to accomplish. They are all equal, all levelled to the same status as participants 
in a rite of passage. It is only with the mother's death that they are able to move on, 
into the next liminal stage: death and mourning. 
By eight that evening the patient's three children, all in their thirties, and two 
daughters-in-law were at her bedside. All through the day, her chest continued to 
heave, and the only sound was that of her rough breathing. Her eyes were closed. 
There was nothing more to be done. The doctor had gone home, although he said 
he would return in the evening. There were now seven people watching her breathe 
in the cramped room, so they took turns to take a break outside in the corridor, 
233 Muratake and Sasala., eds. Bunkajinruigaku (Tokyo:Yfilukaku, 1991): 169. 
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walking up and down as if in a trance. They passed each other silently, each lost in 
his or her own thoughts. 
The story continues to follow the chain of events: the mother's death and the 
subsequent funeral arrangement The discussion of this latter section of "Seta no 
saki" will be continued in the following chapter, as it relates directly to the theme of 
death and liminality. 
Tamashii no hi 
The essaistic collection Tamashii no hi (1993) provides an even more direct 
expression of Furui' s experience of illness. He combines essaistic elements, 
including discussion of diverse subjects such as literature and mediaeval European 
mystics, with an autobiographical account of his own illness. He also returns to 
other momentous events in his life, including the illness and death of family 
members, some of which he revisits in ways reminiscent of, yet subtly different 
from his treatment of these same events in previous works. By reconsidering such 
events from a variety of perspectives, he is searching for an alternative interpretation 
which will satisfy his need to understand and accept the trauma they have 
unleashed This collection is narrated in the first-person, and conforms to Hijiya-
Kirscbnereit's model of the shislu5setsu. Again the author does not mention himself 
by name, but the reader's impression that she is reading about the author himself is 
stronger in this collection than in Nagai machi no nemuri because of the first-person 
narrator and the inclusion of non-fictional discursive interludes. These serve to give 
the text an objective base, and it is a relatively easy step to assume the objectivity of 
the more personal elements. 
Although not conforming to a chronologically linear account, the stories contained 
in Tamashii no hi have as their central and unifying thematic elements the events 
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surrounding the author's own serious illness, and bis experience of such a major 
life crisis. Furui was hospitalised on February 18, 1991, for treatment of a hernia of 
the spinal cord between the fifth and sixth cervical vertebrae.234 He successfully 
underwent surgery on the morning of the seventh of March, and spent almost two 
weeks in bed, immobilised by a brace, before being able to move about using a 
walking frame. He was released from hospital in early April. 
In the first story of Tamashii no hi, "Nedoko no ue kara" ("From my Bed")235 , the 
author recalls the decline in bis health as the movement in bis limbs became 
progressively more restricted, and the period just before and immediately following 
the operation to relieve the problem and avert total paralysis. 
Earlier in this chapter, we considered the differences in social perceptions and 
stigma of various types of illness. Susan Sontag used the example of heart disease, 
but her analysis could equally well apply to the ''mechanical" spinal cord hernia for 
which Furui underwent surgery in 19 81, after losing the power of movement in his 
legs. Her words are echoed by Furui himself, as he recalls bis experience in a 
discussion about illness with the critic Eto Jun: 
The image that someone like me has of illness is first of all, TB. But that era is already over. 
And in that case, it's cancer or bram disease .... In that regard, you live in secret 
preparedness. If your legs become heavy, the first thing you suspect is the brain .... So, 
when I was shown the lateral photos of my spinal cord, I thought it looked pretty bad, 
because at the top, it was narrowly constncted, but it completely bypassed my image of 
serious illness.236 
234 Furui Yoshiklchi, "Kyfichi no tayori." In Tamashii no hi (Tokyo: Fukutake shoten, 1993): 
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He remembers the reading material he had available during the time in hospital 
leading up to surgery, and how difficult it was to hold the book for any length of 
time, as well as his difficulty in concentrating, noting that he gazed at the page, 
reading and re-reading passages of the text without taking in any meaning. He is 
reminded of the experience of Natsume Soseki, whose 1915 work Garasudo no 
naka 237 (Within my Glass Doors) was the first book he picked up several days after 
his operation. 
It was a paperback ofNatsume Soseki's Garasudo no naka. I had my farrnly get it out from 
the bottom of the bag where I'd put it, and place it by my bedside. That wasn't to say that I 
immediately started to read I didn't do anything so imprudent. First, I considered whlch area 
of my bedridden body might become painful from readmg. From my jaw, through my neck, 
and down to my chest, I was securely fixed iii an ugly metal frame corset. Lymg on my back 
was the same as it had been before the operation, but with the hanchcap of not even being ' 
able to tum my eyes to look chrectly out the window beside me. It was more than just lying 
on my back, it was the equivalent of havmg been buried in the bed. 238 
Furui likens his immobility and helplessness to a form of living death, doubly 
sequestered by his hospitalisation and by the rigid metal frame of the corset. In 
1910, Soseki had suffered a serious attack of illness resulting from a gastric ulcer. 
He actually "died" for 30 minutes, an experience of which he himself had no 
recollection, but about which he was informed as bis health improved. These 
experiences are recalled in his Omoidasu koto nado (Recollections). 239 
In their study of liminality in relation to the experience of cancer patients, Little et al. 
23-24. 
237 Natsume Soseki, Within my Glass Doors (Tokyo: Shinseido, 1963). It is of interest to note 
that the title of Furui' s story "Nedoko no ue kara" bears a certam resemblance to Soseki' s title. 
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review illness from an historical perspective. Their analysis applies not only to 
cancer, but to illness in general. 
In earlier times, illness was a part of the irregular, unpredictable life trajectory, a part of the 
earthly experience, along with birth, death, war, famine, epidermc, worslnp, labour, 
persecution and so on. 240 
Illness was something that was simply another episode in life, which almost 
everyone would have to face and deal with, both directly and indirectly. People 
became ill, were cared for, and died, surrounded by their extended families, not as 
today, isolated from the healthy in the distinct hospital environment. 
It is only relatively recently, with the rise of what we know as clinical medicine, that 
the experience of illness has come to be altered. Today, illness is no longer an 
episode in normality, but an abnormality in a life trajectory which is supposed to be 
smooth.241 Advances in scientific medical knowledge and the concomitant rise of 
institutionalised medicine led to the establishment of specialised facilities for the care 
of the sick. New rituals came into existence - for example, the use of white coats by 
medical personnel to symbolize their status, despite the reality that the presence or 
absence of a white coat bears no relation to the level of the doctor's expertise. 
The sequestration that Furui, the patient, experiences is evident from another 
excerpt, in which he uses the spatial imagery of boxes to symbolize his condition. 
On rainy days and the hke, somehow or other the square hospital room felt like a box, and if 
tlns was a box, then both the ward, and the hospital as a whole were like boxes. And when I 
had gone to the Wl.Ildow on the mornmg of my operation and cast my eyes over the 
townscape wlnch was spread outside the buildmg, it, too, was as lack.mg in expression as a 
box. And if you play about with such self-persecution, maybe as a pumshment, you are 
remmded of nested boxes, successively placed one mside the next Although this was an 
image I'd called upon myself, I was seized by a suffocatmg feeling and my breathing was deep 
m my chest. Not only was my jaw pushed up from below by the corset, but when my breath 
240 Little, Jordens et al. (1998): 1492. 
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started to race because of the rigid object affecting my conchtion, a faint feeling of fear rose in 
my chest. 242 
The modem-day monument to medical and technical advances in medicine is the 
hospital. This is a place where patients are carefully sequestered from the "normal" 
lifestyle. Their admission is governed by a series of ritualised procedures. The 
hospital is the location for modern-day healing rituals, surrounding the transition 
from ill to healthy person. Patients are removed from everyday life, and set 
procedures are followed, whereby certain treatments are adhered to and taboos 
observed. The admission begins in a specially designated area: administrative 
formalities take place in the foyer, a liminal space between the outside world of 
normal social contexts and the inside world of sequestration. The admission 
routines are themselves rituals of entry to this liminal state. Street clothes are 
exchanged for nightwear, a symbol of the patient's altered social status. With few 
of the symbols marking an individual being retained, he or she becomes a virtually 
indistinguishable member of a group undergoing a social rite of passage. This 
coincides with Turner's concept of communitas, where liminars are of equal status 
irrespective of their previous or subsequent social position. The patient becomes a 
"case", or as Takei Hideo puts it, 'just a patient"243 , to be spoken of in his or her 
presence in the third person by specialists on their rounds. The hospital round itself 
is an important rite, the purpose of which is to control conditions, camouflage 
reality, create a sense that uncertainty does not exist, as well as to rationalise patient 
management 244 
The patient is reduced to a child-like state, where any decision or responsibility is 
removed from them by a paternalistic administration or family members who are 
242 Furui Yoshikicln (1993): 11. 
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only too willing to hand over responsibility to someone else, thus avoiding 
confrontation with the most basic issues of human existence. Patients are usually 
unable to leave the hospital, their movement is restricted and their freedom of choice 
and self-determination is severely restricted. The patient's own perception of 
himself also changes into someone whose movement is impeded and who has 
become, for those around him, someone who takes looking after and who requires 
care. 245 On the other hand, patients' families may be restricted in their access to the 
patient, by such artificially imposed daily routines which are devised to facilitate 
hospital administration rather than for the patient's actual physical or psychological 
benefit Such rituals include hospital rounds, with their fixed procedures, meal 
times and restricted visiting access. It is only when the patient regains his own 
clothes and resumes bis position in the community that bis recovery is demonstrated 
and certain. 
In Furui' s case, too, the beginning of his recovery means the begimring of a return 
to life outside the confines of the hospital. The progress of recovery symbolically 
parallels the patient's own body's ability to cope with increasing sitting angles. 
To sit up m bed, however, was something gradual that would take several days: first, the 
bedhead was raised to 20 degrees and this little difference in angle felt to the patient as 1f it 
were the border of life and death; and next it was raised to 45 degrees so that I could feed 
myself; when 1t reached 60 degrees, the look of the world underwent a complete change. 246 
It is not long before release from hospital is in sight and preparations for that day 
are underway. 
Around me, my thmgs grew steadily fewer and fewer. Whenever someone from home came, 
afraid of the weight of luggage on the day of release, they started taking thmgs home bit by 
bit, but the patient too, wanted to get rid of them, saying "Take that home", or" Put this in 
too". Thanks to this, from even three or four days before release, the room had somehow 
245 ibid. 56. 
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become quiet. The atmosphere of when I had frrst come to this room was again obvious, and 
having to still stay here for several more mghts suddenly seemed unbearable to the patlent.247 
The patient has almost emerged from his linrinal state, emotionally if not yet 
physically. He is anticipating the day of his return to the everyday world. 
In the third of the essays in Tamashii no hi, "Me no bikari",248 Furui describes the 
day he returns home. He returns after an absence of fifty days, in early April, to 
resume bis life. He is able to drink, smoke, eat what he chooses, and in the internal 
garden of bis apartment building, he can enjoy the cherry blossoms. These are 
simultaneously symbols of everyday life and renewal: the pipe, a new one almost 
ritually chosen, symbolizes his return; and the cherry blossoms, the return to being 
a part of the natural seasonal cycle, instead of being cut of from the world in the box 
of a hospital room that has been his world almost two months, where he can't even 
look out the window with ease. Although bis movements are still not uninhibited, 
and he must still wear the metal corset to maintain correct posture, he has returned 
to bis natural home environment, surrounded by his family, bis books, bis 
belongings. The erstwhile patient has emerged from the liminality of illness to be 
reincorporated into the familiar patterns of daily life, altered by having passed 
through a major life crisis, but once again a fully functional social entity. 
"Aihara." 
In Furui's short story "Aihara" ("The Plain of Sorrows"),249 first published in 
1976, the narrator's friend has just learned of bis cancer diagnosis. He doesn't 
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return home for some time. The narrator receives a series of phone calls, which he 
presumes originate from a bar. His friend's wife also calls to ask if he knows her 
husband's whereabouts. The man eventually returns to his home and his wife's 
care. The narrator finds out the full details of what happened only after his friend's 
death. Those few days during which the friend was unaccounted for were spent at 
the home of one of his previous mistresses. The diagnosis of lung cancer is a 
catalyst which casts him out of his everyday routine and propels him into a state 
where everything in his life seems to be upside down, where he questions his 
behaviour and attitudes towards others earlier in his life, especially in regard to his 
behaviour towards his sister, who had committed suicide with her married lover 
some years earlier. The friend and his mistress end up hardly leaving the house, and 
she watches over him to such an extent that she too begins to show physical signs 
of fatigue. One evening, she wakes to find he has suddenly disappeared. She 
follows and eventually finds him in a desolate area nearby, the "Plain of Sorrows" 
(Aihara) of the title. Although it appears to him as a vast expanse, it is in fact just a 
small overgrown plot of land on the outskirts of the new housing area This 
"aihara" is a betwixt-and-between area which physically symbolizes the emotions 
experienced in this man's new circumstances. He is in the liminal state between life 
and death, between health and the assumed terminal outcome of cancer. 
As far as the liminal state is defmed as a transitional period before entering the new 
socially defined state, the week of this man's "disappearance" at his mistress' home 
can be inteipreted as a period during which his life references are reordered so that 
he emerges as someone who conforms to the social category of cancer sufferer, 
itself a liminal state. 
Illness also means that those close to the patient, and the patient's family in 
This is the source of all quotations from "Aihara" which appear in the text of tins thesis. 
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particular, also find themselves in a lllninal existence. They, too, must face their 
own mortality and come to terms with their altered status. They must reconcile 
themselves to the possibility of a new life-phase from which the patient is absent. 
Often, existing ties begin to be subconsciously and ®perceptibly weakened in 
preparation for this event. 
In addition they must cope with feelings of ambivalence, perhaps even guilt, arising 
from their unease in social interaction with the patient. This is especially true of 
interaction with cancer patients, as the stereotypical view of the disease equates it 
with a death sentence. People are at a loss to know what to say, how to interact, or 
how to help, and this leads to a feeling of unease in the presence of the patient. In 
order to alleviate the tension, people may gradually withdraw or even cut contact 
completely after a cancer diagnosis. Even if family members still physically 
maintain a presence in the patient's life, they may compensate by means of 
psychological withdrawal. Those who are close in age and gender to the patient are 
especially vulnerable and powerless in the face of the illness. 
Confronting cancer causes people to question the fundamental values of their lives 
and search for a deeper meaning as to why they, in particular, have been struck 
down by such a meaning-laden disease. Might it be some form of retribution for 
past deeds? How they deal with the diagnosis may depend on how they have dealt 
with previous adversities in their lives. Such a diagnosis may shatter the patient's 
inner cohesion, with both positive and negative outcomes possible. The patient may 
decide to make meaning of their life, by spending time with family, in nature, or 
involved in some long-desired project. Those more vulnerable may sink into 
depression, virtually giving up the will to fight, and with serious fillplications for 
their recovery and the resumption of normal life by those close to them. 
Cancer is a label which can never entirely be removed. A sufferer is stuck with such 
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a label for life. However successful the recovery, however long the period of 
remission, there remains always the hidden fear of reoccurrence. In the case of 
recovery, there is an expectation by the patient himself, as well as those close to 
him, that everything will return to "normal", to how things were before the 
diagnosis and treatment. Obviously this is not the case, all concerned have been 
altered by the experience, and the new state of things may prove difficult for some 
to accept. This is especially true of those who find it hard to talk of the things that 
have happened, either because the experience has been too traumatic, or they have 
not known their exact diagnosis. By speaking of the disease, the patient becomes 
free to face the (altered) future. 
These factors mean that a cancer diagnosis can exacerbate existing problems in 
personal relationships or in the workplace. On the other hand, it can even be 
perceived as an enriching experience, allowing a much closer and honest 
relationship with one's friends and family, by giving a new direction in life or by 
increasing one's self-knowledge. A cancer diagnosis is often the impetus for the 
patient to review the course of his life. The protagonist of "Aihara'' is most 
concerned that his inaction and self-absorption led to his inability to avert his 
sister's suicide many years before. 
The protagonist of "Aihara'' has been told the truth of his lung cancer diagnosis, and 
has made fmancial provisions for his wife and family after his death. He speaks of 
his illness frankly with his wife. "Let's stop hiding things from each other now. We 
already understand what we must, so there's nothing more to say. We'll hide 
nothing in our silence."250 His knowledge of his own diagnosis probably locates 
him within a minority of Japanese cancer patients. 
250 ibid. 255. Translation: Donna George Storey, Child of Darkness (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan, 1997)· 101. 
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The problematic nature of cancer diagnosis is clearly visible in the Japanese context 
Although in recent times attitudes have been slowly changing, it has long been the 
case that a cancer diagnosis was not communicated directly to the patient The basis 
for this was the asswnption that if the patient were to know the facts, he would give 
up all hope of a recovery, thus jeopardising any chance of a successful outcome for 
treatment. Strictly speaking, the Japanese expression for cancer disclosure, gan no 
kokuchi, implies disclosure of the name of the disease only, and not necessarily the 
provision of full details concerning prognosis.251 
Thus, as we have seen in the case of the narrator's mother in the story "Seta no 
saki", the doctor would inform a close family member that the patient was suffering 
from cancer, and leave it up to them as to whether they in turn informed the patient 
of the facts. To western observers, this is clearly a case of a paternalistic and 
condescending asswnption that the patient is suddenly unable to talce responsibility 
for his or her own future. The patient, in effect, has become invisible as a social 
entity, and is handed over without his consent into the guardianship of those who 
asswne to know better that he what is best for him Once again, the similarity to the 
status of childhood cannot be overlooked. By reducing the patient to a position of 
having no real control over his life, a further step is taken into the liminal state. 
The protagonist of "Aihara'' instinctively feels this loss of individuality and his 
consequent invisibility. 
And then, at the same time, people start confusmg you for someone else a lot - has that 
ever happened to you? It's not that they just call out to to you by mistake. They are 
looking you full m the face as they come up to you. They stop nght m front of you and 
tilt their heads waiting for you to recogmze them And at the same ume, you're told by 
acquamtances that they saw you at such and such a place at such and such a time and they 
tried getting your attention, but you seemed to be in too much of a hurry. Though you 
assure them it couldn't have been you, they won't believe you - this kmd of thing happens 
251 Elwyn et al., "Cancer Disclosure m Japan: Historical Comparisons, Current Practices." Social 
Science and Medicine, vol. 46. no. 9 (1998): 1160. 
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to me over and over. Why would that be? I wonder if it isn't because the boundaries of my 
own mdividuality have blurred and my face has taken on a kind of universal quality.252 
The similarity between the protagonist's feelings and the socio-anthropological 
description of the liminal phase as one in which all previous social distinctions are 
obliterated and their individual identities are merged into the collective identity of the 
liminar (communitas), is impossible to overlook. He feels that those about him 
regard him no longer as an individual, but solely as a cancer sufferer, whose fate 
has already been decided. 
Another factor possibly adding to the decision of doctors not to pro-actively inform 
the patient directly of a cancer diagnosis is one of convenience for the hospital staff. 
Aries suggests that there exists among the medical fraternity the notion of an 
"acceptable style of facing death".253 This requires the patient to pretend that he is 
not going to die, and this pretence is of course easier if he does not in fact know the 
truth. Not only is ignorance of the truth considered a positive factor in recovery, as 
has been discussed earlier, but it also makes things easier and more efficient for the 
hospital personnel. 
Yoko 
This section will investigate the intertextuality of Noh in Furui' s writing by 
considering the novella Yoko (1971) in the light of their common approach to 
liminality. My attention was first drawn to a possible connection by a reference 
made in one ofFurui's stories, "Kagekurabe", (which will be considered in greater 
detail in a subsequent chapter) to a particular type of Noh mask, the beshimi. From 
this starting point more parallels emerged and it became clear that an interpretation 
from the perspective of Noh allows an appreciation of an additional spiritual 
252 Furu1 Yoshikichi, "Aihara" (1983): 260. (Translation· 107.) 
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dimension concealed below the secular surface level of Furui' s works. 
An interview the author kindly granted me in May 1998 revealed the extent of bis 
interest in Noh and his regular attendance of Noh performances. During the 
conversation, he confirmed the use of elements of Noh in his own writing, adding 
that, in his opinion, Yoko was a good example of this. 
Yoko was first published in the magazine Bungei in August 1970, and was released 
in book form together with the shorter work Tsumagomi in January the following 
year. It was awarded the Akutagawa Prize in 1971. 
In her analysis of Yoko, Donna Storey has pointed out the indefinable nature of the 
border between sanity and insanity. She states that it is a border which can be 
"crossed and recrossed in an instant" .254 As we have already seen, one of the major 
concerns in Furui Y oshikicbi' s writing is with the fluid contours of the territory 
immediately adjacent to this borderline, within the transitional bounds ofliminal 
states. It is precisely this aspect of human existence which the techniques of Noh 
are so suited to portraying. Many Noh dramas have as their central theme the 
borderline experience in its many variations, for example, madness and death. The 
changes in the psychological state of a particular character can be communicated by 
a single actor with very little outward change of appearance. The only manifestation 
of a change in the internal landscape of that character is the use of a mask to show 
the "true nature" of that character, and even this use is by no means necessary in all 
plays. 
253 Philippe Aries, The Hour of Our Death (London: Allen Lane, 1981): 587. 
254 Donna George Storey, "Yoko: The Self m Process." In Furui Yoslula.cbi, Child of Darkness. 
Yoko and Other Stories (Ann Arbor: Center for Japanese Studies, University of Ml.chigan, 1997): 
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In Yoko, a young man comes across the title character as she sits motionless in a 
mountain valley, apparently suffering from some kind of attack. After assisting her 
back to the city, the two meet a number of times and slowly their relationship 
develops. It is through this process that the circumstances surrounding Y6ko's 
problems become clearer. Her greatest fear is that her symptoms of mental 
disturbance will develop into an illness identical to that suffered by her sister some 
years earlier. The story is simple, the sequence of events is certainly not complex 
and, in fact, is rather slow moving, with no really outstanding dramatic climax. The 
overall mood is very quiet, for all its concern with mental illness. The two 
characters are neither particularly active in their pursuit of each other, nor do they 
exhibit any all-consuming passion. These features bear strong resemblance to the 
description Nomura Shir6 gives of Noh. 
The story or plot of no is chsttlled, simple. There isn't an elaborate sequence of events to 
follow. Rather, it is hke throwing a stone mto a deep pond and watching the ripples spread 
outward. The content of the play is that single stone and thenpples are the performance.255 
To borrow Nomura' s metaphor, in Yoko, the moment when the young man initially 
catches sight of Y6ko is the single stone from whence the ripples of the novella 
spread. The performance is simultaneously that of Furui as a writer, and of the 
young man and Y6ko as his performers. 
The inherent message of the novella is shown through the reactions of the 
characters, whose number is, as in Noh, very limited. However, the characters are 
not portrayed in terms of psychological analysis, but rather, the reader feels, and 
subconsciously understands in a spiritual way, the inner conflicts and turmoil of 
Y6ko through Furui' s detailed descriptions of her surroundings and her movements 
in relation to those surroundings and to the young man, in particular. The ripples 
142. 
255 Nomura Shiro, "Teacbmg the Paradox of No." In James R. Brandon, ed., No and Kvogen in the 
Contemporary World (Honolulu: University of Hawai'1 Press, 1997): 203. 
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spread to the reader's consciousness from the depths of the pond of Furui' s 
writing. He never explicitly describes Y6ko's state of mind; as in Noh, the 
character's suffering is conveyed in terms of physical reactions to her circumstances 
by movement, or indeed, by a total lack of movement. 
At the very beginning of the novella, Furui highlights the connection with Noh in 
his description of the young man's reaction as he first catches sight of Yoko, and 
then becomes more aware of her presence: 
[The woman's pale profile] ... came rushing towards him as if it were not a human face, and 
yet he was transfixed by a certain uncanny quality about it, of the kind a human face alone 
possesses. The instant he stopped moving, however, the face ceased to give him any 
impression at all, and with the countenance still before him, he was troubled by this absence 
of impression which he had never before experiences when lookmg at another human face. He 
was slowly overcome by a feeling of panic. 
A human face would have some kind of expression all the time, even when no one was there 
to see it, rather like the odor that naturally emanates from one's body. Yet, this face was 
floatmg transparently m the light of the ravme, as if even its innate expression had been 
washed away completely.256 
In fact, as the above extract shows, the young man's description of Y6ko's facial 
features would be equally apt as a description of a mask. The face as a mask, 
irrespective of whether the actor is actually wearing a mask or not, is one of the 
central devices in the dramatic portrayal of human experience in Noh. In this case, 
Y6ko's face is equivalent to "a mask that is not a mask", that is, maskless.257 In the 
case where a Noh actor remains maskless (hitamen), the face itself becomes the 
mask, assmning a still expression. Such a performance is seen by Zeami as 
256 Furui Yosbikicln (1982): 7 [12-13]. (The page numbers m square brackets refer to Donna 
Storey's translation contained in Furui Yosbikicln, Child of Darkness. Yoko and other Stories 
(Ann Arbor: 1997), the source of the English translation used here and subsequently with reference 
to Yoko.) 
257 Komparu Kunio, The Noh Theater. Principles and Perspectives (New York, Tokyo: 
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requiring "the highest level of skill".258 
The principal feature in which a mask differs from other theatrical make-up forms is 
that all direct facial expressions are eliminated, and in particular, all expression of 
the eyes disappears. Even though Yoko is clearly not wearing an actual mask, her 
eyes lack expression, and the young man is unsure whether her facial expression is 
human, and finally, it appears to bim that her face "went beyond the expressionless; 
it began to manifest the vacant rigidity of an inanimate object''.259 
In Noh, the mask represents a means by which the actor may undergo a complete 
transformation, a transformation of consciousness, rather than a mere 
transformation of appearance. As she sits motionless in the depths of the ravine, 
beset by an attack of an unnamed illness, Yoko's consciousness has undergone 
such a transformation- she has become an 'Other' self. However, as the young 
man notes, her face does retain some expression. This may be due to the changes in 
the light or in perspective as he slowly approaches and circles her. Again, this is a 
feature of the Noh mask - far from being unchanging and totally impassive, the 
mask allows for unlimited expressiveness through movement, light changes and 
variations in the angle from which it is seen. Takesbi Kitano's comment 
encapsulates the potential of the mask: "A noh mask is a completely expressionless 
mask . . . It's unnecessary for the actor to act dramatically. What the audience can 
see and interpret is limitless."260 The paradox is that the very expressionlessness of 
the Noh mask has the potential for infinite nuances of expression. Thus Yoko' slack 
of expression is simultaneously full of bidden meaning, to go beyond the 
expressionless. 
Weatherlull, 1983): 230. 
258 Zeami Motoklyo, On the Art of the No Drama. The Major Treatises ofZeami. Rimer, 
Yamazaki, trans. (Pnnceton: Pnnceton Umvers1ty Press, 1984):12. 
259 Furui (1982): 8 [13]. 
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Yoko's motionlessness corresponds to the Noh element of iguse, where the 
protagonist sits unmoving on the stage, projecting his emotions through the stillness 
to the audience. Domoto Masaki likens this technique to the close-up shot of 
cinematography, with the purpose of focusing the audience's attention on the 
character and allowing them to enter the scene.261 The reader is certainly made 
aware of Yoko's state of "otherness" by Furui's emphasis on her motionlessness 
and lack of reaction to the approach of the young man. 
Yoko' s relationship with her surroundings and the state of her illness are expressed 
largely through her posture. As the young man notes after searching in vain for 
some evidence of emotion or even just recognition of his presence on Yoko's face, 
her ''body was somehow more expressive". 262 Her emotional state is not conveyed 
to the reader by facial expression, but rather by her ease in or lack of such within 
her surroundings, as revealed by her physical appearance, gestures, movements. 
When Yoko catches sight of him in a crowded railway station sometime later, and 
rushes to thank him, the young man is struck by the difference in her manner and 
bearing; so much so that ''he still could not free himself of doubt that this was 
someone else".263 Her footsteps are more confident, she meets his eyes with a 
smile, and her facial features "fit together in tense harmony in the beautiful glow 
that radiated from her small face. However, there was a sense of instability, which 
he couldn't place, as if that blankness would immediately take over again should 
that glow fail to keep renewing itself."264 
On their subsequent meetings in various city coffee shops, over the course of which 
260 Kitano Takeslu. Time magazine. (Feb. 12 2001): 48 
261 Domoto Masaki, "Dialogue and Monologue mNo." In Brandon (1997): 148. 
262 FUTUl (1982): 8 [13]. 
263 ibid. 17 [23]. 
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their relationship slowly develops into a sexual one, Yoko is clearly ill at ease. She 
sits tensely, "poised at the edge of the chair, her body bent stiffly forward. She 
clasped her purse tightly on top of her knees with both hands .... "265 Her posture 
remains the same each time they meet. On one occasion when the young man is late, 
he observes her "clutching her handbag to her chest and walking restlessly back and 
forth" in front of the shop that was their usual meeting place.266 Yoko's movements 
and body language, as stylised representations of her emotional state, have the same 
function as the dance elements of Noh The shite acts out his or her personal drama 
by means of a set of movements, with the aim of conveying the character's inner 
turmoil to the audience on a level unattainable by the spoken word. 
The obsessively compulsive aspect ofYoko's neurosis is revealed as she explains 
her inability to enter the shop where their habitual seats were occupied by a middle-
aged couple. "I thought we'd miss each other if I didn't sit in the same seat.. .. there 
are so many seats and I didn't know which one I should take .... "267 
During these meetings, the young man slowly finds out more about Yoko's illness 
and her circumstances. Her parents had died seven years earlier, and she was left in 
the care of her sister, nine years older. Observing her own behaviour, Yoko recalls 
only too well a period before her parents' deaths, when her sister suffered some 
type of mental disturbance, which totally disrupted what was left of the family. 
Having lived seen the effects of mental disturbance on her sister, Yoko fears that 
her own "irrational" behaviour, her need for repetition, which may be only an 
extremity of normality, is the beginning of a similar illness. Yoko's attacks often do 
not seem overly serious to the reader. In fact, although Yoko interprets these attacks 
264 ibid. 17 [23]. 
265 ibid. 21-22 [28]. 
266 ibid. 23 [29]. 
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as resulting from a mental disorder, the reader is more ready to interpret them as 
being on the border of what might be considered slightly obsessive normalcy, or 
eccentricity. It is Yoko' s overwhelming fear of becoming like her sister which 
magnifies her interpretation of the extent and seriousness of her disturbance. 
During her attacks, Yoko is as if another person. At the height of her attack, when 
she is unable to move in the ravine, she appears to achieve a rare communion with 
the natural forces around her. She is acutely aware of the equilibrium in the forces 
of nature - much more so than one would normally be as a modem-day urban 
dweller. In fact, she is more in tune with nature than the young man, who, despite 
his apparent familiarity with the mountains, really perceives them in terms of a 
challenge to be conquered, of something to brag about to his friends. 
It is only later, through his association with Yoko's illness that the young man 
becomes more attuned to nature, and to himself. 
The limited number of characters has already been noted as a feature in common 
with Noh. Yoko' s role parallels that of the shite, the Noh protagonist, and the 
young man's, that of the waki, the deuteragonist In Noh, these two roles have 
strictly defined functions, and these are also evident in Furui' s literary technique. 
The shite gives the drama its substance, and this Yoko certainly does, as the novella 
revolves around the complexities of her battle with fate. The waki' s function is to 
"create a reason for the shite to appear and perform, and, in addition, [to evoke]. .. 
the thoughts, feelings and pleas of the main character''. 268 In the course of their 
relationship, the young man becomes the catalyst by which Yoko' s circumstances 
267 ibid. 24 [30]. 
268 Kornparu Kunio, The Noh Theater. Principles and Perspectives (Tokyo: Weatherbill, 1983): 
251. 
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and attitudes are revealed. 
In a traditional Noh drama, the troubled shite seeks intercession from the waki, and 
at the end, attains it Yoko, in rushing to make contact with the young man in the 
crowded railway station, is making the initial move, subconsciously seeking the 
young man's assistance. Yoko only comes to confront her illness fears for what 
they are through her relationship with the young manlwaki. Initially, she glosses 
over her illness by insisting that her problems derive from identifiable, socially 
acceptable causes, even if these, as in the case of acrophobia, are clearly absurd. It 
is only later, in her relationship with the young man that she can voice the real 
nature of her fears and the manifestation of her illness. She uses the example of her 
sister's need for exact placement of items on the table to illustrate her fears. By 
confronting her fears, by describing them to another person, she is able to see a 
possibility of freeing herself from those fears. "I don't want to end up sitting inside 
that illness. I am always on the borderline. I tremble like a thin membrane, and 
that's how I feel that I'm alive. I don't want to be like my sister."269 The analogy 
with Noh is thus far maintained. 
However, unlike Noh, where the shite is freed of bis karma and is able to find 
peace after the waki intercedes, Furui offers no unambiguous solution to his 
protagonist's dilemma Yoko realises that the impetus for change must come from 
within herself, but the prognosis put forward by Furui is not particularly good. Her 
sister has never been completely successful in eliminating the illness, only in 
camouflaging the most obvious symptoms, so that she can maintain her behaviour 
within socially acceptable parameters. Although specific details of the sister's 
treatment are not mentioned, she presses the young man to help convince Yoko to 
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seek treatment by referring to a certain doctor's recommendations. The inference is 
that at least the sister has consulted a doctor regarding Y6ko's case, and there is a 
distinct possibility that the doctor may have treated the sister herself. In either case, 
the fact that the sister's illness has only been reduced to a manageable level indicates 
the unlikelihood of complete success should any similar treatment be adopted in 
Y6ko's case. 
It is here that Furui diverges from the traditional Noh conclusion and its inherent 
Buddhist message of salvation. For in the contemporary urban world of Yoko and 
her partner, there is no such clear-cut path. With this unwillingness to offer a Noh-
like ending, Furui squarely places himself within the sphere of literary modernity. 
In the course of his relationship with Yoko, the young man is also affected, 
changed. He is able to identify with Yoko during her attacks, and becomes more 
aware of his own mental state - leading to his experience in the mountains when he 
spends several days at an inn. He is unable to take his mind off her and feels 
lethargic and at a loss. He is able, finally to accept her for what she is, saying "I 
think I can put up with your habits".270 
Thus the young man and Yoko are truly interdependent, for without him, Yoko 
would have no chance to make progress, and without Yoko, the young man would 
continue to be supremely self-confident, almost arrogant. Both are able to make 
advances though the existence of the other. He is able to feel empathy for another 
human being's problems and suffering, instead of remaining the self-sufficient 
loner he appears initially to be. 
The young man and Yoko are fellow travellers in liminality. Her liminality derives 
from her mentally disturbed state, and his is by association. Tirrough his 
269 Furui (1982): 58 [68]. 
210 ibid. 83 [96]. 
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relationship with Yoko, the young man has entered experiences and thought 
processes that were previously unknown to him. The closeness of their relationship 
is a result of the shared experiences triggered by her illness, and would most likely 
not exist jf not for the extraordinary circumstances linked with her illness. Again, 
the liminal experience negates any previous differences between those who now 
experience it. It is only in the phase of reaggregation that the individual is revealed 
once more. 
Sumika. 
The novel Sumika first appeared in serial form between September 1977 and 
December 1978 in the monthly Buntai. It was published as a single volume in 1979, 
and received the Nikon bungaku daisho (Great Japan Literary Prize) in 1980. It is a 
loosely connected sequel to Hijiri, but because details fromHijiri which provide 
essential background information for the reader of Sumika are recapitulated, it 
stands alone as an independent work. It revolves around Sae's mental disturbance, 
which has become apparent after her return to Tokyo and she and Iwasaki begin to 
live together. Sae, too, exists in a liminal state, which reflects her problematic 
adaptation to, and acceptance of the constraints of the urban lifestyle she now leads. 
After her return to Tokyo, Sae has had difficulties in coming to terms with the 
practical requirements of urban life. Finding an apartment and employment are 
daunting tasks, but somehow she manages to do both. She lives in a semi-rural 
suburb on the outskirts of the city, where the tall apartment blocks are interspersed 
by the more traditional family houses. This is indicative of Sae' s own position on 
the margins of society. 
She has no contact with her neighbours, feeling a sort of contempt for the men and 
women whose lives are intensely ordinary and who, despite this ordinariness, give 
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the impression of belonging to a higher social status. She gains a reputation for 
being standoffish and gradually the women living nearby avoid her glance, even 
when she does make an effort and greets them. 
She is also totally cut off from her family in the country. Now that her grandmother 
is dead, she has severed all ties with her brothers in the village. In fact, as we are 
told in the second sentence, her departure was prior to the conclusion of the 
traditional forty-nine day period of mourning. This means that there has been no 
ritual signalling the end of one life stage and the beginning of another, and although 
Sae is physically beginning a new phase of her life in the new locality of Tokyo, 
spiritually she has not yet closed the previous life-phase. Her sole tenuous link with 
the city is the fact that she knows Iwasaki is also living in it. Despite her original 
intention to contact him on her return to the city, she puts it off until she has found a 
suitable place to live, and then again until she has found employment. In the end, in 
a moment of depression, she tears up the slip of paper on which his address was 
written. 
The depression stems from another crisis which she must face. Shortly after her 
return, she finds she is pregnant with Iwasaki's child and has an abortion. Tbis 
marks another stage in Sae's withdrawal and alienation from the routines and 
contacts of everyday life. 
But when she left the apartment for the first tlme in a week, the familiar streets of Tokyo she 
had known smce she was nineteen felt like unknown temtory. The figures of the people, too, 
rushing to and fro, whom she'd always watched and thought how much more relaxed they 
were than the people m her hometown, seemed as if they were separated form her by a thm 
membrane, and she hadn't the shghtest idea what they were laughmg about or what was 
annoymg them All at once she realised her own gait was strangely uncertain, almost as if her 
legs had grown a bit longer.271 
The abortion brings the experiences surrounding a previous abortion to the surf ace. 
The first abortion, which she had decided upon after the man's feelings towards her 
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grew cold as bis family's objections to a possible marriage grew, was made even 
more tramnatic by the clinic's refusal to carry it out. She was forced to fmd 
somewhere else. It was shortly after this that her brother's letter arrived, asking her 
to return to the village to help in caring for her grandmother. This seemed like a 
good way of escaping the pressures of city life, and it was during her time in the 
village that she had first met Iwasaki, who had been mountain climbing in the area. 
Sae had been living in Tokyo for four years at that time. During those years she had 
number of relationships with men. The first of these began two years after she 
moved to Tokyo as a nineteen year old. The relationships proved to be very 
complex, and ultimately unsatisfactory. Sae oscillates between the two extremes of 
having several relationships simultaneously and long periods where she wants 
nothing at all to do with men. 
Sae's withdrawal is indicated by the dilemma she feels about having the telephone 
connected. She doesn't wish to be contacted, nor does she have any great desire to 
call anyone else. Her decision to go ahead is motivated more by the even more 
unsettling experience of having an attack of illness at home and the rmnours 
circulation the neighbourhood of single women being harassed. The now connected 
telephone sits unused on the table, until she is no longer able to resist the temptation 
to call Iwasaki, whose name she has found in the telephone book. 
They meet in a coffee shop and end up in bed together that same evening. With this 
starts a gradual but inexorable process whereby lwasaki's life becomes defined by 
Sae' s wishes. It is always she who visits him in his apartment, usually on Saturday 
evenings. At first he is suspicious that she is living with someone else, but the 
reason is self-preservation. 
"You think I have a relatJ.onship with another man? I've reduced my contacts with other 
people to an absolute rnimmum. Otherwise I would never have been able to cope!" she told 
271 Furui (1983): 101. 
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himreproacbfully.272 
These visits have something ritualistic about them as her preparations follow a set 
routine. She slowly begins to feel more comfortable in his place, and leaves a few 
of her things there: a set of chopsticks, some cosmetics, and an old robe. She takes 
care of his laundry and prepares meals for him. 
Around this time she finds she is again pregnant with Iwasaki's child. He is initially 
shocked and doubts that the baby can be his, but soon expresses his willingness to 
assume responsibility for Sae and the baby. Plans are made for the future. Sae has a 
very clear picture of how their lives should proceed from here. She would like to 
move to a larger apartment or even a small house. She does not want to be 
dependent on anyone either before or after the birth. 
Feeling more confident of her position, one day Sae goes straight to Iwasaki's 
apartment from work. She unexpectedly meets Iwasaki' s previous girlfriend, with 
whom he'd shared the place and who still had a key. The confrontation plunges her 
again into uncertainty and she decides for another abortion. 
By the following evening she has changed her mind again. For the first time 
Iwasaki visits Sae' s apartment. At first she shows no sign of life in response to his 
knocking, and so he walks around the neighbourhood, stopping to drink sake on a 
playground bench. He catches sight of her at the window, and returns again to her 
apartment, determined to get in. As his hand reaches for the doorknob, Sae rushes 
out onto the stairway. He spends the night with her. 
Iwasaki is spending more and more time at Sae's apartment, and the subject of 
marriage has come up, so the final steps are taken to give up his own. The two of 
them are now living in the cramped conditions of a one-room apartment with a small 
kitchen area. 
L1vmg together began accord.mg to Sae's instructions At first Iwasaki came to her apartment 
272 ibid. 111. 
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every two days and brought bis things bit by bit. ... The things that he brought over on those 
many occasions were so carefully stored away when he looked around the next day, it was as if 
they'd vanished mto thin arr. The room was, as ever, her room, a woman's room It was 
spotlessly tidy and the washing was all done. Z73 
Later in their relationship, Iwasaki has occasion to realise just how important having 
her own space is to Sae. It has been her refuge through the difficult process of re-
establishing her life in Tokyo. 
'The 'spmt' of this apartment!" whispered Iwasaki one night. The events wrnch had repeated 
themselves night after night when she lived here alone, shook off the consciousness of their 
earner and became independent.274 
Plans to have their marriage registered are made and Sae begs Iwasaki not to visit 
his parents. She says she doesn't want to become dependent, but her reaction is 
probably also due to a fear of rejection by his family similar to that the previously 
experienced. The two of them even talce a short trip to the sea together, before their 
marriage is fmalised. However, Iwasaki does visit his parents to let them know of 
the circumstances before they fmd out from the changes to the records in the family 
register. The visit does not go well, with his mother having heard rumours that Sae 
is involved with the world of less than reputable entertainment. Sae is upset by his 
visit. 
Sae suffers from pregnancy-related nausea, and the summer heat and their cramped 
living conditions coupled with her unfamiliarity with living at such close quarters to 
someone else exacerbate its effects. During this period, she begins to tell Iwasaki of 
the men in her life before meeting him. Just as she had told the student (Iwasalci) in 
Hijiri of the strange and complex relationships and events concernmg the holy man 
figures in the village, in Sumika Sae tells Iwasaki the details of her sexual history 
during the evenings they spend together in her apartment after he moves in with her. 
Shortly before New Year, Sae suggests that they should prepare for the holiday as 
273 ibid. 130-131. 
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do other normal families. Nothing happens until Iwasaki buys a New Year's 
decoration and a pack of cards used for traditional New Year's games on impulse 
on his way home one day. The wish for a traditional New Year ends up as a half-
hearted, almost superficial attempt at reviving the traditional rituals in a totally 
contrasting setting. It is symbolic of Sae' s own position, caught between her 
yearning for the security of the traditional and the practicalities required to exist in a 
modem urban environment. 
Tirree days after New Year, Iwasaki wakes up during the night to find Sae has 
packed the necessities for hospital. Her contractions have begun. Their daughter, 
Sachiko, is born shortly after and in a week, Sae returns home and life continues 
for the three of them in the small apartment, apparently with no greater problems 
than those normally to be expected of a young family adapting to life with a baby 
for the first time. It is, however, a period of uncertainty for Iwasaki. He considers 
Sae a wonderful mother, and feels that he is there only to satisfy the mother's 
sexual needs. He also wants to move to a larger apartment, but Sae seems reluctant 
to act, even though she complains that she can't seem to get the apartment clean any 
more. 
One day in April, he takes the baby out for a walk, and realises how rarely Sae goes 
outside with the child. He gets home and experiences a feeling of unexpected 
disorder. Sae, who is normally tidy almost to the point of obsession, has left items 
of clothing strewn across the room. Shortly afterwards, he notices that she has 
started to buy small inexpensive household items, which she shows him when he 
gets home. This is very unlike her, and after she puts the items away, he never sees 
them again. These first small signs, in themselves nothing extraordinary, 
collectively give an intimation that things are not as they should be with Sae. 
Another evening when he arrives home, he is greeted by a smiling Sae, but the baby 
274 ibid. 182. 
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is howling and there is an unmistakable smell :in the air. 
She looked at Iwasaki, looked down and hurried to the child. The baby had lain ma wet nappy 
for a long while, and apart from that, 1t was hungry. The profile of the mother staring mto the 
comer of the room as she breastfed the baby had somethmg fox-hke about it... .ZTS 
The fox is a common figure :in Japanese folklore, where fox spirits change :into 
beautiful women, and vice versa. The ability to transform, to cross the boundary at 
will, :indicates the lim:inal qualities of the fox-women. Such women fall :into two 
categories :in Japanese folk stories: one is that of the good wife and mother, and the 
other is a fox-woman who seduces men and makes fools of them. Karen Smyers 
notes that fox spirits are associated with sexuality and their behaviour ranges from 
the villa:inous to the sa:intly. In nature foxes have found their natural habitat 
:increas:ingly dim:inished and so their ability to thrive :in the urban environment has 
meant that they exist comfortably on the border between the city and the country. 
They cannot be domesticated and their :independence and wildness symbolise the 
fundamental unruliness of nature. 276 
One evening Iwasaki returns home to find a child's bed had been placed near the 
w:indow, further :increas:ing the cramped living conditions. Sae starts to talk about 
her efforts to make contact and mend fences with her neighbours. She takes this to 
extremes, follow:ing every piece of advice she is given. She tells him that the 
neighbours are concerned how they're cop:ing with the new baby. 
Iwasaki later realises that the reality is quite different. She has conformed to the 
behaviour she imag:ined was expected of her, such as sometimes go:ing to the station 
to greet her husband on his return from work. The real extent of her contact, as a 
neighbour later :informs him, is limited to suddenly launch:ing :into a conversation 
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without any of the usual social preludes and niceties expected. It can hardly even be 
thought of as conversation, as she blurts out some piece of personal information 
totally inappropriate to the situation. In all probability, her reputation in the 
neighbourhood until this point has been nothing out of the ordinary, but her strange 
behaviour now leads to her total ostracism. In tum, she comes to feel that she and 
her family are constantly being observed and gossiped about, or that someone is 
going through the garbage bin to find out what has been thrown away. Sae' s efforts 
to fit in, or at least to appear to do so in the eyes of her husband, have come to 
nothing; in fact, they have had the reverse effect of repositioning her at the very 
margins of neighbourhood society. 
Sae's behaviour becomes increasingly erratic and unpredictable. One evening 
Iwasaki comes home to fmd a mound of beef on his dinner plate; the following 
evening she has made no preparations for dinner and they have to order in a meal. 
The effort of trying to maintain what she interprets as the way "normal" housewives 
behave towards their husbands (in this case, going to extra trouble and expense to 
prepare a hearty meal) is not sustainable. Not only does she overestimate the 
quantity of beef and misjudge the composition of other elements of the meal, but the 
whole situation is so clearly out of character that it is obviously artificial. False 
estimation and misjudgment, combined with unintentional artificiality and a desire to 
fit in lie at the heart of Sae' s difficulties. She is unable to adopt, and in some cases 
unaware of, the conventions of behaviour and language which would ease her 
position. Her insecurities manifest themselves in behaviour patterns which 
themselves lead to an ever increasing marginalisation. 
The couple talk about moving house and Sae enthusiastically helps to make plans, 
speaking of the things they will need to buy beforehand; the next day she doesn't 
even look at the real estate guide Iwasaki brings home. It has now reached the stage 
where Iwasaki can no longer divert Sae's attention away from her deranged 
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thoughts simply by engaging her attention in another subject He begins to question 
his own behaviour towards her, and wonders whether, by pretending there's 
nothing wrong, he had inadvertently supported her derangement. Her behaviour 
toward him oscillates between passive obedience and hate-filled aggression. 
However, when Sae stood m front of the small wmdow in the kitchen, he could do nothing to 
stop her .... Everythmg of the movement that must have been there until recently was as if 
extinguished. A dark back stood in the kitchen without showing the slightest movement. 
Iwasaki spoke to her, but there was no reaction. If he went to her, grasped her arm and tried to 
pull her away, she didn't move an mch .... Her eyes were concentrated on what lay outside the 
window. Remarkably, the glints of madness disappeared from her eyes at such moments. It 
was an expression filled with fear, one that could almost even be called foolish. 
All that he could do at such times was to stand close to her back and look out the window 
with her.277 
Her strange behaviour continues to become more noticeable. She packs a small case 
and tells him to go home, but relents as he gets to the door. This is repeated over 
several days. She hasn't been to the bathhouse for ten days (the apartment does not 
have its own bathroom), prefening to wash herself and the baby during the day at 
home. One evening, Iwasaki returns from taking a bath to find bedding spread out 
in the kitchen and the sliding door to the living room jammed shut by a stick from 
the inside. This scenario, too, is repeated over many nights. Each time, however, 
after he falls asleep, Sae comes to sleep beside him. On another occasion, after they 
make love, she rushes back into the living room, and stands in front of the cot with 
a kitchen knife, ready to defend her child against threat. 
Iwasaki is himself surprised at the normality of his routine in the face of such 
behaviour. "I've walked out of the house and left a mad woman in the apartment. 
And the baby is with her!"278 
A further escalation in the situation leads Iwasaki to decide to seek help at a 
277 Furui (1983): 181. 
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psychiatric clinic. Sae has about three attacks each day, when she tries to leave the 
apartment Physical force is necessary to restrain her, and in the struggle both are 
exhausted. Sae does, however, continue to go out to the shops at other times 
without any untoward occurrences. 
The circumstances surrounding the choice of a clinic and the subsequent visits are 
indicative ofiwasaki's fundamental resistance to taking such a step. Sae has already 
expressed her dislike of the idea but in her calmer periods, she realises the 
extremities of her behaviour. Iwasaki has seen a billboard with the name, address 
and phone number of a clinic from the train as he travels to work each day. He tries 
to memorise the phone number as he and Sae travel by train the next morning on 
their way to the clinic, but it slips his memory before he can get to a phone box. As 
he has no idea where the clinic is, and Sae protests, they give up the idea of the 
clinic and go to the zoo instead. Sae assures him "I only pretended to be mad. I'll 
stop doing it, I'll do better, so don't pack me off to a clinic."279 
That evening, Sae is again uncontrollable, so the process is repeated the following 
morning. This time they talce a taxi from the station, but Sae feels sick and they 
have to get out of the taxi. Unable to find another taxi after she recovers, they are 
stranded, and return home. Again the following day, they start out for the clinic, 
this time talcing a taxi right from their home. But when Sae tells the taxi driver that 
the man beside is not her husband, only to be contradicted by Iwasaki, the driver 
pulls over and has them get out They finally get directions from a passer-by and 
reach the clinic. 
After being examined by the doctor, Sae is given medication and told to come back 
in a week. The first week passes comparatively uneventfully. The following week, 
she is again given medication, but the next day, Iwasaki catches her emptying the 
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powder down the sink. From then on he takes control of the medication. He has 
also begun to take over most of the housework, telling Sae that she should just take 
care of the baby and watch the gas. 
"If I don't go out - and you can't anyway because of your illness - then our family won't have 
anythmg to eat! Right? Don't worry unnecessarily. Leave the cleaning, leave the washing! It 
doesn't matter if you can't manage the shoppmg or you can't prepare runner! Our apartment 
can even look like a garbage dump - just look after the chtld properly! The child and the fire, 
usmg the gas - is that clear? - look after both these thmgs!"280 
Sae is now being marginalised within her own family. Her mental disturbance has 
led to her normal, ''housewifely" responsibilities being waived or withdrawn, and 
reduced to the bare minimum of tasks. Of course this is not a deliberate 
marginalisation on the part of Iwasaki, who simply sees no other way of 
responding to his wife's increasingly erratic behaviour, especially as she is adamant 
about receiving help from his family. 
Sae is now convinced she is pregnant, even though it is obvious that she is having a 
period. Her aggression is directed at Iwasaki as the person responsible for making 
her pregnant, and indirectly for having cause her to have an abortion two years 
earlier. She calls the medication an abortion drug, and convulses on the floor, in a 
manner reminiscent of giving birth. 
Iwasaki feels that if the situation worsens, he will have to stay home to take care of 
her, because he can't ask for help from his parents. 
In tlns way he defended the facade of normality to the outside world, and hoped that Sae would 
gradually recover. If things should regress - he was slowly preparing himself inwardly for this 
eventuality - it would no longer be possible to go out of the house and leave Sae alone m the 
apartment. He prepared himself for the fact that such a penod IDight become qmte lengthy and 
he would have to give up his present position and devote himself entirely to Sae. In any case, 
with his thirty years, he had amved at a critical turmng point in his life. As he saw it, he 
could somehow manage to get through a year. If he returned to his career again afterwards, it 
279 ibid. 192. 
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wouldn't be too late.281 
He calls the clinic to ask advice from a public phone so as not to upset Sae any 
further. To make matters worse, they just arrive home one evening from the 
bathhouse, when Iwasaki' smother knocks at the door. Sae screams at her. She 
only stops screaming after he has escorted his mother down the stairway, telling her 
that he'll take care of it, and that everything will be all right A physical struggle 
ensues, with Sae scratching his face and Iwasaki slapping hers. The fighting stops 
only when the two are completely exhausted and unable to physically continue. 
Things continue to grow worse, but Iwasaki is astounded at how little effect the 
situation seems to be having on the baby. It is almost as if there is a instinctive 
coordination between mother and baby, so that the mother's attacks always coincide 
with the baby's sleep, and when the baby is awake, Sae is calm. The baby seems 
totally unaffected by the events taking place in the household, and Sae continues 
with few exceptions to carry out her parental responsibilities, even in the worst 
phases of her illness. In relation to the baby, Sae is the exact opposite of a 
marginalised outsider. The parent-child relation is as yet unclouded by other outside 
influences; its nature is fundamental and direct 
In her commentary to the combined paperback edition of Hijiri and Sumika, Maeda 
comments that "If Hijiri is the tale of a man and a woman bound by their common 
ownership of the bodily sensation of death, then Sumika is a story about the fissure 
that an infant intruding into the realm of daily life as a stranger opens up between a 
man and a woman."282 This is an interesting point, and the intrusion of the baby as 
stranger is certainly a relevant factor since Sae' s mental disturbance begins to 
become impossible to overlook shortly after the baby's birth, most noticeably after 
the introduction of the baby's cot into the already cramped living space. However, 
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these events are no more than activators, since the seeds of Sae's illness are present 
long before the baby's birth and originate in her inability to relate effectively to her 
surroundings, whether to the urban environment itself or to fellow inhabitants of the 
urban environment To the extent that Sae' s relationship with her baby is the one 
relationship where pretensions are unnecessary, and this new relationship has 
subsumed her relationship with Iwasaki, Maeda' s interpretation holds true. Until 
now, and with the exception of the relationship with her grandmother, Sae' s 
relationship with Iwasaki has been the relationship in which she has least felt the 
need to maintain social pretences. Sae has become more marginalised in relation to 
her husband with the advent of a relationship where she is a full participant 
Sae is still convinced of her pregnancy, and her attacks continue accompanied by 
convulsions. The battles between them continue, and a latent undercurrent of 
sexuality is present It is as if Iwasaki is sexually excited by Sae' s wildness. Even 
the form of their struggles resembles forceful lovemaking. 
At the same time as she hung on to Iwasaki's neck while he tried to escape her gnp, she tried 
to avoid the man's legs whlch naturally coiled around her by wildly movmg her hips to the 
right and the left. Every so often she lunged upwards with her knee. Her face was distorted by 
hate and disgust. As Iwasaki saw it, she was quite unconsciously actmg out a scene as 1f she 
were bemg raped. But in his groin the dark force had already risen, so that he grabbed the 
neckband of her kimono. As he bared her breasts, Sae opened her eyes, as if an evil spirit had 
abandoned her. Her eyes were full of tears. 283 
The power and fascination of the "dangerous'', uncontrollable marginal being is 
illustrated by lwasaki's desire for Sae under such circumstances. 
Iwasaki speaks with his boss at work and hands in his resignation. He now cares 
for the baby; he feeds her, changes her, and plays with her. Sae begins to pack their 
belongings into cartons and stack them near the doorway. 
1986.):422. 
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Finally there seems to be a lull in the storm. Sae begins almost obsessively to make 
rice balls, far more than they can eat in one day; there are enough for several days. 
When he looks in the refrigerator, however, he finds that there are only a few rice 
balls left Puzzled because there were too many for Sae to have eaten by herself, he 
nonetheless prepares another large quantity. 
Sae suggests that all three of them take a walk. "As they left the apartment, she 
really did look like a shadow of herself. Her eyes were sunken, her knees shook 
slightly and she needed Iwasaki' s support"284 They walk past a dOsojin statue, the 
god of boundaries and roads, and it is there that Iwasaki realises what happened to 
the rice balls of the previous day. At the foot of the statue are several packages of · 
rice, which he recognises as the rice balls Sae had wrapped in leaves. They continue 
walking in the direction of the clinic where their child was born. Sae had passed that 
way many times, for her abortions, and for the birth. Along the path, too, were 
offerings of rice balls. 
At home again, they eat the last rice balls with miso soup and other leftovers, and sit 
quietly for a long time after the meal. There was no attack. The boundary to 
''normality" has been traversed, even if only temporarily. 
However, in the early dawn, he must again restrain Sae. They are both exhausted, 
and so the struggle is somewhat half-hearted, but it goes on for three hours. The 
child cries and they separate. Sae looks at Iwasaki with hate-filled eyes and he 
throws her against the wall. At this point, he realises his own madness. As was the 
case in Yoko, where the young man's liminality by association, lwasaki's madness 
has come about through his relationship with the mentally disturbed Sae. 
He decides that they will clean themselves up, rest a while, and then go directly to 
the psychiatric clinic. This they do, arriving an hour and a half before the clinic 
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opens. He asks that Sae be immediately hospitalised. After a brief moment of 
hesitation, the doctor tells him there is one bed free in the secure section of the 
clinic. Meanwhile, Sae' s conspicuous behaviour draws disapproving looks from 
the nurses. Sae is given an injection to calm her, and when her limbs become limp, 
four nurses put her onto a hospital trolley and wheel her off along the corridors. 
Iwasaki is told he can visit in one week. 
He is shocked, and cannot imagine how long a week might be. He cannot imagine 
life without Sae and all that that entails. But his attention is drawn right back to the 
practicalities of the present when he notices the baby in his arms straining followed 
by the warmth and odour of a dirty nappy. "All of a sudden lwasaki's attention was 
distracted by something very banal."285 
By concluding in such an unexpected and somewhat ironic and abrupt manner, the 
author demonstrates the power of the mundane and the natural to take precedence 
over all other human concerns. It is by no means certain whether Sae will recover in 
the clinic, but she is at least accepting of the need to move on. The liminality of her 
outbreaks of disturbance is replaced by a new liminality of institutionalised mental 
patient It is questionable whether her condition will improve in a confmed 
institution, since the origins of her problems seem to lie in the conflict between the 
requirements of urban life and the need to maintain contact with tradition and nature. 
Furui' s conclusion leaves the reader with the hope that, in Sae' s case, too, the 
power of the mundane and natural will triumph. 
Conclusion. 
Furui' s novella Yoko may be considered a representative example of the author's 
earlier work, in that it has as its protagonist a young woman suffering from mental 
disturbance, rather than the shisluJsetsu elements which become more pronounced 
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in bis later works. As we have seen, mental disturbance is also the thematic crux of 
Sumika. The theme of illness, be it mental or physical, is one which remains a 
constant tbroughoutFurui's career. However, bis focus does change with time and 
his own personal experiences. For instance, although "Aihara'' centres on the crisis 
of physical and mental illness, the protagonist is no longer a young woman, but a 
man similar in age to that of the author at the time of writing. In the even more self-
reflexive shishOsetsu-like collections Nagai machi no nemuri and Tamashii no hi, 
the protagonist can be assumed to be the author himself. 
Furui presents a variety of aspects of the liminality of mental and physical illness. 
He shows the disernpowerment of the patient and his or her sequestration in the 
parallel world of the hospital. The widely held perception of cancer as an 
irrevocable death sentence identifies sufferers as liminars and locates them in an 
egalitarian situation equivalent to Turner's communitas. Furui also depicts the 
altered position of the patient's family, in transition and anticipating the approaching 
change of structure and hierarchy within the family which a death will inevitably 
bring. 
The perspective of Noh brings additional elements of Furui' s craft to light. A 
consideration of his interest in Yoko's mask-like expression against a background 
of the Noh tradition reveals the potential for a limitless interpretation of her bidden 
emotions. Her face, a mask that isn't a mask, negates expressionwhile at the same 
time enabling an intimation of her otherness. In addition, as in Noh, her suffering is 
conveyed not verbally, but physically, through movements which indicate her 
reactions to her circumstances. Furui's knowledge and appreciation of the Noh 
tradition is clearly visible in bis use of Noh elements to reflect undercmTents of 
meaning in his work. 
In Sumika, Sae's liminality is symbolised by the location of her apartment on the 
285 ibid. 251. 
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outskirts of the city. She is betwixt and between the traditions of rural Japan and the 
strictures of the modem urban lifestyle. Furui' s reference to the fox spirit also 
reflects her ambiguous borderline position. She incorporates the conflict between 
the wildness of nature and the demands of rational modernity for orderliness and 
control. 
By considering the above examples of Furui' s writing, it becomes clear that with 
the passing of time, and the passing of friends and family, Furui' s interest in 
liminality, in this case of illness, manifests itself in a progression through slightly 
differing literary forms, yet shows no sign of abating. 
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Chapter Four 
Death and Liminality 
Introduction 
In this chapter I will focus on several stories which illustrate well Furui' s treatment 
of one of his most ubiquitous and central themes, death, and his focus on the 
liminal qualities surrounding this theme. The theme of death comes particularly to 
the fore in his later writing. There is a multitude of examples which could be used in 
such a discussion as this, and of necessity, I have restricted my choice to a limited 
selection from the short story collections Nagai machi no nemuri (1989)286 and 
Yokina yomawari (1994)287, and the episodic novel Rakutenki (1992)288• These 
works range from the fictional narrative with rnlnlln.al autobiographical elements, 
(Rakutenki), to the semi-autobiographical, shishOsetsu-like writing of Nagai machi 
no nemuri. They have in common that they are set in the present, in the 
contemporary world of post-industrial society, that their protagonists are male, and 
that the ages of these protagonists roughly correspond to that of the author at the 
time of writing. 
Finally, a very brief discussion of an excerpt from the essaistic Kari-ojoden-shibun 
(1989)289 is also included in this chapter in order to further clarify and expand 
Furui' s view of the relationship between life and death and the liminal conditions 
which exist in the transition across the ambiguous boundary region separating life 
286 Funn Yosbikicln, Nagai machi no nemuri (Tokyo: Fukutake shoten, 1989a). 
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and death. 
The stories in the 1989 collection Nagai machi no nemuri were first published 
individually in various magazines over the period from May 1987 to March 1989. 
These stories are recollections by the narrator of events in his past. These include 
childhood memories of wartime experiences including bombing raids, firestollilS 
and having to flee to the country, only to be bombed and flee once again, and of the 
difficulties of post-war life. Other experiences are concerned with illness and death: 
first of the narrator's mother, and later, that of his father. 
There is nothing in the writing itself which overtly draws attention to the personal 
connection to the author. The stories are narrated in the third person, with the 
narrator referring to himself variously as "the son", "the youngest son", "a writer in 
his late forties" or "a writer in early middle age". Since the nature of the Japanese 
language allows for a certain ambiguity in that the speaker or narrator does not have 
to continually refer to and define his subject, the writing has a directness which 
allows the reader to feel that he is reading a first-person account rather than a 
narrated account in the third person. For the reader who has any knowledge of the 
details of the author's own life, this impression becomes even more pronounced. 
One could describe these stories as autobiographical fiction. Autobiographical 
elements are removed from the linear structure normally associated with such a 
genre, and become disjointed, non-linear and often repetitive incidents, which leave 
the reader in constant uncertainty - techniques often linked with fictional treatments. 
These features are consistent with Hijiya-Kirschnereit' s theoretical model of the 
shishosetsu as summarised in the introductory chapter. 
The novel Rakutenki first appeared in serial form in the monthly magazine Shincho 
289 Furu1 Yoshikichi, Kari-ojoden-shibun (Tokyo: Kawade shobO, 1989b). 
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between January 1990 and September 1991. It was published as a single volume in 
1992, and re-released in paperback form in 1995. Themes of death, illness and 
aging dominate. Hitherto ''normal" lives, initially destabilised by the realisation of 
the onset of middle or old age, are thrown deeper into disarray by the occurrence of 
life crises, such as the diagnosis of serious illness and the death of relatives or 
friends. As has been discussed earlier, It is not only the sufferer who is thrust into a 
liminal condition by these life-crises, but also those around him or her. They, too, 
must prepare to cross the border into a new stage of life, with altered relational 
structures and possibly without the presence of their loved one. Furui' s characters 
find themselves experiencing vivid dreams, and long-bidden memories rise again to 
the surface as an indication of their inner turmoil. 
Although clearly a work of fiction, the novel has strong autobiographical links, and 
contains a number of essaistic passages. Such features are again typical of Furui' s 
writing style. Although my original intention was to limit this study to Furui's short 
stories, I have chosen to look closely at Rakutenki because it provides numerous 
insights into the life crisis experience. The fact that this work was initially published 
in serial form has led to each episode being somewhat more independent than might 
otherwise have been the case. Of course, this is aided by Furui' s typical lack of 
highly developed plot lines. It is thus possible to read the individual chapters of 
Rakutenki as single units, and this lends itself to my purpose here. Although the 
overall themes of death, illness and aging permeate the whole text, it is convenient 
here to concentrate on selected episodes which focus more on Furui's view of 
death. The validity of such an approach is supported by Furui' s own conception of 
the work, which he states in a discussion with Y6r6 Takesbi. "I wrote this work 
more with the feeling of a sequence rather than of a serial. So that each piece can be 
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read as complete in itself."290 
As mentioned earlier, death becomes a common and central theme in Furui's writing 
as he himself grows older, and goes through direct experiences of illness and death. 
In the short story "Tori no nemuri"291 from the collection Yokina yomawari, when, 
during a dream, the narrator asks a hotel clerk for guidance on how to fill out a 
registration form, he is told to start with bis parents. He provides a list of those 
family members who have died. The dates listed are: March 1971, mother; June 
1982, father; August 1987, elder sister; September 1991, elder brother; February 
1993, maternal cousin; and June 1993, maternal uncle. Obviously, this series of 
deaths is for Furui a definitive experience, causing him to question how one can 
cope with the seemingly pointless loss of so many in such a short space of time. 
Here arise the age-old fundamental questions of ''Why me?", "Why was that person 
taken?", and the attempt to come to terms with the inevitability and unpredictability 
of death. 
Since the deaths of family members are handled repeatedly in various stories, it can 
be surmised that for the author this is the central concern of bis later years. The 
incidents associated with the death of Furui' s mother also feature in the 197 4 novel 
Kushi no hi; and the 1993 collection Tamashii no hi. Personal recollections of, and 
fictional elements based on events leading up to the author's father's death are to be 
found in the stories "Hige no ko" from the collection Nagai machi no nemuri 
(1989); ''Ran no hana kucbitasbi" in the 1987 collection Yoru wa ima; and the 1995 
collection Oriori no umatachi. Similarly, the short story "Kage kurabe" from the 
collection Yokina yomawari (1994) and chapters of the 1989 essaistic novel Kari-
290 Furui Yoslnkich.t, ShOsetsuka no kikan: Furui Yoshikichi taidanshU (Tokyo: Kodansha, 1993): 
189 
291 Funn Yoshikichi, ''Ton no nemuri" In Yokina yomawari (Tokyo, Kodansha, 1994): 179-201. 
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ojoden-shibun touch on his sister's death. Other family deaths are central to two 
more stories from Yokina yo mawari (1994): his brother's death in "Komori 
dewanai keredo"; and his uncle's death is the starting point for "Tori no nemuri". 
Furui' s continued reworking of similar material is an indication of the depth of his 
search for an understanding that will bring satisfaction. It is a coping mechanism, a 
literary form of therapy to progress through the grieving process and move from the 
liminal into the process of reincorporation. It is clear that the socially imposed 
timescale for grieving has no relation to the actual, personal experience. During the 
"official" mourning period, the liminal state is sanctioned and understood, but the 
expectation that all will seamlessly return to ''normal" after this period is obviously 
misguided. Nevertheless, the bereaved must conform to the expectations of them, in 
that they refrain from exhibiting behaviour that may have been tolerated during the 
mourning period, but is no longer considered appropriate once the official mourning 
period is over. The bereaved must attempt to control their outward behaviour 
despite what they perceive to be an uncontrollable inner turmoil. Such coping 
methods are as varied as the individuals who use them 
"Seta no saki" 
In the previous chapter, the story "Seta no saki"292 which first appeared in the 
periodical Bungakkai in October 1988, and was later included in the collection 
Nagai machi no nemuri, was considered from the perspective of the mother's 
illness. We have seen how the sequestration of the patient and spatial liminality of 
the family mirror the mother's transition between life and death, from a specific 
individual identity "mother'' to the generic ''patient", and the family members' 
292 Funn Yosh1kichl, "Seta no sakl.". Nagai machi no nemuri (Tokyo. Fukutake shoten, 1989a): 
165-198. 
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uncertainty in the preparation to assume new social roles. The mother's condition 
continues to deteriorate towards death Here I will consider the fmal part of the 
story "Seta no saki" and the story which follows it in the collection, "Sok:usai"293 
("Good Health", first published in January 1989), which straddle the events 
surrounding the narrator's mother's death 
The portents of death are present from the outset of "Seta no saki", where the 
opening sentence sets the tone. 
I had an acquaintance who lost his elderly mother when she was rut by a car just after she left 
the house to run to the nearby sushi shop to pick up something for her guests. It was an 
unfortunate event which happened over twenty years ago, in a new residential suburb. His 
mother wanted to return to her hometown m the north. The son took her wishes mto 
consideration, and since he'd begun to feel a tinge of dislike for bis life in the city, he'd 
applied for a transfer back to ms hometown. However, the accident occurred just before bis 
hopes were finally fulfilled and the whole family could leave Tokyo.294 
1bis incident illustrates the unpredictability and the role of "fate" in human life. 
There is no reason to suspect that the family's plans will not go as planned -
everyone is in good health, and preparations for the move back to the country are 
under way. The mother's death is an entirely unexpected event which has the 
potential to throw the rest of the family into complete chaos and bewilderment The 
message for the reader is that death has many forms, including that of the totally 
random, unexpected accident. In that the moment or manner of death is largely 
unpredictable, it is a part of life. 
At that time the narrator's immediate family members - parents, older sister and two 
older brothers - were all in good health In the Osaka branch of the family there had 
been three recent deaths, so bis father had attended three funerals within a relatively 
293 Furui YoshikichI, "Sokusai". Nagai machi no nemuri (Tokyo: Fukutake shoten, 1989a): 199-
220. 
294 Furui Yoshiklchi (1989a): 166. 
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short space of time. As we have seen in the previous chapter, the narrator then goes 
on to detail the path of bis own mother's illness as it proceeds through a succession 
of liminalities, from her original admission into hospital, initial false diagnosis of 
tuberculosis, final diagnosis of lung cancer to her final passage toward death. 
1bis is in contrast to the accidental death of the opening paragraph. The death of the 
narrator's mother is a process, not a momentary happening. The patient, as well as 
her family, has time to adjust to the altered and unaccustomed life circumstances. 
Such an experience may be perceived positively, as an opportunity to bring closure 
to outstanding personal and family matters or to bring the family closer together, or 
negatively, as an unending martyrdom to pain and suffering. While the sudden 
death may minimise pain and suffering for the patient, for the remaining family 
members the shock is all the greater from the instant and apparently pointless loss. 
H death is preceded by a period of continually declining health, the family have a 
chance to go through rites of separation at their own pace, although the actual death 
is no less of a shock because it had to some extent been foreseen. 
Both patient and family are confronted with the elemental nature of life and human 
relationships. By stripping away all superfluous elements, both patient and family 
experience what Martin Buber terms ''the fundamental fact of human existence ... 
man with man". For Buber, human existence is only a reality when the individual 
engages in "a living relation with other individuals".295 He uses spatial imagery to 
illustrate bis point. His sphere of ''between" exists when one being communicates 
with another in a sphere ''which is common to both of them, but which reaches out 
beyond the special sphere of each .... [l]t is a primal category of human reality."296 
1bis ''between" is restricted to the two participants - it cannot be experienced by 
others. In its most essential and genuine fonn, communication is not a dialogical 
295 Martin Buber, Between Man and Man (New York: Macmillan, 1965): 203. 
296 ibid. 203. 
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situation, but one which transcends the two personal existences, originating as it 
does between them. This ''between" (Zwischenmenschlichkeit) is integral to 
Turner's concept of communitas. 297 Buber goes on to link this concept of the 
''between" with bis earlier I-11wu relation. "On the far side of the subjective, on this 
side of the objective, on the narrow ridge, where I and Thou meet, there is the realm 
of 'between'. "298 Buber' s I exists only because of its relation to the Thou. 
In the final moments of bis mother's life, the forces of medical technology capitulate 
in the face of the unstoppable forces of nature: they are powerless to reverse the 
process of dying. 
The doctor came to her bedside, got out his stethoscope, and called her by name in a good-
humoured way. Mother opened her eyes at the sound of that voice, and her rough breathing 
calmed. Her expression was nearly normal, as if she wanted to tell the doctor something, and 
everything looked as if 1t had improved. 
The next moment, however, the light m her eyes instantaneously clouded, her lower Jaw 
trembled, her face creased, and she tried once more to appeal to the doctor as she tightly 
grasped the opposite edge of the sheet with her thin, slender nght hand. One-handed, the 
doctor again sought the stethoscope he'd let drop and still using one hand, he pressed the call 
button. After repositionmg his stethoscope, he pressed down hard on the left side of her chest 
with both hands, one on top of the other. A glass bottle clinked on a metal tray as a nurse 
rushed Ill, and when camphor was ad.mimstered, Mother's face became peaceful and restored to 
youth. When for no particular reason we lifted her harr from her forehead, still warm and 
damp with sweat, out of nowhere her face settled back into that of a woman of just thirty.299 
Paradoxically, in death, the mother's face had regained some of its former 
youthfulness. Death has reversed the passage of time, or at the very least suspended 
ordinary time. The doctor proves unable to do anything to comply with her final 
gesture of appeal. 
In today's rational, outcome-driven medical world, it has become imperative to 
2
'17 Aoki Tamotsu, Girei no sh6ch6. (Tokyo: Iwannm shoten, 1984): 252-253. 
298 Buber (1965): 204. 
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rationalise death and transform it into a clearly definable event which can be 
pinpointed to a particular moment in time. Traditionally this was rarely the case. 
Hunger, chronically poor living and health conditions, meant that ordinary living 
was a continuous slide into death. When exactly did the moment of death occur? 
Was it when the physical point-of-no-return for the body was reached? Did it occur 
when the mind no longer functioned and perception ceased? Was it when the 
individual himself decided to abstain from sustenance, or make the decision to end 
his own life? 
Foucault speaks of the "permeability of life by death". A prolonged pathological 
state first affects the mucous tissues, then the organs, and finally the tendons. He 
traces the physical processes of bodily disintegration and concludes that death is 
multiple, and dispersed in time: 1t 1s not that absolute privileged pomt at which time stops 
and moves back; like disease itself, it has a teeming presence that analysis may divide mto 
time and space; gradually, here and there, each of the knots breaks, until organic life ceases, at 
least in its major forms, since long after the death of the individual, miniscule, partial deaths 
contmue to dissociate the islets of life that still subsist.300 
The sequential occurrence of these "partial deaths" represents a period of liminality 
between life and death. 
The difficulty of determining a single physical instant of death is further 
compounded by the elusiveness of the essence of human existence, a concept 
unconnected with the definition of the point when physical vital functions cease. 
According to David Lamb, personal identity "does not have any specific anatomical 
location, but is a quality akin to 'spirit', 'will', or 'soul', with religious, legal, and 
political associations". 301 
Tb.us, when someone dies, the death is experienced in two ways. First there is the 
299 Furui Yoshiklchl (1989a): 196. 
300 Michel Foucault, The Birth of the Clinic (London: Tavistock,1973): 142. 
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purely biological aspect, the actual moment of death, whether that be defined as the 
cessation of the heart function, or as brain death. However, irrespective of the 
definition which detennines death, from the purely objective, biological point of 
view, this is the end of the human organism. The second is the psychological or 
spiritual aspect, where, despite the physical demise of the body, the soul must 
undergo its own process of transition. The point of death may be thought of as the 
point when the soul is separated from the physical body, but the soul is not 
extinguished. Nor is the memory of the deceased in the minds of the mourners. Not 
surprisingly, the spiritual aspect of death is far more complex in relation to 
lirninality than is the biological, although the difficulty of rationally defining the 
moment of biological death is illustrated in the controversy surrounding the choice 
of definition of death between the cessation of brain function and cessation of the 
heart. 
In technologically advanced societies, when death occurs, it is usually reduced to 
the organisation of the practicalities of disposing of the body and, for the bereaved, 
the grieving process, to be overcome quickly and with the minimum of "fuss". The 
modern secular view of death has no place for prolonged and showy rituals of 
death The traditional rituals, seen as time consuming and impractical in a world 
where time is a valuable commodity, have been reduced or even dispensed with in 
keeping with the demands of contemporary society. 
In Margaret Lock's opinion, ''by participating in the medicalization and sanitization 
of death - by virtually confining it to hospitals - we have capitulated to the view that 
death is essentially a biological event". 302 
301 David Lamb, Death, Brain Death and Ethics (London: Croom Helm, 1985). 23. 
302 Margaret Lock (1996). 
In accordance with Foucault' s view, it is appropriate in the context of this 
discussion to consider death as a process, rather than a single definitive point in 
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time. The distinction between biological and social death is one which is also widely 
made, with the latter believed to occur some time after the physical body's demise. 
For those who remain, the uppermost experience is more likely to be the social 
aspect of death It is this problem of society realising the loss of one of its 
members, and coming to terms with that loss and maintaining its continuity that the 
use of ritual and ceremony seeks to overcome. The existence of rituals provides a 
template for behaviour in situations which are outside daily experience. The 
ritualised utterances of ceremonies offer the words to cope with extreme situations, 
and are often the only words which can be found to even intimate the depth of 
distress being experienced. This is similar to "speaking the unspeakable" as Martin 
Buber terms the mediaeval mystics' attempts to verbalise their most profound 
emotional experiences. 
However, rituals of death and mourning do not mean that society comes to terms 
with the change immediately or momentarily. Nor is the social transition of the 
deceased a single event, but, as Robert Hertz notes, a "process, a transition between 
social identities".303 The family members have entered the liminal world of the 
bereaved, a community formed by the shared feelings of loss and confusion. Such a 
situation is described by Furui in "Seta no saki": 
Leavmg the women in the hospital room, the men went outside for a moment. When he came to 
his senses, he was again standing at the end of the corridor, thmkmg "Where am I, in Seta?", and 
saw the darkness of the far-off dry nver bed (kawara) m front of him. 304 (My italics.) 
The family are now motherless, wifeless. They are cast into the role of mourners, 
confronted by the inevitability of their own mortality. The darkness of the riverbed 
is a particularly potent symbol of the passage between this life and the next. The 
303 Robert Hertz, Death and the Right Hand (Glencoe, Ill.: Free Press, 1960): 27. 
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word used in this context by Furui, kawara, is an instantly recognisable reference to 
the Buddhist concept of Sai-no-kawara, the dry riverbed marking the separation of 
this world from the other world. Confronted by such an image of spatial liminality, 
the only consolation for the narrator is its distance. 
The story now follows the son through the period immediately following the death 
and the preparations for the funeral formalities. Since, coincidentally, the next day 
had long been set aside for the logistics of moving house, the rest of the family is 
fully occupied, and it has fallen to the youngest son to stay with his mother's 
remains until the funeral is held. His confusion and feeling of being cast adrift from 
his usual lifestyle is apparent from his feelings as he fulfils his new and 
unaccustomed role. 
The next day, already nearing dusk of the twenty eighth of February, the youngest son woke 
in a strange bed, and looked around an unfurnished, deserted room of about ten mats. He had 
used a room in the temple's pnests' quarters to sleep in. Just for an instant before he realised 
where he was, he was overcome by confusion, as if he'd unknowingly been assigned a bed in 
the large hut-like morgue built on the edge of a thicket on the lower slope of the periphery of 
the hospital grounds. Besides, the dawn was a long time off and he would still have to remam 
alone for the sake of the deceased whose face altered moment by moment. Although he'd 
admonished himself not to let the mcense go out, he'd fallen asleep on the futon inside on the 
raised area, and unintentionally ended up sleeping until late in the afternoon. 305 
This shows an interesting compromise between the demands of tradition, that the 
family keep vigil with the body, and the demands of modem life, where an event 
such as moving house cannot be postponed because of the complex arrangements 
and obligations involved. The son is assigned the traditional role of keeping vigil, 
while the rest of the family attend to the practicalities of everyday life. 
304 Furui Yoshikichi (1989a): 196. 
305 1b1d. 196. 
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Next, the narrator recalls the details of his journey in the hearse accompanying his 
mother's body earlier that morning. His description of meeting the undertaker and 
assisting with the transfer of the body into the hearse is apparently objective and 
devoid of emotion. 
In reality, shortly after nine o'clock in the mornmg, he met the hearse, and after he and the 
undertaker transferred the deceased to the vehicle, it started off along the nng road, where the 
Sunday traffic jams were already beginning. They travelled over iron sheets temporarily laid 
because of road works, and each tIIDe the vehicle jolted, his hand reached out to the deceased; 
whenever a high delivery truck came near, he tried to shield her with his back as they were 
transported northwards to a large hospital which had an autopsy room It was past midday, 
and after he'd been informed by the doctor m that basement room that it had mdeed been ltmg 
cancer, which had spread to the hver, he and the undertaker placed the deceased, clothed in a 
clean yukata and with hair and skin still damp, mto the coffm. 306 
The images of his recollections of that day are a stark contrast between the urban 
world of traffic jams and roadwork, and the interior world of human emotion and 
grief. The former has no connection with human emotion, except to symbolize 
desolation and alienation. Here, the emotionless surface is shown for what it is - a 
superficiality masking the trauma underneath. The reason for this initial transport is 
also clinical and objective - an autopsy is to be performed at another, larger hospital. 
The protectiveness he feels towards his mother's body is touching and deep. The 
reader's attention is captured by the humanity of these poignant gestures in the face 
of the bleakness of the city environment. 
When they again arrived back at the temple by car, an altar had been set up in the main hall 
and he said he would stay there until the coffm had been enshrined. There was nothmg more 
to do, and he sat alone on an empty chair in front of the altar. However, while he almost 
obstinately looked after the mcense, he was encouraged to rest for the third time by the 
priest's wife who had heard about the situation and even spread out the bedding. Her mtention 
was to get him to lie down just for a short while, but he slept deeply for three hours without 
306 ibid. 196-197. 
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even the slightest hint of a dream 
He hadn't known of the temple until last night when it was suggested by the undertaker at the 
hospital after everythmg had calmed down. However, it was located within half an hour's 
walk of home. That morning m the hearse, when he was told that they would be gomg to a 
large hospital with adequate facilities, and even as they were heading north on the nng road, 
he was convmced that they must be headmg much further north than the distance to ms 
home. But the doctor's car ahead of them soon turned right off the nng road, and the hearse 
followed, headmg straight in the direction of his home. When they entered the grounds 
through a gate he felt he'd seen before, he realised it was the hospital where his younger 
daughter had been born just a year before. 
In the early evenmg, his wife came to the temple, clad in black. She seemed embarrassed that 
she'd brought both the children. When he looked at her face, he felt he hadn't seen her for a 
long tlme, but then he remembered he'd gone home just this morning, only a short while 
ago. In the basement waiting room at the hospital he'd sat on the dusty chairs, again prepared 
to wait alone. He was told by the doctor, who seemed sorry, that 1t would take an hour, so 
they made arrangements to meet and he left the hospital for a whtle. The spnng sun shone on 
the nape of his neck and he walked home. His wife told him that ms father and the others 
who stayed there the previous night had rushed out early that mornmg to move house, and so 
he took off ms clothes, leavmg them scattered about, had a shower in the bathroom and he 
went into ms study. Things from the living room that had been in the way of having so 
many guests stay over had been pushed mside and so he cleared a space between the stuff, lay 
on his back m the confined area, folded his arms and slept for exactly twenty minutes. When 
he roused ills stiffened body, he hardly remembered having slept; he put on the clothes that 
his wife had prepared m the meantime for him to wear to the wake, and went out to claim Ins 
mother. 
In the short time since he'd arrived, a cold wmd had started to blow. The children's faces, 
wmch should have seen lnm off, were nowhere to be seen. 
His uncle and other relatives had rushed by bullet train from his mother's hometown. They 
hadn't been in time for the moment of death, but they had certainly met at the mortuary last 
night. However, he could no longer remember the scene when they had arrived. Nor could he 
remember winch family member had informed him about his mother's cntical condiuon or 
when that had been. Even if he had heard, it had gone m one ear and out the other; he knew 
no more than that he couldn't remember.307 
307 ibid. 197-198. 
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The preceding passage illustrates the confusion the narrator feels in the aftermath of 
his mother's death. He loses track of time, and cannot remember certain details of 
events which he knows took place. His thoughts are scattered like the clothes he 
drops on the floor before he takes a shower. He no longer occupies accustomed 
place in the world, like the things which have been moved to make space at home 
for guests. He has difficulty distinguishing between waking and sleeping, which is 
not surprising given the long hours he has spent alone with his mother's body, 
somewhere between waking and sleep. 
The events contained in "Seta no saki" are largely autobiographical. Even the factual 
details seem full of dark portents. On the day following his mother's X-ray and the 
(erroneous) diagnosis of tuberculosis, Furui had rushed to her home. He sat beside 
her for some time, chatting of optimistic matters. When he finally went out into the 
living room, he happened to catch the midday news on television. "The name 
Mishima Yukio on the screen jumped out at me."308 Of course, this refers to the 
sensational events surrounding Mishima's ill-fated coup attempt and eventual ritual 
suicide on 25th November, 1970. 
Even the high point of Furui' s literary career thus far was tinged with sorrow. In 
mid-January 1971, he was awarded the AkutagawaPrize, Japan's most prestigious 
literary prize for new writers. A month and a half later, at his mother's funeral, 
relatives were simultaneously offering congratulations and condolences. Her cancer 
had been diagnosed midway through that same January, and she died at the end of 
February 1971. 
Furui did, in fact, spend the first night alone with his mother's body. "After her 
death, we waited, just the two of us, in the hospital room until dawn. From four 
308 Funn Yoslukl.chl, "Chosha Noto" (Author's Notes) In Furui Yoshikichi Sakuhin II (Tokyo: 
Kawade shobO, 1982): 292. 
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o'clock in the morning, I was completely alone."309 
When one considers the chronological progress of the illness towards death, it is a 
remarkably short period. In fact, it comes as a surprise to the reader to learn just 
how rapid the process of death was, as the overwhelming impression gained from 
the story itself is one of timelessness. Certainly, there are references to the time of 
year, but the period covered by "Seta no saki" seems much longer, as though these 
time references were irrelevant, or normal time has been suspended. For those 
living through the situation, this is exactly what happens. They are suspended in a 
limbo of uncertainty, living through a transitional stage, during which their social 
status and relationships are undergoing fundamental change. 
Furui is able to communicate the essence of this experience to bis readers, not by 
providing a clear, blow-by-blow analysis of bis protagonist's emotional state, but 
by slowing down the process and focusing on the minute details, and by repeating 
their recollections, to replicate the normal thought processes as one goes over and 
over an event or moment of importance in one's own mind. 
"Sokusai" 
At first, the subsequent story in the collection Nagai machi no nemuri, "Sokusai", 
continues with the events of the period immediately following the mother's death. 
The new house was on a bill which was quite well m on the alley-like narrow winding road 
that gently climbed from the main road, and the way down from the end of the elevated street 
will.eh went around the back was blocked by a small field, so that large vehicles couldn't get 
right to the front of the house. This was mdeed an obstacle, and the deceased remained for one 
night in the hospital mortuary, before it travelled along the ring road from the hospital to the 
nearby Shmshil temple, where both the funeral and the wake were held. There, too, the 
memorial ceremonies for the seventh day after death were also completed for the sake of those 
relatives from her hometown who had rushed to the scene. And so 1t came about that the 
309 cf. ibid. 292-294. 
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deceased entered the new family residence m the form of ashes. 310 
Furui mentions that the memorial ceremony which was traditionally held on the 
seventh day after death, took place in the temple immediately following the funeral 
ceremony. This is in accordance with what Suzuki Hikaru sees as a "distinctive 
characteristic" of contemporary funerals, the compression of the rites of separation, 
transition and incorporation into a single day.311 She points out that nowadays, due 
to pressures of travel and work similar to those alluded to in the story, the cremation 
is immediately followed by the seventh-day memorial services. The seven days 
immediately following the funeral were considered the most polluting, and during 
this period that the deceased' s spirit is thought to wander about the house or its 
vicinity. The memorial is the next step in a series of rites for the soul of the 
deceased in the process of becoming an ancestor. Nowadays, in effect, the rites of 
transition and rites of incorporation have been compressed into an official mourning 
period of "only one day, the day of the funeral".312 Such a reduction in the 
mournmg period means that the bereaved spend less time grieving and recovering 
from their loss. 
An additional reason for not returning the mother's body to the house was that the 
new family residence was completely unknown to her. The father and sister had 
decided on the move in order to be nearer the hospital. Again we see an illustration 
of the unpredictability and randomness of death reminiscent of the friend's mother's 
accident. Plans had been made which will be of benefit to the mother, whose 
hospital stay will most likely be a long one, and just at the moment of their 
completion, the mother dies. It would be impossible to bring her body back to an 
unknown house, nor can she return to her old home, no longer clean and tidy as she 
would have kept it, and filled with boxes ready for moving. So there is no choice 
310 Furui Yoshllachl (1989a): 200. 
311 Suzuki Hlkaru, The Price of Death (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000): 91. 
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but for the body to remain in the mortuary overnight, and for the youngest son to 
carry out the vigil by her side. In addition, there had been a heavy downpour 
overnight and the approaches to the new house are muddy and difficult to negotiate. 
With the progression of funeral, cremation and related ceremonies, those 
participating are reduced successively according to the closeness of their relation 
with the deceased. 
Only the relatives returned from the crematorium to the temple, the white box was placed on 
the altar, and in the begmmng dusk of a long day, the ceremony for the first seven days after 
death began immediately. 313 
As the sutra chanting continues, its rhythms are broken by the sister's sobs. 
This was the first time smce mother had breathed her last two days earlier that crymg had 
been heard among the family members. The sobbing continued durmg the sutra reading, and 
ended together with the sutra. 314 
The sutra reading offers the possibility of verbalising and communicating the depth 
of her sorrow even though her sobs are linguistically unintelligible. 
After the family has a meal together in the priest's living quarters, they see off those 
returning by shinkansen. Those family members who remain behind huddle round 
the heater in a room near the entrance to warm up their chilled bodies before going 
once more to the main hall of the temple to collect the remains and return home. For 
a moment they lose sight of father, who hadn't been able to settle down, before they 
catch sight of him in the passageway to the main hall, casually holding the ashes in 
his arms. He is moving towards the entrance and when the sister calls out to ask 
him what he is doing, he returns to the stove, but without putting the ashes down, 
he waited for the women to take their time preparing to go home. Although he was 
of an age where one would expect him to want to get home early and sleep, he 
seemed to have enough strength to go on and on. In a moment of inattention, he 
312 1b1d. 94. 
313 Funn Yoslukichl. (1989a): 200-201. 
almost bums himself on the heater, all the while securely clutcrung the ashes. 
The family is in disarray, trying to cope with the changes which have occurred. 
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Their reactions are individual and private. Each copes in his or her own way. It is 
the situation itself which unites them, yet they remain fundamentally alone with 
themselves and their grief. Their links with the normal, with the expected are 
suspended. 
In the car on the way home, father tapped the box on bis lap and spoke to the deceased in a 
loud voice. "We've been along this road many times, haven't we, Suzu? The car was going 
down the hill behind the hospital, just about to enter the shopping area near the station. 
Sitting beside him, the son was for a moment taken m by his father's v01ce and visual.J.sed 
his father aiding the pat:J.ent to walk up the hill, although his mother hadn't once set foot 
outside the hospital since she'd been taken there by car. Even father himself had only travelled 
along that road from his former home. When he thought about it, father hadn't yet slept a 
night in the house to which they were now returning .... The son anxiously glanced sideways 
at his father. His face bore no expression but fat:J.gue."315 
The father shows sign of confusion, bewilderment at his loss. The situation has 
been compounded by the unfortunate timing of moving to a new home, the father 
and sister being not only emotionally uprooted, but physically. Everyone is 
exhausted by the combination of events. His sister tells the narrator about the 
moving day. Father took a short rest at lunchtime after the packing had been 
finished and had reappeared refreshed and ready to lend a hand once more. 
Until the forty-ninth day after his wife's death, father had difficulty in sleeping. It 
seemed that it was hard for him to have the ashes in the house, and so they were 
placed in a temporary repository until the grave had been settled upon. The father 
remembered how hard moving day had been, telling his son that he'd had eel for 
lunch. Both the sister and younger brother recall that day as one when they had both 
314 1b1d. 201. 
315 ibid. 201-202. 
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been so busy that they had forgotten to eat. 
In the Buddhist tradition, the forty-ninth day represents the end of the period which 
the spirit of the dead spends in what Robert J Smith describes as "an intermediate 
existence preparatory to rebirth''.316 Naturally, a memorial ceremony is held to mark 
the occasion, which also marks the end of the traditional mourning period. 
Officially, the period of liminality is at an end and both the mourners and the spirit 
of the deceased are reincorporated into the next stage of their existences. 
The sister laughingly tells another story of her father visiting the hospital to thank 
the doctor who had cared for his wife. The father told the doctor that they had 
partaken of both the treatment and the hospital food, and that both had been 
satisfactory. Months later, the father tells his family that if anything happened to 
him, they should have him taken to that hospital, even though he half-jokingly 
admits that it will be more inconvenient because of the distance. Thus when, ten 
years later he is taken to hospital, it is to that hospital. One year after that, he 
breathes his last in another hospital, not ten minutes walk from the temple at which 
they'd farewelled mother. "It was all a chance coincidence."317 
It is certainly true that the choice of hospital was one of coincidence, since it was 
based on the convenient location close to the family home at the time. The choice of 
the temple is even more random, originating as it did from a recommendation by the 
undertaker. The short distances between the hospital where the mother had been 
admitted and the former family home, between the temple where her funeral had 
been held and the narrator's home, and between the hospital where the father's 
death occurs and the narrator's home are spatially symbolic of the vicinity of death 
to the family. 
316 Robert J. Srmth, Ancestor Worship in Contemporary Japan (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1974): 92. 
317 ibid. 203-204. 
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At first glance, it seems that here Furui is referring to the coincidences 'concerning 
the location of the temple and the choice of hospital, but when one considers his 
earlier interest in the unpredictability of death, this remark could be understood as a 
summing up of the whole experience of death. We can never predict how or when it 
will occur, only that it will occur. Again Furui confirms that death is an integral part 
of life, not just its end. 
This recapitulation of the events surrounding the mother's death serves as an 
introduction to the main body of the story which revolves around the deterioration 
in the father's condition and his ultimate hospitalisation. However, because of the 
initial connection with death, the imminence of death pervades the work, so that 
anyone reading this particular story in isolation form the others in the collection 
could hardly doubt that the father's deterioration leads inevitably to death. 
The narrator now goes on to tell of his father's decline and eventual admission to 
hospital. The mood is set with the narrator's talk of the extraordinary weather 
conditions during the period in question. "It had been a year of unusual weather. 
January and February were freezing, and there had been big snowfalls in the 
Hokuriku area."318 At the beginning of April the temperature still hadn't increased 
and there was still a chill to the air. In May the snow still capped the mountains, and 
on a trip there was a spell of warm, summer-like weather, even though there were 
still piles of unmelted snow in the temple garden. in early June when he went to 
Shikoku the same mild weather continued but soon the rainy season began and a 
chill set in again. Later it becomes apparent that the changeability of the weather is 
comparable to the ups and downs in the father's condition. In any case, things are 
not as would normally be expected. 
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Not only the weather seems unstable: "Gruesome incidents continued."319 The 
narrator recounts a series of crimes: a schoolgirl murdered in Nagoya and her body 
thrown in a river; in Kok:ura a doctor murdered by the yakuza and thrown into the 
sea; a woman murdered in a Shinjuku love hotel. And that was just in January and 
February. In March and April, a homeless man was knifed by passers-by in 
Shinjuku, another man lost his life somewhere in Tokyo, most likely by suicide. In 
mid-June, in Chiba a girl was stabbed in Sunday school. She'd been walking alone 
along a passageway when someone had come up behind her and stabbed her in the 
back. 
All of these events represent irruptions of the uncontrollable in to social order, and 
correspond to the period during which the father's health is worsening. Again the 
portents of disaster are present - the narrator's preoccupation with murders, coupled 
with his frequent references to rain, usually heavy and sustained, give rise to a 
feeling of gloom and foreboding. 
Still more murders are detailed: a housewife and one of her two children were killed 
in broad daylight by a knife-wielding man; a man in Hokkaido was stabbed just 
after he'd got out of his car; in Kyushu a man with a knife forced a group of women 
and children into a temple where deaths ensued; in Tokushima a newspaper reporter 
told of a man who had slit his stomach with a sickle; and in a mountain village 
somewhere else a whole family had been killed with an axe. 
The narrator himself is on a trip to Mt Hiei with friends when one rainy morning in 
Kyoto he sees a man approach a group of primary school children and suddenly put 
up his umbrella as he passed, injuring one child's face before he disappeared round 
the next comer. 
It is as if the whole of humanity has lost its bearings and a spate of incidents is the 
318 ibid. 204. 
319 1b1d. 204. 
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result. These incidents seem to have a certain pointlessness and randomness in 
common. This again links in with the author's already apparent fascination with the 
unpredictable presence of death in everyday life. All in all tbis creates a heavy 
atmosphere appropriate to the narrator's account of the decline in his father's health. 
The whole family had met at New Year at the house where the father and sister live, 
and again in February for the anniversary of the mother's death. Until then there 
hadn't been any noticeable changes, except that he was more easily tired after the 
day's activities, his eyes would cloud over and he'd lose track of the conversation. 
His daily habits are regular, if a little slower and there are no problems with his 
appetite. At the beginning of April, the narrator receives a phone call from his sister 
saying that their father's condition is not so good - he has some problems standing. 
After a check-up and some medication everything again seemed fine, except for the 
beginnings of a cold, which wasn't surprising given the unseasonable weather. 
When next the narrator visits he finds his father sitting in a chair with tears in his 
eyes: he can no longer stand. As the narrator walks to the station afterwards with 
his sister, they talk over what is to be done, and he promises to discuss the situation 
with his two elder brothers. This he does, but nothing results except platitudes. 
At the end of April the sister calls to say that father had collapsed. She had found 
him curled up on the tatami matting and had helped him back to bed. It seemed he'd 
fallen as he tried to stand to go to the toilet. The local doctor is called and promises 
to look in again over the next couple of days. The father seems to want to see his 
sons and so the narrator visits, accompanied by his two daughters, to find his father 
curled up in a comfortable chair, his body suddenly seeming much smaller. His 
father tells him he's being bullied by everyone, and when the son looks at his 
father's face, ready to reply, he sees his "mother's expression as she neared the 
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end". 320 The narrator has intuitively realised the inevitability of death. The doctor, 
in contrast, puts the problem down to nothing more than old age, and says that the 
father just needs to use his legs again. Finally he is able to stand, and for a time, 
there are no further problems. It appears that medical rationalism has triumphed 
over spiritual cognition. 
A week later, returning from a walk, he collapsed again and was found by a 
neighbour, who helped him home and because the narrator's sister was at work, 
even assisted him to change clothes. The neighbour let the doctor know, and he 
visited right away, having to go round the back to get inside the house. Later the 
father would tell his son that he thought he was dead, seeing a stranger come in 
from the veranda This alludes to the traditional funeral custom of taking the dead 
from the house via the veranda, so as to avoid using the door. 
The son is shocked to see that his father is no more than skin and bone. He brings 
up the possibility with his brothers that they may soon have to start searching for a 
suitable hospital. Less than one week later comes the notification that the father has 
been admitted to hospital, the same one as the mother had been in all those years 
before. The narrator recalls the preparations to transport the patient to hospital. His 
father had insisted that he could walk but is put onto a stretcher and canied to the 
ambulance. Coincidentally, it is the last day of the Urabon festival on which a fire is 
customarily lit to send the ancestral spirits off to the other world. The narrator and 
his sister perform the ceremony, without the aid of a priest, using the gas in the 
kitchen to light the flame. 
On his first night in hospital, after the private nurse had dozed off, he had gone of 
to find the distant toilet, and had returned in a sort of crawl along the walls, when 
he had been found by the night-duty nurse. "[I]t was the last time he would stand 
320 1b1d. 213. 
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and walk on bis own".32i 
The numerous portents of death contained in this story are impossible to ignore and 
lead the reader to one conclusion only, but with such an ending, the inevitability of 
the father's death becomes definitive. The details are as yet unknown, but the 
presence of death is clear. 
"Kagekurabe" 
Furui Yoshikicbi's short story "Kagekurabe" (Comparing Shadows)322, first 
published in 1989, and contained in the 1994 collection of short stories Yokina 
yomawari, also has death and mourning as its theme and is notable for the way in 
which both its form and content contain evident echoes of the Noh drama 
My attention was first drawn to this by a reference made midway through the story 
by the narrator to a certain type of Noh mask. From there, further investigation 
showed many more parallels emerged and it became clear that an interpretation from 
the perspective of Noh allows an appreciation of an additional spiritual dimension 
concealed below the secular surface level of the story. 
"Kagekurabe" begins as the narrator, exhausted, returns home by train from the 
funeral of a friend, late on a rainy night. His thoughts turn to the recent deaths of 
several relatives from cancer, and the physical changes associated with this process, 
and then continue on to apparently insignificant details about the home of the dead 
man as it appeared on that day. He recalls seeing the uniform dark colours of the 
moumer' s umbrellas, punctuated incongruously by one pink umbrella among them 
in an unusual umbrella stand. He remembers once joking with bis friend that the 
umbrella stand had an air of loneliness, since its wide mouth would never be 
completely filled, judging from the small number of guests who called to visit His 
321 ibid. 219. 
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friend had replied, ''That's meant for my funeral, you know." And in fact, at the 
funeral the stand had been filled with umbrellas. 1bis initial free-flowing succession 
of images serves to set the overriding solemn tone, and the theme, death. The loss 
of several people close to him in recent times naturally dominate the narrator's 
thoughts. 
In order to better appreciate the structure, content and meaning in the story 
"Kagekurabe", a brief look at certain features of Noh drama is necessary. 
The Noh drama presents generically identifiable characters in universally applicable 
situations. The aim is to portray the quintessential (human) living elements distilled 
from the sum of all individuals, rather than on a presentation of one individual's 
struggle and circumstances. 
The cast of a Noh play is kept to a minimum, with the most basic configuration of 
characters being the combination shite and waki. The shite, or main character 
(literally the 'doer'), gives the drama its substance, and it is according to the nature 
of the character represented by the shite that the drama is classified. 
The shite' s real nature is frequently only revealed at a certain, pivotal point during 
the course of the drama The character represented by the shite in the first section of 
the drama, the maeshite, is later revealed in its true nature, the nochijite, the shite of 
the latter section. This transformation is made obvious by a change in the mask of 
the shite, whether by a change from having no mask to wearing a mask, or by a 
change in masks. 
Not wearing a mask - hitamen - usually signifies that the character is a living man, 
Tbis may be the case for the shite when representing a supernatural being which has 
assumed the appearance and behaviour of a living man or woman, only to reveal his 
true nature with the addition of a mask. 
The function of the waki (an abbreviation of waki no shite - literally side-doer) is, in 
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Komparu Kunio' s words, to "create a reason for the shite to appear and perform, 
and, in addition, [to evoke], with appropriate responses, the thoughts, feelings and 
pleas of the main character."323 
Yasuda' s description of the function of the waki can be applied to that of the 
narrator in ''K.agekurabe": 
The waki always appears first. In his opening song, he announces that he is a traveler, often 
a priest, ... [i]n his 'travehng song', he discusses places and events along the way with his 
attendants or just for the benefit of the audience.324 
The narrator's journey in "Kagekurabe" exists here on two levels - the actual trip 
home by train, and his journey in life. His travelling song is a monologue directed 
at the reader. The travelling song, or michiyuki, represents another aspect of spatial 
liminality. 
In the course of his train journey, the narrator encounters two other men, also 
dressed in the ubiquitous black suit of funeral attendance. He instinctively avoids 
having to make contact with the first, about whom he feel there is something 
familiar. Later, he is confronted by someone he professes not to recognise, but who 
is, in fact, the same man whom he'd previously avoided. Although he did avoid the 
first encounter by changing bis planned route home, this has had no effect on the 
overall direction of events. Such events are thus shown to be predestined and an 
individual's decisions to have no fundamental effect on their course. These men, or 
rather, single man, equate to the role of the maeshite in Noh, appearing as an 
ordinary person. 
323 Kornparu Kunio, The Noh Theater. Principles and Perspectives (Tokyo: Weatherhtll, 1983): 
251. 
324 Yasuda, Masterworks of the No Theater (Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University 
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The pivotal point of the drama, the moment of revelation, occurs when the narrator 
perceives his fellow passenger in terms of a Noh mask. It is also at this point that 
the passenger is first identified by name, Onuma. For the narrator this is the instant 
when he recognises the true identity of Onuma and the fact that he represents a 
universal human fate, the confrontation with death. This point corresponds in Noh 
to the moment of transformation for the shite. As already mentioned, Onuma is 
initially seen as a living person, or persons, and the change from maeshite to 
nochijite symbolises his transformation from individual to archetype in the 
narrator's perception. 
Getting off the train, Onuma and the narrator go to a sushi restaurant. During 
conversation over the meal, the question arises of whether one can discern from a 
person's demean.or whether they have attended the funeral of a woman or a man. 
The narrator speaks of the death of his sister almost a year previously, and this, in 
turn, leads him to recall the death of his mother, sixteen years earlier. As the 
conversation proceeds, the narrator learns of the trauma which Onuma has had to 
face. Confronted by a series of deaths, Onuma describes the various stages of his 
life in terms of the frequency of deaths he experienced The latest death was that of 
his mistress four years ago, and the weight of her loss remains a heavy burden to be 
borne in addition to the deaths of his first wife and other relatives. 
Once again, in this way, the narrator fulfils the classic function of the waki, who is 
not an "antagonist" in the sense of Western classical drama, since the action does 
not result from his opposition, but rather the quiet, passive, dark character who 
complements the shite. As such he can be thought of in terms of the "coordinator" 
of the play, and this function calls for his own acting to be kept to a minimum. The 
Press, 1989)· 2. 
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narrator introduces the theme of death through bis own situation and reminiscences, 
and bis presence as a passenger on the train allows the opportunity for the 
seemingly chance encounter which provides the substance of the story. It is through 
the coordinating function of the narrator/waki that Onuma' s/the shite' s story 
unfolds. The narrator is shown as an individual, living person and therefore 
conforms to the function of the waki, who always appears as a living man, and as 
such, does not wear a mask. 
On the other hand, the shite' s dramatic role is described by Komparu Kunio as 
follows:' 
The llilllge of the human character, which is of the greatest relative importance, 1s not evoked 
through interaction with other human bemgs; rather, the character is given hfe and breath by 
depiction of the complexities of life and death involved :in that figure's battle with fate - this 
1s what is deeply tmpressed upon the consciousness of the viewer. 325 
Similarly, the reader's empathy for Onuma's trauma is not a result of how he 
interacts with the narrator, but is awoken because his fate is a distillation of the 
shared experience of death common to all humans. 
The focal point of this interpretation is the symbolism of the Noh mask, in this case, 
the type of mask known as the beshimi. There are two main types of this mask, but 
the common features are a strong jaw with the lips tightly closed and the eyebrows 
drawn into a frown. Lines around the forehead and cheeks give the appearance of 
strength. Beshimi masks are used to represent demons and fierce supernatural 
beings. The term beshimi derives from the verb beshimu, meaning to press the lips 
together tightly in anger. The fact that Onuma has had the strength to continue 
despite the burden of his losses is in keeping with one of the qualities associated 
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with the beshimi mask. During the conversation in the sushi shop, the reader's 
attention is twice more indirectly drawn to the image of the mask by the mention of 
6numa' s brows being drawn into a frown. As one can imagine, he also feels a 
certain degree of anger and resentment at his fate, and this is also in accordance with 
the character represented by the beshimi mask. 
The function of the mask in the Noh drama is also of assistance :in understanding 
"Kagekurabe". Nakamura Y asuo describes the relationship between actor and mask 
thus: 
The actor gives up bis individual.lty when he puts on the mask, and bis interpretation of the 
part he plays is almost completely governed by the mask he has chosen. fu other words, each 
mask has its own individual kurai-dori - that is, 'position' or 'level of quality' - wbJ.ch must 
be adhered to and brought to life by the actor's interpretation. This illustrates the belief of the 
actors that 'not the person weanng the mask, but the mask itself sees' .326 
Here, the man :in the tra:in is no longer the individual man, but, 6numa, the mask, 
whose inherent qualities and features detennine the role he portrays. It is the mask 
as archetype whose world view is communicated. 
Later, at home, the narrator further develops the reader's understanding of OnlllD.a's 
situation by telling his wife of their meeting. Accounts by the narrator of later 
correspondence between himself and OnlllD.a give additional insight :into Onlllll.a' s 
plight. OnlllD.a' s emotional state is explained by an omniscient narrator in greater 
detail, detail that was not previously known to the reader. 
This coincides with another technique commonly found in Noh: the statement of the 
emotions of the shite as narration by the waki. Konishi J:in' ichi expla:ins that in the 
325 Komparu Kuruo (1983): 45. 
326 Nakamura Yasuo,Noh- The Classical Theater (New York, Tokyo: Weatherbill, 1971). 158. 
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Noh drama 
[i]nterior states that one would expect to be related from the first-person point of view are 
instead described in the third person. This technique has a great deal in common with the 
technique of indirect mtenor monologue in stream-of-consciousness novels. fu this 
technique, an omniscient narrator intervenes and relates matters not spoken of by the 
characters in the work as if they were flowing directly from the minds of individual 
h Th . f . . third 327 c aracters. e pomt o view is person. 
The Noh drama also makes use of a variety of stage properties. Among these are 
large straw hats, kasa, worn by the waki. Furui's story begins with the imagery of 
umbrellas, kasa. Such a homonym suggests a certain level of similarity, of 
interchangeability, and this is indeed the case for the umbrellas and the smaller 
baseball caps, to which Furui refers in the latter half of the story. By partially or 
totally concealing the face of the wearer, that by which he is most readily identified, 
both umbrellas and hats serve to mask the identity of the wearer, to a greater or 
lesser extent, depending on the size of the brim or peak. Both create a shadow over 
the wearer, and both can be carried or worn by anyone, independent of age, sex or 
position. In concealing the individuality of the wearer, they make one person 
indistinguishable from another, giving rise to a universal figure, the person under 
an umbrella, the person under the hat. In this way, the kasa, both umbrella and hat, 
becomes a symbol of the shadows cast by death, which afflict all human lives, 
sometimes more, as in the narrator's case, and sometimes less, as in the case of the 
narrator's daughter - still young and as yet untouched by an experience of the death 
of someone close. Although several characters in Furui's story do wear hats at 
some stage of events, Onuma is not among them, a further point of conformity with 
Noh, in which the shitel nochijite never appears wearing a hat. 
3Z1 Kornshi Jm'ichi, A History of Japanese Literature (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1991): 546-547. 
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Natural phenomena such as the change of seasons and rain play an important part in 
the Noh drama. They are also to be found in "Kagekurabe". The :imagery of rain is 
particularly strong. The most obvious interpretation of the continuing rain is as a 
symbol for tears, of human grief. The rain, too, varies in intensity, with sudden 
heavy showers and short periods of fine, sunny weather interspersing the 
seemingly continual rainfall. A parallel can be drawn between the suddenness and 
irregularity of the rain and the occurrence of death - perceived as sudden by those 
close to the deceased, even if preceded by a long and debilitating pre-death phase -
and its apparent randomness and unpredictability. 
In addition, the consistent rain serves to increase the mystery of the atmosphere 
surrounding the story and darken the overall tone. In combination with the flash of 
passing car headlights, the driving rain also allows the narrator's vision to be 
distorted, so that he :imagines he sees the figure of the man whose funeral he has 
just attended, clad in a yukata, as he might have been in the coffin. This figure is 
replicated endlessly, with the resulting images lining the side of the highway as far 
as the eye can see. Here, too, death is seen in terms of unending repetition. 
The narrator's fatigued state means that he is drifting in and out of sleep on the 
train. This makes for the effective blurring of the border between real and imagined 
and enables an element such as the replicated figures of the deceased lining the road, 
which in a less ambiguous context would be perceived as a contrived and unnatural 
intrusion of the supernatural, to be successfully incorporated to add to the mystery 
and depth of the story. 
Similarly, the stress of coping with serious illness also serves to set one apart from 
everyday concerns, in a transitional region between life and death. Such extreme 
situations are commonplace in Noh, their extremity engenders the focus on the 
essential elements of humanity in the drama. 
The view of death as inevitable, its only change being the frequency with which one 
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is confronted by it, is continued by Furui' s attention to the change of seasons 
throughout this story. The seasons of human life and death wax and wane, as do 
the seasons of the year. Conditions vary in different stages of one's life, and differ 
according to each individual. However, the one constant is the inevitability of 
confrontation with death. 
"Kagekurabe" contains other possible comparisons with elements of Noh. There is, 
for example, is the relevance of yugen (elegant and mysterious beauty), the central 
aesthetic ideal identified by Zeami Motokiyo (1363 - 1443), who brought ~s form 
of theatre to its highest flowering in the early 15th century. This aesthetic ideal has 
its origins in Buddhist metaphysics to designate the mysterious and dark, a 
profundity not apparent on the surface. The connotations are of a kind of ''veiled, 
deep, melancholy beauty, full of unstated overtones and riclm.ess. ,ms 
"Kagekurabe" conveys this mood by drawing attention to small contrasting details 
of light and colour amongst the general gloom and darkness. A brief example might 
be the presence of a sole pink umbrella in the 'bunch' of umbrellas at the funeral. 
Others include the symbolism of costume and its association with death, the non-
linear quality of time as it applies to Noh and to "Kagekurabe". 
The comparison of shadows (kagekurabe) of the title, and the perception of the 
shadow (kage) as being light (usui) or dark (koi), symbolizes not so much a 
comparison of the frequency of traumatic death-related events, but the nature of the 
reaction of those affected. The shadow's intensity reflects the level of detachment or 
attachment each individual feels toward these experiences. By expressing one 
person's shadow as light and another's as dark, Furui is able to convey the concept 
328 Thomas B. Hare, Zeami's Style: The Noh Plays of Zeami Motokiyo (Stanford: Stanford 
Umversity Press, 1986): 300. 
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that varying degrees of, or tendencies toward, attachment exist within the 
inescapable human experience of coping with the trauma of death. The secular 
nature of Furui' s theme is deepened and made spiritual by the connection with Noh. 
As we have already seen, Furui himself lost close members of his own family, 
including his mother in 1971, his father in 19 82 and sister in 19 87, and these are 
events which surely threw their shadow over the writing of this story, first 
published in 1989. 
Rakutenki 
Rakutenki is another typical Furui work in that there is a very small number of main 
characters, in this case three. Kakihara is a writer in his early fifties, who can be 
thought of as Furui himself. The second, a young man in his mid-twenties called 
Sekiya, who appears to be an editor, calls on Kakihara from time to time to discuss 
his historical research. The third, Nagura is an old friend of Kakihara' s and teaches 
German literature. He is five years older than Kakihara A fourth character, a young 
woman named Kimura, makes an appearance, but once the pmpose of her role is 
fulfilled, she takes no further part in the story and remains peripheral to the story. 
The work consists of fifteen chapters and takes place over a time span of 
approximately eighteen months. As Yamada notes, ''no drama-like drama occurs in 
this work".329 Since practically all interactive relationships have been removed, or 
only sketchily developed, it is hardly likely that anything dramatic could happen. 
The work revolves around the protagonist's physical senses, his conscious and 
unconscious, and the fragmentation and confusion of his memory. 
Rakutenki begins as the protagonist, who is later identified as Kakihara, returns 
from a trip to find that his already grey-haired son has made himself at home in his 
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father's study. The son makes no move to return home, saying that he plans to eat 
there tonight. The father remonstrates, reminding him that he has a wife and 
children waiting at home. The son replies that for the last two years he's been in and 
out of darkness, and had times when he'd lost heart, but recently things have 
changed and he's feeling better. The father asks what he intends to do now. He tells 
his son that he has the best years of his life before him, that it's a period when, 
whatever he does, he'll need all the money he can get, and reminds him of his 
responsibilities to others and to the world. For a long time there is no answer, until 
finally the son breathes the word "dead". He then talks of feeling that he was going 
mad, and of his repeated hospitalisation. At the time, he'd felt that he was already 
dead. 
The author then reveals that this detailed encounter between father and son was all a 
dream. ''First of all, Kakihara, in all his fifty-something years of existence up to 
now, never had a son. "330 In fact he has two adult daughters (as does Furui 
himself). 
Still thinking over the contents of his dream, Kakihara falls asleep again, only to 
wake shortly before midday. He finds it difficult to place scenes and conversations, 
unsure of whether they were dream or reality. 
The scene then moves to a conversation between Kakihara and Sekiya, as they try 
to pinpoint the exact chronology and progress of the widespread cholera epidemics 
which had peaked during the Edo period in the fifth year of Bunsei (1822) and the 
fifth year of Ansei (1858). However while Sekiya is totally involved in the subject 
at hand, Kakihara seems preoccupied elsewhere, continually making reference to 
the present seasonal conditions and weather outlook. What appears at first glance to 
be a conversation develops into two separate and parallel monologues, occasionally 
329 Yamada Yusaku, ''Hakuhatsu o utau rakuten." Kokubungaku, vol. 45, no. 6 (May 2000): 88. 
330 Funu YoslukJ.chi, Rakutenki (Tokyo: ShmchOsha, 1992): 6. 
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touching, only to separate once more. 
The infinite and ambiguous nature of the boundary between life and death is 
explored by Furui in ''Mago no miyage ni" (The Grandson's Present), the second 
chapter of Rakutenki. Tbis episode talces place in November, on a wintry day when 
the wind conditions provide clear views of the mountains in the distance. Kalcihara 
is keenly aware of the weather as he goes for a walk near his apartment. A keen 
mountain climber when he was younger, Kalcihara is reminded of an incident which 
happened at the beginning of the previous month, in which a group of older 
mountain climbers froze to death in a snowstorm. He read more about it in the 
morning newspaper, and in a news magazine, using his own mountaineering 
experience to put all the details into perspective and recreate in his mind what might 
have happened. 
On the morning of a cold rainy Sunday they set off climbing from Murodo, already at a 
height of nearly 2,500 metres. When they reached the ridge at Icln-no-koshi, snow was 
falling. "Why didn't they turn back then?" an informed person wtll ask, qmte justifiably. 
But they began to walk along the wind-swept ridge, and by the time they reached the 
summit of Oyama at over 3,000 metres at midday, it had turned into a snowstorm. "Why 
didn't they turn back before that?" people will criticise, with even more JUStification. They 
ended up climbing as far as the highest peak, the 3,500 metre Onanjisan. Kakihara knew 
that from here they could no longer turn back They descended afresh, and then headed for 
the next peak, and by the time they arrived at the saddle between Fujl-no-oritate and 
Masagodake, it seemed that they could no longer go on at all. Two of the group - at under 
fifty among the youngest - were sent to a hut for help, and after losmg their way m the 
snow overnight, these two were rescued, but the remaining eight people were discovered the 
next day, lying dead above the ridge .... Hadn't they sensed the danger to their bodies and 
the fear on their skin when they first stood on the rocky ridge m the driving, sub-freezmg 
rain? This was something that took precedence over prudent judgement. Hadn't their bodies 
refused? He didn't even want to consider the image of them recklessly continumg from this 
pomt onwards to death. Granted that they had been blmded by a group mentality, to 
suppose they'd overcome a dangerous spot with great perseverance and been able to struggle 
to the hut ahead nght away would have been unthinkably optirrnstic. In any case, even If 
everyone was ruthlessly obsessed after the onset of exhaustion, by the time they had 
crawled up to the first peak after havmg been exposed to the wmd for two hours, their 
bodies were unlikely to have been in any conchtion to proceed further. The blizzard had 
already started. 331 
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"Why didn't they turn back, at least from the top of Oyama?" ... however, if at that point 
their SUI"Vl.Val instincts had been workmg at all, they would probably have turned back well 
this side of the boundary .... 
In the course of retracing their movements to this pomt, to Kakihara the borderline from 
which that group was no longer able to turn back slid back, until finally it had receded to a 
tJ.me before those present met up. Didn't its fmely separated strands reach right inside the 
lives of each and every person concerned? ... He thought that the border, too, was probably 
something that partially belonged to a large number of people and had finally been brought 
together into one.332 
The boundary between life and death is here a fluid area, not a strictly defined linear 
binary. It is seen to move depending on the perspective from which it is considered. 
The biological point of death is contrasted with the "point of no return" as an 
equivalent to death. Using the example of the demise of a mountain climbing group 
provides an apt metaphor for the ambiguous nature of death. The members of the 
group are doomed, but unaware and very much alive, still functioning normally. 
Furui poses the question of how far back one can push the border between life and 
death, advancing the possibility of separating it out into individual strands which 
reach far back and can be traced into individual lives and fates. Is it possible to 
extrapolate the point of death back to when each member left home, even as far back 
as the individual's decision to join the trip. 
When the group members pass the point of no return, wherever that may be, they 
have entered a liminal condition straddling the fluid border between life and 
biological death. This liminal area is indefinable, unique to each individual. 
331 ibid. 21-22. 
332 ibid. 23-24. 
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Another aspect raised here is the group's failure to heed their bodies' natural 
instincts, the implication being that they were unaware of the signals because of a 
predominating group psychology. Would they have been more susceptible to the 
warning instincts as individuals rather than as a group? Here is an inherent 
juxtaposition of society and the individual, urban and natural and which indicates 
the loss of man's ability to first perceive, and then rely on, his instincts for survival. 
Around this time, Kal<lhara experiences what appears to be a minor heart attack. 
He is part way up a long staircase when his ears begin to ring and his peripheral 
vision becomes clouded. The staircase rises before him like a mountain standing in 
his way, and when he crosses the ridge, a black cloud appears and spreads across 
the sky. The sound in his ears sounds like the neighing of horses and is unbearable. 
When he raises his hand to shield his eyes, everything suddenly falls away, and he 
can only feel the palpitations in the left side of his chest. The imagery used creates a 
sense of foreboding, and the obvious connection with the preceding passage about 
the mountain climbers' deaths serves only to heighten this impression. 
This conforms with the traditional concept of mountains as liminal spaces between 
the world of the living and the world of the dead. Their very altitude caused them to 
be regarded as places from where entry to the other world was relatively easily 
gained. Burial sites were often located in the mountains, and it is not surprising that 
mountains were thought of as the home of spirits and of gods. As a result, there are 
strong associations between death and mountains in Japanese folklore, just as there 
are in the incident Kal<lhara analyses. 
When Kal<lhara regains his composure, he notices a man a few steps ahead, whose 
posture and way of walking give Kakihara the impression of someone with a 
pacemaker. He is reminded of Nagura, who developed a bad heart condition fifteen 
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or so years ago, when he was about forty. One evening Nagura was in such sudden 
agony that his wife at first thought it was only a joke, but then she realised the 
I 
seriousness and called the ambulance. The attack turned out not to be anything 
major and just meant that he had to continue having regular checks at the hospital. 
"My life is over", he tells his friends, eliciting wry smiles from those who knew of 
his hitherto turbulent personal life. 333 ''Life being over'' is one of the many possible 
definitions of death, and thus provides another example of death as a part of life. 
For it is obvious that Nagura is physically still alive, although he feels that his life 
as he has hitherto known it, has come to an end. 
Kakiliara hasn't seen Nagura for ten years or more, although they do maintain an 
infrequent and irregular contact. Kakihara usually sends copies of his books, and 
when Nagura calls to thank him, they might talk for half an hour or so. Sometimes, 
Kakiliara calls to ask Nagura' s advice on some aspect of German literature. 
Although Nagura maintains that he is old and out of touch with modem German 
usage - he is aware that his ymmger colleagues regard him as a has-been - his 
advice to Kakiliara shows that his know ledge of literature is undiminished and still 
spot-on. Kakihara remembers that he once visited Nagura at home where he lived 
with his father, and wondered if he still lived in the same house. Kakihara' s 
thoughts return to the present as he draws alongside the man on the stairs, but when 
he does get a glimpse of his face, he realises it wasn't Nagura at all. 
Shortly afterwards, Kakihara has a call from Nagura to thank him for a book he'd 
sent. They talk briefly about the book and then arrange to meet in a bar in the city. 
For some reason, Kakiliara is under the impression that Nagura had·said that his 
family ran a temple, but Nagura denies having said anything of the sort and reminds 
333 Funn (1992): 25. 
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Kakihara that he'd once visited him at home. The implication is that he should at 
least know from this visit that the family had no connection with a temple. Nagura 
speculates that the word saishi, denoting a person who performs religious duties in 
the Judeo-Christian tradition, has lodged in Kakihara's mind. Nagura then explains 
that he used to call his elderly father a "make-believe'' priest around the time his 
heart trouble began. His father had suffered a stroke, and his behaviour was slightly 
strange. 
"Although he was my father, I felt disgusted. I even used to call him a 'silent prophet'. When 
both of you are sick, you easily get angry, you know. No, I never said it, but such a joke 
served himright."334 
Although Kakihara thought that Nagura grew up in a household of women, Nagura 
tells him that it was an all-male household, as his mother had died early on. Nagura 
confinns Kakihara's feeling that they'd had a very similar conversation over ten 
years ago. "It was about a year after my father died."335 The bottle of red wine in 
front of them is half empty. 
Not only does the conversation revolve around death and illness, but Kakihara's 
confusion about Nagura' s circumstances and Nagura' s anger and frustration 
contribute further to the dark mood The bottle of wine is symbolic of what the two 
men seem to feel about their own lives: half over. They are both in their middle 
years, relatively well established in their careers, and facing health problems. 
Kakihara' s confused memories regarding Nagura are reflected in Furui' s writing 
sty le. The sequence of events is difficult to order chronologically, and the reader's 
uncertainty parallels Kakihara' s confusion about when these conversations took 
place. The bottle of wine invites the assumption that the two have already been in 
the bar for some time, yet the next paragraph jumps backwards in time to 
Kakihara' s arrival and their :initial greetings and impressions. 
334 ibid. 29. 
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When Kakihara had anived at the appointed time, Nagura looked as though he'd 
been there for a while, sitting at the counter, with a glass of water in front of him. 
He was staring through the wall of glass at the city sprawling some forty storeys 
below in the evening rain. Kakihara is struck by the change in bis appearance. He'd 
not just become thinner, bis features seemed to have become more apparent with 
age. Nagura sensed bis approach and slowly turned, bis eyes looking Kakihara up 
and down. He nodded, as if satisfied, and spoke. 
"Well, well. Aren't you agmg well? ... You lmow I've lived in Tokyo for many years but 
this is the first tune I've been up so high. If you hadn't told me about this place, I'd probably 
have gone on never !mowing about it. ,,336 
Given the earlier associations of mountains as places of accessibility to the god and 
the other world because of their height, and the general theme of death, it is not 
inappropriate to consider the skyscraper bar as the urban, post-modem equivalent of 
the mountains. 
They go on to talk about the sake, their drinking habits and how they affect their 
health. It was at this point Kakihara asked whether Nagura' s had been a temple 
family, although looking back now, he couldn't understand why he'd been so rude. 
· Once again the reader is obliged to reorder bis understanding of the sequence of · 
events. Kakihara is able to confirm the reliability of bis recollections by asking 
Nagura again. 
Kakihara vaguely remembered hearing that not only was Nagura suffering from 
heart disease, but bis nearly eighty-year-old father was also ill. It seemed that he 
had met Nagura somewhere, right after bis father had died, and asked him about bis 
feelings. Again the chronological sequence of events is difficult to follow. 
The next paragraph seems to return to the present as they talk further about the 
father's death, their own experiences of getting older, and their health. At one point 
335 ibid. 29. 
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Nagura murmurs something that Kakihara can't distinguish clearly because of the 
noise behind the bar. It sounds something like mago no misa-bo (my grandson, the 
altar boy), but that doesn't make sense, so Kakihara searches his brain for other 
possibilities. Mago ni miseba ya (What if I show it to my grandchild?) was one, but 
it didn't make sense either. In the end, he thought it must have been mago no 
miyage ni (a present for my grandchild). 
About a month later, during a walk through the woods in the rain, the expression 
Magor-missabib wells up from his subconscious. Nagura himself had told him 
about it more than ten years ago, during one of those long phone calls. 
"It means 'fear on every side"', Nagura explained and added that 1t was sometbmg lus father 
was always saymg, whereupon he [Kakihara] agam heard the words on the telephone. He even 
remembered that tone of voice .... 337 
The expression falls outside Kakihara' s linguistic experience, and although he had 
been told of the general meaning, its unexpected rise to the surface of his 
consciousness means that he utters it more as a formulaic, ritual expression than as 
a conscious choice of meaning. Rather than literal meaning, it is the voice of the 
subconscious arising from the spiritual-mystic level to invoke the ftmdamental 
instinct of fear. 
The third chapter of Rakutenki, "K6jitsu", takes place at year's end, and focuses on 
Nagura and his father, whose deteriorating health is mirrored by his restless 
wandering around the house in the middle of the night, especially in the year before 
his death. That summer, Nagura found his father collapsed near the gate to the 
house. He had suffered a stroke, and was hospitalised for about a month. When he 
came home his speech was slightly impeded, but although Nagura's wife provided 
a bedpan, his father insisted on making his own way to the toilet. Thus began the 
336 ibid. 30. 
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nightly trips to the toilet, often several times in the course of a night Nagura and bis 
wife were aware of the footsteps in the hall on a subconscious level, for after an 
initial period of acclimatisation to the changed circumstances, they do not wake fully 
from sleep unless the footsteps begin to climb the stairs, when action must be taken. 
The construction of the house means that the staircase rises very steeply. 
The son followed at several steps eh.stance. Since bis father didn't stagger at all, he didn't need 
to use bis hands to steady himself, but sometimes at the top of the stairs he stood with both 
feet together and stretched bis back. Because he'd lost lns suppleness, he looked as if he 
would fall and so he couldn't be left alone. Dim lamps lit the stairs and all the corridors 
throughout the night.338 
The corridor and the staircase both represent spatial liminalities, as areas of common 
use and passage between individual rooms, or separate levels of the building 
respectively. 
One of the consequences of the deteriorating states of health of Nagura and his 
father is a re-allocation of rooms. When the family returned to the house after the 
war, the son was assigned a room upstairs where he used to read and study, 
through his university years and on into his academic career. His father's study was 
next door, separated on1y by a sliding door. These arrangements continued 
unchanged over thirty years or so, until the son's heart problems necessitated his 
relocation at age forty-two to a small room downstairs. His room upstairs was taken 
over by his own two sons, who brought their television and radio cassette player 
with them. The noise didn't bother Nagura' s father, in fact, he seemed healthier 
since bis son had become ill. However, less than two years later, the father 
collapsed and he, too, was transferred to a larger downstairs room. In accordance 
with the father's wish to eventually return to his upstairs room, it was left as it was. 
This change of location and the relative sizes of the rooms are the physical 
337 cf. ibid. 37. 
338 ibid. 39. 
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manifestations of the social and spiritual transformations taking place within the 
household. Illness has forced the whole family to reassess its immediate future. The 
initial relocation of Nagura downstairs is symbolic of the change in his status in the 
family hierarchy. It is his own sons who are now seen as having a more importance 
in the family. By taking over their father's room they have taken over his role. He 
now works in a small downstairs room in keeping with his more dependent, child-
like status resulting from the limitations imposed on him by his health. The father's 
move downstairs is, if anything, more disruptive than Nagura's. Since the number 
of downstairs rooms is of course limited, he moves into the larger, eight-mat room, 
while the son sometimes spreads out his futon in the living room with his wife, or 
in his own small study. This creates considerable inconvenience for Nagura and his 
wife, but is a situation which must be endured. The hierarchical structure has 
undergone a reversal: from that of son, father, grandsons to one of grandsons, son, 
father. The transitional process of a generational change in the household is not yet 
complete. The father's room remains unused in the hope that his condition will 
improve sufficiently that he can again use it. To reassign it for another pmpose 
would be to admit that he will never return, to admit that his death is not far off. The 
family is unable to accept the new circumstances and will remain in this liminal 
phase until the father's upstairs study is again in use. 
Father himself seems unable to abandon the idea, hence his nightly wanderings and 
subconscious attempts to reoccupy, or at least maintain a presence in his room, 
symbolically reclaiming his health and banishing impending death to a safe distance. 
Father slid open the screens to bis own study and stood still on the threshold. He looked 
somewhat displeased, even severe, and the son feared that he was upset by lns grandsons 
tramping in and out as they pleased. The son asked "Are you looking for something?" The 
time when he reproached bis father for silently gomg upstairs m the IDlddle of the night was 
long gone. "No, there's somethmg I wanted to read all of a sudden", came lns father's normal-
sounchng voice. The intonation and breathmg were no different from when they had both been 
heal thy and every so often, out of the blue, they'd exchanged questions and answers through 
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the slid.mg door, or between corndor and desk G1vmg no further answer, father entered the 
room without turning on the lights, went straight to the bookshelf as if he'd planned every 
move beginning from the downstairs hall, removed one volume without hesitation and came 
out again. The book in his hand might have been a specialist techmcal publication or a 
philosophy book that he'd had since ms high school days - each ume they were quite different 
- and ms son wondered whether he really thought about such thmgs in bed, but from ms eyes 
and hand movements when he took out the book, the ch01ce seemed to be arbitrary according 
to location. 339 
The son helps his father back to his room, undresses him as if he were a child, and 
then helps him into bed. In the pale lamplight, father looks up at his son's face, and 
hugs the books to his body under the quilt The son pretends not to see and goes 
back to sleep next to his wife in the living room Although he tells himself that it's 
not his place to interfere, sometimes, as he covers himself with the quilt in the 
darkness, he finds himself weeping silently. 
This is another example of altered family roles. Nagura does not want to 
consciously admit that his father is now so frail and dependent, hence his pretence 
of not looking and self-admonition not to meddle, yet subconsciously he seems to 
have accepted the new situation and is experiencing a kind of grief for his father as 
he once was. 
Father's wanderings continue as December draws near. He gets up several times 
during the night and each time the son waits to hear the footsteps return from the 
toilet before he goes back to sleep. Sometime during this period, both the son and 
his wife get used to the nightly disturbances. He is still working at the university, 
and so the lack of sleep becomes unbearable. Overcome by exhaustion, things 
become a little easier now that he can sleep more soundly. 
One night in mid-December, the son hears his father's footsteps again headed for 
the stairs. As usual, he stops in the upstairs hall in front of the doorway and 
stretches out his had to slide open the screen, but it's the wrong room. He has 
339 ibid. 41-42. 
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mistakenly gone to the room next door, the grandsons' bedroom, in what used to be 
bis son's old study. The son is suddenly aware of bis father's frailty. He puts his 
hand out to stop bis father opening the door further. ''Don't do that, you'll frighten 
the kids" he warns, even thought the children weren't so young as to be scared if 
woken in the middle of the night. For a moment their hands move in opposite 
directions, although there's no struggle, then they both look through the gap at the 
children's sleeping faces, and the father left the sliding door to his son. 
He stepped forward to the rrnddle of the chtlly hallway, puffed out his chest and muttered 
"Magor-missabib" in the direction of his son, who stood with his back to the room His eyes 
were stubbornly triumphant and without hesitating, he strode ahead down the stairs and rushed 
into his room, where he slid the door shut m his son's face when he finally caught up.340 
The son returns in amazement to bis wife in the living room. He recognised a tone 
of condemnation in the words, but without tblliking any more of it, he falls asleep. 
Sometime later, still half-asleep, he sees bis father's face floating in the yellowish 
light of the lamp. Father's expression seems to be one of pity, and his glaring eyes 
are wet, although somewhat obscured by the shadow of the sliding paper screen. 
Nagura thi:riks he heard his father say something. When asked if she heard 
anything, his wife replies in a sleepy voice that she hadn't. 
The words the father had muttered, Magor-missabib, were difficult to catch on first 
hearing, but at that time the son remembered having heard them clearly. He didn't 
know the meaning, or even if there was a meaning, nor did he know which 
language it was. It seemed dangerous to remind father by asking further questions, 
and the son didn't really want to know. He was content to dismiss them as the 
words of an old man. Luckily, he didn't say them again for a while. 
Although the reader is unaware of the actual meaning of this word, there is a sense 
340 ibid. 43. 
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of foreboding, a feeling that something ominous is at hand. It resembles an 
enigmatic invocation with a dark, hidden meaning. At the time, Nagura was also 
unaware of the actual significance of the expression. However, he too, instinctively 
feels the ''magico-mystical" qualities of what seems to be a curse from another other 
world. 
Nagura perceives this event as a boundary from whence the father's condition 
began to improve. He stopped wandering upstairs at night. Sometimes he sat 
hunched at the kotatsu in the living room, talldng to Nagura' s wife. Although his 
expression is set in an after-effect of the stroke, and his speech is a little slow, the 
conversation is relatively normal. They talk of the weather, their surroundings or 
the grandchildren. When the son joined them, the father tended to remain quiet, but 
this had its origins in the long-standing reticence in the relationship between the two 
men. 
The number of nightly trips to the toilet decreased, and the son soon became 
accustomed to this, and although he was still aware of the footsteps, he began to 
sleep more. When the father did leave his room, it seemed to be part-dream. 
Before his heart had begun to trouble him, Nagura had often returned home late at 
night, drunk. On one occasion, he found the gate barred and because he'd forgotten 
his key, he tried tapping on the rain screens to catch his wife's attention. Finally 
there cmne the sound of footsteps descending the stairs, and the rain screen opened. 
When he got up onto the verandah, he couldn't see anyone - only the sound of 
footsteps retreating upstairs remained. A voice had chastised him from behind the 
screens. 
On another occasion at about the time when he realised his illness would not 
improve, Nagura again returned without his key. 1bis time, the gate wasn't barred. 
Relieved, he saw a figure in yukata, which he at first thought was a woman, but 
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then realised was bis elderly father. He had the feeling that bis father had been 
waiting for him. ''What were you doing, at this hour?" the son asked. "I couldn't 
sleep." 
Nagura senses a fathomless terror. In this case the sense of foreboding is 
unmistakeable. 
[Nagura] agam recalled lns father's rather extraordinary reaction immediately after bis 
mother's death in the autumn of the son's twenty-third year. His father was not yet sixty. 
Father conducted himself with a calm sorrow until the evening following the funeral, but 
from the following day he didn't even go near the ashes which were placed in the living 
room He shut himself up day and night in lns upstairs study, and no longer bothered to get 
out of bed. Suddenly cast mto the role of the master of the house, the eldest son told his not 
yet adult younger brothers "Since he really seems low, it's probably better to leave him 
alone - he probably doesn't want to be seen, so let's try not to go upstairs." Alone in bis 
roomnext door, he womedhimself aboutlns father's despondency and half convinced 
himself that it was due to the sudden loss of a wife of many years, but underneath the futon 
bis father's body was set rigidly like a corpse . 
. . . Father ate nothing at all. Because the many servings of rice gruel which had been carried 
upstairs remained endlessly untouched, the son, deciding not to cause his younger brothers 
more anxiety, quietly gulped down the food himself to make the situation look more 
plausible. But as he went on lndmg the true nature of bis father's eccentric behaviour, he felt 
he'd become a party to it.341 
Nagura remembers bis mother's death and bis father's reaction to it. The father shut 
himself off, leaving Nagura, as the eldest son, to cope with the responsibility for 
bis younger brothers and the everyday running of the household, as well as caring 
for the father. This marks the transition for both husband and son to their respective 
new roles: widower ,and decision-maker. The father allows himself the luxury of 
almost total seclusion, but the son has no such option. In addition to a son's 
emotional reaction to bis mother's death, he must also cope with bis father's 
unaccustomed behaviour, the sudden assumption of responsibility for bis brothers, 
and bis new position as the representative of bis family in dealing with the outside 
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world. 
Nagura's father's reaction to the death of his wife clearly shows the separation of 
the bereaved from others, from normal everyday life. The father is himself in a 
liminal state with an undeniable resemblance to death itself. He is cut off from 
human contact, surrounded by screens, immobile and covered by his futon, taking 
no sustenance. The rice gruel that is offered to him is both typical of food served to 
infants or invalids, and reminiscent of the traditional special diet associated with 
such times of bereavement, where no meat is eaten, due to the inherent pollution 
associated with the taldng of life. 
The social relations of the family are in the process of redefinition during this 
period, with the eldest son taking on the role and responsibility of head of the 
household. 
Finally the father re-emerges from his trance-like liminal state and is reincorporated 
into family life in a new role. 
On the mommg of the fourth day, while he gave bis brothers vanous instructions at the meal 
table, he was eating breakfast with an express10n as if there was nothmg annss in the house. 
Just when an impression of vague apprehens10n for himself arose, there was the sound of 
light footsteps on the stairs, and the gazes of the brothers were drawn to the father, who was 
making the rounds from the toilet to the bathroom Entering the living room with a freshly 
washed face, he observed 'There'll have to be arrangements made for the service on the 
seventh day after death" andjomedbis sons at the table.342 
The father's sitting down at the family table to join his sons in a meal signals an end 
to the father's transitional catatonic state. Partaking in a communal meal is a classic 
ritual marking an individual's reaggregation into society. Of course, there is a long 
way to go before he resumes a role equivalent to the ''normality" of his life before 
341 ibid. 47-48. 
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his wife's death. He resumes limited participation in family life and satisfies wider 
social expectations and obligations. However, a linrinal state continues to exist to 
some extent until the son manies some ten years later. The transitional stage seems 
to be finally complete only when there is again a female presence in the home. 
The rituals of death and mourning provide what Cecil Helman calls a 
standardized model of behaviour, wluch helps to reheve the sense of uncertainty or loss at 
times of extreme crisis such as bereavement. Knowing what to do and how to act restores a 
f d d . 343 sense o or er an contmmty. 
The bereaved are slowly able to adjust to the reality of death and come to see it as 
the end of one cycle and the beginning of another. It is usually falls to the elders to 
ensure that all ceremonies and rituals are cani.ed out satisfactorily. An excerpt from 
the novel Hijiri, which has been considered in an earlier chapter, is indicative of the 
situation in traditional community life. The knowledge that the formalities are being 
correctly attended to gives the mourners a certain sense of connectedness with the 
past, and relief from the fear of offending the deceased' s spirit by inadvertent errors 
or omissions. 
A burial was, like plantmg nee, a matter for the whole village. In those cases where the end 
was in sight, an old man , familiar with the local customs, used to discretely call on the 
family as long as the sick person was still alive and advise them about tlungs that would 
have to be done after the passing. 344 
The undertaker is the modem equivalent to the village elder, a repository of 
knowledge and expertise. Surrounded by upheaval and uncertainty, the family is 
able to rely on their guidance through the unaccustomed ceremonies and formalities. 
In this transitional phase, the bereaved family have been released from the necessity 
342 ibid. 49. 
343 Cecil G. Helman, Culture, Health and Illness (Oxford: Butterworth Heinemann, 1990): 207. 
344 Furw Yoshikichi, Hijiri. In Furui Yoshikichi sakuhin V(Tokyo: Kawade shobO, 1983): 68. 
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of taking responsibility and are guided through the process by an elder figure whose 
experience allows him to assume responsibility. 345 
The status of the mourner is marked by the convention of special dress, and this 
allows them to receive the all-important social support and understanding. In this 
way, the status of the mourner is clearly delineated from others and ensures the 
development of a special protective attitude towards the mourner. 
As mentioned in the introduction, in certain rituals, one of the three phases may 
have a stronger emphasis than the other two. This is evident in the example of the 
funeral, where the rites of separation are highly developed. However, this does not 
mean that the transitional phase does not exist The deceased is on his or her way to 
the afterlife, while the mourners adjust to the new situation. 
The funeral combines rites of separation and rites of incorporation, as Frederick 
Pax.ton states: 
At funerals, the liminal rites entail the suspension of social life and the setting apart of the 
mourning group, whose conchtion is analogous to that of the deceased, suspended between 
the worlds of the living and the dead. It is a conchtion fraught with possibilities and danger. 
Incorporation rituals often mirror the acts and gestures of separation ntes. They close gaps 
and reinstate the normal conchtions of social life, often by means of communal meals. 346 
When Nagura's father finally emerges from his room, he symbolically reinstates 
normal conditions by joining his sons for a meal. Although the circumstances are 
changed irrevocably, he is now at least able to begin to continue his life. 
Helman describes the transition that Nagura and his family are in the process of 
making. 
345 Suzuki (2000): 216 reports that bereaved families are mcreasmgly hkely to rely on the expertise 
of a funeral company to provide guidance, a funct10n which was previously the role of the 
community elders. 
346 Frederick S. Paxton, Christianising Death. The Creation of a Ritual Process in Early Medieval 
Europe (Ithaca: Cornell Umversity Press, 1990): 6 
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During the period between biological and fmal social death, the deceased' s soul is often 
considered to be m a state of limbo, still a partial member of society and potentially 
dangerous to others as it roams free and unbuned. In this transitional phase, the soul still 
has some nghts, especially over bereaved relatives, who have to perform certain 
ceremonies, act or dress m a special way and generally withdraw from ordinary life. They 
too are m an ambiguous state: between identities and dangerous to themselves and to 
others. An example of this is the status of the widow/ widower. They are still roamed to 
the soul of their spouse until the final moment of social death.347 
In Nagura' s case the moment of final social death is not connected with religious 
rites or timetables, but rather with the advent of another woman in the house - when 
Nagura marries and brings his wife to live in his family home. The transitional 
period before final social death is relatively long in this case, but the marriage of the 
son signals another clear change of status within the family. 
The deceased' s children also pass into a new identity - perhaps as head of the family 
or household, rather than as an inferior power holder who must defer to others 
more powerful. Quite often, especially in the case of an eldest son, they must take 
full responsibility for the extended family as well as their own, having previously 
had the benefit, whether availed or not, of parental advice and assumption of 
responsibility in the ultimate decision making process. The most elemental change is 
that they are no longer able to define themselves as a son or daughter in relation to a 
living parent Even though the other parent may still be living, the children are 
"quasi-orphans". With the loss of both parents comes the irrevocable loss of 
childhood, of the possibility of defining oneself as a child. This marks the 
irreversible and final transition into adulthood. 
Nagura' s train of thought returns to the period of bis father's failing health. He no 
longer works late or socialises after work as much as he used to because he prefers 
to return home to his ailing father. One day, he asks a colleague, a biblical studies 
347 Helman (1990): 201-202. 
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specialist whose nickname is the "young father'', about Magor-missabib. The 
colleague has some business to attend to and asks Nagura to wait in his office. 
While waiting, Nagura remembers that his wife recently mentioned that she'd come 
across a German bible under father's quilts as she was tidying up. It had been 
underlined in pencil in several places. 
The mght when bis father started to mutter the curse-like phrase, it d.J.dn't occur to Nagura 
that it might be a phrase from that bible.348 
Still waiting alone for his colleague to return, he looks out the window, thinking to 
himself that the good weather (the kojitsu of the title) was continuing. Suddenly 
realising how hungry he was, he thought how good it would be to eat soba in a 
crowded restaurant on a street busy with year-end activity. While he is busy with 
such thoughts, his colleague returns. 
Well, the matter you asked me about is from the Books of the Prophets, Jeremiah, it would 
be. But you probably already know that... . 349 
The prophet shouted "Magor-nnssab1b", meaning that there is terror on every side, at his 
persecutor.350 'Tuy name will henceforth be called Magor-nnssab1b. God will turn thee into 
fear, for thyself and for thy friends."351 Those so accused were soon enraged by fear or became 
bored, and in turn began to call the prophet by the same name out of hate.352 It's in the notes 
of a paperback translation, said the "young Father" briefly. Indeed, Nagura had bought the 
book about ten years before. Hardly read.J.ng it, he put it somewhere on the bookshelf and 
348 Funn (1992): 53. 
349 ibid. 53-54. 
350 Jeremiah, 20:3. "And it came to pass on the morrow, that Pashur brought forth Jeremiah out of 
the stocks. Then said Jeremiah unto him, the Lord hath not called thy name Pashur, but Magar-
missab1b." 
351 Jeremiah, 20:4. "For thus saith the Lord, Behold, I will make thee a terror to thyself and to all 
thy friends: and they shall fall by the sword of their enemies, and thine eyes shall behold it: and I 
will give all Judah mto the hand of the Kmg of Babylon, and he shall carry them captive into 
Babylon, and shall slay them with the sword." 
352 J ere!Dlah, 20: 10. "For I heard the defammg of many, fear on every side. Report, say they, and 
we will report it. All my familiars watched for my haltmg, saying, Peradventure he will be enticed, 
and we shall prevail against him, and we shall take our revenge on him" 
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forgot it. Yet, some time or other, Nagura thought, his father discovered the phrase, let it 
ferment and grandiloquently borrowed it to use in the face of his middle aged son who has 
heart trouble and can no longer even have a night on the town. Nagura was both crying and 
laughing as hard as he could. On the way home he stopped at a soba restaurant and ordered 
two servings, and lured by the figure of an old man drinking during the daytime in a comer of 
the shop, he ordered a single bottle of sake. When the sun started its early violet-toned 
descent, he returned home with a vague feelmg of emptmess. 353 
The prophet Jeremiah hurls the Hebrew word Magor-missahib at Pashur, chief 
officer of the temple, who has had him beaten and thrown in the stocks as a false 
prophet after he predicted the fall of Jerusalem. The Book of Jeremiah contains the 
prophet's predictions of doom, arising his views that submission to the Babylonian 
Empire was Yahweh' s punishment of Judah for its failure to maintain the required 
ethical standards and disintegration into a society which sanctioned greed for riches 
acquired by almost any means. Pashur will be the "walking symbol of the 
advancing catastrophe".354 It is also possible that Jeremiah thought that Pashur's 
violent behaviour had its origins in an underlying insecurity which would manifest 
itself more powerfully as political tensions increased. In such a case, Pashur would 
indeed become a terror to his friends and those surrounding him. However, 
Jeremiah' s persistence in delivering his unpopular message caused him to be hated 
and rejected by his fellow Judeans, and mocked even by his friends. The loss of 
ethical standards and the pursuit of material wealth whatever the social cost is a 
concern which is equally relevant in post-industrial consumer societies. Nagura's 
father is a member of the generation which most directly experienced the results of 
Japan's postwar economic boom, and which frequently decries the loss of 
traditional community values to the perceived greed of today's society. On a 
personal level, the father seems to be reproaching Nagura for his behaviour, 
353 Furui Yoslukiclu (1992): 54. 
354 Buttrick, Bowie et al., The Interpreter's Bible. Vol. 5. (New York: Abmgdon Press, 1956): 
971. 
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although that seems unexceptional to the reader. Considering his own health 
problems and the restrictions and frustrations they have imposed, it is likely that he, 
like Jeremiah, reacts from anger and resentment 
In a conversation with Furui, Oe Kenzaburo remarks on the curse-like quality of the 
expression Magor-missabib. "But when I read your novel, I wondered if humans 
might not be evil vessels, and I felt uneasy. I'm thinking of that ancient Hebrew 
word in Rakutenki . ... There were moments when this Hebrew word gradually 
made its true sound heard. When I came to the end of the novel, I had the feeling 
that I could hear the sound perfectly." Furui replies, "Since it is evil, before long 
everything around you becomes filled with fear. Seeing that there is terror in store 
for your acquaintances and your friends, you will probably be filled with terror for 
yourself. This is the curse. There are cases where the words of a curse end with the 
curse, but if it's a curse which assumes original, final help, then that prompts the 
other person's recognition, and in the end, probably includes being calmed by that 
recognition. If you really imagine a situation where there is terror on every side, to 
use your own words, Mr Oe, don't the words include one prayer for when you are 
surrounded by fear? ... Anyway it's an image which I can't tame - but what kind of 
feeling does one have if that sort of word is hurled at one - that's where I started 
from."355 
As a formulaic expression whose literal meaning is often irrelevant to its inherent 
meaning, a curse represents an incursion of the irrational into the linguistically 
rational. Calling upon intervention by the powers of another world, it links this 
world and the other, and this function places it within the context of the liminal. 
The curse is used to verbally communicate concepts which lie beyond the 
355 Furui Yoslukicln, Shosetsuka no kikan: Furui Yoshikichi taidanshU (Tokyo: Kodansha, 1993): 
213-214. 
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capabilities of meaning-laden language. 
After he returns home, Nagura begins to feel heavy and drowsy from the alcohol, 
even though he'd only had a small amount. On the other hand, his father seems 
larger that life, seated at the kotatsu and eating a good meal, and then watching 
television with his grandchildren. Nagura is bothered by the noise and the pain in 
his chest increases. Just as it begins to get too much for him, he tells his wife that 
he has some things to look up that will take until late so he'll sleep in his own room. 
He goes to bed early, spreads out his bedding and burrows under the covers. He 
dozes for a while when he is awakened by the sound of laughter from the living 
room. His whole body feels limp from the effects of his drunkenness the previous 
day. He hears what sounds like his father's deep voice, and whispers to himself 
that peace and calm are more important tha:i:t Magor-missabib. The terrible word 
remains on his tongue like the taste of childhood, and he curls up on his side and 
goes back to sleep. 
The wordMagor-missabib continues to hang in the air like a curse. It intensifies the 
atmosphere of fear and uncertainty, and underlines the latent anger and resentment 
between father and son. These feelings originate from a lifetime of shared 
experiences and conflicts, and now manifests itself in a more personal and almost 
menacing way on the part of the father. He obviously fears what the future holds as 
he ages, his health declines and he grows more and more infirm and unable to 
function as he has been used to. It is as if he resents his son's comparative vitality 
and youth, even though the son is himself to some extent incapacitated by failing 
health. 
Father again starts to wander around the house at night At first Nagura tries to get 
him to return to his room, but he is physically unable to pull his resisting father 
along the corridor, and so, rather than compromise his health, he leaves his father to 
roam. At what he afterwards realises is dawn on New Year's Day, he says to his 
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father, 
"Magor-missabib ... it's terrifying, but catching a cold holds much more dread for the two of 
us. For all that, you're really full of energy, aren't you, mght after night." Overcome by his 
son's assertion, the father never uttered that word agam. 35 6 
In keeping with the symbolism of New Year's temporal liminality between the past 
and coming years, a time of transition for renewal and for starting afresh, the final 
sentences of this chapter, "Kojitsu", seem to hint at the possibility of a change for 
the better in the relationship between Nagura and bis father, and an improvement in 
the somewhat menacing atmosphere present in the household. If nothlng else, this 
represents a tummg point after which the father no longer uses the curse Magor-
missabib. By no longer invoking the magico-mystical powers of the curse, the 
father has traversed the border region during which he felt the need to connect with 
the irrational, other world. 
Kari-ojoden-shibun 
The ambiguous nature of the boundary between life and biological death which 
formed part of the discussion of Rakutenki is further explored in Kari-ojoden-
shibun (A Tentative Attempt at a Tale of Salvation)357, published in 1989. Kari-
ojoden-shibun is loosely based on the Ojoden, mediaeval texts which are concerned 
with the lives of monks and priests and their search for rebirth in the Amida' s Pure 
Land of the Western Paradise.358 Again the theme is heavily weighted towards the 
relationship between life and death, as the title intimates. The word ojo refers to the 
Buddhist notion of "'Birth' in a buddha or boddhisattva' s land, especially Amida' s 
356 Funn Yosrula.chi (1992): 
357 Furui Yoshila.chi (1989b). 
358 Fukuda AJio, et. al., eds. Nihon minzoku daijiten (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Hirobumi kan, 1999): 
229. 
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Pure Land".359 The modem secular definition is "death''. In what seems 
paradoxical, a single word signifies what appear to be diametrically opposing ideas, 
birth and death. However, the difference in meaning is only a matter of perspective. 
ff one considers a passing to the next world to be a desirable transition, the event in 
question can be considered a ''birth" into the next stage. If, however, one is rooted 
in this world, the more negatively coDD.otated word "death" labels the event The 
event itself is immutable, it is the human, spiritual meaning with which it is imbued 
which leads to the paradox. In other words, birth and death can signify one and the 
same event, and this can be extrapolated to even consider them equivalent This is 
another example of the inherent ambiguous nature of the concept Life is bound 
inseparably with death. For pre-technological societies, death is but one more, 
spiritual and transcendental, stage in an individual life trajectory. In the Buddhist 
view, death is but a prelude to rebirth, an episode in a recurrent cycle. 
As such, death was a desirable goal, and ascetic practices included methods which 
were aimed at controlling the time of passing. When they sensed that they were 
approaching the end, ascetics slowly began to change their diets. At first, they 
stopped eating the five staple grains, followed by all ten grains, and then salt, until 
they relied totally on nuts and fruit About a week or ten days before the planned 
day, they began a total fast If all went well, this method enabled them to breathe 
their last on the desired day. Such an approach to death was nothing extraordinary 
for the ascetics of Mt. Hiei, particularly those who were hermits. Death is but 
another stage in the continuum of life, and can be controlled through conscious 
decision. This can be interpreted as a controlled ascetic practice designed to secure 
passage to the other world, or simply as suicide, depending on perspective. 
359 Inagaki Hisao, A Dictionary of Japanese Buddhist Tenns (Kyoto: Nagata Bunshodo, 1988): 
237. 
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In the second chapter of Kari-ojoden-shibun, "Suisho no sakai"360 (The Boundary 
of Watery Gruel), Furui contrasts the modem notion of suicide, as a sudden 
disjunction of life, with the mediaeval practices, often labelled 'suicide' in history 
books, of monks and pilgrims. In the vast majority of cases, the process was not a 
result of a consciously decided and controlled sequence as described above, but 
rather a lengthy and more or less involuntary physical decline, aggravated by poor 
food, health and conditions, and ending in a point where the individual was simply 
unable to carry on. Nor could he hope for assistance from his fellows, who were 
themselves too weak. 
Surely 1t must be suicide. However, it 1s not the same as a forcible cutting off of the still 
thriving flesh, of life, as people in today's world seem to think. I wonder how much disparity 
there is with starvation in the case of those wretched travellers. People who had kept on 
walklng thus far fmally sat down on the road and could no longer get up. Wading through 
water over their knees, they remained standing in .midstream. Their compan10ns staggered on 
for a short while, sensed something behind them and turned round, but they didn't have the 
physical strength to go back. Although they were only a few short moments yonder, those 
who remained standing had already been seen off across the border with a discriminating look. 
Fmally their knees gave way and they sank down into the water.361 
Here too, death is a process which begins at an indefinable point, not a single, 
definitive event The similarity of such "suicide" with the "suicidal" behaviour of 
the group of mountain climbers of Rakutenki is :immediately apparent 
The reader is confronted by the question of how to define death and specify the 
moment of death. 
In discussion with Oe Kenzaburo, Furui speaks of the difficulty he has in using the 
phrase "I am dead" (watashi wa shinde iru), and the paradox inherent in it 
Another person rues and is no more - up to that point I have no problem with usage. 
However, of course there 1s the expression 'I am dead'. The condition that is probably within 
us, the condition of being dead - I really have a problem using the vanous words surrounding 
360 Funn (1989b): 33-61. 
361 ibid. 59. 
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that. 'I am dead' is a strange expression, unless it's a metaphor. However, to be dead 1s 
probably one aspect of to be all.ve. At the same time as I am ahve, I am dead. In a pnnciple of 
importance, hasn't man become a dead person? And so, in this way, death1s possible while 
llving.362 
1bis is relevant to Kakihara' s fascination with tracing back the threads that lead to 
the death of the group of mountain climbers, and Furui' s interest in the so-called 
"suicide" of pilgrims. The seeds of death are present in the living from the outset, 
and life is nothing else than the process of existence until that death becomes all 
encompassing. 
Furui' s comments draw attention to the many nuances in meaning of the word 
"dead". The meaning is usually taken for granted, but is actually an extremely 
complex notion. When asked to define death, most people fmd it difficult to do so. 
Each brings their own preconceived ideas, coloured by various influences, whether 
religious or social, to form their own concept of the word. 
Conclusion 
It is not only illness that has been sequestered in the modem post-industrial world. 
As we have seen, there are two possible exits from the liminal condition of illness: a 
return to health or entry into a further liminal state of continued deterioration ending 
in death. By extension, this ultimate consequence of illness, death, has also been 
removed from the realm of the everyday, the natural, to be repositioned in the 
technological world of rationality and "measurement". In Margaret Lock's opinion, 
death has become merely "an absence of neuronal :functioning or, alternatively, of 
respiration and a heartbeat". 363 
362 Furui Yoshiklchi (1993): 231-232. 
363 Margaret Lock, ''Displacing Suffenng: the reconstruction of death m North America and Japan." 
Daedalus, vol. 125, no. 1 (Winter 1996): 207-243. 
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This medical aspect of death is apparent in Furui' s account of bis mother's death in 
"Seta no saki". However, the rationality of the medical world offers little in the way 
of spiritual sustenance for the patient or for those who remain. We have seen in the 
discussion of Rakutenki that Furu.i sees death as being inextricably bound up with 
life, a progression with continual ebbs and flows. We constantly live with death, 
the deaths of others and the inevitability of our own. 
This interpretation is antithetical to the usual Western view of death as what Rene J. 
Muller describes as "a major discontinuity in life."364 Death is seen as a boundary 
situation, but the transition between this life and the afterlife is understood as 
instantaneous. Muller goes on to explain that to Zen, "eternity is part of each 
moment."365 Life is nothing more than an infinite succession of moments, and so, 
in a seeming paradox, the moment becomes infinite. This is not a singular, distinct 
boundary of death, but an ambiguous transitional zone. 
Such an interpretation is much closer to Furui's view. To use bis imagery from 
Rakutenki, the strands of death reach far back into an individual's past Death is a 
constant presence in life, not a discontinuity. Life is experienced as a series of 
moments, and if the sharp boundary of death is spoken of, this is foremost in the 
context of medical objectivism and in relation to biological death. For Furui, the 
often complex liminalities experienced within the ambiguities of the ever-changing 
border region between the pre-death and post-death stages represent an ideal 
opportunity to communicate the uncertainties and suffering inherent in spiritually 
coming to terms with the phenomenon of death 
Drawing on the traditions and techniques of Noh allows him to more effectively 
convey the qualities of the liminal conditions of his protagonists. The reduction of 
364 Rene J. Muller, Beyond Marginality. Contructing a Self in the Twilight of Western Culture 
(Westport CT: Praeger, 1998): 121. 
365 ibid. 121. 
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the number of characters to a bare minlmum of two main figures, which are 
essentially equivalent to the wald and shite roles in Noh, reduces their interaction to 
the essential unmediated directness of Buber' s concept of I and Thou. The shift in 
narrative perspectives present in the Noh in which the dead spirit can return to tell 
the audience his story, or where the shite' s story is told by the waki, is mirrored by 
Furui, and allows him to more effectively convey the liminality of the situation to 
his reader. The Noh mask of "Kagekurabe" symbolically conceals individuality and 
replaces it with an archetype, which in tum can be thought of as representing a state 
of egalitarianism, of communitas, in which those wearing masks are fundamentally 
indistinguishable from one another. 
Furui' s reference to the Hebrew curse, Magor-missabib, in Rakutenki is an example 
of the irruption of the irrational into the overwhelming rationalism of modernity. As 
an invocation to an "other-worldly" power, the formulaic words act as a link 
between the two worlds. The portents of death which are so exhaustively listed in 
"Sokusai" also represent incursions of uncontrollable elements into the normal 
social order of life. The uncontrollable nature of both these examples is indicative of 
their liminality. 
Furui described his aim in writing Rakutenki thus: "I want to express, even if 
fragmentedly, the actual condition, the actual appearance of living within death."366 
In the liminal area between life and death, the borderlines may not be obvious or 
easily discovered until death is reached. In addition, in the context of the Japanese 
distinction between the "freshly dead'', the "settled dead'' and the ancestors, it is 
clear that even death does not represent a strict cut off point, nor the final step into 
the next world, but another stage in a slow transition. If Furui' s stated aim is the 
portrayal of living within death, it can equally be said that he has also been 
successful in portraying death as one aspect of life. A deep understanding and an 
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accomplished exposition of the liminalities surrounding death has enabled him to 
achieve this. 
366 Furw Yoslnkicln (1993): 142. 
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Chapter Five 
Stress in the Workplace and of Ageing - A Trigger to the 
Liminal 
Introduction 
In this chapter I will discuss how Furui regards two further aspects of liminality; 
namely the liminality of stress caused by workplace conditions and growing older. I 
will consider the short stories "Kuru hi mo" and "Shinkaichi yori" from the 1987 
collection Yoru wa ima.367 I will also look in greater detail at the short story 
"Senak.a bak.ari ga kure-nokoru" which forms part of the 1994 collection Yokina 
yomawari.368 Finally, I will briefly discuss the story "Inori no y6ni" from the 1998 
volume Yoake no ie.369 
The short stories in the1987 collection Yoru wa ima fall loosely into two categories. 
Some, like "Kabe no kao" (first published in Umitsubame in January 1985), "Toshi 
no michi" (Umitsubame, January 1987) and "Yorn wa ima'' (Tan, December 1984) 
tend towards the narrative style. Others are essaistic. "Kuru hi mo", Ch6seki no 
haru"(Tan, April 1986) and "Shink.aichi yori" are examples of this category. 
Wada Tsutomu is of the opinion that the collection is one in which Furui's usual 
367 Furui Yoshiklclu, Yoru wa ima (Tokyo: Fukutake shoten, 1987). 
368 Purui Yoshikiclu, Yokina yomawari (Tokyo: KOdansha, 1994). 
369 Furui Yoslukiclu, Yoake no ie. (Tokyo: KOdansha, 1998). 
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motifs appear faint and sparse in the majority of the stories.370 This may be to some 
extent true of Furui' s more obvious and on-going motifs, such as death and illness, 
but it does not lessen the relevance and interest to be found in these stories. 
Although they are still present, for once, the themes of death and illness are less 
prominent. As is common in many of Furui' s works, the ages of the protagonists 
roughly correspond to that of the author at the time of writing, and their social 
circumstances are such that one could well imagine them drawn from among the 
author's own family or wider circle of friends, colleagues and acquaintances. 
Yoru wa ima was written against the background of the post-oil shock era, as the 
''bubble" economy of rapid growth took off, and the first round of company 
restructuring undermined the hitherto accepted maxim of "life-time employment". 
Factory and manufacturing sector jobs gave way to administration and service 
sector employment. Companies began to relocate their manufacturing operations 
offshore, to take advantages of lower wages and less rigorous standards. 
Employees found themselves involuntarily facing hitherto unimagined challenges: 
retraining and readjustment to compulsory transfer, often into work they had never 
before experienced; drastically increased responsibilities as managers off shore, 
having to cope with different work cultures and cross-cultural communication 
problems; or being sidelined into a position of relative unimportance, where the 
individual stagnated and battled to maintain self-esteem And all this at an age at 
which they could normally have expected to enjoy the fruits of long years of 
company loyalty in the security of a familiar and relatively constant position until 
retirement. 
Although the chronological context ofFurui's earlier works corresponds to the 
period of post-war reconstruction which began in the fifties, and in particular 
370 Wada Tsutomu, Furui Yoshikichi ron (Tokyo: Oufu, 1999): 67. 
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coincides with the era of rapid industrial and export growth of the period up to the 
oil shocks of the seventies, bis work spans the spectrum of Japan's economic 
development up to the present day and therefore into the so-called post-industrial 
society - the world of service industries, with its predominance of white collar over 
blue collar workers as the acceptable standard. 
The rise in importance of service-based activities required increased inter-personal 
interaction, necessitating an increased suppression of the individual's true feelings 
and engendering growing feelings of insincerity. These tendencies are already well 
developed in Japanese society, in its striving for harmony, at least at a superlicial 
level. Such behaviour leads to emotional exhaustion and alienation as debilitating as 
the physical exhaustion and alienation experienced by factory production-line 
workers during the post-war period. Sustaining an outwardly normal appearance as 
required by society is often possible for lengthy periods, but eventually the 
individual breaks under the strain and the result is a physical or mental breakdown. 
In David Karp's opinion, "The price of perlormance is to further exacerbate a life 
condition that already seems impossibly painful."371 
While Furui's theme in this collection is the individual's perception of coping with 
the demands of everyday life, and the response to life crises such as illness and 
death, the common thread running through the stories is that the men (the majority 
of the protagonists are middle-aged men) suffer from a range of symptoms and 
behavioural manifestations which can easily be attributed to varying degrees of 
workplace stress. Stress, whether chronic or acute, is the factor which triggers the 
individual's entry or further progression into the non-mainstream regions of 
liminality. 
371 David A. Karp, Speaking of Sadness. Depression, Disconnection, and the Meanings of Illness 
(New York, Oxford: Oxford Umversity Press, 1996): 43. 
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"Kuru hi mo" 
The short story, "Kuru bi mo",372 was initially published in the magazine 
Bungakkai in January 1987 and subsequently collected in Yoru wa ima. It revolves 
around one of the major hazards of modem (Japanese) society: that of stress-
induced fatigue and burnout in the workplace. The narrator reflects on his own 
feelings of fatigue and need for sleep. He goes on to tell of an acquaintance's 
experience of being overcome by an overwhelming desire for sleep, so much so that 
he frequently becomes disoriented and confused, losing track of time and place. 
The narrator's opening statement ·provides a motif which reappears throughout the 
story in relation to the sleeping patterns of the three main characters: the narrator; his 
acquaintance, Ishida; and Ishida' s colleague, Yamanaka 
The story begins as the narrator reflects on his own past sleeping patterns. 
At that time, I was sleepmg day m and day out. 
It's a strange way of putting it. Because everyone usually sleeps every night, day in and day 
out. It's not that I was just sleeping. My sleep had been cut back on.373 
He hears a voice say that his sleep difficulties are because the posture in which he 
sleeps is not good. "That's the root of all misfortune."374 
He has been worried by sleep-related difficulties for a long time, beginning from 
when his child was about eighteen months old, and the sound of her crying had 
brought a sense of human loneliness home to him. One day he heard her crying 
through his sleep and wanting to be considerate to his wife, he got up to see to the 
child. He intended to walk toward the door but found himself moving in the 
opposite direction, ending up in front of the wall. His hands were on the wall, as if 
to break through it Then he went into the kitchen, gulped down some cold water 
and returned to the room. When he reached out toward the door and turned around, 
372 Furui Yoshikicln, "Kuru hi ma". In Yorn wa ima (Tokyo: Pukutake shoten, 1987): 117-140. 
373 Furui, 1987: 119. 
374 ibid. 119. 
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bis wife was looking at him from the darkness of the living room as she held the 
crying baby. He smiled sheepishly and disappeared into bis room, but experienced 
a feeling of regret. He then reflects on bis own unexpected behaviour, putting the 
cause down to sleep irregularities. It would seem that he has been sleeping a lot 
during the day. 
No sooner have you twisted awake than you lose all aim in the house. I went as far as 
reproaching myself that sleepmg m such a way during the day is a terrible thing, but I have 
no recollection that in reality anything had been altered. It wasn't that my sleepmg position 
was originally so lax. My way of sleeping had, however, changed in a short time.375 
His recollections jump to about two years later and the death of bis mother. The 
narrator's comments that they'd been living separately for more than thirty years, 
and that it was not an uncommon experience for men of bis age and generation to 
lose their mothers seem to be an attempt to play down the depth of bis own feelings. 
When the forty-rune days were up, I woke up before dawn and saw myself sleeping in quite a 
well-mannered way. I had settled down properly. My legs from my kneecaps to the tips of 
my toes were loaded with a strange tension. Amazed, I relaxed my knees, and when I began 
to feel sleepy, they went back to how they'd always been. For a while, once every few 
nights, I saw the same sleeping position. From my perfectly calm form, night after mght, 
only the existence of my legs was arduous.376 
Normally such an event would be expected to result in major disturbance in regular 
sleep patterns, but in fact bis sleep patterns suffer relatively little from the upheaval 
and emotional stress of the death. It is as if bis awareness of sleep problems has 
been overshadowed by the immediacy of death and grieving. Whatever was the 
cause of bis sleep disturbances has been pushed into the background 
... It had been wise to divide up the bedrooms with my wife and children from the moment 
I'd moved to tins house, with a child not yet one year old, and a wife pregnant with our 
younger child. So long as I wasn't bemg spied on through the crack, and no matter how 
deep I was sleepmg, whenever someone opened the door, I sensed it mstmcuvely and tins 
posture relaxed. The children were at this t1me, without doubt, full of health. Thus 
reassured, I went off to sleep and my face took on a sort of evil look. 
Many years later, I understood that by sleeping face up and lifting the upper half of my 
375 ibid. 120. 
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body straight up, there was less twistmg. In the darkness, I caught an inkling first of all. It 
wasn't too late to be thinking about thmgs from then. If I lost my beanngs even a little 
and began to flap, I seethed alone. Afterwards, no matter how much I calmed down and left 
the room, from my manner to my face and voice in tum, my sternness showed itself in 
wrinkles. My gentle demeanour turned into a disaster. 
There was a period when I had to get up several times during the one mght. And yet I had 
to connect up the sleepiness and sleep properly. My own body's total fatigue was, because 
of the family, was something more fearful than anything else. When I'd begun to 
thoroughly fear this, sleeping was no longer so difficult. When my sleep was interrupted, 
or when I'd got caught up in a dispute or was puttmg up with something, so long as it was 
quiet in the house, I slowly smoked a cigarette alone m the kitchen, then went round agam 
to check that the house was locked up, returned to the bedroom and slept keeping an ear 
open all the time. When I woke up, too, as well as my hearing being sharp, my 
movements became calm, and without the hardness of bemg torn from sleep or having it 
stripped away, I made the transition from deep sleep with no objection. The important 
thing was that I'd gotten up.377 
He goes on to say that neither spending the night in the same room as his wife nor 
enduring being cooped up in a room alone had any positive results. As soon as she 
heard a smmd in the living room, she rushed in, as the important thing was to be 
patiently by his side. From a certain point on, she couldn't let him be alone, nor 
could she be alone herself. 
His sleep is marred by restlessness. He tries to position himself face up. 
When he opens his eyes, he is usually sleeping in the correct position, on his back. 
A new habit has developed - his legs are crossed. It doesn't seem to have any 
negative effects. 1bis is the best posture for his body. 
He doesn't allow himself to speculate even for a minute on how long this situation 
might continue. He never thought it would be something that continued forever, but 
the optimism that it would settle down sometime had passed. The sleep disturbances 
376 ibid. 120. 
377 ibid. 120-121. 
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give him the feeling of experiencing the moment concurrently with the repetitive 
features of life. Even if one particular difficulty is overcome, then the insignificant 
behaviours of everyday life - eating, going to the toilet, getting things - will be 
repeated endlessly without ever leaving the present. The relief of getting out of an 
undesirable situation, and the helplessness of not knowing what will happen a 
moment ahead will be repeated over and over. However, at the present moment, he 
paid no heed to such repetitions. 
One night, his wife lets out a cry of surprise as she sees her husband approaching 
from the living room. Her perception was only of the moment he'd left the room, 
but he'd actually left the room a while earlier and had been gazing at his wife's face. 
When she turned towards him, he'd already come part way along the corridor. He 
wonders what had actually been so strange about the situation. At some point or 
other he had appeared in front of his wife. Had it been when she had raised her eyes 
or when she had just closed her eyes? 
The "day in-day out" motif of the story's opening sentence introduces a new 
episode, as the narrator recalls Ishida' s words. 
"I was sleeping day in and day out. When was it? 
Five years ago, seven years ago, even ten years ago? It seems like the present. Even if it's 
now, it could be twelve years ago, seventeen years ago, even twenty-one years ago." 
I listened to his story in wbJ.ch fifteen years of sleep had descended at one time. He said it 
had been as he had been walking alone through town one day. He'd left his workplace, 
which faced onto a backstreet, and turned mto another backstreet to try to avoid the main 
street he could see two hundred metres away through the canyon between the buildmgs, and 
had come about half way along. The flow of people had petered out. "No matter how much 
I walk, I'm not getting any closer," he wbJ.spered. At that moment he became so sleepy 
that he couldn't even stand up. After a short time, he stood on the side of the footpath of 
the main street. When he looked at his watch, it had taken h1m too long to come the short 
distance to this point. On the way, the sleepiness had become quite terrible and he'd 
crouched down in a slight shadow, pretending to check the contents of ms bag. For as much 
as three mmutes, sleep had played tncks with ms body m the middle of the crowd. He'd 
meant to stand up straight away and start walking. It appeared that he'd slept a little longer 
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on the side of the road. A red mark remained on bis fist as if he'd used one hand continually 
as a prop. It couldn't have been more than ten minutes at most.378 
Ishida' s overwhelming desire for sleep, which occurs during the day and at 
inappropriate times, and is accompanied by insomnia-like condition during the night 
coincides with medical descriptions of symptoms of narcolepsy. He is unable to 
remain awake during the wake portion of his sleep-wake cycle. In an endless spiral 
development, work-induced fatigue results in sleepiness, which in tum :inhibits 
effective mental or work performance, again leading to increased fatigue and so the 
condition worsens. 
In its most extreme manifestation, narcolepsy (thought to be due to an abnormality 
of the central nervous system) is a common cause of excessive sleepiness, in which 
brief lapses into sleep occur throughout the day, usually quite brief. This is often 
accompanied by dreams and a sensation of being unable to move one's body. 
Narcolepsy occurs in situations where the individual is quiet, relaxing or in a 
situation of minimal participation. Significantly, it also often induced during travel 
in a moving vehicle. Such sudden "sleep attacks" cannot be controlled or prevented 
by the sufferer. 
These narcoleptic episodes may be accompanied by hallucinations - auditory, visual 
or tactile - during the transition between wakefulness and sleep. Sleep researchers 
have detected a tendency for the hallucinations to have a stronger story-like quality 
or more emotional impact than those experienced by non-narcoleptics.379 
Sufferers experience occupational problems associated with the condition. They are 
obviously more prone to accidents, for example while driving, on the factory floor, 
or at home, perhaps while smoking. Daytime performance suffers and nocturnal 
sleep is disturbed. 
378 ibid. 124-125. 
379 Mendelson & Wallace, Human Sleep; Research and Clinical Care. (New York, London: 
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Ishida recounts bis difficulties in clearing bis head immediately after waking. This 
corresponds to "sleep drunkenness", which sufferers link with disorientation and 
confusion, after what is characterised as extremely deep sleep, rather than disturbed 
nocturnal sleep. 
Insufficient Sleep Syndrome manifests itself in patients whose life-styles lead to an 
insufficiency of hours in bed. Often they do not see the contributing link between 
their habits and their difficulties. Depression is another cause of excessive 
sleepiness, as is a number of organic conditions such as brain tumours, anaemia or 
narcotic withdrawal. 
People with excessive daytime sleep disorders may experience such "sleep attacks" 
as temporary ''blackouts" of which they have no recollection. Ishida finds himself 
unable to resist sleep and wakes up at the side of a street, not really knowing how 
he got there, and with no idea of how long he had slept Hilgard describes a similar 
situation. 
The patient may experience a temporary "blackout" m which he dnves a car satisfactorily 
for some miles and presently finds hrrnself registering at a hotel forgetting how he got 
there, or why he is there.380 
They may also do inappropriate, seemingly illogical things, and Mary Watkins 
offers the following explanation of the reasons for this behaviour. 
As long as our attention is absorbed by one kind of reality, be it daydreams, mathematical 
computations, insecunt:J.es, or the study of the imaginal, we are not free to become aware of 
what is happening m our relation to these. Our gaze is fixed, glued on the center and all 
that moves in the periphery 1s missed. To begin to see, it is as if a part of us must step 
back and not fix itself so mtently on the middle. 381 
Ishida' s feeling of not knowing how he got there may be a result of this 
phenomenon. He has been concentrating on the task at hand, and has missed what 
Plenum, 1987). 
380 Ernest R. Hilgard, Divided Consciousness. Multiple Controls in Human Thought and Action 
(New York: Wiley, 1986): 246. 
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is at the time, a peripheral issue, the means of his getting to his present location. 
The next section of the story takes place during a business trip, when Ishida recalls 
the differing perceptions that he and his colleague Yamanaka have of a particular 
situation. Ishida' s sleep disorders are not a recent, isolated occurrence. They are 
ongoing problems which have caused disruption to his life and necessitated a 
coming to terms with what seems the inevitable. 
He had returned his key to the reception desk and had just sat down in a corner of the 
cramped and unrefined lobby while he waited for his fellow traveller to come downstairs. 
Time had become strange. He had arrived from Tokyo yesterday on the monnng flight. 
With such a pace, ms work had been completed dtning the course of the day. In his room, 
with less than an hour until sundown, he stared through the wmdow at a sky which 
reminded him of the rainy season, and then, m the early evening, he ate m town. Afterwards 
he went to just three bars, returned to the hotel, and stood around in the late-night 
atmosphere of the corridor with the colleague he was travelling with. Because they were 
pretty tired, they agreed not to worry about breakfast the next day, to just bring their 
luggage down and meet with the aim of nine-thirty. When he went to his room, the night 
in the regional town was still young -it was not yet ten thirty.382 
The business trip described here is, on the surface, nothing out of the ordinary. It 
contains the expected elements: pressure to get the work done as quickly as 
possible, eating out and drinking copious amounts of alcohol, and the hint of 
underlying fatigue. 
The full extent of Ishida' s stress becomes clear from his description of his 
unexpectedly long and deep sleep and the resulting confusion the next morning. 
Still, he showered and went to sleep after eleven. Then, indeed, he awoke. Recently, after 
he'd been asleep for four or five hours, he always woke up once. "Can't I even get out of 
this habit on trips?" he thought, a bit sick of it. He raised ms head and when he glanced at 
his wnstwatch beside the bed with the mtention of smoking a cigarette, it had turned nine. 
Between the curtains, the intenor of the room had become bright. He'd slept for ten hours 
strru.ght. He hadn't even set his alarm In a rush he dressed and flew out of the room When 
381 Mary Watkms, Waking Dreams (New York Gordon and Breach, 1976): 17. 
382 Furui, 1987: 125. 
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he got down to the lobby, he couldn't see his travelling companion. He asked the reception 
desk as a precaut10n, but was told that he hadn't yet appeared. Come to think of it, when he 
had run out the comdor, he had a recollection that seemed to be behind him of having heard 
the persistent call of a nngmg telephone. What he heard were two or more voices, with no 
patience at all. Had he misheard? Even if he left here at eleven he would be in plenty of 
time for his return flight.383 
Ishida' s perceptions of sleep disturbances are intertwined with the realisation, or 
perhaps excuse, that he is getting older. He describes feelings of floating, of what 
could be called hallucinations, and it is apparent that he is at those times in a liminal 
condition between consciousness and sleep. This corresponds to bis liminal 
position as a man on the verge of old age, yet still feeling himself to be young and 
able. The changes in bis sleep patterns are an indication of the changes he has 
undergone over the years: unrelenting work pressure combined with the natural 
effects of growing older. 
When you get close to fifty, you no longer sleep as much as when you were younger. 
Occasionally when I sleep too long and deeply at home, I wake up and the feeling of my 
soul floatmg continues until nearly dawn. Sleep was put off until late at mght, and when I 
hit the bed, there was another thing that amazed me - the tiredness of that day - this mingled 
with the next sleep, and I wondered fleetingly what would happen. 
I tend to sleep well m hotels at my destination. Especially since entering middle age, going 
to sleep m a different place is no longer hard. From when I hlt the mattress at midnight 
untll. waking up m the morning, the passing of time is not within my body. When I wake, 
I feel hght. An almost unreasonable transparency pursues me untll the sun nses hlgh. I've 
never known the flow to stagnate. And when the sun begins to go down, sleepiness is on 
the rise. I wander around the town hke that. This continues for several nights, and whll.e I 
sleep and sleep, somethmg resembling weakness collects m my depths.384 
Here we can see the link between middle age and work-related stress, with its 
resultant sleep disturbances and distortion of the "reality" normally experienced in 
the unchanging everyday routine of the company lifestyle. His body is so fatigued 
that the normal difficulties of getting to sleep in unfamiliar surroundings have 
disappeared. This is a chance to catch up on some of that missing sleep and as a 
383 ibid. 126 
384 ibid. 126-127. 
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result of the unusually long sleep periods, he feels a certain lightness, or even 
something resembling sleep-drunkenness. However, this lasts only as long as he is 
outside his normal workaday routine. 
And then I returned home, feeling as if I'd returned totally worn out from a trip where I 
hadn't slept well. I slept without consciousness for several mghts more. Dunng this time, 
there were days when I woke with a bodily sensation that I'd slept enough and had suddenly 
grown old. 
"And yet, although it had been little over one day since I'd left the house, it felt like the 
last half-day of the month-long penod of travelling around," said Islnda, turmng his head a 
little. "Dunng one night, something had become tembly thin. Around the middle of the 
long trip, although I should have been already used to staying in hotels, when I woke, I 
floated up lightly into an illus10n of sleeping in my own home."385 
The realisation that he is in a hotel room leads to the recollection of similar 
memories from childhood, when he'd often experienced waking up in a strange 
house. The initial reaction was one of fear, but little by little he could put together 
his surroundings. He felt relief, but the relief was accompanied by tears and a 
feeling of sorrow and disappointment. Waking in the hotel room, his feelings are 
akin to those memories from long ago. 
Would my direction become the opposite? When I woke at home, at the same time as dull 
bewilderment, there was indeed already something ambiguous m regret. Like it had become 
an metrievable situation. No, anythmg is retrievable, I thought and the calm classification 
suddenly deepened my despair. After that, I cast my eyes around the hotel room - was that 
really relief? Just now I had tried to retrace a groundless sorrow. You can't let people see 
that, I cautioned. However, even in the worst case, the door of the room was locked. Until I 
went outside, I could have a shower. Inside the fndge, too, there were things that looked as 
if they could be brought back to life. When I put on my jacket and shoes, my mood 
changed. I thought about the things that seemed sootbmg from among the traces of the 
illusion, which were nonetheless quite persistent.386 
The impression of Ishida's desolation and depression is very apparent fromFurui's 
text. It seems that when Ishida is away from his everyday environment, even if the 
stress of a business trip is involved, he is able to sleep more soundly and for longer 
385 ibid. 127. 
386 ibid. 127-128. 
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than when he is at home. This po:ints to the level of pressure inherent :in his 
everyday life. If a bus:iness trip :in unfamiliar surround:ings brings relief, then daily 
life must be totally laden with stress. 
Traditionally the male identity :in Japan has been closely bound with the role of the 
family provider, and thus with the life of the businessman. Especially :in the period 
of massive economic growth :in the post-war years, the male identity was 
stereotypically that of the hard working "salaryman", who devoted his whole life 
toe the company in return for employment security. Such positions led to the 
marg:inalisation of the Japanese man from his family, a role which even now 
rema:ins the butt of jokes at best, at worst denigrated as noth:ing more than a 
financial provider who is otherwise unconnected to the family unit He has no 
validity outside his ability to provide fmancially for his family. 
Long hours of after-work socialising with colleagues, weekends, if not spent on the 
golf course network:ing to the company's benefit, then spent virtually comatose in 
exhausted sleep in an effort to recuperate from the stresses and fatigue of the week -
this is the archetypal image of the Japanese businessman, not only :in Japan itself, 
but that held by the world outside. 
Such a lifestyle is hardly conducive to family life or the inner health of the men 
concerned. When one's whole identity is defmed by the position and prestige of 
one's employer, it is hardly surpris:ing that when this contract of mutual obligation 
(total involvement versus employment security) dis:integrates the individual 
concerned experiences a life crisis that attacks the very basics of his self-perception 
and image. 
He has been nudged off the predicted flight path :into an unpredictable spin into the 
vortex of uncharted territory. Such an event is not necessarily one of major 
proportion, such as a bankruptcy or the discovery of financial discrepancies. It 
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could be no more than the proverbial straw that broke the camel's back, a seemingly 
insignificant event which pushes the individual over his limit, and outside his own 
control, temporarily or otherwise. 
In an interesting parallel, Hermann Broch uses the motif of sleepwalking in his 
novel Die Schlafwandler87 as a means of representing "the desire, the desire of the 
captive soul for deliverance from its loneliness, for rescue ... 388 The dream-like 
states and sleep-induced Ciisorientation experienced by Furui' s characters are similar 
to the sleepwalking depicted by Broch They represent the irruption of the irrational 
into the rational world of the modem post-industrial lifestyle, and the ultimate 
loneliness of the individual in such a regimented and demanding system. 
Broch' s writing was itself a product of the overwhelming sense of disorientation 
and the search for new social values in Europe after the cataclysmic experiences of 
the First World War. He sought to identify the causes behind the crisis of identity 
which society faced in the wake of the upheaval of war. He concluded that the blind 
obedience and ruthless behaviour of men who had until then led unextraordinary 
lives as middle class family men was the culmination of a gradual loss of a system 
of values, which led to a total lack of social and moral restraints and the ultimate 
alienation of the individual. 
The circumstances which provided the stimulus for Broch's writing coincide with 
an interim liminal state in which the previous social values are no longer valid, and 
have not yet been replaced with a new, set of values appropriate for the changed 
situation. In addition, Broch realises that the reliance on scientific rationalism to 
solve the problems of the human race was misplaced, and that it represented only a 
part of the totality of human existence. Scientific rationalism cannot satisfy the 
387 Hermann Broch, Die Schlajwandler. Eine Romantrilogie. Kornmentlerte Werkausgabe. Paul 
Michael Li.itzeler, ed. (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1978). 
388 ibid. 222. [ che Sehnsucht, che Sehnsucht der gefangenen Seele nach Erlosung aus ihrer 
emotional and spiritual needs of man because these cannot be defined in rational 
terms. He attributed the loss of balance he saw in society to the pre-eminence 
accorded materialism and rationalism. 
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Similarly, Furui highlights the inadequacy of material wealth and the convenience 
offered by an improved consumer-oriented lifestyle alone to counter the sense of 
loss experienced in attaining that new lifestyle. The society in which Furui's 
salarymen function has achieved a high material standard of living at the cost of the 
loss of a sense of community and a lack of spiritual fulfilment 
Travel is used as a motif representing escape and relief by both Furui and Broch. In 
Broch' s Die Schlafwandler, Bertrand, the character who provides the continuous 
thread linking all three sections of the work, "flees from his own loneliness as far as 
India and America He wanted to solve the problem of loneliness by worldly 
means ... "389 For Esch, the central character in the second section of Broch's 
trilogy, his treasured miniature of the Statue of Liberty remains a continuing symbol 
of his dream of fleeing to America, even after this desire ceases to have a chance of 
realisation. 
Travel sequences appear in many Furui stories and represent a liminal interlude for 
the protagonists, during which they are outside the restrictions of their everyday 
lives and pressures. This is made particularly clear in ''Kuru hi mo", where lshida's 
disorientation during a business trip represents a period outside his ordinary 
routine, and is symbolised by his ability to sleep better in a hotel than at home. The 
comment that Broch uses travel as "a symbol of escape from present reality and 
Emsamke1t, nach emer Rettung ... ] 
389 ibid. 596. [Er fluchtete vor seinen e1genen Einsamkeit bis nach Indien und Amerika. Er wollte 
das problem der Emsamkeit IDit irdischen Mitteln losen ... ] 
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disorder'' applies equally to Furui's writing.390 
In addition, the motif of travel is an element present in the Noh drama in the form of 
the michiyuki, or travel sequence, in which the waki informs the audience of the 
circumstances of the story. It is a transitional region in which the normal temporal 
references are suspended.- Time may be sped up, slowed down or reversed. This 
also happens in Furui's use of journeys, whether on a mountain trek, during a train 
or plane journey or while going for a walk. This technique allows the insertion of 
scenes out of chronological sequence, and depictions of the thoughts that pass 
seemingly at random through the minds of his protagonists. 
A further point of similarity in the work of both Furui and Broch is to be found in 
the fragmentation of their narratives, and the way in which various parallel episodes 
proceed and occasionally converge, only to diverge into parallel paths once more. 
The lives of individual protagonists reach a point of contact, after which they again 
separate and continue along their separate paths as before. An example of this can 
be seen in Furui' s "Kuru hi mo", where the narrative perspective shifts from the 
narrator, to Ishida and includes reports of other character's experiences. One critic 
has remarked with respect to Broch' s writing that through the use of independent 
narratives only slightly connected with the main narrative thread, "the parallelism of 
the individual and isolated human fate is emphasised"391 , and this can be extended 
to Furui' s use of parallel narrative threads. 
"Shinkaichi yori" 
390 T. Ziolkowski, Dimensions of the Modem Novel. German Texts and European Contexts. 
(Princeton: Pnnceton Umversity Press, 1969): 157. 
391 Tamas Lichtman, "Zerfall der Werte oder che Anarchie der Sachhcbke1t." In: Petrasch, Pattillo-
Hess (eds.), Hermann Broch oder die Angstvor der Anarchie. (Vienna: Urania, 1993). [ ... wrrd die 
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In another of the stories found in Yoru wa ima, "Shillkaichi yori", which was first 
published in the magazine Umitsubame in September 1984, the narrator is returning 
home by taxi late at night The passing of the night scenery and his own fatigue lead 
him to recall a conversation he'd had with a friend. 
"It seems like somehow I haven't been home." 
On what was left of the way home, I again shook my head at what, m a strange manner of 
speaking, my friend had recently divulged .... Not going home - that was no more than an 
msigmficant slip of the tongue. The man was tired. He was drunk. It was simply that late 
night work had continued over these past couple of weeks, and there wac;n't enough time to 
go back to bJ.s home, a long train nde away. So he'd frequently slept over at cheap lodgings 
near the office - that was all. He said that he sometunes stayed over for two nights running, 
but when he added them all up, there were more mghts when he went home. 
It wasn't an incomprehensible IDIStake. Even if he had gone home, he would have had to 
get up a short time after going to bed He hardly saw bis family. As bis tiredness mounted, 
he became vague about whether he'd returned home or not. 
"But it looks like I didn't go home." It was lns way of saying it that caught me. There was 
nothing feeble-minded about it.392 
Apparently someone at work had called him aside and told him that he didn't seem 
to have been going home. The narrator's friend seem to exhibit the classic factors 
contributing to workplace stress and its effects on health, both physical and 
psychological. He is expected to work long hours of overtime, he consumes too 
much alcohol, and is almost completely removed from his family and home 
environment 
"But don't you even go home at night?" 
"Yes, I go early." He answered, unsmiling. 
"Sounds like a doppelganger." 
"A doppel.... what? What have I done, where?" 
"So you've not been going home", I started to reply. "Is not going home the same as being 
absent from home?" and that at once gave nse to an identical repetition. Such things are 
more from dim-wittedness. Whl.le he is at home, bis other self is walking around outside, 
Parallehtat der einzelnen und veremsamten Menschenscbicksale betont.] 
392 Furui Yoslnkicln, "Shmkaicln yori". In Yoru wa ima (Tokyo: Fukutake shoten, 1987): 10. 
and while he 1s outside, hls other self is at home - these are both different. My friend 
continued his story, unconcerned. 393 
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The pressures of work have affected the narrator's friend to such an extent that he is 
no longer able to remember what he has been doing and where. It is as if he has 
become two separate entities, each of whom is totally oblivious to the other's 
activities, or even existence. 
Low, Nakamura and Yoshioka smn up the situation in which the typical Japanese 
worker often finds himself thus: "The long work hours, heavy work schedules, 
job-related stress, extensive travel, job transfers, long commuting time, and the 
need to often live away from one's family have taken their toll on the Japanese 
worker."394 
Ironically, in the late seventies, after the success of Japan's aggressive post oil-
crisis 1973 production efficiency drive, the Japanese management style received 
wide acclaim in Europe and the US. Companies sought to impose elements of the 
Japanese sty le on their own workers and management in order to try to match 
Japan's perceived productive advantages. These western companies were largely 
unaware of the other background factors which enabled such business and export 
success, in particular, the harsh realities present in Japan's labour situation. 
Rene J. Muller makes the distinction between "inside stress" and "outside 
stress".395 The latter occurs when the individual undergoes stress from a "world 
they have put outside themselves so they can conquer it". 396 Rather than reacting 
and dealing with internal factors, many people project difficulties onto the outside 
393 Furul, 1987: 10-11. 
394 Low, Nakamura & Yoshioka, Science, Technology and Society in Contemporary Japan 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999): 177-178. 
395 Rene J. Muller, "Health and Personality'', Mind Magazine (Jan. 1980): 36-42. 
396 Rene J. Muller, Beyond Marginality. Constructing a Self in the Twilight of Western Culture 
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world in order to deal with them. They see their own conflicts and difficulties as 
arising from outside themselves, rather than searching for the origins of their 
problems within. Such people are better able to deal with the concept of life as a 
battle between "things" or objects rather than as a process of spiritual development 
When one's position in society is defined largely by the status associated with one's 
work, it is inevitable that workers will increasingly be flung into a cycle of 
competition, an urge to get things done. Home life and interpersonal non-work 
relationships have little prestige and are chronically undervalued, hence the 
traditional scenario of the Japanese worker, particularly in the period of high 
economic growth in the sixties and early seventies, in which the worker was almost 
completely detached from his family, often being required to live away from them 
for long periods on account of job transfer. Here the interests of the worker and the 
educational interests of high school age children, as manifested by a reluctance to 
uproot them at a vital stage in their battle to achieve educational success, collide, 
with the priority most often given to educational needs and their promise of a better 
life in the future through educational success. 
The occurrence of acute stress as a result of a traumatic event such as death or 
illness of someone close has been considered in earlier chapters. No less debilitating 
is the chronic stress of day-to-day living: the daily commuting, feelings of anger 
and isolation, and constant worry about work, finances or relationships. Stress can 
and does make people sick. 
When the brain perceives stress, two stress hormones are released in response. 
Adrenalin and corticotropbin-releasing hormone (CRH), which in turn causes the 
release of adrenocorticotrophic hormone (AC1H) and triggers cortisol production. 
Both adrenalin and cortisol are produced by the adrenal gland. The body's physical 
(Westport CT: Praeger, 1998): 92. 
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response is aggregation of blood platelets, activation of immune cells, :increased 
supply of blood sugar to the muscles to supply energy, quickening of heart and 
breathing rates and a rise :in the blood pressure. Later, cortisol, which initially 
sustains the stress response, slows it down so that the body can resume normal 
function. However, this process malfunctions. If a person experiences chronic 
stress, i.e. cortisol/stress hormones fail to turn off after stress attack or are 
constantly on because of chronic stress, these hormones may suppress the immune 
system and :interfere with the regular repair and maintenance functions of the body, 
thus leaving people open to :infections and disease. 
Medical studies have shown that chronic exposure to stress hormones may 
accelerate changes :in the brain that lead to memory loss. Also, moderate exerci~e is 
seen to be the best way or counteracting the adverse effects of chronic stress. 
Overeating, excessive alcohol consmnption as response to quell stress, may be 
alleviated more easily if people have regular exercise. 
Of course, stress is not solely responsible for the development of heart disease or 
stroke, or even cancer. It is merely one additional factor among a myriad of others 
which adds to the complex nature of disease. It is, however, accepted :in medical 
circles that stress does :indeed lead to physiological conditions which enhance the 
likelihood that the disease will progress. The emotional factor is but one of the 
factors governing the progress of diseases such as heart disease or cancer. (There 
are similarities to the discussion surrounding the issues :involved in informing the 
patient of a cancer diagnosis, although a heart attack patient is considered to be 
much more able to take a positive attitude towards his recovery and work actively to 
achieve recovery.) 
A study published in the British Medical Journal in 1998 reports on the link 
between long working hours and an increased probability of myocardial infarction, 
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in other words, heart attack. 
In a study of 195 men between 30 and 69 years of age who had had a heart attack compared 
with 331 men of sililllar ages in normal health, those who had been workmg more than 11 
hours a day had about twice the incidence of heart attack Men who had been working less 
than seven hours a day had an even higher rate, perhaps due to underlying health problems 
or stress related from unemployment.397 
While the first observation of the correlation between long working hours and 
increased risk of heart attack is interesting in itself, it is not really surprising. 
In keeping with the worldwide globalisation trend, Japanese companies have had to 
alter their corporate practices and policy away from the tradition of life-long 
employment security. The paternalistic coiporate system is being eroded, and those 
bearing the brunt are the middle level managers, who had assumed that they would 
enjoy the benefits of the all-consuming work cuiture to which they had devoted their 
lives and sacrificed personal interests. At around age fifty, managers are often 
confronted with two alternatives - retire now with a generous retirement bonus 
package, or stay on at reduced pay and responsibilities. 
Many are given veiled threats so as to hasten their retirement - if not they find 
themselves shunted off into a "nominal role", without staff, facilities, or assigned 
responsibilities and left to survive the inactivity as best they can. They may be 
actively harassed and bullied in order to drive them out While not officially 
unemployed, it is questionable whether they are better off by maintaining the facade 
that all is well. Obviously men, and it usually is men, in this position are extremely 
susceptible to stress, depression and all their associated negative outcomes. 
As these employees often have considerable financial commitments and their 
financial planning for retirement is based on receiving their expected seniority-based 
397 Soke31ma, Kagamimori, "Working hours as a nsk factor for acute myocardial mfarct1on m 
Japan: case-control study." British Medical Journal, vol. 317, no. 7161(Sept19, 1998): 775-780. 
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salary up until legal retirement age, they often find themselves in an impossible 
position and must continue with the company, despite the humiliation and the salary 
cut. 
In times of rapid and large-scale change, it is exactly this generation of employees 
who are least able to adapt to the new conditions. They have never been expected to 
change, and thus have never been trained to adapt to new methods and thinking. 
They feel betrayed by the company, and extreme reactions are not uncommon. In 
1999, a former manager of the Bridgestone company forced his way into the 
company president's office, confronted the president with his grievance and stabbed 
himself in the chest with a knife, subsequently dying from the wound. 398 
Workers who fail to maintain the standards demanded of them find themselves 
physically as well as psychologically marginalised - promoted to ''by the window" 
desks. This spatial liminality symbolizes their peripheral position, and is one step 
away from the nothingness of retrenchment. Often bullying tactics or ostracism are 
used to make the employee's life unbearable, and provide the impetus to push him 
out, by forcing his resignation. 
Marginalised workers or managers are liminal beings - they exist in an area 
somewhere between a fully valued employee and unemployment - in a limbo where 
they have no status, their contributions are invalidated and unappreciated. They no 
longer have a social position and they have lost almost all connection with the 
mainstream. 
What is rather more unexpected is the second observation by Sokejima and 
Kagamimori that those working less than seven hours daily were even more 
398 Yamada Atsushi, "Death of a Salaryman." Japan Quarterly, vol. 46, no. 3 (Jul - Sep 1999): 40-
46. 
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susceptible to heart attack. Interestingly one of the possible reasons advanced is that 
of unemployment-related stress. This perfectly indicates the issue of identity as 
defined by work, of the importance placed by society in Japan on employment 
status. There are numerous examples in the popular media, in TV, film, and 
magazines of men, usually of a certain age and status, who have been retrenched 
and out of shame have managed to bide this from their families. They leave for 
work as always, but spend their day, just filling in time, perhaps in a park, until the 
time comes for them to return home as if nothing at all is amiss. The pretence is to 
be maintained at all costs. 
Another study has shown that many victims of sudden, possibly heart attack-
related, death in Japan who were under occupational stresses had been working in 
excess of sixty hours per week prior to their deaths. 
The lifetime employment system which predominated in the years of rapid economic 
growth meant that working hours had to change to accommodate fluctuations in 
work demand. Rather than cope with an unforeseen or short-term increase in 
demand by employing more workers on a casual or temporary basis, the typical 
Japanese concern relied on the loyalty of its workers to meet the demand by 
working overtime, often underpaid, or unpaid. Working hours in Japan are thus 
much more sensitive to the tluctuating boom and recession cycles than in Europe or 
the USA. 
"Senaka bakari ga kure-nokoru" 
The short story "Senaka bakari ga kure-nokoru" (His Back Alone in the Afterglow) 
first appeared in Gunzo in March 1994 and begins with a scene which focuses on a 
man reading alone at bis desk in a darkened room as the dusk falls. He is getting on 
in years, although this has not affected bis eyesight and bis capacity to read 
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throughout the day and into the evening. The scene suggests a certain melancholy, 
and the man's obvious lack of contact with the outside world emphasizes its 
irrelevance for him. His psychological isolation is reflected by the spatial conditions 
in which he passes his days. 
The wood-framed wmdow m front of hls desk was closed, the frosted glass covered with dust. 
The winter darkness set m early. The apartment consisted of one s1x-tatarm-mat room, a 
kitchen and a toilet. It was a comer apartment on the second floor of a wooden building that 
should have been rebuilt long ago, and being on a corner there was another window in the 
room, facing the street to the south. The sunshme would have come in this window, but the 
shutters had long smce been closed, and furniture placed in front of it. 399 
A woman appears to prepare his evening meal, and although she had already 
prepared his breakfast and lunch earlier that morning, he had not seen her. This 
woman, possibly his wife, although this is not made clear, is his sole contact with 
others that day, and the reader is given to feel that this day is no exception. Later 
this impression of repetition and changelessness is confirmed. " Every morning is 
the same, he thought as he looked at the woman's face framed in the darkened 
doorway. Day after day, year after year, a fixed routine. "400 We now learn that the 
woman is, if not his wife, then a domestic companion of many years standing. 
However, despite his familiarity with her face, it appears to him at certain moments 
as that of a completely unknown person, so different has it become with age. At 
other times, her face seems ageless. 
He reflects on the passage of time. "Thirty years had passed. He had been in his 
399 Funu Yoshlkichi, "Senaka bakari ga kure-nokoru." In Yokina yomawari (Tokyo: Kodansha, 
1994): 205. [English Translatrnn: "His Back Alone in the Afterglow." Michael Hoffman, Yunko 
Takahashl, trans. Japanese Literature Today, no. 20 (1995): 50.] 
400 1b1d. 206. [Trans. 51.] 
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thirties, then in his forties ... Now he was sixty."401 This man is living a lifestyle 
that is the reverse of the traditional family role. The reader is told that his wife is the 
breadwinner and his days are spent in seclusion and inactivity. The couple's regular 
and robust sexual activity seems to be his sole act of will or desire for the entire 
day. 
The next paragraph signals a change in perspective. The narrator, "I", addresses the 
man in a tone that is both accusatory and tinged with disappointment. 
There was a time when you had the mettle to tum your back on the world and its ways. It 
must have been a premeditated decision, a silent rejection. When did you lose your nerve? 
Now you hardly leave the house except to go to the pubhc bath. And how long has it been 
smce you've stopped puttmg a potted plant on your wmdowsill ?4°2 
What initially seemed to be a real situation is now to be interpreted as something 
from the narrator's imagination. The reader is uncertain as to who the man really is 
and how he fits into the narrator's life and experience. The narrator clearly states 
that the man is not his own alter ego (doppelganger), yet his manner of referring to 
the man leaves an altogether different impression. 
He isn't my alter ego. To me he seems to be a separate individual, leading a life altogether 
different from my own. Even his age is different - he seems four, maybe five years older 
than I. He's around the same age as my older brother who died the year before last, although 
my brother worked until his last day. 
He is no dream image either, nor is he the product of some wild daytime fantasy of mine. 
As I conceive it, he has a distinct existence of his own.403 
The narrator's refutation of any resemblance to himself only serves to heighten the 
sense of confusion, and the reader is left to come to his own interpretation of who 
401 ibid. 206. [Trans. 51.] 
402 ibid. 206. [Trans. 51.] 
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this man is and how he is related to the narrator. 
The narrator's reference to bis brother's death leads the reader to assume that the 
death was closely related to working conditions. In fact, Furui's own brother died 
under similar circumstances. However, we cannot go so far as to infer from the text 
that the author's brother's death was directly related to work stress, even though 
this may be a natural reaction. 
The ultimate result of the adverse effects of overwork and its related stresses, 
karoshi or death from overwork, often occurs through stoke or heart disease. Given 
the relatively common occurrence (estimated by the National Defense Council for 
Victims of Karoshi to be around 10,000 in 1998404), the extreme case of death is 
obviously the tip of the iceberg, with lesser symptoms being suffered by vast 
numbers of workers in all fields on a regular ongoing basis. 
It is hardly surprising that the increasing incidence of work-related deaths led to the 
widespread recognition of karosbi in the late nineteen-eighties. This was the 
culmination of a period of unprecedented increases in productivity in the seventies 
and eighties which necessitated an marked increase in the hours of overtime 
worked. 
Karosbi is described by Dr Uehata Tetsunojo of the National Institute of Public 
Health as 
a condition in which a worker's normal daily rhythms are disrupted by continumg unsound 
work patterns, resultmg m a buildup of fatigue. The exhaustion induced by chrome 
overwork aggravates preexistent health problems, such as high blood pressure and hardening 
of the artenes, and causes a hle-threatening crisis.405 
Such unsound work patterns abound. The unreasonable overtime demands placed 
403 1b1d. 207. [Trans. 51.] 
404 Low, Nakamura & Yoshioka, 1999: 177. 
405 Uehata Tetsunojo, Karoshi: When a Corporate Warrior Dies (Tokyo: Mado-sha, 1990). 
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on workers by increasingly unreasonable workload expectations has already been 
mentioned. These conditions lead to chronic overwork which is related to 
conditions of exhaustion and fatigue, and which can in tum lead into the endless 
spiral of irregular sleep patterns contributing further to the original fatigue and 
stress. Such a disruption to individual and family life has a cumulative effect which 
would be debilitating for almost anyone. Add to that the gruelling conditions with 
which commuters must contend on a daily basis, and the stress factor increases 
immeasurably. Many employees find themselves as tanshin-funin, ''business 
bachelors" who are transferred to a new job location and decide to make the move 
without their family. Theoretically, such employees have even more time to devote 
themselves to their jobs, but the stress is compounded by periodic visits home. 
Often there is a lengthy and tiring journey involved, and upon arrival the tendency 
to sleep is even more pronounced, to the detriment of any semblance of participation 
in family life. Another major contributing factor is the need to undertake successive 
business trips, often without sufficient time to recover even slightly from the 
previous one. The responsibility of successfully negotiating a business deal, 
interacting with largely unknown people, and socialising until late at night all make 
for a stressful situation. 
After considering the ramifications of such a lifestyle, the question 
"Why do it?" arises. The answer is to be found in a complex interrelation of varying 
concepts and values. In the Japanese work ethic, perseverance is seen as the key to 
surmounting all odds. Success results from persistence and increased application to 
the task. The structure of the family is another contributor. In the vast majority of 
Japanese families the male is still the sole breadwinner. The responsibility for 
maintaining an appropriate standard of living and making provision for the costly 
education required in a society where employment success is directly related to 
educational success thus falls almost totally on the shoulders of one person. The 
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nature of the Japanese business world is, however, the major defining factor. First, 
company expectations of behaviour demand long hours and frequent socialising as a 
sign of commitment to the organisation. Holiday entitlements are rarely taken in full 
as they are regarded not as a genuine employee entitlement, but as an indication of 
commitment to the job. Similarly, peer pressure heightens employees' reluctance to 
leave work when they have completed their daily task, for fear that they may be 
seen as leaving "early" and leaving their co-workers to work on. 
1bis man seems to be a voice from the past, in the days of the post-war economic 
boom, when families first began to realize the dream of the "three sacred treasures", 
which the narrator goes on to explain are a refrigerator, a TV and a washing 
machine. The narrator is deep in reminiscences from his youth, and recalls his own 
lack of material goods when he began university studies. He expressly draws 
attention to his position outside the mainstream work-a-day world of the salaryman, 
the ubiquitous company employee who has come to represent the Japanese society 
during the long period of economic growth. Wbile the mainstream was able to hope 
for increased salaries, and enjoying a cc;msumption and leisure boom, the narrator 
was insulated from this. 
Meanwbtle my own life went on unchanged; I never so much as had a 10,000-yen bill pass 
through my fingers, though that denommatlon had been issued several years before. Every 
time I went out mto the street the world seemed to have changed, leaving me even farther 
behind. People were obviously having a great time. Everywhere I noticed young people in 
smart suits who seemed completely au fait with the new society and the new ways.406 
As a university student, the narrator is in a liminal position relative to the past world 
of childhood and the future adult world of work. However, it seems that his feeling 
of isolation and difference stems from something deeper than just a liminal social 
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stage. It seems that he is suggesting the existence of a feeling of social difference 
from his more consumption-oriented peers on a much more fundamental level. 
As if to emphasise bis outsider status, the narrator recounts an episode from one of 
bis mountain climbing trips. Here we have a compounding of liminal symbolism, 
both spatial and temporal: the mountains themselves, a symbol of the liminal region 
between this world and the next, and traditionally the region where the spiritual was 
most accessible to humans; and the gathering gloom of dusk, the period of temporal 
liminality between the brightness of day and the darkness of night, with its mystery 
and ambiguity. 
While waiting at the bus stop after descending the mountain, the narrator chances to 
meet another climber who presents a stark contrast to himself. The other climber is 
four or five years bis senior, and bis climbing equipment is first-rate, in contrast to 
the hand-me-downs the narrator has managed to scrape together. His conversation 
revolves around economic conditions and the construction industry. He is altogether 
more self-assured and confident than the narrator. The narrator finds himself again 
marginalised, after he somewhat romantically likens the lights on the mountainside 
to a castle of the night "A college student is what I was, even though at my age I 
certainly should have been out in the world and receiving a salary. "407 All in all, this 
man seems to indicate a vision of what the narrator himself may be like four of five 
years down the track, if he follows the usual employment path after graduation. 
This impression is confirmed with the narrator's later recollection of having lost bis 
way after taking the wrong fork in the path. The forked path may be interpreted as 
symbolizing an upcoming life-defining decision. 
However, the man's confidence and position comes at a price. He likens himself to 
406 ibid. 207-208. [Trans. 52.] 
407 ibid. 210. [Trans. 52] 
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a soldier. ''We're soldiers thrown into battle- today here, tomorrow there.'"'08 Tiris 
is indicative of the conditions typically experienced by workers, under pressure to 
increase output and performance. 
Throughout the post-war period of rapid economic growth, and continuing into the 
present day in the form of restructuring and redundancy, emphasis was placed upon 
improving productivity and efficiency as a way to make Japanese products 
competitive on world markets. This was seen to be so successful that it was used as 
a model by Western companies in their efforts to counteract the juggernaut of 
Japanese consumer products and industrial goods. Such emphasis on economic and 
productivity factors resulted in an often oppressive environment of organisation 
dedicated solely to the pursuit of the holy grail of ever increasing efficiency. Scant 
attention was paid to employees' well-being or family responsibilities. In many 
cases, not only workers' spiritual well-being was jeopardised, their physical safety 
was also imperiled. Auto workers on assembly lines with ever-increasing speeds 
had to continually battle with the physical and mental demands placed upon them -
and for little or no financial or other gain. 
In his expose of the prevailing conditions on an auto assembly line, Japan in the 
Passing Lane409 , the investigative journalist Satosbi Kamata gives a clear and 
powerful picture of the extreme conditions which operated in the years immediately 
prior to the oil shocks in the early seventies. While conditions for seasonal workers 
on the assembly line probably represent the extreme, the mentality behind the 
methods is indicative of that governing the workplace in general to a lesser extent, 
be it white or blue collar. 
In the worst-case scenario, companies are organised on a quasi-military basis, with 
hierarchy and authority being the key features. Little regard is given to the 
408 ibid. 209. [Trans. 53.] 
409 Karnata Satosln, Japan in the Passing Lane (London: Unwin, 1984). 
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individual's needs or privacy; the success of the company is the oveniding aim. 
Workers are subject to the tyranny, not of coercion by an outside authority, but a 
compulsion of their own making, of inner submission to the norms and quotas 
expected of them by the organisation, reinforced by the strength of Japanese social 
obligations of working together as a group and where the group is held responsible 
for the performance and success of the individual in achieving those expectations. 
While Furui' s protagonists fall into the category of white-collar workers, the 
conditions which governed the working life of the so-called "salaryman" would be 
philosophically similar to those on the factory floor - obviously the methods of their 
practical implementation differed 
He sums up his experiences thus: 
"It's gettmg on for nine years since I left university and joined the company. And durmg that 
time, more than once, the word would go round: 'Ths is it, tlns IS the end!" - and every 
time that happened, all of us, from the top people on down, would rouse ourselves and give 
it everything we had. When I look back on it now, even to a young guy like me it seemed 
we'd climbed to terrifymgly dizzying heights. Maybe 1t was all hke some fleetmg dream .... 
_A dream? That's not for us to say. ''Tins is it, this is the end!" - the same refrain time and 
time again, but you know somethmg? If It really did come to that, we'd probably think: 
"Well It's finally happened. So it was all just a nice dream, was it? That's how I've felt all 
along. It's how I feel now. Every time a veteran manages to overcome a crisis he's beside 
himself with Joy. For a greenhorn it's no big deal at all. But some of us wonder if we can 
get over that sense of wasted effort. I've surprised you, haven't I?"4I0 
This is a strong indictment of the economic miracle. The downside to the glittering 
surface achievement of economic success is disillusionment and never-ending 
pressure. This is bound to have a detrimental effect of those who exist under such a 
rigid regime and the manager-type is an example of the attempt to escape from the 
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everyday pressures he experience by walking in the mountains. However, he is 
unable to cast off his role as a professional in the construction industry, and cannot 
resist a belittling comment in response to the student/narrator's idealistic view of the 
lights as a castle, rather than what they actually are-the lights of a round-the-clock 
construction site. 
The narrator's strongest impression of this man is the scene as they waited in 
silence for their respective trains. 
Until long afterwards that's how he remamed in my mind - seated in that station wa1tmg 
room, arms eventually folded, eyes closed. Though there were plenty of other passengers 
there waiting for their trams, in my mental image of the scene the space around hlm is 
deserted. Maybe that's what made me feel that the whole room had grown darker.411 
The narrator goes on to tell of his own life. He gets a job at a regional university 
and moves into a room in a boarding house. He notes that his move ''marks the 
dividing line beyond which time is severed from behind the imaginary character I 
see now, sitting at his low desk in his old one-room apartment, all day long, all year 
round."412 He goes on to recall how this man has remained in his mind over the 
decades, and this memory has become inextricably linked to the memory of the man 
he'd met in the mountains. However, this does little to clarify the identity of the 
solitary man in relation to the narrator himself, and the reader is still confronted by 
the conundrum of who he really is and ifhe represents the narrator in any way. 
Through this ambiguity and shifting interpretation by the narrator of the image in his 
own imagination, the reader also find herself unsure of the connections in the story. 
In this way, Furui is able to communicate his protagonist's feeling of uncertainty 
410 Furui, 1994: 209-210. [Trans. 53.] 
411 ibid. 211. [Trans. 53-54] 
412 ibid. 211. [Trans. 54.] 
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and changing perspectives. While the narrator in one sentence refutes the idea that 
the figure is his alter ego, only to later entertain the idea that the figure could well be 
an image of himself, the reader is also forced to re-evaluate her own interpretation. 
This is a very effective means of communicating the sense of ambiguity and liminal 
experience to the reader. 
For the narrator, his fellow mountain climber represents the ideal of the postwar 
economic growth period. He is confident, capable, solid. Again, a military term is 
used - the narrator describes him as "an advance guard, setting off to work straight 
from a hiking expedition".413 The narrator could not have imagined that the man 
would have left his job and cut himself off from society. 
The narrator himself, however, does leave his job, some ten years later. He can see 
the hiker's reaction in his mind's eye and it contains a hint of admiration and envy 
that the narrator has had the courage to pursue his own goals, independently of 
mainstream expectations. 
As the narrator continues to recall the image of this man over the years, it becomes 
clearer that the solitary man whose initial appearance in the story leads the reader 
into confusion is a later image of the hiker. The two are indeed intertwined, to the 
extent that the narrator is no longer able to distinguish between them. 
The image of the man bent over his desk, leading a sequestered life of routine for 
years on end is in stark contrast to the narrator's own life's path. He, too, has 
turned his back voluntarily on the mainstream world of the company employee, but 
he does not appear to have been totally marginalised as has the hiker of his 
imagination. The narrator's days are now also spent at home, and over the years 
this gives rise to a feeling of disconnectedness with the realities of the mainstream 
world and its economic streams: "Though I was hardly in a position to understand 
the drift of the times, I often had the feeling that behind the usual external signs of 
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prosperity, people's vitality was fading."414 In considering his own life over the 
past years, the narrator asks himself if he had indeed lost contact with the outside 
world, and this leads him to again question whether the image of the man's back 
which had accompanied him throughout this period was not in fact a mere self-
proj ection. He once more concludes that it is not. 
He speculates on the possible reasons for the man's loss of contact with the world. 
When was 1t that your ties to the outside world snapped completely? When was it that time 
stopped for you? After you turned fifty? In your mid-forties? What was it? Sickness? Frayed 
nerves? Someone you depended on died? You family back home fell apart? Your woman 
cheated on you? Or else maybe 1t was some look that shouldn't even have registered that you 
got from a passerby who had nothmg to do with you - and you couldn't get over it? 415 
With this list, Furui supplies a comprehensive range of life crises, all of which can 
destroy an individual's sense of him- or herself, and thrust the victim into a period 
of self-questioning and insecurity. Interestingly, Furui, through the narrator, draws 
attention to the equivalence of time stopping and the liminal nature of experiencing a 
life crisis. Turner describes the liminal state as a period when time as measured by 
the outside world is irrelevant, in other words, time stops. The owner of the back is 
someone who lost his dreams, lost his hopes and lost his way. 
The narrator abruptly remembers long-forgotten details of that day in the mountains. 
At a fork in the path, he went the wrong way, although his instincts tell him he is on 
the wrong track. His reluctance to give instinct precedence over the apparent logic 
of his decision to follow a path with sign of footprints leads to a conflict of feelings. 
Doubts must have arisen before I had gone fifty paces, though. 'Through my feet I seemed to 
sense the fresh warmth of the loggmg path - I had enough hiking expenence to tell. But the 
413 ibid. 212. [Trans. 54.] 
414 ibid. 213. [Trans. 55.] 
415 ibid. 214. [Trans. 55.] 
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stronger my doubts grew, the more stubbornly I convinced myself that the-path bore signs of 
a mountain trail, though in fact there weren't any .... A feeling of emptiness descended upon 
me, and in response I felt the first stimngs of panic welling up. 416 
What the narrator initially thought was a trail leads nowhere but further into the 
mountains. It is possible to equate this path with the outcome of following a 
company employee lifestyle- it has no particular destination, and leads the traveller 
further and further into unknown territory. Fortunately, the narrator is able to halt 
and gather his thoughts, and realising his error, he retraces his steps 
As he does so, he becomes aware of a human odour, which he realises is the smell 
of his own fear and uncertainty. 
The remembrance of these details from so long ago causes the narrator to comment 
aloud to himself, and this he interprets as a sign of old age. He continues to work 
according to his normal routine, but feels an encroaching weakness in memory. 
However, the image of the man's back remains in the back of his mind. It is 
somethfilg that is simply there, not a ground for anxiety or questioning. This image 
has been present for so long that it is just another feature of his life. 
The narrator's interpretation of the image shifts again at this point. He feels now 
that his may indeed be a projection of himself: "Though it was rather unpleasant to 
think of this as a projection of myself, in the final analysis, it seemed reasonable to 
suppose that what I was seeing was my own distant old age from behind."417 
However, the image and reality somehow do not mesh. He wonders why he would 
be living in such circumstances, without children, with no other occupation than 
reading books. His next thought is that the image is no self-projection but himself 
as he is seem by others. 
416 ibid. 215. [Trans. 56.] 
417 ibid. 218. [Trans. 57.] 
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"Rather than being a projection of myself, couldn't it perhaps be my very own back? That's 
it. It's the back of my own life, which will soon be one with the back of my own old age, 
which is my eventual destmation. Whatever I do, wherever I run, my back must always look 
like that from behmd." 418 
He feels that he is on the threshold of old age, and the presence of this image and 
the realisation that it is a possible interpretation of his own life cause him to re-
examine his own understanding of his life thus far. 
In his mind's eye, another scene appears with a long road stretching into the 
distance. A lone figure appears in the twilight, with blood on his forehead, and 
threatens to kill the narrator. Suddenly, another man is in the scene and a fight 
ensues. It would appear that this memory stems from the narrator's wartime 
experiences, and it is significant that the time of day is dusk - an interim period 
neither totally dark nor totally light. This is an indication that the memory is of 
another liminal period in the narrator's life. The immediate post-war period was one 
of upheaval and uncertainty, when hitherto social strata and conventions were no 
longer valid and people had to again find their place in a new world order. 
The narrator's account of this incident is full of liminal symbolism The location is 
an old river embankment, in effect between the river and the surrounding land. As 
already noted, it is dusk, and the hedges marking the border between fields or 
parcels of land cast deep shadows. The figure of a runner appears. Although his 
appearance is that of a fully-grown man, the narrator is sure that he cannot be more 
than a teenager. 
The narrator's description of the road he is walking along is stark and cold, 
unrelenting in its severity. 
It was a road that would thrust upward towards a sky where a dry wmd wmstles m winter. As 
I walked, the wind blew through my shabby clothes. My skin was coated with dust. Life 
418 ibid. 219. [Trans. 57.] 
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reduced to a single layer of warmth, and only one way to preserve 1t: keep walking. The road 
extended oddly, describing a long arc. Though it only followed the flow of the river, at that 
time the river had already been completely banked with concrete. Might the power of the 
hemmed-m flow have transferred itself to the road? Though every step seemed to envelop me 
in a distressing wealmess, something led me relentlessly onward.419 
Does this road symbolise the narrator's progress towards old age. It would seem 
that the road and water imagery corresponds to the flow of life, and the only way to 
remain alive: to move forward 
The following image of the road blocked by an embankment far in the distance is 
one which initially suggests the glow of sunset - in other words, the western sky or 
the Western Paradise of Buddhism This is, however, not the case, as the narrator 
informs us that the glow is not the western sky. The glow would appear not to be 
that of the sun, but that of fire. This is again consistent with wartime experience, 
that of fire bombing and firestorms. 
The narrator's next comment is one of simultaneous disillusion and protest at the 
idea that his life has been futile. 
There in the cold, more distmct than ever, remamed the road that led toward the illusory red 
light but which was destined to reach no goal. The road behind my back was blocked not by 
a railway embankment, but by a long silence. "But I don't feel I've lived a solitary and silent 
life," I protested with a frown to the stillness behind me.420 
The narrator's recollections have come full circle to return to solitary man and his 
female companion, and the expression of their sexual desire. This is equated to the 
will to live, as something that never wanes. 
The narrator now seems to have awoken from his reverie to return to the realities of 
the present. He puts the images in his mind down to working too hard and 
419 ibid. 220-221. [Trans. 58.] 
420 1b1d. 222. [Trans. 59.] 
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exhaustion. He has been working .under pressure to get through what remains 
before the end of the year. Once again we have an indication of the liminality of the 
situation in the temporal liminality of the end-of-year period. The winter solstice is 
another turning point which is mentioned in connection with the last few days of the 
year. 
The narrator attended a high school class reunion for the first time in many years, 
and his comment is somewhat ominous. "I met many old friends. It gave me the 
feeling of peering into a dark mirror. "42i The next day, a Sunday, he is returning 
from his customary year-end visit to the Nakayama racecourse when he passes the 
house two doors from his own, he sees an 'In Mourning' sign. As soon as he gets 
home he searches in his study to fmd a postcard from the deceased, dated the 
previous Sunday. 
"I checked into the hospital for the second time," it said. "For a time it seemed that my life 
was in danger, but the crisis passed, and though I can hardly call myself fit to play an active 
role in society again, it seems at least that I have been given a little more time to live. "422 
This coincidence well illustrates the tenuous nature and unpredictability of human 
existence. The deceased himself seemed reasonably confident in the doctor's 
judgement that he would be able to return home for the New Year. His New Year 
wishes are like a message from the grave. 
The connection between the solitary man and the narrator remains unclear. The 
reader is left with the impression is that he is someone who took a fork in the road 
leading to his state of mind. No one can say whether the fork he took was the 
wrong one or not, it is simply how his life has turned out. It is also unclear whether 
this was another possible path open to the narrator, and which he did not choose to 
421 ibid. 223. [Trans. 60.] 
422 ibid. 224. [Trans. 60.] 
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follow. It would appear that the man has been marginalised, or has marginalised 
himself, for whatever reason. He is in his sixties and after a life that has obviously 
followed the same routine of inactivity and seclusion, he is between the prime of life 
and old age. Men in their sixties are usually still fully involved in their working 
lives, and it is almost unimaginable that anyone except a retiree would lead such a 
life of 'leisure'. From the narrator's description, the reader understands that the man 
was once active, and quite possibly made his own decision to leave the mainstream. 
The only sign of any hunger for living comes in the form of sexual desire. This is 
what remains - the last vestige of an active life, a fundamental instinct in human 
existence. 
"lnori no yoni" 
The short story "Inori no y6ni" first saw publication in Gunzo in 1996, and is 
collected in the 1998 volume of stories, Yoake no ie. 423 In it, the narrator retells a 
story focused on the final years of an older couple which he, in turn, had heard 
from an acquaintance who has since died. 
The wife tells this acquaintance of her husband's decline, both physical and mental, 
in the last four years of his life and her reaction to it The acquaintance had never 
met the husband. Thus the reader is occupied with a tale at third hand - with all its 
inescapable layers of interpretation and inevitable gaps, becoming increasingly 
subjective and open to interpretation with each successive telling. 
This story, too, deals with the now familiar Furui themes of illness and death, and 
these aspects are in essence similar to those already discussed in the previous 
chapters on the liminality of illness and death. 
However, interesting additional factors are at play in this case. The initial trigger for 
the man's decline is identified as an incident within his company - a financial 
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discrepancy for which he feels responsible. His subsequent resignation is the first 
step in a series of life changes which affect him, and indirectly, bis wife, in an 
extremely negative way. 
After resigning from bis position in the company as admission of his own 
responsibility in the matter, although there is no actual proof of his involvement in 
the affair, and despite the fact that he had actually managed to limit the damage 
caused, he even refuses the retirement benefits to which he was entitled. He and his 
wife then sell the home in which they have lived for many years and move into a 
small apartment in an area they do not know, and in which they have no social 
network. 
Tiris corresponds to the dilemma faced by many new and prospective retirees - that 
of the need to adjust their accustomed lifestyle to the demands and constraints of 
their new circumstances. For example, they may not be able to sustain their 
previous level of income, even allowing for a reasonably generous "golden 
handshake" at the conclusion of a long working life, and given the dwindling 
security offered by the hitherto basic public pensions system. Couples at this stage 
in their lives no longer have the responsibility of child-raising, since in the vast 
majority of cases their children are leading independent lives, most likely having 
married and started a family of their own. Thus, the need to maintain a large and 
expensive home disappears, and the financial economies of moving to a smaller 
place must be weighed against the disadvantages of leaving a familiar and 
comfortable long-standing residence. The ideal solution would of course be a 
compromise of a smaller, low-maintenance apartment in the same residential area, 
but this is not always possible. In this case, the problem has most likely been 
exacerbated by the fear that the real reason for the resignation will become generally 
known. This is hinted at by the euphemistic way the matter is referred to, as merely 
423 Funn YoshikJ.chi, "Inori no yoni." In Yoake no ie (Tokyo: KOdansha, 1998): 7-26. 
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an "altercation", when in fact it had been a major life-changing event with unforseen 
consequences for both the husband and wife. 
My friend told me at this point that he had heard that tlns man had an altercation at work 
when he was m his mid-fifties. There seemed to be some amount of consideration towards 
the wife in the expression 'altercation'. It seems she had been cautioned by the deceased that 
tellmg people about the circumstances would inevitably tend toward an excuse, and so she 
didn't say much about it. Anyway, from the lengthy details it appeared to have been a matter 
in which the company was exposed to a loss , and although he had somehow dealt with the 
problem mternally, he took responsibility for his own position at the time and not only 
returned his retirement payment, but also sold the house where he had lived for many years, 
and moved with ms wife to a small apartment. 424 
For a short while the new circumstances appear to have a beneficial effect, as he his 
no longer exposed to the stresses involved with daily work. 
Right at the begmning, just after they'd moved, there was a phase where the man had been 
set free from the worry of many years, and gave the unpression of having at last returned to 
the hole which matched the shell. He muttered such tlnngs as "This will be my last abode", 
and gazed at the blue of the flowerpots of the houses along the narrow alley from the upstairs 
window. When he had been at the centre of the maelstrom, he told his wife with a readmess 
to accept responsibility that he mtended to act entirely by relying on his connections. "I'll 
have plenty of free time to think about my long-term Illlstakes afterwards." He also said that 
he didn't intend to have any regrets. Th.err peaceful hfe as a couple, whlch had seemed 
forgotten for a long tnne, continued m the apartment for only three months.425 
The husband's loss is twofold-the loss of his work environment with its 
accompanying status, and the loss of his accustomed domestic surroundings. He is 
424 ibid. 16. 
425 ibid. 16. 
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forced to confront his advancing age, as his lifestyle is now that of a retiree. He has 
become an outsider on two levels, and has entered the liminal situation of forced 
passive unproductiveness of a man who still feels himself to be in the prime of life 
and still capable of making valuable contributions to society. It is a liminality 
between existence as an active, fully functioning, productive and valued member of 
society in his role as a successful company man, and the ultimate destination of 
death It is a path which in this case proves to be irreversible. 
The physical symbol of this transition is the long stone wall which surrounds the 
hospital to which he is admitted, and along which the wife walks on her regular 
visits. Wakamori Yosbiki rightly identifies this wall as a threshold ( shikii) in his 
discussion of this story. 426 Once inside, the parameters of the outside world no 
longer apply, and as the reader finds, there is no long-term escape for the man once 
inside. 
Thrown out of balance by the loss of work caused by the problems at his company 
and the move to an unknown suburb, the man's mental state becomes increasingly 
tenuous. He seems to be suffering from confusion in his short-term memory, and 
develops behaviours and symptoms which are reminiscent of Alzheimer's disease, a 
complaint usually associated with patients of advanced age. He is at this time only 
in his late fifties, and therefore the appearance of symptoms of dementia in someone 
so young is unexpected to say the least. The narrator comments that both he and his 
friend took particular notice of this, as both of them were in their fifties, and the 
prospect of premature dementia affecting someone only o few years their senior was 
very confronting. 
Eventually, he is admitted to hospital for psychiatric treatment. Initially, his wife is 
only pennitted to visit him once a week, and the hour she has with him is spent 
426 Wakamori YosbilG., "Shiki1 o mae ni tachlsukumu - 'Inon no yoni' o megutte." 
Kokubungaku, May 2000: 32-48 
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mostly in silence. The doctors don't go into great detail about her husband's 
condition for fear of overburdening her. After a while, he is moved back into a 
normal ward, and regular visits become possible. During these visits, the wife is 
hardly able to get a word in between bis rambling accounts of the events 
surrounding the problems which led to bis resignation. This is an unmistakeable 
source of preoccupation for him, and he has been unable to put it behind him and 
move on to the subsequent stages of bis life. He remains captive in the limbo caused 
by his work problems. 
His mind wanders in.to the past, into what bis wife puts down as bad dreams. He 
recalls memories of his wartime experiences as a conscript when he felt himself to 
be an outsider, loathed by others. He had spoken to her of this before their 
marriage, but only in the most general terms. Since then it had never again been 
mentioned Now, with his life and mind in confusion, the memories of similar 
experiences from the past come welling up. The scene he describes is of being 
physically avoided by those who pass him by on the road. He likens it to having a 
contagious disease and being shunned by all around 
Following this, he talks about his two mothers, his birth mother, and the woman 
who brought him up. It would seem that bis family circumstances have left an 
indelible feeling of insecurity. Although bis adoptive mother's care could not be 
faulted, and he and his wife took care of her in the years preceding her death about 
fifteen years earlier, he seems to still retain the vestiges of a sense of not knowing 
exactly where he belonged or who he was. 
Detained in hospital by the slow road to recovery, he suffers a cerebral thrombosis 
about a year later. The thrombosis turns out not to be particularly serious and he is 
able to walk again after a few months. However, this proves to be the borderline 
from whence bis mental state again becomes increasingly disordered. As a result, 
his sense of time begins to grow more and more vague. It is as if he has somehow 
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subconsciously lost the will to continue to make the adjustments required by his 
altered circumstances. Whenever he seems on the verge of recovery from either 
physical or mental problems, his release from hospital is hindered by a new medical 
condition. To have to confront the realities of life once more is obviously too much 
for him to cope with, and so he remains sequestered in the predictable and secure 
limits of the hospital environs and routine for the remainder of his life. 
The "altercation" at work which result in the loss of practically everything he has 
been accustomed to until then is the first step in an inevitable process that ends in 
premature death. This time, it is not death from overwork, but a death that is 
hastened by the stresses of not having work, and the unaccustomed social position 
that entails, as well as the stresses of facing one's own old age. This is especially 
relevant in a society where the term shakaijin (literally: a fully fledged member of 
society) is commonly used synonymously to mean "a working person". One's 
position as a full member of society is equated with work. The logical extension of 
this assumption is that someone who does not work is not considered to be a 
member of society. Such a strong equivalence between a person's work and his or 
her social value inevitably leads to stress and pressure in cases of unemployment or 
retirement, especially if the change occurs suddenly, without sufficient warning. 
This man is too old to be able to easily fmd another job, and his reputation is 
probably already tainted from the fallout of the affair at his previous company. He is 
in limbo, neither an active, working member of society who is considered still 
capable of malcing a contribution, nor an elderly man from whom work is no longer 
expected. It is the pressure associated with this ambivalent position which 
contributes subconsciously to his physical and psychological deterioration. 
Conclusion 
Long working hours, coupled with a range of work-related stress factors may be 
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interpreted as a predisposing factor in heart disease and other health problems, such 
as sleep disturbance and hallucinations. Someone working unusually lengthy hours 
is thus prone to be thrust into a liminal phase, which itself is preliminal relative to 
the following liminal stage of illness, and the possible subsequent stage of death. 
Thus it can be seen that these life crises are not just a simple matter of the tripartite 
pre-, liminal and post-liminal structure. Instead, they can be considered as 
intermediate steps in a process, or alternative forks in a path, where the expected 
reincorporation is not guaranteed, but may lead on into a further level of lirninal 
experience. 
As an obvious precursor to illness, stress is a phenomenon experienced as a matter 
of course in the post-industrial society, an can be thought of as a gateway to a 
succession of liminal states and existences. Far from being only tenuously 
connected to F~' s more weighty themes, an investigation of stress caused by the 
work environment and ageing throws light on the factors preceding the life crises of 
illness and death. 
Late in October 1994, shortly after the announcement of 6e Kenzaburo's Nobel 
Prize for Literature was made, Furui was one of the participants in a panel 
discussion televised on NHK., which was entitled "Literature at a Difficult Pass". 
One of his fellow participants, Kato Norihiro, later commented: 
We recorded it on October twenty-first, in Fuka, one of the literary bars in Shinjuku, but 
that was the first time I'd met Furui Yoshtkichi. What impressed me most deeply was 
Furui' s strong recognition that he was of the same generation as the company men who had 
supported the post-war economic boom. People of that age are now beginning to develop 
neuroses and I got the feeling that Furui was connecting this tendency within himself and 
his literature.427 
4Z7 Kato Norihiro, quoted in: Wada, 1999: 332. 
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The connection between Furui's writing and the daily lives of his peers is nowhere 
so evident as in the stories which involve the physical and mental effects of ongoing 
workplace stress, as well as the uncertainties about the future and realisations of the 
limitations of one's life which the advent of ageing brings. 
The similarities between Furui himself and the details of his protagonists' lives is 
evidence of his recognition of their experiences in common. Obviously, Furui' s 
experiences as an academic and writer are not totally comparable to those of the vast 
majority of men of his age, the salaried company employees who were the basis for 
Japan's post-war economic success story. However, he describes his father, a bank 
employee, as "a typical Showa graduate salaryman'.428 , and would thus have had 
ample experience of the life of the company employee as he was growing up. Also, 
as a member of the generation who had experienced the deprivation and trauma of 
war, and whose aim was a better life for himself and his children, Furui is no 
different from the rest of his peers, even if their work environments differed. They 
emerged from the liminality of war-time trauma into a new environment centred on 
reconstruction and growth-targeted efforts, which in tum led them into further 
liminalities, in a range of situations and to varying degrees. 
Of course, stress has many other causes, not just work-related conditions. The 
inevitability of ageing and the necessity of adapting to one's new circumstances and 
social position is an important factor in producing stress as people get older. The 
feelings of social isolation experienced by the ageing male protagonists of Furui' s 
stories are indicative of a liminal condition which is the result of the stress of 
ageing. They are often compelled from their already marginal position into 
subsequent stages of liminality which may be even further liminalised through 
428 Furui Yoshikichi, "Tori-1sogi ryakureki." In Tokyo monogatari ko. Paperback edition. (Tokyo: 
Iwanarni shoten, 1990): 169. 
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illness, whether physical or mental, or even death. 
The fragmentation and the bluning of boundaries between dreamlike states and 
apparent reality have a disorienting effect for the reader. This uncertainty is also a 
liminal condition which echoes the feelings of confusion experienced by the 
characters themselves. Furui's technique of using parallel narrative threads which 
occasionally meet reflects the structure of rites of passage and Turner's analysis of 
the liminal condition, whereby individuals who are undergoing the transitional stage 
meet in communitas, to separate once more when the liminal has successfully been 
negotiated. 
All of the factors mentioned contribute to Furui' s ability to convey his protagonists' 
sense of uncertainty and disorientation through his references to the liminal. His 
depictions are of unremarkable scenes from daily life, everyday occurrences and 
protagonists who could be any one of millions of ageing company employees. 
Paradoxically, this ability to communicate the unremarkable so effectively is what 
makes Furui' s writing remarkable. 
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Conclusion 
This investigation of Furui Y oshikichi 's literature of the liminal is a psycho-socio-
analytical interpretation based on van Gennep's identification of the tripartite 
structure of rites of passage, and Victor Turner's subsequent socio-anthropological 
analysis ofliminality and communitas. The examples considered show the extent 
ofliminal elements contained in Furui's writing. 
By examining Furui's Hijiri andShinpi no hitobito, two works which are set 
against completely different cultural backgrounds - contemporary Japan and 
Europe of the Middle Ages, respectively - it can be seen the protagonists are 
entirely liminal existences who have in common their spiritual and religious role as 
mediators. The studentlsaemon figure in Hijiri functions as a mediator between the 
spiritual and the everyday, between the traditional and the modern, and between 
the natural and the man-made worlds. The mediaeval mystics of Shinpi no hitobito 
are ecstatic marginals are mediators between the divine and the human on an 
individual, personal level. The protagonists of both works are located at the 
margins, whether spatially (living outside the boundaries of the community, alone 
in the Jizo temple or in cloistered communities), physically (undergoing severe 
ascetic practices), or socially (ostracised from mainstream society because they 
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represented a threat to the status quo). 
In Hijiri, Furui has transposed the historical phenomenon of itinerant "holy men" 
to a modem setting, but the fundamental elements of their peripheral existences, 
the power and freedom inherent in their outsider status, remain unchanged. In his 
dual identity, the studentlhijiri is a liminal figure able to freely traverse the border 
region between one world and another. By drawing on animist and religious 
traditions as represented by the fox-spirit and the unsettled dead, and on the 
symbolism of the double-grave system, Furui has emphasised the traditional 
understanding of the inherent value ofliminal states of being. In addition, the 
double grave system simultaneously represents the coexistence and rivalry 
between the accepted social order, as represented by the temple, and the 
unpredictable and uncontrollable, as represented by the hijiri' s function of 
transporting the deceased to the common riverbank graveyard "on the other side". 
It is also clear that Furui' s interest in liminal conditions and the literature of the 
liminal ranges far beyond the Japanese context, to occidental, biblical and literary 
sources. Similarities exist between the quasi-religious function of title figure of 
Hermann Broch's novel Der Versucher, and the studentlsaemon figure in Hijiri. 
An examination of the German sources behind Shinpi no hitobito, including Martin 
Buber's Ekstatische Konfessionen and Robert Musil's Der Mann ohne 
Eigenschaften gives further insight into the depth ofFurui's understanding of the 
liminal condition. Bub er' s realisation of the virtual impossibility of rendering such 
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mystic experiences as religious ecstasy into words places the act of 
communication itself at the limit of the possible, in a liminal region, is taken up by 
Furui who considers that such borderline experiences may be communicated by 
"lack", "nothingness" or negation. In addition, when considering the border 
between timelessness and simultaneity, he mentions the use of paradox as having a 
similar function. Musil's "anderer ZustanCf' and "Grenzerlebnisse" coincide with 
Furui 's interest in the nature of the border between the rational and the irrational, 
and between the senso:ry and the instinctual. 
Furui 's estimation of his role as translator as a mediator between two languages, 
and at the limit oflinguistic possibility provides another interesting element in 
understanding just how deep seated the concept of liminality is in relation to his 
writing. 
The discussion of the liminal conditions of physical or mental illness shows 
Furui's patients as liminars as a result of disempowerment and sequestration. The 
rituals surrounding hospitalisation serve to control what is perceived as a threat to 
the established order, and patients are sequestered in the "parallel world" of the 
hospital, one of the examples of spatial liminality with which Furui depicts his 
protagonists' circumstances and emphasises their isolation and desolation. 
Cancer is a frequent motif in Furui's work, and a closer look at the issues involved 
leads to the conclusion that, as cancer is commonly perceived as a death sentence, 
sufferers are liminars experiencing a state of communitas in which the illness has 
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made any distinction between the patients' former social positions irrelevant. In 
the face of illness, all sufferers are equal. 
The experience of those surrounding the patient was also examined and found to 
be a liminal condition in which family and friends must come to terms with the 
idea of approaching death, and face their own mortality, especially if the illness is 
cancer, with its "death sentence" subtext. 
In Sumiko,, Furui's incorporation of elements of the liminal allows him to 
effectively communicate Sae's mental disturbance to the reader. Paradoxically, her 
disturbed state begins to become increasingly obvious at a time which is generally 
accepted by society as the most ordered and settled period of a woman's life, that 
of marriage, childbearing and family life. Her disturbance reflects her position 
outside the perceived social norms, while simultaneously enabling her to maintain 
her location on the periphery. The location of her apartment on the outskirts of 
the city, in a semi-rural area symbolises her isolation from the mainstream, and 
provides a spatial representation of the border region between rural tradition and 
the urban lifestyle in which she finds herself. 
The fox spirit provides another symbol of Sae's liminal position. Foxes are not 
only able to live comfortably on the border between the natural and the urban 
worlds, they are also credited with spiritual powers which allow them to 
transform themselves at will between the human and animal states. The perception 
of the dual nature of the beautiful fox-woman as both a good wife and mother, and 
a seducer of men is certainly applicable to Sae. Her previous and current 
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relationships with men represent the seductive, uncontrollable element of her 
nature, while the birth of her daughter and life with Iwasaki represent the settled, 
orderly role of the wife and mother. Sae's disturbance may be interpreted as a 
result of the conflict between the two opposing forces within her, and is 
manifested in behaviour changes resulting from the crossing and recrossing of the 
borderline between the two states. Iwasaki's sexual attraction to Sae's wildness is 
an indication of the fascination that danger and chaos can exert on members of 
mainstream society. However, shocked by the realisation of his own mental 
instability, he opts for safety, and decides to control Sae's behaviour by means of 
sequestration in a psychiatric hospital. The final image represents the triumph (at 
least for the moment) of everyday routine and "normality" over the forces of 
chaos. 
Furui's re-working of themes and events from the sequence of family deaths in 
various works is an indication of how deeply affected he was by these personal 
life crises. In facing death, the existence of an opportunity for the individual facing 
impending death, and those facing impending loss and its after effects to 
experience Buber's primal relationship of I and Thou is identified. Death is 
experienced from two perspectives, the biological and the psychological/spiritual. 
The latter is closely related with liminality as both the dying individual is in a 
liminal state, going through the physical and psychological processes which 
precede death, as well as the bereaved, who enter the liminal world of grief and 
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mourning. The bereaved are in a condition equivalent to communitas, in which any 
difference of social status is removed by the shared feelings of loss, grief and 
confusion. 
Furui also reflects on the difficulty of defining the actual point of death, and the 
concept that death is a part of life. By using a group of mountain climbers who 
met their deaths in a storm as an example, he is able to trace the chain of events, 
considering the possible points from which they could have turned back and thus 
avoided their fate. He speculates on just how far back into life the strands of fate 
leading to death stretch. His attention is drawn to the apparent ability of certain 
Buddhist monks and priests to control the timing of their own death. He also 
looks at the severe ascetic practices, such as pilgrimage, during which death was a 
constant companion. These are clearly a contemplation of the liminality to be 
found in the transition between life and death, in all its variations. Furui's view of 
death is summed up by 6e Kenzaburo in his comment that being dead is one 
aspect of being alive. 
Further liminal circumstances are depicted through the spatial rearrangement of 
family members' occupation ofrooms, and the transfer oflocus involved in 
moving house. Not only are the living arrangements reorganised, the family roles 
are reversed, as in the case of a son assuming the parental role of dressing and 
caring for his weakened father. The father's nightly wanderings along the liminal 
space of the corridor are symbolic of the transitional stage in which he fmds 
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himself. 
My examination of Furui' s focus on the effects of stress, particularly that related 
to the workplace and ageing, illustrates another aspect ofliminality. It is especially 
relevant in the light of the prevailing social conditions during the period of rapid 
economic growth in Japan from the late 1950's. In these stories, Furui's ever-
present themes of death and illness are less prominent against a background of 
how the average salaryman copes with the increasing pressures and expectations 
of life as a company employee, as well as coming to terms with the transition 
inherent in growing older and adjusting to the changes in lifestyle and position 
which that process brings. The ageing worker, as exemplified by the protagonist of 
"Inori no yoni", who has resigned after financial discrepancies came to light in his 
company, is often confronted with the difficulty of adjusting to his altered 
circumstances, after a lifetime of concentrating on work at the cost of all other 
interests. He is adrift in a new and unfamiliar world of social and spatial liminality, 
and his psychological state mirrors his confusion. He is hospitalised, and the wall 
surrounding the hospital represents the confmes of a liminal space in which he 
remains until his death. The wall is literally the threshold (limen) which 
symbolises transition across a border, or in other words, the liminal condition. 
The suppression of the individual for the benefit of the company leads to 
increased stress levels, physical and mental exhaustion, and finally breakdown. 
Furui looks at the liminal states which precede breakdown, using the effects of 
stress which are manifested in his subjects to describe the disorientation and 
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confusion which results. 
Perhaps the most obvious and common manifestation of these men's distress is 
their sleep disturbance, whether an irresistible desire for sleep or insomnia. Furui' s 
technique of overlapping fantasy and reality to the extent that the reader is unsure 
of where one ends and the other begins mirrors the effects which chronic and 
overwhelming fatigue have on sufferers. The "day in- day out" motif which 
appears in "Kuru hi mo" is one which Furui uses effectively to communicate the 
daunting challenge of carrying on in the face of the endless repetition of mundane 
daily tasks such as bathing and eating. Anything which allows escape, no matter 
how briefly, from the pressures of everyday life potentially offers relief. For 
example, even a business trip is less stressful, because it gives an opportunity for 
evading the forces which normally control daily activities: the company, the 
family, the daily routine. Another indication of the level of control which exists is 
the military vocabulary used by the engineer whom the nartator meets in the 
mountains during his student days in the story "Senaka bakari ga k:ure-nokoru". 
The liminality of these ageing men is signified by feelings of floating, sleepwalking 
and hallucinations. The use of sleepwalking as a motif is one also found in 
Hermann Broch's work, representing a desire for deliverance from isolation and 
loneliness of the individual existence. Such isolation and loneliness is the initial 
impression conveyed in "Senaka baka~ ga k:ure-nokoru", where the protagonist 
has completely withdrawn from the outside world. In fact sexual desire is the only 
indication of any type of desire for living. In addition, both Furui and Broch utilise 
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the motif of travel to represent a liminal interlude that is a means of escape and 
release from the pressures oflife. Furui presents a vision of a windswept icy road 
as a metaphor for life, stark, cold and unrelenting in its severity. 
The biblical curseMagor-missabib, meaning ''terror on every side", is indicative of 
the strong undercurrent of resentment felt by the father, and is another example of 
, 
the incursion of the irrational. It is a curse to be hurled at one's enemies, and which 
crosses the boundary of rationalism in its call for other-worldly powers to 
intercede. Perhaps as someone who, although not in the best of health himself, 
represented vitality and youth to his father, Nagura embodied those enemies. The 
curse represents an incursion of the irrational and spiritual :into the modem world 
of the rational, and the latent power contained in that :incursion. The fear-inducing 
effect of the curse is more as a result of its formulaic nature and latent undertones 
of fear, rather than from the actual meaning of the expression. This is also the case 
when the saemon chants sutras which are incomprehensible to him. The effect is 
independent of linguistic meaning. Furui's inclusion of portents to set the tone for 
what is to come in his stories is another feature which indirectly conveys meaning 
to the reader. 
In a comparison of aspects ofFurui's writing with elements from the Noh drama, 
a less obvious layer ofliminal features becomes clear. Furui's knowledge of Noh 
and his incorporation ofliminal features adds to the complexity of his texts. The 
similarities enable Furui to link his contemporary settings with the traditional 
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world of the spiritual. The central motif of Noh is liminal in nature. The revelation 
of a spirit seeking release from its liminal state as it acts out its agony forms the 
crux of the drama, and it is only when final release is achieved that the spirit is able 
to proceed from its liminal state to be reaggregated into the ordered world of the 
settled dead. The use of the motif of the mask allows his focus to be expanded 
from the level of the individual to the level of an archetype of human existence. In 
addition, Furui replicates the shifting narrative perspectives which are a feature of 
Noh, as exemplified by the narration of the protagonist's emotional state by 
secondary characters with a similar function to the waki orjiutai of Noh. Other 
features common to both Noh and Furui's writing are the non-linear quality of 
time and the concept ofyilgen. Like Noh, Furui's writing is felt from the heart and 
does not rely solely on the intellect for interpretation. 
Not only is the content ofFurui's writing steeped in liminality, his style also 
displays liminal qualities. The most obvious of these is the insertion of essaistic, 
expository passages within the narrative. This is particularly pronounced in this 
later works. By means of slowing down the progress of the events he is 
portraying, focussing on the minute details and repeating the recollections, Furui 
replicates human thought processes which constantly go over and over an event of 
great import. The features which Furui 's writing has in common with the 
shish8setsu geme have also become more pronounced over time. Located 
somewhere between autobiography and fiction, between narrative and reportage, 
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the shishosetsu as exemplified by Furui's work is itself a liminal genre. 
Furui 's view is that the liminal states on which he focuses are a vital part of the 
human condition, irrespective of place or time. This is his fundamental message in 
a society and a world where such states are considered peripheral and unnecessary 
to modem rationality, and as such are to be avoided and obliterated as quickly as 
possible. At the very least, they are to be ignored. These states represent the 
incursion of uncontrollable, wild, and other-worldly aspects into a society that 
values rationalism above all else and in which order and control are highly 
estimated. 
The complexity of the Iiminalities which Furui explores in his writing is indicative 
of the many layers of meaning he has been able to incorporate. His concentration 
on the vividness of the instant locates the reader in one moment at a time and gives 
rise to the sensation of slow motion. Each moment is a snapshot of the universe as 
it is now. Like a pack of cards where only the face of the uppermost card is visible 
at any one time, one can only live in that moment, not in the moment before or the 
moment after. Furui tries to convey the moment to his readers. His approach to 
the critical states of his protagonists distils their predicaments to their essence and 
allows the reader a better understanding ofliving in the late twentieth century. 
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